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Year Two in the new halls and again the area 
has expanded - Hall 4 has been added, one 
more playground for all the novelties, proj-
ects and offers!
Unique as every year and yet the same as 
last year, albeit all being larger, more inten-
sive, more varied and simply more - new 
releases, very many of them again being 
co-productions across countries and pub-
lishers - those are mentioned in detail once, 
most with the German partner, and briefly 
with the other publishers. Information on 
German distributors is given when possible. 
Games carrying a brand logo are listed un-
der the brand name, for instance alea or 
Drei Magier.
The number of games published using fi-
nancing via crowd funding platforms like 
Startnext, Spieleschmiede or Kickstarter is 
getting larger all the time, many of them 
have been on offer also for non-supporters 
at Essen. Another trend also increasing is 
pre-ordering: One must decide on buying 
quite a lot of games, in analogy to crowd 
funding, without having at least seen them, 
not to talk about having played them.
As usual I have also tried to mention new re-
leases and announcements from publishers 
that are represented by companies like Hei-
delberger, Pegasus, Asmodee or UGG in the 
German market and mostly listed in the sec-
tion for publishers present in Essen. I have 
rarely listed promotional items for games, 
expansions are - when known - listed.
This year there were, according to Merz Ver-
lag, 41 nations presenting games, compa-
nies for instance from the Baltic States, from 
India, Malaysia and many more of them 
from Russia and China.
Our booth in Hall 1 was well frequented 
again this year and always filled with play-
ers testing our new releases Bakerspeed 
and Paititi or taking a look at our handbook 
which again caused a lot of interest this 
year.
This takes us to the novelties, the new game 
- hopefully we have seen all of them, not all 
of them were ready, some were sold out, 
some were announced for next year, some 
we will receive later and quite a lot of them 
we have taken home. At the end of this 
summary you find new released that were 
announced at the time of Essen, but were 
not on show there.

One Night Werewolf Superpowers by Aki-
hisa Okui for 3-7 players, ages 10+: Aim of 

Humans is to identify and eliminate a were-
wolf, and aim of the Werewolves is to stay in 
play. The expansion Superpowers introduc-
es new characters - CIA, Ninja, Psychic and 
Madman. At the Japon Brand Booth.

Frischfisch by Friedemann Friese 2-5 
players, ages 12+: Bidding and placement 

game, you vie for the best lots next to the 
delivery vans; you draw tiles or reserve a lot, 
market stalls are bid for and then placed.
Funkenschlag Deluxe: Europa / Norda-
merika by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 12+: Revised edition for the 10 
Year Anniversary of the game; garbage is re-
placed by natural gas, there are generators, 
new power plants, summary cards and new 
rules for two players.

Run, Fight or Die! by Richard Launius for 
1-4 players, ages 13+: A game with a Zom-

bie theme, you have your own board and 
are meeting zombies all alone, by yourself, 
guiding a unique character with special 
abilities. You win if you find five survivors or 
reach the town, with a minimum number of 
followers.

The series Anno Domini is expanded with 
two editions, again in cooperation with 
Fata Morgana, both by Urs Hostettler 
and intended for 2-8 players, ages 10+: 
Anno Domini Bern and Anno Domini - 
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Wissenschaft & Forschung; as usual you 
must sort events in correct chronological 
order.
Expanding the range of games based on 
the Game of the Year 2013, Hanabi by 
Antoine Bauza for 2-5 players, ages 8+, 
Hanabi Pocketbox is published in a tin.

Hanabi Fun & Easy comes with extra-large 

cards and features a card rack for each 
player.
Royals by Peter Hawes for 2-5 players, ages 
10+: As a member of a European noble 

house you occupy positions using country 
cards, for victory points from influence 
majorities; positions are linked to ranks - the 
higher the rank the more country cards you 
must use.
Distribution partner for dV Giochi

In Hall 4 one could find an interesting cross 
between Scrabble and Poker: Rakpoka by 
Gerry Baker for 2 or more players; you fill a 
board with poker combination and score 
double, threefold or fourfold, in analogy to 
Scrabble, if you cover the corresponding 

spots. Available also as an outdoor version 
and an app.

Bloody Crossroads: Gettysburg Day 1 for 
1-8 players, ages 13+ by Uwe Eickert - the 

first game in the Fight for the Colors Series 
on the American Civil War is still in its devel-
opment stage.
Fief: France 1492 by Philippe Mouchebeuf 
for 3-6 players, ages 13+ is a new edition of 
the game that was already released previ-

ously by Eurogames, International Team 
and Asyncron Games, a simulation of the 
military, economic and political conflicts 
between feudal medieval lords.
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40 Lines for Meeples 
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief
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I am often asked if it isn’t incredibly nice to 
live in the middle of a Games Museum? Yes, 
it is, very much so, and especially because I 
have new games in my hands all the time, 
not only reading about them and looking 
for reviews on the web, but having them on 
the table.
Every one of those games I can open, look at 
the components and read the rules, register 
the game as it is proper for a museum, write 
a summary and but it into the database with 
a picture. Many of those games tempt me to 
linger, that is, not only look at them, but play 
them. But with many hundred new games 
every year, how can I play all of them sev-
eral times? How can I decide which one to 
play more intensively? And then comes the 
sadness when I have to watch what pearls 
among games that passed over my table, are 
not even ignored by the games community, 
are simply forgotten. Nobody wants to play 
them. Forgotten - finished  - over! 
At this point this issue of WIN wants to help, 
by presenting all games shown at Essen, so 
that every game has a chance to by noticed 
by you and is not forgotten before it reaches 
the market.
Recommend this issue of WIN 471 (also the 
German edition) to others, this WIN is a free 
download for all. I hope that you have as 
much fun in reading at as I had compiling it. 
Unfortunately, due to my husband’s illness, 
there is still a backlog on the regular issues, 
but we are working at it!
Please keep up reading our WIN regularly:
http://www.gamesjournal.at
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High Command: Europe by Oriol Garcia for 
2 players, ages 12+ is also only announced 
and not yet published: A simulation on 
WWII without dice and tables, the complete 
war in less than three hours playing time or 
playable in individual short scenarios.
Distribution partner for Germany: Schwer-
kraft Verlag

A distributor having - among other games 
- the German edition of Euphoria to offer, 

see Morning players.

100! by Karsten Adlung and Bernhard Nae-
gele for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Game #100 in 

the small series, again fast and hectic, be-
cause all play simultaneously and sort their 
cards to achieve a row of ten numbers with 
a maximum of one gap or to hold numbers 

18 to 22 in hand.
COL-OR-FORM  by Wolfgang Kramer, Jür-
gen P.K. Grunau and Hans Raggan for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: 3x3 cards on display show 
shapes and colors. You try to change the 
display using symbol cards to achieve cor-
relation with tasks. All play simultaneously 
and you win with most symbols on task 
cards you collected.
Teamwork for Kids  by Michael Andersch 
for 3-10 players, ages 6+: On the 10 Year An-

niversary of Teamwork there is now an ad-
dition aimed at younger children using pic-
ture images - either two players describe an 
image or two players may use only one joint 
sentence for such a description and alter-
nate in naming one word of the sentence.

Published in the autumn of 2013 and 
shown in Essen this year: Shephy by Pawn, 
a solitaire game for one player, ages 12+, 

you must use event cards to collect 1000 
sheep before the event deck has been used 
up three times.

The game was presented by the producer 
BoardGames4U: The Convicted for 1-4 
players, ages 12+ by Mateusz Albricht - in 
this cooperative game your fight for surviv-
al in enemy country, enlarge your city and 
fend off attacking enemies.

The Polish publisher showed Medieval Bat-
tle by Andrzej Kurek for 2 players, ages 14+: 

Each player commands an army of knights 
and begins with assembling a battle field, 
then you recruit knights and deploy them. 
Movement and combat depend on equip-
ment and weaponry, combats are decided 
without any chance element.

Cypher by David Short for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: A company generates an artificial 

intelligence that is learning from hackers, 
but the machine acquires sentience and 
turns rogue, villain and ultimate hacker. 
Players embody factions collecting support 
against Cypher.
Doomtown Reloaded by Dave Williams 
and Mark Wootton for 2-4 players, ages 
12+: Originally published as a collectible 
card game, Doomtown is now returning 
as an expandable card game. Four factions 
fight for control of Gomorra; conflicts are 
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decided using a Poker mechanism. Packs 
hold identical sets of cards, the base game 
is supplemented with so-called Saddlebag 
Expansions.
Doomtown Reloaded - New Town, New 
Rules is announced as the first Saddlebag 
expansion, again featuring identical sets of 
cards in each pack.

Empire Engine by Matthew Dunstan and 
Chris Marling for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The 
reign of the Big Machine has ended and four 
empires rise from the ruins, all empowered 

by cogwheels. Players choose actions, turn 
the cogwheels and implement actions on 
the outer fringes of the machines.
Published in the 1st quarter of 2014: Love 
Letter Legend of the Five Rings, another 
edition of Love Letters by Seiji Kanai 
featuring the topic of Alderac’s best-known 

collectible card game.
Mai-Star by Seiji Kanai for 3-6 players, 
ages 10+: Mai-Star wants to teach her 
arts to her successor, so geishas rival for 
fame, riches and the succession for the 
eternally unrivaled legendary Mai-Star. The 

geisha with most money will be Mai-Stars 
successor. First Edition 2010, Kanai Factory.
Patronize by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-5 players, 
ages 14+: The 5th game in the Tempest 
Series, originally published by Okazu Brand, 
also as Patronize. In the trick-taking game 
you have the opportunity also to protect 
a character or to pass your turn to acquire 
benefits or a played character.

Planes by David Short for 2-4 players, ages 
12+: You represent a group fighting its way 
across a crammed airport in order to reach 
your plane, hindered by groups of other 
players and neutral travelers.

Sail to India by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-4 
players, ages 12+: First edition Okazu Brand, 
2013, German edition Auf nach Indien at 
Pegasus.

Say Bye to the Villains by Seiji Kanai for 3-8 
players, ages 10+: As Vanquisher you punish 
Villains that cannot be dealt with by the 
judicial system, but the villains hold secrets 

and the vanquishers are not invincible. As a 
vanquisher you use cards for special abilities 
and preparations to learn the secrets. If only 
one vanquisher loses his fight, all players 
have lost together. First edition Kanai 
Factory, 2013.
Seventh Hero by Kuro for 3-5 players, 
ages 8+: 77 cards show one each of seven 
heroes; you hand one card to your neighbor 

according for the valid rules of the round - 
he can accept or hand it on. If he takes it and 
already has one hero of this kind, both are 
discarded.
Trains: Rising Sun by Hisashi Hayashi and 
Steve Ellis for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Variant 
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of Trains, featuring three new maps, two 
of them specially intended for two players, 
and track bonus card. Can be combined 
with Trains.

Valley of the Kings by Tom Cleaver for 
2-4 players, ages 14+: German edition 
published as Tal der Könige at Pegasus.

La Isla by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players, ages 
9+: The island is searched for animal types 

believed to be extinct. Three cards are 
drawn and assigned to actions - using the 
special effect of the card, receiving a marker, 
relocating an explorer or moving an animal 
marker.
Las Vegas Boulevard by Rüdiger Dorn for 
up to 7 players: Expansion for Las Vegas, fea-

turing components for three more players, 
big dice counting for two dice; the purple 
dice can be used, in a game up to seven 
players, to remove dice already placed in 
casinos.

Family games:
Speed Cups² by Haim Shafir for 2 players, 
ages 6+: In a game of stacking and reaction 

you have five cups in five colors; task cards 
tell you how to arrange the cups, now 
also in different stacks and using different 
images for the respective colors in a task.

Party games:
Snake Oil by Jeff Ochs and Patricia Hayes 
Kaufman: In a creative word game you try 

to sell worthless rubbish. You are customer 
and chose one of the roles on role cards; 
the others must use two cards to create a 
product and do a presentation for it, the 
time for each phase is 30 seconds each. The 
customer chooses the presentation he likes 
best.
Dice games:
Ciúb by Tom Lehmann for 2-4 players, ages 

10+: In this dice game on cards you can 
reserve cards or take cards, roll dice and use 
them or use dice from the bowl to complete 
tasks in an unmarked row or swap dice.

Set³ by Marsha J. Falco for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: The dice game is based on the 

card game; a set comprises three dice with 
exactly the same or completely different 
characteristics of theirs symbols. You hold 
five dice, place up to three on the board to 
be part of a set at the end of a game - the 
set must use one dice already on the board 
at the start of the game and dice in the set 
must be orthogonally adjacent.
Schraube locker by Christian Stöhr and 
Daniela Lächner for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 

Point cards are stacked in six stacks around 
bonus cards; markers stand next to the 
stacks. He active player must roll and place 
dice correctly on cards, must move his 
marker, may swap cards or give away cards 
as a gift and must take a card from the stack 
next to his marker.

Card games:
Absacker by Leo Colovini and Dario di 
Toffoli for 2-5 players, ages 7+. You collect 

complete rows of bags as fast as you can; a 
row is complete if it holds a number of cards 
equal to the bag value.
Hamsterbacke by Francesco Berardi for 3-5 
players, ages 8+: 120 cards come in seven 
colors, to each color a value between 1 and 

alea

Amigo Spiele
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7 is assigned. You collect sets of cards and 
score extra points via the blockade stack of 
another player.
Witches by Ken Fisher and Joe Andrews 
for 3-5 players, ages 10+: Trick-taking card 
game simulating a struggle for power 

among witches. All cards are dealt out and 
you hand cards on to your neighbor. Then 
you play a card following color suit, there 
are special rules for the mage. When all 
cards are played you score fire points in the 
trick. Witches give you fire points or destroy 
fire points.

Children games:
Honigbienchen by Reiner Knizia for 2-5 
players, ages 4+: Memo game in which 

colored bees, hiding underneath hives, 
change places. If you turn up a bee you 
search for it underneath a hive, even 
underneath one in front of a player, and 
take possession of the hive you find the bee. 
For the bear you must place one of your 
hives in the middle; a hive symbol gives you 
a hive without searching for a bee and you 
win with four baskets.
Schau mal! by Haim Shafir for 2-6 players, 
ages 4+: A spotting game with 32 double-
sided cards featuring the same image on 
both sides, albeit in different presentations, 

for instance on one side a house with open 
shutters, on the other side the shutters are 
closed. You must find corresponding cards.

Collectible card games:
Pokémon: Cycle XY is expanded with XY 
Phantomkräfte.

For Yu-Gi-Oh! there is a new Legendary Col-
lection 5D’s, featuring a cross-selection of a 

total of nearly 300 cards and also new are 
the Tins 44 - 46.
My little Pony CCG is expanded with Set 3 
The Crystal Games.

Distribution partner for: Grubbe Media

Already shown in 2013 and shown again 
this year: Da Clash by Valentine Zak and 
Ludovic Geisert for 2 players, ages 12+: 

Wrestling topic; fighter cards have special 
abilities a turn comprises a coaching phase 
and the real turn.

Superduo by Irma Chaigneau, Marije van 
Dodeweerd, Joris Dormans, Laurens Groe-

newegen, Jasper Luiten, Alexander Mulder 
and Remco van Swieten for 3-5 players, 
ages 8+: Card game about super heroes, 
you must coach your hero with muscle 
power, speed, strength, agility and wits to 
complete mission, but you must complete 
missions together with another player.

Plan B by Jürgen Knischewski for 2-4 play-

Ammon 
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ers, ages 7+: The game features genuine 
Anker building blocks, you are an architect 
and plan houses and parks and must set 
up three houses of one color next to each 
other.

Doodle City by Eilif Svensson and Kristian 
Amundsen Østby for 1-6 players, ages 8+: 

A city building game aimed at families; you 
draw on your map a network of roads, set 
up a city, score buildings and taxis and try 
to avoid environmental pollution. 
At the booth one could also pick up a 
pre-ordered game, designed by Kristian 
Amundsen Østby, see his own entry.

Machina Arcana by Juraj Bilich for 1-4 play-
ers, ages 13+: Players explore an unknown 

underground complex, based on a Cthulhu 
meets Steampunk background; you collect 
equipment, use your surroundings, fight 
monsters and play individual independent 
scenarios.

A distribution organization as a joint effort 
of Finnish publishers, published games are 
presented and offered, demo versions and 

prototypes are also on show.
Rino 3D by Martti Hotti for 2-4 players, ages 
5+ is a prototype of a 3D game system in 

which you need to set up formation based 
on the four-in-a-row principle, but all parts 
of the system can be individually turned.
Publishers presented in 2014:
Dragon Dawn
Kyy Games
Playmore Games
Roll D6 Games 
UnBound Games

Dino Race by Roberto Grasso for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: A race among dinosaurs 

- your own dinosaurs and the egg should 
reach the finish first. German edition at 
Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
For Galaxy Defenders by Simone Romano 
and Nunzio Surace for 1-5 players, ages 13+, 
there are new expansions in coproduction 
with Gremlin Games: Galaxy Defenders: 
Extinction Protocol - agents go to the 

home planet of the invaders to save the 
galaxy, there are six missions and the use of 

new weapons and power armor.
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback 
- Agents prepare for counterattack and use 
genetically modified agents for their attack 
of the base on the night side of the moon.

Also announced are Galaxy Defenders 
Close Encounter Danger Variant Cards, 
which allow you to adapt the degree of 
difficulty.

Wings of Glory by Andrea Angiolino and 
Pier Giorgio Paglia for 1 player, ages 10+, is 
expanded with Wings of Glory 4 Engine 

Bombers and two Wings of Glory WW2 
Special Packs.
Announced for 2013 and now published 
in 2014: The Hobbit: The Battle of Five 
Armies by Roberto di Meglio, Marco Maggi 

Aporta 
Games

Arcanum

Arctic Union

Ares Games
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and Francesco Nepitello: A stand-alone 
Game in the War of Ring Series, based on 
Tolkien’s “The Hobbit”, featuring the Battle 
at Lonely Mountain. German Edition: Die 
Schlacht der Fünf Heere at Heidelberger.
Distribution partner Deutschland: Heidel-
berger Spieleverlag

El Gaucho by Arve D. Fühler for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: Gauchos train at a Dice Rodeo 

and catch cattle for selling. In a round you 
roll all dice and each player chooses two of 
them for actions of the gaucho - placing, 
standing up or use him for special actions. 
Cattle thus acquired is sorted into herds in 
ascending or descending order; tiles that do 
not fit result in forced partial sale of herds.
Hansa Teutonica: Britannia by Andreas 
Steding for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The 
expansion for Hansa Teutonica was an-

nounced in 2013 and published this year: 
slightly different rules apply to set-up for 
England, and special permits are necessary 
due to changes in resources.

The Belgium publisher is well-known for Av-
alam Bitaka and showed the new release for 
2014 now in Essen after presenting it first 
at Cannes: Boxes by Benoit Rem and Alex-
andre Debrot for 2-8 players, ages 10+, an 

auction game for containers; in each round 
a container with 10 cards is auctioned; 
whoever bids most gets the container, but 
beforehand you have one action to look at 
cards.

Among The Stars: Expanding the Alli-
ance by Vangelis Bagiartakis and Panagiotis 

Zinoviadis for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Collec-
tor Box for expansion published so far.
Lap Dance  by Anastasios Grigoriadis and 
Panagiotis Tsirogiannis for 2-4 players, ages 
18+: The boss is away on a business trip and 

each player is in charge of one of the strip 
clubs. During the day you administrate and 
at night you must meet customer demands 
to have enough revenue. Announced in 
2013, published in 2014.

New Dawn  by Konstantinos Kokkinis and 
Sotirios Tsantilas for 2-4 players, ages 12+: 
Announced in 2013, published in 2014 - Se-
quel to Among the Stars; the alliance wants 
to reactive some planets and space stations 
and colonize them again.

Asmodee is publisher as well as distributor, 
producing games under their own label 
and distributing German editions of games 
published by their distribution partners.
Indigenous productions:
Eddie, pass auf for 2-4 players, ages 5+: 
The winner of the race will be crowned king 

of the meerkats. All race away to reach the 
hill but on top of the hill the eagle is hiding; 
when he leaves his lair the meerkats must 
hide and the slowest one is caught.
Miss Kipik for 2-4 players, ages 4+: A very 
eye-catching dexterity game - you must 
free insects from the web without alarming 
the spider.

Coproductions and German editions of 
games from other publishers:
Ascension: Entfesselte Dunkelheit by 
Justin Gary for 1-2 players, ages 13+: Stand-
alone game for two players or expansion for 
other Ascension titles. The game introduces 
Dark Energy shards which are treated in 
analogy to Energy Shards introduced in 
Rise of Vigil. Other new features are, among 
others, new energy cards.

Argentum 
Verlag

Art of 
Games

Artipia 
Games

Asmodee
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Blueprints by Yves Tourigny for 2-4 players, 
ages 13+: Players are architects using dice 
in three colors to construct three different 

structures according to templates.
Claustrophobia: Furor Sanguinis by Croc 
for 2-3 players, ages 14+: Variant for three 
players, one of them embodies the new 

Squamata character Kartikeya in each of the 
six new scenarios. With Marabunta.
Hyperborea  by Andrea Chiarvesio and 
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 12+:
You play invasion mode - identical home 
bases for all - or faction conflict with 

different home countries and individual 
starting abilities and must - depending on 
the mode chosen - complete 1, 2 or 3 end-
of-game conditions. You place civilization 
cubes on tableau or cards and activate 

towns, explore ruins or develop your 
civilization; resulting effects must be used. 
With Asterion and Yemaia.
Mythotopia by Martin Wallace for 2-4 
players, ages 13+: As a Prince at the end of 
an era you must in this deck building game 
using a board and based on „A Few Acres 
of Snow“, connect scattered areas, fight 

dragons and keep your enemies at bay.
The flagship of Z-Man, Pandemic, was pub-
lished by Z-Man themselves, with Asmodee, 
in German language in 2013:
Pandemie by Matt Leacock for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: New edition with revised design 
and two new characters - quarantine 
specialist and contingency planner. 
This will be followed by the first expansion:

Pandemie auf Messers Schneide by Matt 
Leacock and Tom Lehmann for 2-5 players, 
ages 8+: To make sure that the fight against 
four deathly plagues threatening mankind 
isn’t turning into a routine job, the new 

expansion provides components for a 
fifth player, 6 new roles and 8 new events. 
“Virulent strain” makes a plague especially 
deadly, “Mutation” causes the outbreak of 
a fifth plague and “Bio Terrorist” pitches one 
player with an additional, laboratory-bred 

plague against the other players.

Space Cadets by Brian, Sidney and Geoff 
Engelstein for 3-6 players, ages 8+: In the 
cooperative reaction game you must 
complete special tasks as the Bridge officer 
of a space ship, in order to successfully 

complete your mission. All win together, 
when the mission target is achieved, or lose 
together when the ship is destroyed. First 
edition Stronghold Games 2012.

Distribution and cooperation partners of 
Asmodee:
Bombyx
Cool Mini or not
Days of Wonder
GameWorks
Gigamic
Hobby World 
Hurrican
Lautapelit
Lookout Spiele
Libellud
Lifestyle
Ludically
Ludonaute
Lui-Même
Marabunta
Moonster
Repos
SitDown!
Space Cowboys
Treefrog Games
University Games
What’s Your Game
WizKids
Yemaia
Ystari
Z-Man Games

 

The relaunch of Dominion is continuing 
with three editions, age limits are different 
according to the publisher’s information.
Dominion Basisspiel Edition  by Donald 
X. Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 8+, Rio 

ASS 
Altenburger
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Grande Games: New edition of Dominion.
Dominion Fan-Edition 1 by Donald X. 
Vaccarino for 2-4 players, ages 13+, Rio 

Grande Games: Published as a limited 
edition. Introduction of new cards with 
foil improvement, accompanied by other 
components like travel box, discard boards, 
promo cards, separation cards and foil-
upgraded blank card.
Dominion: Mixbox by Donald X. Vaccarino 
for 2-4 players, ages 13+, Rio Grande 

Games. This box combines two expansions - 
„Alchemisten“ and „Reiche Ernte“ including 
Trank and Stein der Weisen for money cards 
in „Alchemists“ and Preiskarte as well as 12 
new Kingdom cards in „Reiche Ernte“.
Dominion Seaside by Donald X. Vaccarino 
for 2-4 players, ages 8+, Rio Grande Games: 
Topic of ships and pirates, features only new 

Kingdom cards and can be used as a stand-
alone game with or can be combined with 
the core set.

Based on well-known game classics from 
Hasbro, ASS is offering card versions packed 
in plastic boxes, all as part of the series 
Shuffle. There are 12 different games, each 
one also features an app for multimedia 
play and implements the original game 
with cards. 
Shuffle Battleship for 2 players, ages 7+: 
You play a Peg card or a Rescue card and 
draw a card. For a white peg card your 

opponent reveals the indicated card. If it is a 
ship you can later play red Peg cards for hits 
on this ship. Advantages of revealed ships 
can be used until a ship is sunk. Rescue 
cards can be used as shields, can repair a 
ship or offer rules for use of cards. A ship 
must receive a certain number of hits to be 
sunk.
Shuffle Boggle Slam for 2-4 players, ages 
8+: One word of four letters is laid out, the 
remaining double-sided cards are dealt 

evenly. All play simultaneously and place 
letters to change the word on the table, 
only one card at a time. You win if you shed 
all cards or with the fewest cards if nobody 
manages to form a correct word anymore.

Shuffle Cluedo for 3-4 players, ages 8+: A 
case is randomly assembled and all players 
hold Clue cards. The active player asks a 
questions and either gets ne response or is 
shown a clue card. If nobody shows him a 
card the card he asks for is part of the case. 
If you know all cards of the case you can 
accuse and win if you are correct.

Shuffle Littlest Pet Shop for 2-4 players, 
ages 5+: Card collecting game, the little pet 
animals play Hide & Seek, and you win if 

you are first to collect all seven pet animals. 
You choose a spy card and take the top pet 
animal card from this location. A milkshake 
card causes a pet reunion. Two identical 
pets can be swapped for another one. 

Shuffle Monopoly Deal for 2-5 players, 
ages 8+: In analogy to Monopoly Deal you 
start with five cards, draw two cards from 

your stack and lay out up to three cards 
from your hand: Money or event cards 
into your own bank account, building lots 
into your own collection; an event card can 
also be played instantly. You win if you are 
first to collect three complete sets of lots in 
different colors.

Shuffle My Little Pony for 2-4 players, ages 
5+: Each pony must collects its own special 
gem and assemble it in this placement 
came. You draw a card and place it next 
to the starting card. All edges touching 
each other must correspond. If you cannot 
assemble your own gem you must do this 
for another player who must say „thank 
you“!
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Shuffle Nerf for 2-4 players, ages 6+: All 
take the top card and throw it onto one 

of the target cards if possible resulting in 
a color correspondence with the thrown 
card. When the colors of the blaster card 
correspond completely with those of the 
target car you take the card. If two players 
are involved in the completion the card 
goes to the player who threw his card 
earlier. All cards not won remain in the 
display for the next round. 

Shuffle Pictureka! for 2 or more players, 
ages 6+: Image spotting game in several 

variants; you always search your own cards 
for an image corresponding to mission 
cards and justify your choice.

Shuffle Play-doh for 2-6 players, ages 4+: 

Narrative game, you choose on of your three 
cards fitting the card in the middle and tell 
why it is a fit; if you tell a longer story you 
can bridge a gap to a card not really fitting 
well; when all agree with your tale you leave 
your card on the table.
Shuffle Transformers for 2 or 4 players, 
ages 7+: Autobots versus Decepticons 
in a conflict for new territories. You play 

one or two cards face-down, strength or 
power values are added and compared, the 
highest total wins the contested territory, 
and all cards used for this contest are placed 
on top of the territory. You win with four 
conquered territories.

Shuffle Trivial Pursuit for 2 or more players, 
ages 16+: You hold five cards, draw a card 

and play a card. For a card with a knowledge 
wedge you answer a question from the 
corresponding category. If your answer 
is correct, the card is left face-up; if not, it 
is discarded. With a “Geklaut” or “Doppelt 
geklaut” card you pinch knowledge 
wedges, with a „Geblockt“ card you fend off 
pinching.

Shuffle Wer ist es? for 2 players, ages 4+: 

Each player receives one set of face cards, 

placed in a 4x5 grid, and draws a secret 
card. Then you pose questions that must be 
answered with yes or no and can turn over 
cards according to answers received. If, in 
your turn, you correctly name the person 
depicted on your opponent’s secret card, 
you win.
Distribution partner for Rio Grande Games 
for German editions of Dominion.

Hyperborea  by Andrea Chiarvesio and 
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 12+:

Coproduction with Asmodee and Yemaia, 
see Asmodee

15 Dias! The Spanish Golden Age by 
Gonzo Bríos for 2-8 players, ages 12+: A 

card game on power, intrigues, history and 
ambitions for the true power at the Spanish 
court in the times of young King Philipp IV.

Games shown in this area were all 
prototypes or demo versions:

€urocrisis by Galgor I. for 3-5 players, ages 
12+: Satirical tactical game on the economic 
crisis in Europe. Players are banks that get 
rich at the cost of certain countries.
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Deal by Tristan Frobert and Vincent Turri 
for 3-6 players, ages 16+: Strategic board 

game on criminal organizations fighting 
for control of the drug business; drugs are 
produced in the South and consumed in 
the North.

Altaria: Clash of Dimensions by Pawel 
Siemek and Piotr Kubicius for 2 players, ages 

12+: Altaria is drifting as an island in space 
and can be reached via dimension portals; 
altars on the island give power over dimen-
sions to those controlling the altars. For con-
trol you use three out of ten characters and 
has - in three section of seven rounds each 
- action points for the abilities of a character.

Clacks: A Discworld Game by Leonard 
Boyd and David Brashaw for 4 players, ages 
8+: Announced, but not on show - topic 
of the game is the means of communica-

tion featured in the Discworld novel “Going 
Postal”.
Luchador! by Mark Rivera for 2-4 players, 

ages 8+ in a new edition: In a game for two 
or two teams you simulate man Lucha Libre, 
Mexican Wrestling for professionals. In each 
round both parties roll four dice. The dice re-
sults of hit, no hit, blockade, counter attack 
or holding down are compared against each 
other. Based on that comparison you roll hit 
dice for hit points from Drop Kicks etc.

Biff Baff Das kunterbunte Trommelspiel by 
Marion Streese for 1-4 players, ages 3+: Us-

ing mechanism similar to Twister you drum 
or slap various rhythms with your hands, ac-
cording to the demands set by the spinner.

Aristo-Maze by BakaFire for 3-4 players, 
ages 10+: As an aristocrat you have the 
chance to loot the imperial catacombs. 

Dungeon cards provide creatures, threats, 
undead and parts of imperial heritage. In 
three rounds you send adventurers into 
the dungeons and in each round resolve 
supply phase, income and dungeon set-
up, followed by bids for checking dungeon 
levels and, finally, the decision of how far 
one wants to advance.

Owacon by BakaFire for 3-4 players, ages 
10+: In a world without humans you are an 

Automaton commanding only fragments of 
human willpower and the will to survive. At 
the Start two memo cards set conditions for 
victory points, penalty points or loss of the 
game for each player. In 15 action rounds 
you collect items and will power, can maybe 
take a look at other players’ cards and must 
take care to keep you own status balanced.

Cowards and Carrots by Sean Scott Gar-
rity for 3-6 players, ages 12+: Men are on a 
crusade, only cowards, women and children 
stayed home; and now a legendary creature 
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arrives and eliminates the regents. You use 
cowards and improve their abilities to en-
able them to confront the dragon rabbit at 
the end. Announced, but not yet available.

Assault on Doomrock by Tom Stasiak for 
2-4 players, ages 10+: Cooperative adven-

ture in a comedian fantasy universe. You use 
randomly generated heroes, for instance a 
Cowardly Warrior, in an also randomly gen-
erated surrounding. During the quest for 
treasures you must master four encounters 
which are resolved using a separate system. 
Announced in 2013, published in 2014.

For its first appearance at Essen the Belgium 
the company had brought two games:
Funny Faces by Benjamin Swine for 2 or 

more players is a game on emotions which 
must be communicated via facial expres-

sions; you have a list of emotion, the active 
presenter chooses one, the other players 
guess.
Pedibus by Benjamin Swine for 1 players, 
ages 14+ is a dexterity game in which you 
use your toes to complete tasks - roll dice, 
stack pieces, put rings over pieces and, fi-
nally, but everything back into the box.

Heavy Hippos by Richard and Nils Ulrich 
for 1-4 players, ages 4+: Hippos move on 

the board and you name if one is light, me-
dium heavy or heavy. Six hippos must reach 
the finish in pairs, according to their weight.
Papilio by Udo Peise for 2-4 players, ages 
4+: Four caterpillars want to reach the most 
beautiful flower where they must find their 

correct pair of wings and return to the big 
leaf.

Spiky by Karin Hetling for 2-4 players, ages 
4+: Waiting for a dragon to hatch you play 

guessing at spikes - you roll a die and feel 
in the bag for the dragon with this number 
of spikes. If you find the correct dragon you 

receive a flint stone.

Monster Chef by Daniele Mazzoni for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Monsters run a restaurant 

- in your turn you choose ingredients for use 
in your own recipe and to spoil the recipes 
of others. You can also use monster wrath 
actions if you turn did not go well.

The novelty for 2014 is a new edition of a 
game first published in 1998:
Stimmvieh by Andrea Meyer for 3-4 players, 
ages 12+: Party officials collect donations 

for the party represented by each player; 
but you also want to collect votes, because 
if you did collect the majority of votes you 
may double the donations at the end of the 
game. You must decide at the nomination 
stage for the front runner if you want to 
chase after votes or donations.

Die Schlösser des König Ludwig by Ted 
Alspach for 1-4 players, ages 13+: The castle 
must be laid out room for room; each player 
is a master builder who builds rooms and 
offers his services to other players. Each 
room has a price for which it can be bought; 
rooms built score you points depending on 
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the size, type and location of the room. 
Also available in an English edition as Cas-
tles of Mad King Ludwig

One Night Ultimate Werewolf by Ted Al-
spach and Akihisa Okui for 3-10 players, 

ages 8+ combines Ultimate Werewolf with 
One Night Werewolf, there is only one Day 
Phase and one Night Phase; humans must 
only identify one werewolf in order to win. 
Available also in German as Vollmond-
nacht: Werwölfe and in French as Loup 
Garou pour Une Nuit.
One Night Ultimate Werewolf Daybreak 
by Ted Alspach for 3-7 players, ages 10+ 

introduces 10 new roles and can be either 
played as a stand-alone game or combined 
with One Night Ultimate Werewolf. Shown 
in demos, announced for 2015.

Subdivision by Lucas Hedgren for 1-4 play-
ers, ages 13+: Based on Suburbia, but each 
player has now a region assigned to him, in 
which he is tasked with creating the best 
possible layout, with residential, business, 
industry and administration blocks as well 
as optimal balance of improvements and 
demands.

Cat Hiding DX by Alex Tseng for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 3+: deluxe edition of Cat Hiding, a 

memo game with cat images - head, paws 
or tails.
 
Who am I? by Chu-Lan Kao for 3-6 players, 

ages 8+: 20 cards differ in name and color 
- there are five names and four colors. You 
only know the backside of your two cards 
and asks the other players for clues. You can 
always either ask or guess, the guess must 
include name and color of the card. You win 
after several such question rounds if you are 
first to guess both your cards correctly.
Guest at the Swan Panasia Booth and Mem-
ber of Taiwan Boardgame Design.

Lords of War: Templars versus Undead by 
Nick Street and Martin Vaux for 2-8 players, 
ages 12+: Kickstarter Project, German edi-
tion published by Heidelberger Spielever-
lag.
Lords of War: Weather and Terrain  by 
Martin Vaux for 2-8 players, ages 12+: Ex-

pansion featuring modification decks for 
use with all editions of Lords of War as well 
as a mini game, „Retrieve the Dragon Egg“.

Bostwa by Karol Kalinowski, Marek Klos and 
Michal Myszkowski for 2-4 players, ages 7+: 

The translation of the title is „God“ and the 
topic of the game is an expedition under-
taken by ancient gods to locate an artifact 
giving unlimited power.

1919: The Noble Experiment by Michael 
Jagodzinski for 2-4 players, ages 6+:
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Planned as a kickstarter project and adver-
tised in Essen, but not available. Topic of the 
game are crime and prohibition in Chicago.

Haru Ichiban by Bruno Cathala for two 
players, ages 8+: Board game version of a 

game for smartphones; you are a gardener 
apprentice holding eight flower buds and 
must arrange the blooms of your color in 
patterns in the water garden.
Prohis by Marc Brunnenkant for 3-6 players, 
ages 10+: Bluff and negotiation game; 

you transport legal goods and smuggled 
goods across borders to become the richest 
player. German edition at Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag.
Zik by Cyril Blondel for 3-16 players, ages 
10+: A party game on music titles. You need 

to recognize a song sung by a member of 
your team; but the singer cannot use words, 
he must use onomatopoeia like lalala or 
glingglinggling.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag

A publisher of dinner party games with a 
crime story topic, named Murderous Dinner 
Party. The latest release is called Der Pate von 

Chicago and is aimed at 6-8 players, using 
Chicago at the time of Prohibition for its topic.

Medieval Academy by Nicolas Poncin for 
2-5 players, ages 8+: As an esquire you try 

to stand out among your peers in training 
categories and to collect chivalry points. To 
achieve this you draft cards and play them 
for advancement on the training tracks.

Monster Hero Academy by Abdul Rahman 
Ibrahim for 2-6 players, ages 10+: As a 
teacher you select the best students for a 
test and acquire fame if they excel in them. 

In this card comparison game students 
have values for combat, magic and ruse 
and a special ability that is triggered when 
the card is revealed. One test is on display: 
You choose a student and a teacher and 
then you are assigned an opponent by your 
fellow players.

Chickyboom by Thierry Denoual  for 2-4 
players, ages 4+: 2008 published in the USA 

and now also available from Blue Orange 
Europe. Chickens sit on the roost, but if one 
leaves the roost begins to wobble; you try 
to collect as many chickens, bales of hay 
and barrow wheels - all of those items have 
different weight - before the roost tilts.
Doodle Quest by Laurent Escoffier and 
David Franck for 1-4 players, ages 6+: 
Correctly announced as a new release, but 

only published by Blue Orange USA - you 
look at templates, trace paths and check 
them by placing the sheet on the template.

Dragon Run by Bruno Cathala and Ludovic 
Barbe for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Dragon lair 
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robbed, loot collected, dragon awakened 
- all that remains to do is to escape alive 
with the loot. In your turn you can either 
advance courageously, flee cautiously or 
cry like a baby and - once per round - use 
your special ability.
King’s Gold  by Stéphane Maurel for 2-6 
players, ages 8+: As a pirate you loot ships 

and rob other pirates, but the kings wants 
his share. It is your decision how far you 
will go to rob the king of his share and to 
become rich yourself. Depending on the 
result you receive coins or lose coins. When 
the chest is empty of coins you win if you 
collected most coins.

Spot it! Match & Learn by Denis Blanchot 
for 2-6 players: Again a game from Blue 

Orange USA only, featuring the license 
character Doc McStuffins. Cards share one 
symbol, once big, once small - whoever 
finds the corresponding symbol first 
receives one of the cards and a new one is 
revealed.
Sushi Draft!  by Takahiro for 3-5 players, 
ages 8+: You play a card, keep a card and 

hand on the rest of your cards. When five 
cards are laid out you receive point markers 
for majorities in sushi varieties. First edition 

2013 from KogeKoge-Do.
Wakanda  by Charles Chevallier for 2 
players, ages 8+: Members of different tribes 

meet in order to carve new totems. Those 
totems represent the values of the families 
and of the village as well as courage and 
culture. The value of a totem depends on 
its features and location. You draw a totem 
part and place it on a village tile or complete 
a totem. There is also an expansion
Wakanda Three Little Coyotes: Coyote 

markers are moved among tiles that were 
not claimed.

Beer Empire/ Piwne Imperium by Filip 
Glowacz and Ireneusz Huszcza for 2-3 

players, ages 12+: Each player runs his own 
brewery from producing hops and malt to 
the sale of the finished product. Event cards 
influence the course of the game. Also with 
Cube Factory of Ideas.
Dice Brewing by Filip Glowacz and Ireneusz 
Huszcza for 2-4 players, ages 12+:
A dice-building game in analogy to deck 
building games. You manage resources and 

brew beer. You use your own board and 
two locations for resources and stock; luck 
of the dice can be influenced by cards.

Amber Route by Krzysztof Matusik for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: A journey across Slavic 

lore; at each stage you encounter ancient 
magic, traps and evil creatures. You must 
keep an eye on your escort, amber and 
power cards and of course on your oppo-
nents. Encounters are resolved with dice, 
but in various ways.
Black & White by Krzysztof Matusik for 
2 players, ages 12+: Between two armies 

there are 40 kilometers of no man’s land 
which both sides want to secure for them-
selves. The hex board can be customized 
with landscape tiles. Each side has a choice 
of nine different troop unit types.
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Abyss by Bruno Cathala and Charles 
Chevallier for 2-4 players, ages 14+: The new 

sovereign of Abyss must command most 
influence, represented by allies, recruited 
nobles and locations under his control. 
Monsters defeated during the game bring 
you gratitude and even more influence. In 
your turn you bring new characters to the 
court and implement one action.
Cardline by Frédéric Henry for 2-8 players, 
ages 7+: The series is continued with Card-

line Dinosaurs.
Continental Express  by Charles Cheval-
lier for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You place train 

cards to your station to achieve targets and 
meet contracts. This is achieved by collect-
ing icons of given colors or groups of icons 
or markers. Cards are acquired by drafting, 
partly paid for with money. You can also 
choose characters and use their individual 
abilities.
Announced at Nuremberg and now 
available:
Die Baumeister Mittelalter by Frédéric 
Henry for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Cards repre-

sent buildings or workers. You cash money 
or receive workers for completing buildings. 
If you want to use workers at a building site 
you pay for them with money.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Ready to Rock by Tommaso Bonetti for 
3-9 players, ages 14+, published 2013, was 

presented at the booth of Balance Games. It 
is a card game on the topic of a rock concert, 
illustrated with images from real concerts. 
You take your rocker to the stage via path 
cards; cards used are turned over. Wall cards 
block paths.

Wash Dash by Amanda Gruzdina, Intars 
Ivanovs, Dinija Miezite, Kristiana Strazdina 

and Elena Tavare for 2-6 players, ages 6+: 
You try to be first to hang up your clothes 
to dry. Cards determine the combinations, 
each individual card scores points. The 
game is part of a school project, created by 

pupils from 7th and 8th grade.

Boss Monster by Chris and Johnny O’Neal 
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: As a villain taken 

from video games you build deadly dun-
geons and rival for attracting and eliminat-
ing most adventurers.

Boss Monster Tools of Hero Kind is an ex-

pansion featuring 25 new cards for items, 
upgraded rooms and two spells.

In the authors workshop area Burning 
Games presented Faith, a SciFi Tabletop 
role playing game by Carlos G.Q., Helio G.F. 

and Mauricio G.A. for 3 or more players, 
ages 14+, planned as a Kickstarter project 
for 2015. You play cards from your personal 
deck to determine the value of actions and 
have a character board for abilities and 
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characteristics.

Publisher of interactive adventure-game 
books, among others two books by Wolfgang 
Kramer are on offer - Der Palast der Rätsel 
and Die Rätsel der Pyramide, both with 
App, and both were especially advertised.

The French publisher brought two games 
to Essen:
Fleet Commander by Henri Redici and 
Elwin Charpentier for 2 players, ages 12+: 

SciFi dice game on empires fighting for 
dominance - a 5x5 board shows landscape 
characteristics and you roll dice for results to 
use for destroying of eight opposing classes 
of ships. Scenarios introduce variations of 
victory conditions.
Speakeasy by Aurélien Bidaud and Henri 
Redici for 2 players, ages 8+: Bluff and 

placement game; rivalling gangs search 
for the opposing Speakeasy. You win if you 

manage to enter the opponent’s speakeasy. 
60 cases are roads, alleys, buildings and 
bars. You place 25 markers according to a 
template in a way that only you know their 
values. Then markers are moved - on roads 
several cases in a line; only one case a time 
to enter or exit an alley.

Magi Kitchen by Edward Chan for 4-8 play-
ers, ages 8+: Naughty students of magic 

have taken out the colors of food and the 
kitchen elves must assist the cook in restor-
ing the colors and to protect the food from 
the greedy waste bin and attacks of stu-
dents.

Pinocchio: True or False by Edward Chan 
for 4-10 players, ages 8+: You tell a story 

based on a card drawn, true or false, and 
must answer questions accordingly. Play-
ers then decide on true or false and must, 
if their guess is wrong, extend Pinocchio’s 
nose without destroying it.
In association with Capstone there was also
Latsyrc by Ming Lam for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: Until recently a mystery of which only 

the information provided by the list of nov-
elties was known, and some information on 
magnetic components that must be placed 
on a Death-Star look-a-like base and is rear-
ranged during the game. The components 
represent crystal ghosts which are arranged 
for rewards from the elves.

The company publishes and distributes 
games labelled Game Factory - see  there 

- but is also distribution partner for other 
games companies, for instance for Purple 
Cow and their magnetic travel games. 

Already presented at International Toy Fair 
2013 and now distributed by HCM Kinzel:
Tenzi by Steve Mark and Kevin Carrol for 2-4 
players, ages 7+: Each player has 10 dice of 

one color - all roll simultaneously, set aside 
dice and re-roll dice to win by achieving the 
same result on all 10 dice first. Based on this, 
eight variants are named. Each pack con-
tains 40 dice in four colors.
Distribution partner: HCM Kinzel

Carograma is made up from a square 
frame, combined from four triangles and 
four parallelograms, separated at one cor-
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ner between two triangles - you fold shapes 
similar to Tangram.

Designer Aza Chen showed two visually 
very attractive and also unusual game ideas 
at the Swan Panasia booth; in both games 
you roll dice to determine actions.

 Cat Tower by Aza Chen for 3-4 players, ages 
4+: Cats wand to reach the fish, so they ar-
range themself in a stack to form a tower. 
Expansions for this game are called Cat 
Tower Plus and Cat Tower Lite.
Kaiju by Aza Chen for 3-8 players, ages 4+: 

Dice game on actions; players are sea mu-
tations, sea monsters, fighting each other. 
If you act the slowest you are marked and 
must quit the game with six marks. 

Old Town Robbery! by Peer Sylvester 
and Günter Cornett for2-7 players, ages 
8+: Citizen cards are revealed based on 

movements of the Deputy Sheriff and 
placed face-down next to a building, 
accompanied by a memo sentence. When 
the Sheriff passes his building, citizens 
change their positions. When the hold-
up card is placed citizens turn witnesses 
and you guess their locations. Correct 
guesses earn you chips. When the last card, 
representing the bandit, is found you win 
with most chips. Only a trial copy on show, 
the game was not yet produced.
Ostfriesenlauf by Stephan Riedel for 

2-4 players, ages 10+: New edition of the 
original game, unchanged.

Onitama by Shimpei Sato for 2 players, ages 
8+: Markers begin the game on the outer 

rows of the 5x5 board, the Onmyo marker 
sits in the middle of the row. Two spirit cards 
are open-faced with players, another one 
to the right of the starting player. When 
you defeat the opposing Onmyo marker or 
enter its starting case you win. A marker is 
moved according to the chosen card and 
this card is then relocated accordingly.

War Stories: Liberty Road and War 
Stories: Red Storm by Dirk Knemeyer and 
Michael W. Tan for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 

Sold out already at the start of the fair; both 
games are WWII simulation for Western 
Theatre and Eastern Theatre, with secret 
orders and cards for advantages and events.
Distribution partner: Schwerkraft Verlag

Arcadia Quest by Thiago Aranha, 
Guilherme Goulart, Eric M. Lang and Fred 

Perret for 2-4 players, ages 13+: As the 
leader of a guild of three heroes you play 
a campaign including six out of eleven 
scenarios in order to defeat Count Tooth 
and to free Arcadia. A turn comprises 
activating of a hero or rest phase for the 
guild; you randomly choose heroes or draft 
them and then use standard dungeon crawl 
mechanisms to complete quests, eliminate 
opponents and salvage treasures.
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Rivet Wars Eastern Front by Bill Podurgiel 
and Ted Terranova for 2 players: Miniatures 
game in a parallel world at the time of WWI, 
featuring crazy technologies like armored 
cavalry or armor powered by diesel fuel.

Zombicide Prison Outbreak by Raphael 
Guiton, Jean-Baptiste Lullien and Nicolas 
Raoult for 1-6 players, ages 13+: Expansion 

for the cooperative adventure game with a 
Zombies topic.
Zombicide Toxic City Mall by Raphael 
Guiton, Jean-Baptiste Lullien and Nicolas 
Raoult for 1-6 players, ages 13+: Another 

expansion for the cooperative adventure 
game with a Zombies topic.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

A new publisher from Latvia named Vien-
nese Ltd., offering educational games under 
the brand name of CooolToool, for instance 
Simetrix for 2 players or teams: You form 
symmetrical shapes on one of three boards, 

using symmetry lines or symmetry points.

The range of games includes simulations, 
for instance Mr. President for at least 30 
players; topic is administration of companies 
or government, spanning three days.

Bim Bum Bam by Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino 
for 2-99 players, ages 6+: 

Aren’t you fed up with never being the 
starting player, because you are too old, 
too young, too tall or too shortsighted? 
Or because you have not been to the 
Caribbean yet or because you have no 
beard? Bim Bum Bam offers the solution 
for this problem with a rather disrespectful, 
witty and cute deck of cards that you can 
always use when you have to resolve a tie 
or when you have to decide on a starting 
player. 
Dungeon Bazar by Paolo Cecchetto, 

Simone Luciani and Daniele Tascini for 2-5 
players, ages 8+: As traders we sell goods to 
heroes that want to defeat dragons. Stacks 
of goods and rule cards are on display, as are 
three heroes. You bid for goods to be able 
to sell them and then heroes buy in order of 
their wishes according to current valid rules, 
for instance as cheaply as possible, for as 
long as they have money left.
Soqquadro by Simone Luciani, Lorenzo 
Tucci Sorrentino and Daniele Tascini for 
2-6 players, ages 8+: You choose either 
the relaxed or the extreme game and the 
corresponding side of the board. Then you 
define the playing area exactly - what can 
be entered, opened, taken? Cards define 
items by color, features or starting letters. 

You draw a card, run off and search for a 
suitable item, place it on table or chair and 
move your marker accordingly.

Valentina by Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino for 
2-6 players, ages 10+: Works of art by Guido 

Crepax - depending on the number of 
players you are dealt 4, 3 or 2 item cards in 
black & white. The colored cards are laid out 
face-down in a grid of 12x8 tiles. Aim of the 
game is to color you item cards by placing 
corresponding tiles on them. 
Partner for distribution and coproductions: 
Heidelberger Spieleleverlag

A newcomer to Essen, therefore I have listed 
games already published in 2013, expan-
sions for those games are listed without 
pictures.
Council of Verona by Michael Eskue for 
2-5 players, ages 13+ - 2013: Verona is 

fed up with the conflict between houses 
Montague and Capulet, a council shall 
resolve the conflict and reinstitute peace. 
Expansion Poison. Other editions with 
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Ferti and Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Dead Drop by Jason Kotarski for 2-4 
players, ages 13+ - 2014: As a secret agent 

you search for information to find a hidden 
explosion device; you trade information and 
secrets and need memory, deduction and 
sophisticated courses of action. Kickstarter 
project, not published.

Goldfield Gully by Michael Coe and Patrick 
Nickell for 2-5 players, ages 8+ - 2013: Heavy 

rainfall swaps gold into the town and you 
must collect if before the Marshal catches 
you at it. Free add-on to The Lost Dutchman.
Kingdom Land by Adam P. McIver for 2-4 
players, ages 13+ - 2014, not published: You 

roll dice to assemble followers and thus win 
majorities in regions. You learn tactics and 

build monuments for points.

Paradise Fallen by Andrew Wright for 
2-4 players, ages 8+ - 2013: You fight your 
way across the Fallen Paradise and collect 

valuable abilities assisting in continuing 
your travels and survival.

Pay Dirt by Tony Niemann for 2-5 players, 
ages 13+: You exploit and expand your 

mine in order to mine most gold before 
the ground is frozen too deeply to continue 
digging, influenced by difficult environment 
conditions in Alaska. Expansions are 
Oldtimer, Spectral and The Last Frontier.

Rise by Michael Coe for 2 players, ages 8+ 
- 2013: Already published in 2013 and yet 

presented in the novelty show room. On 
an expanding board you want to be first 
to set up three towers by moving workers 
across the board. If a case is surrounded by 
six workers you place a tower base and later 
two additional tower segments. Expanded 
by Ballistic Expansion Pack.

The Lost Dutchman by Patrick Nickell 
for 2-6 players, ages 13+ - 2013: Spooky 
prospecting for gold. You encounter 

catastrophes and the ghost of the Lost 
Dutchman and also fight the greed of your 
opponents while the water lasts. Expansion 
Pixel Prospector Player Board.

Yardmaster by Steven Aramini for 2-5 
players, ages 13+ - 2014: You assemble 

trains from cars with different goods and 
values, but you can only connect cards 
with either the same value or holding the 
same goods; unsuitable cars must be stored 
intermittently. Expanded by Bonus Card 
Pack #1, Caboose and Heisenberg Heist

Yardmaster Express by David Short for 
2-5 players, ages 13+ - 2014: After a pre-

set number of rounds you must have 
assembled the most valuable train. You 
always add one car to the train and then 
hand on your cards. If you have nothing 
suitable in hand you can play a car face 
down for a wild card.

Galaxy of Trian by Grzegorz Kalarus, Sebas-
tian Oliwa and Seweryn Piuotrowski: SciFi 
game based on tiles. You are one of oppos-
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ing races which fight each other for Trian 
territory and abandoned Trian technology. 
You place a tile in turn; nebula yield resourc-
es, ambassadors fight each other for nebula 
and planetary systems. Stations acquired 
this ways can be upgraded.

Beer Empire/ Piwne Imperium by Filip 
Glowacz and Ireneusz Huszcza for 2-3 
players, ages 12+: Each player runs his own 
brewery from producing hops and malt to 
the sale of the finished product. Event cards 
influence the course of the game. Also with 
Cube Factory of Ideas.

Strife by Christopher Hamm for 2 players, 

ages 13+: Conflict involving a whole world. 
As one of the Eternal Immortals you fight 
with cards, create combinations and try 
to outmaneuver your opponent, as each 
player holds the same 10 cards and all play 
simultaneously. Heroes have combat values 
for battle and a legacy ability which only is 
active when the card is the top one in the 
legacy stack.

Gavin Birnbaum designs games and pro-
duces them on demand, so to say, he al-
ways brings a very limited quantity for not 
pre-ordered sales and this year he also had 
a new game to show:
JamSumo by Gavin Birnbaum for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 6+: Two dice games that use the 

same board. In each of the games each 
player uses six six-sided dice. In Jam you 
want to avoid penalty points and try to shed 
your dice, while in Sumo you need to keep 
your dice in play in order to score.

tricky ways  fasal by Johannes Guischard 
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: By rearranging 

Cuboro elements you create the longest 
possible track for a marble from the start-
ing tower into an empty target space. In 
version 1 you use paths, so-called grooves, 
at the surface of the elements. In version 2 
you can also use paths inside the elements. 
In this new edition the elements are made 
from fasal, a wood composite material. 

Four letter cards begin a row each. All 
choose a card, reveal it and then place their 

letter at the end or the beginning of a row, 
in alphabetical order of letters chosen, and 
name a word that starts with all letters in the 
row; when STA is in the row you say STAble 
or STAtue. For a letter extending a row and 
a column you name two words. Failing to 
name a word or a wrong word incur penalty 
points and removal of the longest row.

McJohny’s by Jan Vaněček for 3-6 players, 
ages 10+: The latest game in the Pub series, 

a card game comprising several mini games. 
In each shift another player is the manager 
and decides who must do what. Employees 
are only allowed to work for one minute 
and not all of them are paid.

Alchemists by Matúš Kotry for 2-4 players, 
ages 13+: As an alchemist you try to figure 

out the secrets of your profession in this 
deduction game featuring an app. German 
edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Dungeon Lords Happy Anniversary by 
Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 13+: 

Anniversary edition including the core 
game, the Festival Season expansion as well 
as additional components and a Dungeon 
Set-Up Mini expansion.
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Tash-Kalar: Arena of Legends Everfrost 
by Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 12+: 

Expansion for Tash-Kalar, featuring a player 
deck that can be used as another Magical 
School. German edition from Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

On occasion of the Jubilee of 20 Years 
„Darmstadt spielt“ a compilation of mini 
expansion is issued as Darmstadt spielt, 
in cooperation with the games magazine 

Spielerei.
Carcassonne Darmstadt: The Stadtium 
in a city earns you 3 extra points, the two 
churches are treated like the monasteries.
Die Siedler by Catan Hochzeitsturm: This 
tile replaces the desert tile, the robber be-
gins at this tile. For a „7“ a settlement at this 
tile earns the resource of the landscape the 
robber is moved to. 
Hugo Das Schlossgespenst Grusel-
plättchen: If you move from the basement 
to the Gallery you take a Gruselplättchen 
which can afterwards be used, only one tile 
per turn. 
Village Port Schatzkiste: The treasure 
chest is added to the other treasure chests 
in Village Port.
Zooloretto Langer Ludwig: Whoever fills 
his 6 enclosure receive the Lange Ludwig 
and can - once only - return three animal 
tiles face-down and receives two coins each 
from the bank.

Five Tribes by Bruno Cathala for 2-4 players, 
ages 13+: As a stranger in Naqala you head 

clans, summon jinns and win influence to 
become the new Sultan. You pay, in order 
of bids, for turn order positions and relocate 
the turn indicator to the bidding track, move 
meeples and lay claim to tiles by taking back 
meeples. This is followed by clan actions 
for meeple colors in hand and the action 
of the tile last entered as well as, maybe, 
commodity sales. If someone places his 
last camel or no meeple can be moved, you 
score for gold, Viziers, Elders, Victory points 
from Dschinns and tiles with camels, palms 
and palaces as well as sets of commodities.
Small World Im Netz der Spinne by 
Philippe Keyaerts, Andrew Capel, Bill Gurski 
and Randy Pitchford for 2-5 players, ages 

8+: Mini expansion featuring three new 
races and their leader markers - Eishexen, 
Schleudermenschen and Skags - plus three 
new special abilities - Copycat, Lava and 
Soul-Touch.
Small World Royal Bonus by Philippe 
Keyaerts, Andrew Capel, Alex Gurski and 
Randy Pitchford for 2-5 players, ages 8+; 

Mini expansion featuring three new races 
and their leader markers - Faune, Igors and 
Shrubmen - plus three new special abilities 
- Aquatic, Behemoth and Fireball.
Ticket to Ride 10th Anniversary Edition 
by Alan R. Moon for 2-5 players, ages 8+: 
Already published earlier in the year, but on 

show for the first time at Essen - a collector’s 
edition featuring the core game and the 
USA 1910 expansion.

Uruk II by Hanno and Wilfried Kuhn for 
2-5 players, ages 12+: The development in 

Mesopotamia continues, again you develop 
your people over five epochs, using 
upgrades and improvements compared to 
Uruk Wiege der Zivilisation.

7 Kingdoms by Gun-Hee Kim for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: As a Royal agent you 
collect followers. There are 49 cards of 
seven types. You place a card and score it in 
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descending order, and then you rearrange 
cards or take cards. Cards you took are set 
aside for points or taken up in hand.

DoReMi by Evan Song for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: Musical Jungle Speed: You lay 

down a card and call Do-Re-Mi-Fa-So-
La-Si accordingly. When card and notes 
correspond, you hit the stack, the last player 
to do so must take all cards. Special rules 
are in play for the cards Mute, Stereo and 
Doremi.
Food Chain by Dong-Hwa Kim for 3-6 
players, ages 7+: Each player places a card. 

In following rounds you place a card and 
take cards from the middle according to the 
food chain, more animals of a kind beat a 
lower number of such animals. At the end 
you make up poker combinations from 
animal types, number or card color.
Magic Cat by Nutgoo Lee for 3-6 players, 
ages 8+: One player says „Start ???“, die 
other player say „First ???“, „Second ???“ etc., 

but in turn, not at the same time. If you do 
it correctly you throw your card into the 
box and receive ingredients for your magic 
potion in order of cards thrown in.
Patchistory  by Yeon-Min Jung and Jun-
Hyup Kim for 2-4 players, ages 12+: First 

published in 2013 and on sale again this 
year and again very much in demand and 
soon sold out. You acquire cards of historic 
heroes and so called wonders and display 
them in your personal area, 5x5 for the first 
epoch, 6x6 for the second and 7x7 for the 
third. When the layout is correct card effects 
are activated and you can score victory 
points.

Nothing Personal  by Stephen Avery and 
Tom Vasel for 3-5 players, ages 8+: The Don 

or Capo is thinking of retirement or so one 
hopes and pulls the strings from behind the 
scenes to be able to become his successor. 
Produced with Game Salute and available 
at their booth; already published in 2013 
and shown again this year.

Tithe by Pablo Bella for 2-4 players, ages 
8+: Four kings want to accrue the highest 
income with taxes and take over the king-

dom. To achieve this you use a king’s deck 
and a character deck, with colors for fami-
lies, strength values for tricks and gold val-
ues for victory points.

Orleans by Reiner Stockhausen for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: France in the Middle Ages 

- in 18 rounds, each comprising 7 phases - 
you want to acquire commodities, coins 
and points by means of production, trade, 
development or social dedication. You 
pay or earn money, draw followers for the 
market, place people from the market onto 
action spots, resolve actions thus activated 
and resolve an event revealed at the start.

Scheffeln by Reiner Stockhausen for 
2-7 players, ages 10+: Roaring Twenties - 

Accruing money is the motto of the day! You 
play open-faced movement cards to move 
the car of a certain person or face-down to 
swap person cards; the fourth movement 
card must be placed openly! Then you 
collect money: When the car of the current 
representative, that is, your person card, is 
alone or on top of another one you take the 
top money tile. When the fourth money tile 
from one business has been taken you win 
with most money.

Abyss: Perditions Mouth by Thomas 
Klausner, Timo Multamäki and Kevin Wilson 
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for 1-6 players, ages 12+ and a coproduc-
tion with UnBound Games: As yet in a demo 
and prototype status, planned for Kickstart-
er still in 2014 - a cooperative, fantasy hor-
ror game without dice, featuring an action 
wheel; you need to locate the demon in the 
abyss, kill him and escape alive.
Black Hat by Thomas Klausner and Timo 
Multamäki for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Kick-

starter Project on the topic of hackers and 
computer systems, simulated by a trick-tak-
ing card game.

Spells of Doom by Evangelos Foskolos and 
Stelios Kourtis for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Us-

ing an individual deck of spells and abilities 
you control a hero to collect magical crys-
tals and damage opponents. You play either 
head to head or in two teams with four play-
ers.

Auf Zack by Jens-Peter Schliemann and 
Kerstin Becker for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Cards 

show different images in different numbers. 
Two cards are turned up - if images are dif-
ferent, you turn them back over. In case of 
identical images you add their numbers, 
grab the disc corresponding to the result 
and receive both cards if you grabbed the 
correct disc. New edition, first published in 
2003 by Drei Magier Spiele.

Asselschlamassel by Martin Kallenborn 
and Jochen Scherer for 3-6 players, ages 8+: 

As an animal trainer you draw a card and 
inform the other players - by slapping the 
table and clapping hands according to the 
position of the animal in the display - which 
animal is visible on the card how often. You 
can mix slapping and clapping in any way 
you like. Whoever guesses correctly receives 
the card.

Der unendliche Fluss by Guido Hoffmann 
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: You hold a secret 
picture card, magicians sit in their boots. The 
picture card shows a magician and a spooky 
monster and you must take the magician to 
the landing stage corresponding in color. 
You move the river with both hands and 
slide it to move the magician.

Bang! The Valley of Shadows by Emanuele 
Sciarra for 4-7 players, ages 8+: Expansion 

for Bang, featuring eight new characters, 
supplemented by rattlesnakes, tornadoes, 
bandits and other dangers awaiting the 
fearless gunslingers daring to enter the Val-
ley of Shadows.
Dark Tales by Pierluca Zizzi for 2-4 players, 
ages 14+: Fairy tales from the Land of Dark 

Tales no not always have a happy ending. 
With randomly chosen background cards A 
and B the story is determined. In your turn 
you draw a card, can opt to play an item and 
resolve events according to the currently 
valid card A. Then you play a card. The 
relations between items and cards are the 
key to the game, the effects of items change 
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with the background story.
Dark Tales Snow White by Pierluca Zizzi for 
2-4 players, ages 14+: With this expansion 
you transpose the fairy tale of Snow White 
into the Land of Dark Tales. The Snow White 
card is added to the chosen background 
cards A and B, it defines the use of special 
items and their effects. Evil Queen and 
Prince allow you to play an item in “Phase 
3 - Play a card”.
Hoshi Battle by Angelo Nikolaou for 2 
players, ages 7+: You duel by rolling dice in 
the Combat Arena and use dice to land a hit 
at the right moment.

Distribution partner: Abacusspiele

Age of Steam: Southern US / Western US 
by John Bohrer for 3-6 players, ages 14+: 

Originally published by Winsome Games, 
new edition in standard configuration, 
and only playable with the core game Age 
of Steam. Western US introduces the land-
scape type Swamp.
Clockwork Wars by Hassan Lopez for 2-4 

players, ages 13+: Fantasy Steampunk in 
an alternate universe. Four races collide 
in a universe based on magic and steam 
age technology. The necessary work force 
comes from cities developed out of villages, 
and you discover and use new technolo-
gies, spy and conquer. Kickstarter project.
Dawn: Rise of the Occulites by Ben Boers-

ma for 2-4 players, ages 8+: First game in a 
series of developing a so far unknown race; 
announced and a Kickstarter project with 
Darwin Games, at the time of Essen still in 
the Financing period.
Defenders of the Realm: Demon Expan-
sion by Richard Launius for 1-4 players, 

ages 13+: Extension for Defenders of the 
Realm - 20 Gluttons and five Blood Demons 
for replacing the playing pieces in the ba-
sic game, complete with minion cards and 
rules for use.
Nika by Josh Raab for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 

Abstract territorial conflicts in a setting of 
ancient Greece, using the mechanisms of 
confrontation and formation forming. Piec-
es within a formation, that is, adjacent and 
in the same orientation, move together. At-
tacks from the sides or from the back can re-
move pieces from the board, which can be 
re-entered with an action. You win with one 

piece in the winning zone of an opponent.
The Daedalus Sentence by Tom Bleys, Ian 
van Gemeren and Bart Waeterschoot for 

1-4 players, ages 12+ is already announced 
for 2015 - a cooperative game focusing on 
communication and featuring a topic of es-
caping Alien imprisonment.

Sblap by Jorge Piñan and Ignacio Sánchez 
Usera for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Aliens want 

to communicate, but must first learn the 
language. A card is placed in the middle and 
all players in turn place a card. When two 
cards show the same alien or the same letter, 
each player can touch the middle stack and 
name a word starting with the covered 
letter. The middle stack is distributed any 
way to the other players. The next player 
must name this word and then a new one 
corresponding to the current card.

Back again and with four new games at that! 
Dicke Dämonen by Heinrich Glumpler for 
1-4 players, ages 10+: Colored strings are 
laid out as intercrossing rings. You let one 
of your creatures appear, may decide on a 
color by placing a corresponding creature in 
front of yourself and draw a new creature. 
Colored demons appear in a corner of their 
own color without ghost in the area, white 
ghosts appear in the middle of an area in an 
inner area. When no creature can be sum-
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moned anymore, colors score for intersec-
tions and corners. All colors with a tie in 
most points are winning colors, if you chose 
one of them first you win.

Find den Mörder by Heinrich Glumpler for 
2-4 players, ages 10+: Seven tiles each for M, 

Ö, R, D and E plus one for “The Victim” are 
laid out face-down. You turn one up - is it 
the victim you turn over all adjacent tiles, 
Then you try to form MÖRDER - letters must 
be displayed in sequence horizontally, ver-
tically or diagonally adjacent. The chain of 
letters can cross itself, but you must use six 
individual tiles! If you believe it to be impos-
sible you can quit, but only one player can 
do this. You win if you can form MÖRDER or 
were correct in quitting.

Find die Liebe by Heinrich Glumpler for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: In analogy to „Find den 

Mörder“there are eight tiles each for letters 
L, I, E, and B and one „The Heart“ tile; your 
task is to form LIEBE.
Provincia Romana by Pierluigi Frumusa 
for 2-6 players, ages 12+: The ravaged Gal-
lic cities need to be rebuilt for prestige. You 
begin with a city of value 0 for defense and 
value 6 for morale and a storage barn with 
a basic stock of money, resources and pres-

tige points. Buildings earn advantages and 
prestige. Other editions at Stratelibri, Gen 
X Games, Giochi Uniti and Passport Games 
Studios

Dolmen by Thomas Odenhoven for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: New Edition of Dol-

mengötter. Druids move over the board 
and leave stones behind. If you have the 
majority in such a ring of stones you place a 
Dolmen. Comes with three expansions that 
change the basic mechanism.
Grog Island by Michael Rieneck for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Pirates in retirement are 

turning into real estate owners! Dice are 
moved from commodities cases to auction 
cases, parrot cards change dice values. If you 
pass you receive commodities from cases 
without dice and trade with a ship. If you 
win the bid you pay and take the rewards 
from auction cases with dice - buildings, 
pirate points or castle. At the end you score 
chests, coins and target cards. With Pegasus.
Hospital Rush by Thomas Kølby Laursen, 
Kåre Storgaard and Steen Thomsen for 
3-5 players, ages 10+: As a doctor you 

collect prestige points for healing patients, 
bribing personnel and final exams. You 
have two actions, chosen by placing of 
personal markers, and put them into effect 
immediately. Action cases on player boards 
are of individual composition and can only 
be used by the owner himself. After actions 
cured patients are discharged for prestige. 

Village Port by Inka and Markus Brand for 
2-5 players, ages 12+: Second expansion 
for Village. In the action “Travel” you can 

move your ship - depart, continue the 
journey or return, with several choices of 
action. When a family member dies in the 
missionary church or on the ship deposit 
it is placed into the travel section of the 
village chronicle or is buried at sea. At new 
stalls you can sell cocoa or tea, filling the last 
burial-at-see spot triggers the end of the 
game. With Pegasus and also in French with 
Gigamic.

Egomaster by David Perez and Stephan 
Dubosq for 3-6 players, ages 16+: Already 
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presented in Cannes and now again at Es-
sen: You choose your opponent, use his 
weaknesses and confront him with his own 
preferences - an interactive game offering 
three modes to play and 1200 questions.

Oklahoma Boomers by Martyn F for 2- 
players, ages 12+: You command three 

markers and move one of them straight 
ahead. Then you can place a cornerstone 
onto the meeting point of the movement 
line of this boomer and another boomer, 
should the two of them advance towards 
each other. Chains of cornerstones fence off 
areas; if such an area holds only your boom-
ers you have acquired the area. When all 
boomers have an area you score the num-
ber of cases in each area. 
Sooners is an expansion with three mark-

ers that assist in placing cornerstones as you 
place them at the start of the game.

Köbes by Rüdiger Liedtke for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: A brewery in Cologne, players are 
the „Köbes“ and their own boss. You must 
aim at taking as many “Kölsch” to the table 
after having bought them from the inn-
keeper.

Jungle Rumble by Nightsorrow Chou, Eros 
Lin and Zeeldaa Ling for 2-4 players, ages 

12+, by Taiwan Boardgame Design: You 
command a pack of cats that comply with 
tasks and must recruit more cats. Cats that 
are not fed leave the pack.
Who is the Sunflower by Eros Lin and 
Zeeldaa Ling for 2-5 players: Participants in 

a student revolt want to find the legendary 
sunflower that is full of power. In analogy to 
werewolf games and other similar games 
two factions want to deduce opposing 
identities.

Missile Attack by Conny Larsson for 2-6 

players, ages 10+: Card game; you are the 
head of a country that commands atomic 
weapons and must eliminate your oppo-
nents at all costs, using everything from 
weapons to propaganda.

Flatterspatzen by Martin Nedergaard 
Andersen for 2-6 players, ages 5+:
Eight colored „Flatterspatzen“ fly in the 

corners of each tile, four fluttering sparrows 
on each of the two sides. All players hold the 
same number of tiles, one is laid out to start 
the game. Then all try simultaneously to 
add their fluttering sparrows to the display, 
of course with corresponding borders. You 
can turn over your sparrow tiles anytime 
to find suitable sparrows. To win the game 
you must get rid of all your cards in several 
rounds.
In addition to this new release of 2014 there 
were some new editions of older games 
and also old and new solitaire puzzles:
Blattsalat by Matthias Kumpernaß for 1 
players, ages 4+: 9 picture cards must be 
aligned in a way that all types of leaves and 

all colors correspond on all edges next to 
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each other.
Der große und der kleine Baum by 
Ferdinand Hein for 1 players, ages 5+: 36 
picture cards show blooms, leaves and 
twigs or branches as well as a meadow and 
muss be combined into a decorative square.

Der Rätselhafte Teppich by Ferdinand 
Hein for 1 players, ages 8+: 64 picture tiles 
with individual patters show halves of 

animals and you need to lay out the carpet 
with corresponding halves forming the 
animal.

Florentiner Domino by Ferdinand Hein for 
2-4 players, ages 7+: By placing tiles into a 

display you should form chambers and 
store as many gems as possible in those 
chambers. 

Mandala by Ferdinand Hein for 1 players, 

ages 5+: 36 tiles with geometrical patterns 
allow you to lay out a nearly unlimited num-
ber of ornaments, using 16 or all 36 tiles.

 

Also known as Historical Games Factory.
Ark of Animals by Adam Kwapiński for 2-4 
players, ages 6+: The first game for children 

from this publisher - you assist Noah in 
saving animals from the flood and to fill 
the ark. All players pull animals out of stock 
simultaneously, show them to all and place 
them face-down on their personal arks. You 
score for having filled your ark first, and also 
for most mammals, for set of three different 
birds, reptiles, amphibians and so on.
First to fight by Adam Kwapiński and 
Michał Sieńko for 2-4 players, ages 10+: 

In this conflict simulation based on the 
historical background of WWII players are 
members of the command staff of the Polish 
Army and command Polish soldiers who 
fight in different theatres and want to stop 
the advance of the Axis powers - many of 
the characters in the game are real historic 
persons. Game rounds comprise orders and 
final phases, under the command of the 
player who ordered maneuvers.

Heroes by Adam Kwapiński for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: The first card game from the 

publisher on another than a historic topic. 
You are a hero in a magical fantasy universe 
and command special, powerful abilities 
which are relating to elements - Air, Water, 
Fire, and so on. As commander of mighty 
fantasy armies you send you deploy your 
creatures - Dragons Elementals, Ifrits, Hydras 
or Gnomes - in this dice-driven card game 
in conflicts with opposing armies in order to 
achieve the aim of the game, defeating the 
opposing hero and his armies.

Colis Party by Ludtche for 3-5 players, ages 
8+ - Johnny the Mailman does not know 

what to do first - he wants to finish his round 
and collect the last parcel quickly. Players 
must prepare it for him and want to be the 
first to hand it to him. Shown for the first 
time at Cannes 2014.

iXit by Jörg Domberger for 2-5 players, 
ages 8+: You roll and combine a black and 

a white dice into pairs and mark the inter-
section of those values on your score sheet 
in order to create two connected areas. You 
score the second-largest of your areas and 
in each turn you must also mark a blockade 
spot.
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All new releases are available from Heidel-
berger Spieleverlag, partly in the original 
version, partly as German language edition. 
All expansions for Living card games are not 
listed here.
Age of War by Reiner Knizia for 2-6 players, 
ages 14+: Dice game, you place symbols 

from your rolls onto cards to conquer those 
cards. English edition of Zeitalter des Krieges, 
Heidelberger Spieleverlag. Other editions at 
Arclight and Edge Entertainment.

BattleLore Second Edition by Richard 
Borg and Robert A. Kouba for 2 players, 

ages 14+: A combination of elements from 
board games, role playing and tabletop for 
a conflict of two factions, told in individual 
scenarios. The new edition has been set in 
the Runebound universe, Lords of Daqan 
versus Uthuk Y’llan on the battlefields of 
Terrinoth. Other editions published by 
Edge Entertainment, Hobby World and 
Wargames Club Publishing. German Edition 
at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Blue Moon Legends by Reiner Knizia for 
2 players, ages 14+: As one of the rivaling 

heirs apparent of Blue Moon you try to 
win over Dragons to your side, when you 
win a conflict, and are rewarded with parts 
of the Holy Crystal. German edition at 
Heidelberger. Other editions at Galakta and 
Hobby Japan.

DungeonQuest Revised Edition by John 
Goodenough and Jakob Bonds for 1-4 
players, ages 13+, new edition: This edition 

has a streamlined combat system based on 
the one in the original edition and an even 
more deadly dungeon, supplemented by 
the Torchlight variant. German edition at 
Heidelberger.

Game of Thrones: Westeros Intrigue by 
Reiner Knizia for 2-6 players, ages 13+: Topic 
of the game are the intrigues in Kings Land-

ing, you try to improve the position of your 
house. German German edition at Heidel-
berger

Star Wars Imperial Assault by Justin 
Kemppainen, Corey Konieczka and Jona-

than Ying for 2-5 players, ages 13+: Adven-
ture and tactical conflicts in the Star Wars 
Universe - In the campaign mode you play 
a campaign of missions undertaken by a 

small team of rebels against the Empire. In 
the Skirmish mode two players assemble a 
team and fight for opposing goals.
The Witcher by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 2-4 
players, ages 16+: Adventure game in the 

universe known from novels and video 
games - you embody one of four charac-
ters and decide how you want to shape 
the game - as conflict, as a charm offensive 
or using diplomacy. Each character com-
mands his own deck of cards. Other editions 
at Arclight and Edge Entertainment.

Winter Tales by Matteo Santos and Jokularis 
for 3-7 players, ages 14+: Narrative game - as 

a member of a faction you represent either 
someone full of hope fighting for return of 
Spring or you want to extinguish all hope as 
a Soldier of Winter.
XCOM by Eric M. Lang for 1-4 players, ages 
14+: You are a member of the elite interna-

tional organization XCOM, defend mankind 
and fending off an alien invasion. For this 
you use also a digital app that controls the 
alien invasion and also supplies information 
from XCOM Satellites.

Distribution and cooperation partner: Hei-
delberger Spieleverlag

Fantasy Flight 
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Anno Domini Bern and Anno Domini 

Wissenschaft & Forschung for 2-8 players 
by Urs Hostettler: See Abacusspiele.
Distribution partner for Germany: 
Abacusspiele

Complots: Saint Barthélemy by Rikki Tah-
ta for 4-10 players, ages 10+: French edition 

of Coup Reformation.
Verone by Michael Eskue for 2-5 players, 
ages 13+: Verona is fed up with the conflict 

between houses Montague and Capulet, 
a council shall resolve the conflict and 
reinstitute peace. Multilingual edition of 
Der Rat von Verona.

Arler Erde by Uwe Rosenberg for 1-2 
players, ages 14+: In Arle one plants flaxen 

or grain, breed animals, cut peat, construct 
embankment and win new land areas. You 
husband forests, run a pool of vehicles or a 
small business or an in. In nine half-years - 
summer and winter alternate - you position 
your workers, place them on one of 15 
action cases and then score your property. 
Vehicles move once in a half-year, and 
tideland must be changed into dry land by 
embankment construction. Other editions 
at Filosofia Èdition and Z-Man Games
Terra Mystica: Feuer & Eis by Jens 
Drögemüller and Helge Ostertag for 2-5 
players, ages 12+, introduces Yetis, Ice 

Maidens, Acolytes and Dragonlords as well 
as Shapeshifters and Riverwalkers, two new 
factions that do not adhere to the rule - 
one people, one landscape. Other editions 
from Bard Centrum Gier, Cranio Creations, 
Filosofia Édition, Mindok, White Goblin 
Game and Z-Man Games - some of them 
published, some of them announced for 
2015.

Tichu by Urs Hostettler for 3-6 players, ages 
10+: Card shedding game with the aim to 
accumulate 1000 points. You play in teams 
of two and score points for card combina-
tions. You can pass in your turn or play a 
combination of higher value than the pre-
viously played one. Bombs are rows of five 

consecutive cards or four identical cards 
and beat everything else. Cards won in 
round go to the first player who passed, un-
played cards of whoever came in last in the 
round go to the opposing team.
On top of this there are French editions of 
various games, see the respective publisher 
or German publishing/distribution part-
ners:
Akrotiri, with Z-Man
Carcassonne: La Ruée vers l’Or, with Hans 
im Glück 
Chimera, with Z-Man
Clash of Cultures: Civilisations, with Z-
Man
Onirim, with Z-Man
Pandémie: Contagion, with Z-Man
Pandémie: Le Remède, with Z-Man
Terra Mystica: Fire & Ice / Feu & Glace, 
with Feuerland
Terre des Arle, with Feuerland

Life Manager by Krzysztof Kałucki for 2-8 
players, ages 10+: A game on plans for your 

life and your personal priorities, a business 
and strategy game with the goal of acquir-
ing happiness points.

Robin by Frédéric Moyersoen for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 8+: Robin and his people in Sher-
wood Forest - you assist them in the forest, 
in their camp and in robbing the travelers, 
you carry messages and look for informa-
tion.
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Twin Tin Bots by Philippe Keyaerts for 2-6 
players, ages 10+, published in 2013 in very 

limited quantities, was available again this 
year.

Dragonscroll by Gordon Lamont and 
Fraser Lamont for 2-4 players, ages 13+: 

As a fledgling dragon you try to become 
the most notorious one in all the land - to 
achieve this you must meet the task cards 
you received, using tiles that you draw and 
place next to the already known lands.

Mahé by Alex Randolph for for 2-7 players, 
ages 7+: Turtles place their eggs in the sands 
of Mahé! You roll three dice one by one and 
decide after each roll if you continue. When 
you exceed 7, the turtle goes to the raft.  If you 
stay below seven you advance the turtle, can 
overtake other turtles and move twice or three 
times you roll if you could use two or three dice 
for it. At the beach the turtle lays the number 

of eggs indicated on the top nest card. When 
you reach another turtle you go on top and are 
carried along, in case of 7+ also onto the raft. 
After the last nest card one player can collect 7 
eggs and then you win with most eggs.

Fleets: The Pleiad Conflict by Daniel 
Fryxelius for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Mankind 

has colonized the Pleiades and corporations 
fight for influence and control with fleets, 
diplomacy, ruse and brutal force. A round 
comprises determining turn order - 
construction - development - diplomacy 
including retreat and fending of enemy fleets 
- battle with one shot per ship in a system in 
order of the initiative number - revenues. If 
you are first to score 7 VPs you win.

Samurai Spirit by Antoine Bauza for 1-7 
players, ages 9+: Players are samurai and 

stand between the village and blood lusty 
villains in a cooperative game in which play-

ers draw bandit cards and then choose if 
they want to fight the bandits, defend the 
village or let their particular villains escape 
in order to assist other samurai.

Imperialism: Road to Domination by Kon-
rad Perzyna for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In the 

period between the 15th and the 19th centu-
ry you command one of the super powers 
and try to develop them into mighty em-
pires. You take care of economic growth as 
well as achievements of society and public 
care as well as modernizing and expanding 
of fleets and armies. War is not always the 
optimum solution.
Pamietne Historie = Memorable Stories 
by Piotr Siłka for 3-8 players, ages 8+ is a 

card game for telling stories; you are asked 
to find the funniest or most ridiculous story 
which is also the one easiest memorized, 
based on three cards that you draw. Other 
players give guesses on cards that were 
used.
Ucha Króla = King’s Ear by Konrad Perzyna 

for 2-6 players, ages 10+: A new minister for 
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finances is wanted at the Court and thus in-
trigues begin. Each rumor you spread, each 
hit at a neuralgic spot, everything helps to 
acquire most prestige points and outma-
neuver the other players. Available in Polish 
language, an English edition has been an-
nounced.
Urban Panic by Krzysztof Matusik for 2-4 
players, ages 10+:  On your own player 

board you build a city. Architect actions 
allow you to pick up a tile from the main 
board - you can exchange tiles, place tiles 
or swap the location of two tiles. Tiles that 
are placed improve the city and each tile 
should be connected to the city center. You 
also need to avoid unemployment in your 
city and to take needs of citizens into ac-
count.

Andromeda by Jan Zalewski for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 10+: The game was listed in the 

novelty compilation, but will be published 
in 2014: In the wreck of a space ship ancient 
technology can be found and scientists 
from various races are asked to explore the 
ship, but of course this is not without con-

flict potential. The choice of actions is gov-
erned by the mechanism of “one divides up, 
the other chooses“.
Zombie Terror by Jan Jewula and łukasz 
Zębik for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Zombies 
chase humans, citizens are surprised in 
the shopping mall and want to reach their 
cars to escape. An escaped convict has the 
same idea and he uses other humans for 
his purposes and then there is the mad 
scientist who let loose the zombies in order 
to acquire blood samples.

Firefly: The Game Blue Sun by Aaron Dill, 
John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 2 

players, ages 13+: The expansion features 
a new board with new systems at the rim, 
supplemented by a new navigation deck 
and a new supply resources planet as well 
as new jobs, new leaders and new story 
cards. Two new Reaver Cutters increase 
Reaver activity.
Homeland: The Game by Aaron Dill, John 
Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart for 3-6 players, 

ages 14+: Announced for 205, based on the 
TV series.

Sons of Anarchy: Men of Mayhem by Aar-
on Dill, John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart 
for 3-4 players, ages 12+: Embodying one 
of rivaling biker gangs you want to control 
territories in order to cash in on smuggled 
goods.
Spartacus: The Shadow of Death by Aar-
on Dill, John Kovaleski and Sean Sweigart 

for 3-6 players, ages 17+: New variants of 
Spartacus, Crixus and Theokoles with spe-
cial Primus abilities, plus miniatures of gladi-
ators and a new house - Magistratus Calavi-
us - as well as festivals in honor of the gods.

The Peides Curse: Earth by Vence Chong 
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Heroes undertake 

a very risky rescue operation - time-travel-
ing to the future where they must find se-
cret codes in order to hinder evil forces to 
destroy earth. You use two decks of cards 
and must follow up on clues to find those 
codes and then to decode them with de-
coder dice.

Cargotrain by Krzysztof Matusik for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: As many goods as pos-
sible should be delivered to the factories 
- you need to plan, to invest, to forestall 
opposing moves and meet contracts. You 
movement cards for planning and then 
implement them.
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Game Factory is the Carletto brand for 
games.
Continuo by Maureen Hiron for 1-6 players, 
ages 5+: New edition! Make up long 

sequences of colors, formed with colored 
squares, and score for each extension! You 
take the top tile and place it at any place of 
your choice next to a tile already in place, 
tiles may never overlap! New and already 
placed tile must touch each other by at least 
one square. 
Grabolo by Maureen Hiron for 3-5 players, 
ages 6+: A simple aim of the game - collect 

cards! 10-8-6 cards in case of 5-4-3 players. 
All cards are spread out separately, number 
side up. You roll both dice for a combination 
of color and number and all try as fast as 
they can to cover the corresponding card 
with their hand. The fastest player takes the 
card and sets it aside face-down. When the 
card is no longer visible you can name the 
player who you think has got it. 
Lift it! by Per Gauding for 1-8 players, ages 
8+: A dexterity game of a special kind! 
Fast and exact construction in teams, with 
cranes connected by a hook, or alone. You 

build the construction shown on the card in 
the given time, by the method determined 
by your marker location - e.g. with the 
crane fastened to your head or following 
instructions of another player. You must 
always build with in the construction area 
and use the crane. 
Quartex by Tim W. K. Brown for 2-5 players, 
ages 8+: Complete symbols and get chips! 
Double-sided tiles show one quarter of one 

of four colored symbols in each corner, in 
different combinations. You place one of 
your five tiles next to one or several others 
already laid out. Symbols on all borders 
that touch must correlate. If you complete 
one or several symbols you get chips of the 
corresponding color(s). 

A Production company publishing game of 
designers or other publishers, sometimes 
via Kickstarter, but also independently.
Alien Frontiers Outer Belt by Tory Niemann 
and Randall Bart for 2-6 players, ages 12+: 
This expansion introduces components for 
an additional player and expands the board 
with a new Moon Territory and the Asteroid 

Belt.
Wok Star by Tim Fowers and Tom Mason 
for 1-4 players, ages 10+: A cooperative 
game in real time - you embody different 
roles and jobs to open up and run a 

Chinese restaurant and to develop it. 
Customers must be served individually 
within 20 seconds or the can eat for free. 
Each customer order needs ingredients, 
additional ingredients are generated via 
dice and all players must complete tasks 
and work at the same time and also invest 
jointly at the end of the round and, finally, 
achieve a predestined sum at the end of the 
game.

Game Salute produces games, among 
others, with
Clever Mojo
Conquistador Games
Secret Games

Tracktic for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Abstract 
placement game - you hold pieces shaped 

like various jigsaw puzzle pieces, all of one 
color, and must achieve the longest line on 
the board by placing them - you can block 
opposing lines or can turn over opposing 
pieces and integrate them into your line, 
but they are now neutral and usable for all 
players.
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Hat-Trick by Patryk Kowalski for 2 players, 
ages 14+: Soccer simulation with cards; 

players are managers and use their cards 
to move players and the ball. When the ball 
is at a suitable position, a miniature game 
within the game decides on goals, using 
kick and goalkeeper cards.

The Korean publisher, guest at the Deinko 
booth, showed three games:
Lucky Dice for 2 or more players, ages 8+: 
In five rounds you have one turn each - you 

draw and roll three dice and can then score 
or draw three additional dice; if you have 
three dice of the same color or with the 
same result you do not score for the turn 
unless one of the dice shows „free“. After 18 
dice the turn ends in any case.
The Emperor of Darkness by Dong-Ryeol 
Lee for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Auction game 
with a mafia topic, featuring roads in three 
colors and six families. You want to become 

the Big Boss and must take care not to be 
infiltrated and also make sure that two 
factions with the same background do not 
connect.
The Roman Empire by Dong-Ryeol Lee 
for 1-41 players, ages 8+: A standard card 

deck with the topic of Ancient Rome, you 
can use it for up to 500 games and cards are 
included that can simulate up to 200 dice 
rolls.
TetMithra by Dong-Ryeol Lee for 2 players, 
ages 8+: A conflict of gods, you score by 

placing of markers on your own board 
or obstruct scoring by your opponent by 
placing markers on his board.

Crazy Circus by Dominique Ehrhard for 
1-10 players, ages 8+: This game is a revised 

edition of Maniki, once published by Jumbo 
- you can use five commands to rearrange 
animals in two stacks as fast as possible to 
achieve the arrangement demanded by the 
task card.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Essen The Game by Fabrice Beghin, 
Frédéric Delporte and Etienne Espreman 

for 2-5 players, ages 10+: You are a visitor 
at SPIEL and run from booth to booth with 
your wish list. Games are only available in 
limited numbers and you must manage 
your budget and cope with obstacles. The 
more games you care the less mobile you 
are within the halls and you must take a 
break and take games to your car.

Announced for the authors workshop: 
Gekael by Ruslan Krivobokov is more a 
game project than a finished playable game; 

hexagonal tiles show symbols and numbers 
and the plan is to use them in several ways, 
from strategy games to mosaics or puzzles 
or solitaire games.
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Memo-Ring by Justin Oh for 2-6 players, 
ages 6+, is a memo and reaction game using 
hand bells. When cards that are turned over 
show identical musical notes you must take 
the corresponding bell.

Provincia Romana by Pierluigi Frumusa for 
2-6 players, ages 12+: The ravaged Gallic cit-

ies need to be rebuilt for prestige.
The Possession by Óscar Arévalo for 3-5 
players, ages 14+: Variant of the Zombie 
topic; aim of the game is to survive, to find 

the Book of the Dead and to destroy it. You 
roll dice for wounds, the more you receive 
the more in danger you are, and you play a 
card for action points. You can attack mem-
bers of the opposing faction.

Due Conga by Frank Stark for 2 players, 
ages 8+: New edition of the game already 

published in 2005. You alternate to place 1, 
2 or 3 markers into a bowl; there can never 
be the same number of markers nor the 
same number of markers of different colors 
in bowls. If you manage to make your op-
ponent place the last marker, you win. Be 
careful, “Cheating” is an option!

Quint-X by Hartmut Kommerell for 2 play-

ers, ages 10+: In five squares on the board 
five positions mark five squares. When you 
place a piece into the middle of a square the 
next player must place a piece into the mid-
dle square; the position of this piece deter-
mines the square for your next turn. You win 
with the majority in three squares ore one 
completely filled square. Already published 
in 2013, 2014 generally available.

Rincala by Dieter Stein for 2-3 players, ages 

6+: Mancala has supplied the idea, but the 
bowls are stacks of pieces, which are distrib-
uted in a turn on other stacks. When then 
two pieces of the same color are next to 
each other in the stack you take the top one.
Already announced at Nuremberg - Sam-
sara by Thomas Weber for 2 players, ages 

10+: Aim of the game is to reach the middle 
of the board with your own marker. The red 

pieces are moved by both players and are 
moved in clock-wise direction; you can only 
reach the finish on the outer track, so clever 
changing of tracks is necessary. If you reach 
the finish you move the scoring marker one 
step and place the piece at the finish on the 
other side of the board into the first free 
double case.

Taituu by Oliver Schaudt for 1 players, 

ages 8+: A set of cards poses 24 tasks, in 
which you use black and white number 
tiles showing numbers from 1 to 5. The 
card tells you the necessary numbers and 
an arrangement of black and white tiles, 
empty side up. You lace the numbers in 
a way that each number always has that 
many neighbors of the other color. Empty 
tiles are valid, neighbors of the same color 
are of no importance.

All games but Imagidés were already 
presented at Nuremberg.
Animal Suspect by Bruno Faidutti & Na-
thalie Grandperrin for 3-8 players, ages 8+: 

You roll dice to determine what you mime 
and the other players must guess animals 
according to the dice result - squid in love or 
shy mosquito. If the guess is correct imitator 
and guesser get one card each.
Difference by Christophe Boelinger for 
2-6 players, ages 6+: The game features 
25 double-sided, easy cards with images 
of circus and castle and 25 double-sided, 
difficult ones with images of lake and 
dragon. You choose an image, display a 
card and deal the rest out evenly among 
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all players. All play simultaneously: You 
turn over your top card and search for the 
two differences between your card and the 
card on the table. If you succeed your card 
becomes is placed for the new table card. 
Each card has one difference in common 
with the previously played card. New 
edition of What’s missing? at Ludically.

Fatal Rendez Vous by Olivier Finet for 
5-20 players, ages 8+: Friday night, a 
town house in Paris, two murderers are 

among the guests. The butler, in case of 
10 or more players, is the game master 
and secretly hands out characters for 
“murderer” and “guest”. Following rules 
similar to those for werewolf games you 
play rounds comprising phases of murder 
- clear suspects - voting - lock up suspects, 
with different courses of action for murder 
during daytime or night time. Guests win 
when both murderers are locked up at the 
same time and identified.

Gloobz by Alexandre Droit for 2-6 players, 
ages 6+: Three color pots and three 

figurines represent form and color of the 
Gloobz. You turn up a card and cry “more” 
or “less” - depending on the call one either 
grabs figurine and color pot of the majority 

color or those that are rarest or not there 
at all. When Megagloobz appears on a 
card you take only this figurine. In the case 
of a magnifying glass you grab as many 
figurines as you can. For each correctly 
taken figurine you score 1 point, for a wrong 
one you lose 1 point.
Imagidés by Emily Daly for 2-12 players, 
ages 4+: New edition of Talking Dice, you 

roll all six-sided dice and use the resulting 
symbols to tell a story.
Tutti Frutti by Theora Concept for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 6+: Fruit halves must be combined 

into whole fruits, the double-sided cards 
feature different kinds of fruit on both sides. 
You always place two corresponding cards 
on top of each other and can, at any time, 
flip cards on the table or in your hand.
This range is supplemented by French edi-
tion of games from other companies:
Descendance: Le Port by Inka and Markus 
Brand for 2-5 players, ages 12+: The 
second expansion for Descendance; with 

eggertspiele / Pegasus. 

Historia by Marco Pranzo for 1-6 players, 
ages 14+: The development of a civilization 
across 12.000 years of history. With giochix.
it

Distributor and also publisher of Italian edi-
tions of games from other companies, for 
instance from Fantasy Flight Games, Zoch 
or Hans im Glück or of games produced in 
cooperation with other companies, for in-
stance
Kingsport Festival by Andrea Chiarvesio 

and Gianluca Santopietro for 3-5 players, 
ages 12+: Cults and cultists in the universe 
of H.P. Lovecraft - you summon beings from 
outside our world and unholy gods for gifts. 
Investigators try to deflect those purposes. 
Coproduction with Stratelibri and Sir Ches-
ter Cobblepot, other editions at Kosmos, 
Devir and Hobby Japan
Distribution partner for Giochix.it 

Historia by Marco Pranzo for 1-6 players, 

ages 14+: The path of a civilization across 
12.000 years of history, managed by action 
cards. You use actions and place cards in a 
display row, from where you can take them 

Giochi
Uniti

Giochix.it
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back in hand. For wars and invasions there 
is a special system. When modern times 
are reached or singularity technology has 
been developed, you win with most vic-
tory points. Other editions at Gigamic and 
Golden Egg Games.

Geheimsache by Jörg Domberger for 
2-5 players, ages 12+: Spies are meeting 

criminal contacts according to a strict 
weekly schedule. You are dealt two 
informant cards in each of the five colors 
plus two cards from the mixed stack. You 
see all other weekly plans and must deduce 
your own. In each round all play a card face-
up and then in turn name the player with 
the latest and earliest date. If you think you 
know your schedule you take the lowest 
available agent card (1-5) and keep playing, 
but you cannot alter your notes. 

Fire in the Lake by Mark Herman and 
Volko Ruhnke for 1-4 players, ages 13+: The 

fourth part of the COIN series features the 
peak of US engagement in the Vietnam 
War, up to the Peace of Paris. Each player 
represents a faction - USA, North Vietnam, 
South Vietnam and the Viet Cong. A card 
is revealed and determines the order in 
which factions can choose the event on the 
card or a special activity or an operation. 
Coup cards beneath the event cards offer 

possibilities for instant win of the game or 
action like collecting resources or influence 
public opinion. 
Thunder Alley by Jeff and Carla Horger for 
2-7 players, ages 10+: Racing teams rival for 

the most points in individual races or in a 
series of races. The result for a team is the 
total of all results for all cards in the race. You 
score for the position at which you reached 
the finish and score bonus points if you 
were in the lead in at least one lap or in the 
lead most of the laps in the race. 

Athlas: Duel for Divinity by Tzvika Harpaz 
for 2 players, ages 13+: As a young Athil-

ian you were banished to the Seven Outer 
Worlds in order to explore the secrets of 
Creation. You manipulate time and space 
and must finally open - as a test for having 
reached adulthood - the portal to Athlas.

City Council: The Disaster Deck von Elad 
Goldsteen for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Expan-
sion with 10 Event cards for disturbances 
and catastrophes occurring in the life of the 

city, but also offering the option of coopera-
tive game play.
Also announced is Prime Time by Elad 
Goldsteen for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You are 
the CEO of a communication and broad-
casting station network and responsible 
for the prime time broadcasts. You set up 
broadcast timetables and schemes and 
have actions in the development phase.

This year, too, four of the games that were 
already announced at Nuremberg were 
published in September and are thus listed 
here:
Alien Alarm for 2-4 players, ages 6+: This is 
the most eye-catching game in the range 

and the most attractive as to mechanism. 
Farmers and animals are out on the pas-
tures and are attacked by aliens. When the 
spaceship moves to an occupied space, the 
animal is usually sucked up into the ship. If 
you roll “Escape” you get back one of your 
animals.
Blizz Quizz is a fun quiz game for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 10+, in which you write down the 

answer - for instance „How many legs to 3 
spiders and 2 giraffes have among them?“ 
- on a paddle on the game unit and then 
release it - the paddle flips towards the mid-
dle. Whoever has the correct answer lowest 
in the stack, wins the round.
Krawall im Hühnerstall, for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+, intended for families as is the Blizz 
Quizz; you must use an elongated plastic 
chicken to perform pantomimes to explain 
terms within the runtime of a sand timer.
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Triominos Turbo for 2-4 players, ages 6+ is 
a speedy version of Triominos. You place a 

suitable piece and press the button, as does 
the next player - you want to get rid of all 
your pieces within the runtime of the timer.

A guest at the Swan Panasia Stand
Attack on Monster by Zong-Hua Yang for 
4-10 players, ages 8+: In a team you try to 

escape from monsters, score victory points 
for monsters you eliminate and also for dy-
ing as late as possible yourself. If you do not 
fight monsters you do not score, but stays 
alive, but if too many do not fight others are 

killed and those that ran away get higher 
scores later.
Girl’s Time by Zong-Hua Yang for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 6+: Bluff game with cards, guests 
need items and you can sell items using one 
of three possible actions and using three 
cards. 
Throne of the World by Zong-Hua Yang for 
2-4 players, ages 10+: You are the represen-

tative of one of 13 races that fight for ascen-
dance to a throne. You play job cards that ei-
ther generate income or force other players 
to take back cards. In a turn you choose how 
many cards you draw and how many action 
points you command.

Monster Derby by Jeff Siadek for 2-8 play-
ers, ages 8+: Monsters are in starting posi-

tion, players bet on the order of arrival and 
them move monsters along the track; on 
the track monsters bash each other and use 
magic in order to influence the race. First 
edition 1994 Game Smith.

Monster Derby Expansion I by Jeff Siadek 
for 2-8 players, ages 8+; 25 new monsters for 

the race, only for use with the basic game.

Race! Formula 90 Expansion #1 - RF90 Se-
ries by Alessandro Lala and Guiseppe Ros-

sini for 2-6 players, ages 14+: First expansion 
module for Race! Formula 90, featuring two 
new tracks on a double-sided game board 
- Spa Francorchamps and Monaco, includ-
ing the respective cards for each track. Spa 
Francorchamps introduces extreme bends.

As already in 2013, there was DuCo by 
Henrik Larsson for 1-5 players, ages 7+: Nine 
cards are laid out in the shape of a cross. In 

your turn you place one of your cards in a 
way that the icons at the edges correspond 
to icons on cards already laid out, by shape 
or color. You can turn your cards any way, 
but the edges must correspond, they may 
not be misaligned. Then you score, 1 point 
for correlation color or shape, 2 points for 
both.

CV: Gossip by Filip Miłuński for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: Expansion for CV offering more 
options to fight bad luck, supplemented by 
interactive rumor cards which offer new op-
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tions for aims in life to players.
Faras by Filip Miłuński for 2-5 players, ages 
6+: The story of excavations in Sudan un-
dertaken with Polish participations. You 

must protect the excavation site from flood-
ing by the new dike; the game uses memo 
mechanisms, but players set up board and 
markers themselves and can thus use pat-
terns for memo aids.
Mr. House by Adam Kałuža for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 10+: We build our house, manage 
costs and construction workers, buy neces-

sary materials and plan the workflow and all 
that while time is ticking.
UfoFarmer by Helmut Ast for 2-4 players, 
ages 6+: An adaptation of SuperFarmer - 
Aliens have landed and want to check on 
animal types unknown to them by kidnap-
ping most animals. You have three space 

ships and in each round you use them to 
cover animal, even using opposing space 
ships for this purpose.

Cthulhu Wars from new publisher Green 
Eye Games, by Sandy Petersen for 3-5 play-

ers, ages 12+: An enormous miniatures 
game on the well-known subject. It was 
announced in 2013 for 2014, miniatures 
can have sizes up to 18 cm, and there being 
altogether 64 of them. You fight as one of 
four faction for the awakening of the Great 
Old one.

Destination: Neptune by Ian Brody for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: Simulation of commercial 

exploration of space in the next century. 
You control an organization that explores 
worlds beyond Earth and want to colonize 
and develop them, using careful planning, 
resources management and making use of 

technology.
Announced also is Quartermaster General 
by Ian Brody for 2-6 players, ages 12+ about 
a WWII topic: Supply is the deciding factor 
in this simulations, in which each of the 
involved parties commands its individual 
deck of cards.
Distribution partner: Schwerkraft Verlag

Ran ans Beet: Das Gartenspiel for 2-5 
players, ages 10+: You try to harvest as 

many plant cards as possible, laid out by 
you and also by other players. For harvest-
ing you plant vegetables, fruit and herbs 
according to the garden time table. You 
take deep or flat-rooters, weak, middle or 
strong feeders and also growth times into 
account, but also weather, garden vermin, 
your neighbors and beneficial organisms.
Distribution Partner: Amigo Spiele

Waggle Dance by Mike Nudd for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: You are an overseer bee in 

the hive and want to produce the biggest 
possible quantity of honey for the winter. 
Action cards and nectar cubes are laid out, 
and each player begins with three empty 
combs. In the Day phase you roll dice and 
place worker bees = dice on action cards 
or comb tiles. When all dice are placed the 
Night phase begins and you implement 
action cards in alphabetical order. 
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Under a new logo and a booth named Graal 
there was
Nehemiah  by łukasz Woźniak for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: After the fall of the Wall of 
Jerusalem tribe and city are no longer safe 
- Nehemiah directs the re-building, players 

are leaders of Israelite tribes and use a new 
worker placement mechanisms. Shown in 
2013 as a prototype, published this year.

Race to Berlin by Krzysztof Dytczak for 2 
players, ages 14+: Conflict simulation on 
the last months of World War II in Europe. 
You command either the Sow jet or the Al-
lied forces in the battle for the capital, Ber-

lin, plus the juxtaposed German forces. If 
you play the Allies, you control the German 
troops in the East, the Sow jet player con-
trols those in the West.

 

Can’t Stop Rollin‘ Down the Highway by 
Jeff Horger and George Sauer for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 7+: Expansion for Can’t Stop - 72 
tiles are placed on the board. When the 
white markers of a player who voluntarily 
stops his turn, are on such tiles, the corre-
sponding effects are resolved.

Cubist by Steven Poelzing and Alf Seegert 

for 2-4 players, ages 7+: You vie with other 
architects for building a new Museum of 
Modern Art, including provision of sculp-
tures and works of art. Dice are resources 
for sculptures and are placed for works of 
art or you use dice to get help from contem-
porary masters or you donate them to the 
museum.

Fantastiqa: The Rucksack Edition by 

Alf Seegert for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Deck 
building game set in a fantasy world. You 
complete quests and subordinate peculiar 
creatures. Each creature has an ability and 
also vulnerability. If you play the respective 
symbols you subordinate a creature and 
win it for an ally. The same game as Fantas-
tiqa with minimized furnishings.
Fleet: Arctic Bounty by Ben Pinchback and 
Matt Riddle for 1-4 players, ages 10+: Expan-
sion for Fleet with more than 120 new cards, 

especially new premium and basic licenses 
cards as well as boat cards with new bonus-
es, dock cards, new crew cards etc.
Games of Art by Sid Sackson for 2-4 play-
ers: Collection of games in the guise of a 

book; all games are pen & paper games, 
named for artists: Arp, Delauney, Klee, Miro, 
Mondrian and Vasarely.
Lords and Ladies by Jason Corace for 2-5 
players, ages 10+: You represent a noble 

family including personnel and create new 
generations for the family by marriage, hire 
new personnel, have children from married 
lords and ladies and use rumor cards and 
abilities of your personnel to destroy the 
reputation of rivaling families.
Musée by Alf Seegert for 2-4 players, ages 
8+: You collect works of art and lay them out 
for your own museum, sorted by catalogue 
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number, and, if possible, according to the 
taste of the visiting public, that is, arranged 
also by similar topics.
Petite Pastiche by Sean D. MacDonald for 
2-4 players, ages 10+: Streamlined version 
of Pastiche with fewer components, but 
nearly unchanged rules.
Roll Through the Ages: Iron Age by Tom 
Lehmann for 1-4 players, ages 8+: In Anal-

ogy to the Bronze Age edition, German edi-
tion at Pegasus.
The Iron Age Kickstarter edition also includ-
ed the The Mediterranean Expansion. 

Das colorful and varied program offers 
games for a wide variety of age groups and 
also a wide range of educational targets, so 
I have listed the games according to their 
respective series.
Meine ersten Spiele
Badehase by Miriam Koser for 2-4 players, 
ages 2+: Bathing Bunny Blubbernase is 

splashing about in the tub and his toys are 
submerged. Where are they? By assigning 
colors and symbols you help Bathing Bunny 
Blubbernase to find his toys again.

Dreikäsehoch by Anja Wrede for 1-2 
players, ages 2+: A first collection of games, 

comprising dice games, race games and 
games of movement and collecting on the 
topic of mice and cheese - in each variant 
three pieces of cheese must be collected.
Meine erste Spielesammlung
Kleine Musikmacher by Dietlind Löbker 
for 1-3 players, ages 2+: Eight different 

games on the topics of Listening, Sounds 
and Music - movement games, race games 
with dice, Join-In games and Movement 
games for first encountering music.
LernSpiele
Quizzomat Junior by Kai Haferkamp and 
Markus Nikisch for 1-4 players, ages 4+, of-

fers a new concept for a knowledge game. 
A question is posed, players answer by plac-

ing chips. Then, at the end of the round, you 
turn the wheel and wrongly placed chips 
end up in the box.
Mitbringspiel mini
Würfel Kung Fu by Benjamin Schwer for 
2-4 players, ages 6+: With a bit of luck and 
a good memory you try to collect dice 
symbols that bring you victory over pupils, 
masters and great masters. If you memorize 
which opponent is hidden under which 
card you can collect points by setting aside 
symbols.
Mitbringspiel S
Glibber-Gebibber by Wolfgang Dirscherl 
for 1-4 players, ages 5+: Ghost hunters 

chase ghosts using glibber; you roll dice and 
reveal cards. When the same ghost is visible 
three times he is caught. But if you reveal a 
key hole, you go the dungeons yourself!
Mitbringspiel M:
Kri-Kra-Krabbelei by Kirsten Hiese for 2-4 
players, ages 4-8: Forest insects want to 
party and take leaves to the party place. You 

must correctly feel for two identical creepy-
crawlies underneath the leaves to allow the 
leaf procession to move. If you manage this 
you are rewarded with a dew drop. With co-
operative version.
Mitbringspiel L:
Monsterwäsche by Rémy Delivorias for 2-5 
players, ages 7+: In the circle of washing 
lines you try to grab the currently correct 
eight monsters and to hang them up for 
yourself to your left and right; search criteria 
for monsters change in each washing cycle. 
The fastest player wins a golden cloth peg, 
with three such pegs you win the games.

Kartenspiele:
Flunkerkönig by Anja Dreier-Brückner 
and Thomas Brückner for 2-6 players, ages 

Haba
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6+: At the Court of Animals everybody tells 
lies - animals do not always give their cor-
rect sound. You must make the sound of an 

animal depicted on card, but you must have 
more animals of the same kind or a bigger 
animal on your card than the previous play-
er - or you must lie!
Katzenpolizei by Stefanie Schütz for 3-5 
players, ages 5+: Cat families have lost their 
way on their hunt for mice, but the Cat Po-
lice is protecting those groups that have al-
ready found each other again. You roll dice 

and reveal cats accordingly, but neighbor’s 
dog or a mouse can chase off cats again.
Familienspiele: 
Crash Cup Karambolage by Heinz Meister 
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Six drivers of race 
cards fight for victory in three categories - 
in each category you must flip the cards 

across the track with a string. New edition.

Zauberer Malefix by Carlo A. Rossi for 
3-5 players, ages 5+: The master magician 
is away from home and apprentices root 
around in the Book of Magic. Images are 
painted and all guess what was painted, but 
at the start all is covered by the book mark. 

Using imagination and speed you can be 
the first to guess correctly.

Apps for Haba games:
Tier auf Tier Die Jagd nach den verschol-
lenen Artefakten: In three mystic worlds 
you must complete missions and collect 
180 magical artifacts.

Aquasphere by Stefan Feld for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 12+: A trial lab in the Deep Seas. 
Teams - comprising an engineer, a scientist, 
programmable bots and exploratory sub-
marines - collect the maximum possible 
amount of data. In four rounds you must 
program bots, expand laboratories and col-
lect knowledge points.

Together with Pegasus Spiele, other edi-
tions are announced or published by 
Quined, Matagot, Fullcap and Tasty Minstrel 
Games.

Carcassonne by Klaus-Jürgen Wrede 
for 2-5 players, ages 8+: New edition of 

the placement and worker placement 
game, featuring a new graphic design, but 
unchanged rules. It comes with two mini 
expansions, Der Fluss and Der Abt.
Carcassonne Goldrausch by Klaus-Jürgen 
Wrede for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Tiles are laid 

out as usual and you place cowboys on 
prairies, towns, rail track and mountains, 
which are equipped with mining tiles. 
Instead of placing a cowboy you can place 
or relocate your tent or take a mining tile 
from the tent location, independent of other 
cowboys there or of majorities. Interim and 
final scoring of mountains and rail tracks 
can score double points for only one rail 
engine and mining rights on a mountain.
Carcassonne Halb so wild by Klaus-Jürgen 
Wrede for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Version II, 
can be combined with Version I, published 
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by spielbox: Standard Carcassonne tiles 
have been halved into triangles. Those 
triangles are assigned to players at the start 
and added to the display with their short 
side, instead of a normal turn, following 
standard rules.
Die Staufer by Andreas Steding for 2-5 
players, ages 12+: Emperor Heinrich VI. 
traveled across his realm and reigned from 
his horse. As princes we travel with him. This 

is achieved by occupying administration 
venues in the region for advantages and 
victory points. You place the action marker 
on the supply track for Ambassadors 
or Nobles on the Deployment track to 
place Ambassadors and Nobles into a 
free administration venue, both in order 
of action markers, followed by a regional 
scoring and a cleanup-phase including 
movement of the King. In the 5th round you 
do a final scoring for task cards and treasure 
chests instead of the cleanup phase.
Russian Railroads  Neue Ingenieure by 
Helmut Ohley and Leonard Orgler for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: Expansion, including 

four engineers, two factories/engines and 
new bonus markers. This expansion also 
includes two huts for the Stone Age Casino 
expansion.
Sankt Petersburg by Bernd Brunnhofer 
and Karl-Heinz Schmiel for 2-5 players, 
ages 10+: Revised edition including the 
core game and a rule for „Das neue Sankt 
Petersburg Der Markt“ and some expansion 
modules. In the basic game you want to 
mirror the development of St. Petersburg 
and acquire craftsmen, buildings and 
noblemen, earning money, points or both 
during the game, noblemen also at the 
end. Turns comprise one round each for 
craftsmen, buildings and noblemen as well 

as for exchange cards. A round actions for 
buying, taking up in hand or displaying as 
well as scoring and supplying new cards. 
You win if you score most points.

At the Korean booth
Chosŏn by Gary Kim for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: The Koryo dynasty was ousted by 

General Yi‘s Chosŏn-Dynastie. However, 
so-called Guardians are appearing instantly 
and armed conflict ensues. Original edition 
at Moonster Games.
Go Fish by Dave Choi for 2-5 players, ages 
8+: Topic of the game is Korean History, the 
mechanism is forming of pairs by drawing 

or receiving cards from another player.
My Big World by Dave Choi for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 8+: Travel game with a geography 
topic and use of picture cards for worldwide 
locations.
Pizza Bake-Off by Dave Choi for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 6+: You collect ingredients at dif-

ferent places in the kitchen. This is done by 
using cards and you add or subtract card 
values. New edition.
Tennis-Ace for 2 players, ages 8+: Tennis 
simulation using cards for attack and de-

fense, positions are determined with the 
use of number cards.

La Cosa Nostra by Johannes Sich for 3-5 
players, ages 16+: You control a gang of 

gangsters and a few businesses. In the 
course of the game you recruit new gang-
sters and invest in new businesses or mo-
nopolies. Bribes are part of the game as are 
dealing in drugs and prostitution as well as 
cooperation with other Mafia families, albeit 
with provisos. You use cards with which you 
either earn money or attack other players.
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All titles published around Essen were al-
ready presented at Nuremberg and pre-
sented again:
Alle auf Kalle for 1-3 players, ages 4+: 
Expressively marked with „from the Makers 
of Looping Louie“! Kalle the Tin is happy to 
be shot at with Play-doh balls. You switch 

the Tin Man on and all players - on a starting 
signal - try simultaneously to form their 
Play-doh lumps into balls and to catapult 
them into the tin.

My Monopoly for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 
Monopoly as a personalized, individual and 
unique game, including an app and the 

access to the webpage of Monopoly. You 
collect all pictures you want to use for the 
board, the cards and the movers, upload 
the photos to the website, create all texts 
for the event cards, print everything, stick 
everything onto the slots, cards and movers 
and can begin to play your one-of-a-kind 
Monopoly according to standard rules.
Simon Swipe for 1 or more players, ages 
8+: In this new Version of Simon the basic 
principle of the game stays the same, but 

the technique is different. You now use the 
movements familiar to all from modern 
devices like smart phones or tablets - 
touching the screen or swipe across the 
touchscreen - to repeat the color patterns. 
You need to use exact movements for 
swiping or pressing to enable correct 
interpretation by the device.
Spiel des Lebens Banking for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: New edition using components 
known from Monopoly edition, banking 

cards and card reading devices instead of 
cash, otherwise the rules of the game are 
the same.

Chocolate Fix by Mark Engelberg for 1 
players, ages 8+: Sweet fun with logic, 

chocolates and Petit Fours. 80 puzzles in 
varying degrees of difficulty give you hints 
how to place the pieces. Some clues can 
only be placed in one way in the salver and 
therefore show correct positions, other 
clues only show relative positions among 
the pieces. Clues con give information on 
color and/or shape and you have marker 
chip to make use of this information. Series 

Brain Fitness Edition.
Last Letter by Joe and Dave Herbert for 2 
or more players, ages 8+: The classic chain-
of-letter games using picture cards. Each 
player is dealt 5 cards, a starting card is 
placed in the middle and a placer names a 
word corresponding to an item. If you are 
fastest to find a suitable word on his cards, 
may discard the card. If you can discard all 
cards first, you win. 
Rush Hour by Nob Yoshigahara for 1 or 

more players, ages 8+: Revised new edition 
2014, series Brain Fitness Edition. Once 
again up to eleven different cars and four 
trucks cause a traffic jam which you need 
to pass as quickly as possible, by shunting 
all cards around, and leave through the exit. 
Solitaire Chess by Vesa Timonen for 1 

players, ages 8+: Defeat pieces - a central 
element in chess games. Solitaire Chess 
uses this element for 80 challenging 
puzzles in four degrees of difficulty. To solve 
a puzzle you must implement the principle 
of Solitaire - you defeat pieces until only 
one is left on the board - with chess pieces. 
You place the pieces according to the 
template and move them by their own 
chess piece rules, each movement must 
end in defeating another piece. A Pawn is 
not upgraded in the last row and there is 
no “Check” for the King. New edition in the 
series Brain Fitness Edition.

My introduction to the program from last 
year is again applicable this year: In-house 
production first, then German editions of 
Fantasy Flight Games titles, then expansions 
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for Living Card games and other games, 
and finally coproductions with other 
companies.

In-House Productions:
Der Hobbit: Smaug’s Schatz by Rüdiger 
Dorn for 2 players, ages 8+: The dragon 

must be defeated but already on the way 
to Lonely mountain many dangers are 
encountered: You play cards and receive 
gems; using color combinations you can 
defeat the current opponent.
Erwischt 2 by Christian Lemay for 4-60 
players, ages 10+ is the sequel to Erwischt. 

Again you try to complete your task without 
other players getting wise to the effort and, 
if you succeed, announce the completion 
30 seconds afterwards. If you believe that 
you have spotted someone else at this task 
and are correct, this other player does not 
score.

German editions of FFG games:
BattleLore Zweite Edition by Richard 
Borg and Robert A. Kouba for for 2 players, 

ages 14+: Combines elements from board 
game, role playing and tabletop in a 
conflict between two factions, played out 
in scenarios. The new edition is set in the 

Runebound universe, Lords of Daqan versus 
Uthuk Y’llan on the battlefields of Terrinoth. 
A player turn comprises main phase with 
command, activation, movement and 
attack and refresh with victory points, 
new cards and power. Aim of the game 
is conquest of a number of banners or 
crest tiles. Banners are acquired from the 
standard bearer of a defeated enemy unit 
and crests from conquering terrain tiles.
Cosmic Encounter by Bill Eberle, Jack Kit-
tredge, Peter Olotka and Bill Norton for 3-5 

players, ages 12+: You play this SciFi game 
as one of dozens of alien races with individ-
ual abilities against other races in the effort 
to create an empire among the stars. New 
edition. 
Die Legenden by Blue Moon by Reiner 
Knizia for 2 players, ages 14+: As one of the 

rivaling heirs apparent of Blue Moon you 
try to win over Dragons to your side, when 
you win a conflict, and are rewarded with 
shards of the Holy Crystal. Each player has 
a people deck Vulca or Hoax and lays out 
cards, placing them according to type and 
comparing combat values of the chosen 
type. Whoever wins a combat attracts a 
dragon; winning the game depends on 
where how many dragons stand. New 
edition of Blue Moon.

DungeonQuest by John Goodenough 
and Jakob Bonds for 1-4 players, ages 
13+: New edition. Set in the Runebound 
Universe, with changed mechanisms and 
other thematic features. Players lead their 
heroes through the Dragonfire Dungeon. 
This edition features a streamlined combat 
system, based on the original edition, and 
an even deadlier dungeon, supplemented 
by the Torchlight variant.

Eldritch Horror by Corey Konieczka and 
Nikki Valens for 1-8 players, ages 14+: As an 

investigator you solve mysteries in order to 
ban the Great Old One. A round comprises 
action phase, encounter phase and myth 
phase including events. When you have 
solved three mysteries and maybe even 
the Final Mystery, the investigators win. Yet 
there are several ways to lose the game.

Game of Thrones: Die Intrigen von 
Westeros by Reiner Knizia for 2-6 players, 
ages 13+: Topic are the intrigues oat Kings 

Landing, your goal is the Iron Throne. You 
try to advance the position of your house 
and aim to do that by playing suitable cards 
into rows of a display, thereby shedding 
as many of them as possible, as remaining 
cards accrue penalty points. If you play the 
last card of the round you gain influence on 
the Iron Throne.

Planet Steam by Heinz-Georg Thiemann 
for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Planet Steam 
yields resources that are mined with variable 
factory units, called tank. Phases of a round 
are: Expansion with placing of bonus 
resources, auction for specialists, place 
ownership markers and use dirigible - Tank 
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phase with Tank, converter and compressor 
acquisition as well as buying enhancements 
for freighters - Resources phase with mining 
and sales - Final phase with refilling tank. 
You win with most money. New editions 
2014
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest by Brad 
Andres, Nate French, Eric M. Lang for 2 

players, ages 14+: A Living Card Game set 
in a far, dark future with war in the Traxis 
Sector. You command a faction and must 
conquer three planets of the same type 
and and balance victory in today’s battles 
against planning and preparation for future 
battles. Each faction - Space Marines, Astra 
Militarum, The Orks, Chaos, Eldar, Dark Eldar 
or Tau - has a deck and a special Warlord, 
You send troops to planets as basis for 
armies in future rounds, choose the planet 
for the Warlord in the Command phase and 
receive resources and cards as a reward for 
presence on planets. 
Warhammer Diskwars by Christian T. 

Petersen and Tom Jolly for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: Tabletop game, units are represented 
by discs. Five double-sided terrain tiles and 
six scenarios offer perpetually new battle 
fields for the four armies in the base game 
- Orks, High Elves, Imperium and Chaos; you 
can also customize your own armies.

Winter Tales by Matteo Santos and 
Jokularis for 3-7 players, ages 14+: Winter 
Tales is a game of story-telling and fairy 

tales; In one of two faction and either 
represent one of the characters who stand 
for all that is good and hopeful and who 
are fighting for the return of Spring or 
you are one of the Soldiers of Winter who 
wants to extinguish all remnants of Hope. 
You use narrative cards, players complete 
quests, create memories and are asked to 
weave the stories of their characters into 
a joint sequence of events and accept and 
integrate ideas and suggestions. Each game 
is different, as you always tell a new story 
with a jointly created story line.

Zeitalter des Krieges by Reiner Knizia 
for 2-6 players, ages 14+: A castle card 
shows icons for daimyo, weapon types, 

score values etc. and on the back side clan 
information. You roll seven dice, place 
suitable ones on a card on display and roll 
remaining dice again. If you cannot place 
a die, you lose a die. When you can fill all 
standard symbols on a card you conquer 
it, with all its cards you conquer the clan. To 
conquer cards from other players you must 
fill the additional daimyo symbol on a card. 
You cannot attack a complete clan. When all 
cards have been conquered, you win with 
most points. German edition of Age of War.
Expansions for games by FFG and for 
other coproductions:
Die Arena by Tash-Kalar Ewiges Eis by 
Vlaada Chvátil for 2-4 players, ages 12+: 
Expansion for Tash-Kalar, a player deck that 
can be used as a Magician’s School in the 
core game of Tash-Kalar. Some creatures in 
Everfrost command “Frozen” effects which 
can be saved for later use, they do not be-

come effective during summoning. You can 
have only such one effect on display and 
those effects cannot be shared by team 
members. With Czech Games Edition.
Dungeon Fighter: Abgefahrene Winde by 
Aureliano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lo-
renzo Tucci Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages 

8+: Third expansion for Dungeon Fighter, 
topic of the game is the element Wind and 
in consequence such nice thinks like the 
Cloud Cliff of Horrible Desperation and of 
course also refreshing Air Magic. With Hor-
rible Games.
Dungeon Fighter: Die Große Welle by 
Aureliano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lo-
renzo Tucci Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages 

8+: Second expansion for Dungeon Fighter, 
topic of the game is the element of Water 
and thus correspondingly wet, slippery 
monsters and Water Magic. With Horrible 
Games
Coproductions with or German editions 
of games from other publishers:
Avalon  by Don Eskridge for 5-10 players, 
ages 13+ introduces a new topic for the 
game mechanics of „Resistance“. As Arthur 
and his Knights you must defend the 
future of Britannia against Mordred and his 
minions. Merlin knows the traitors, but can 
only assist with riddles. With Indie Boards & 
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Cards.
Chronos Conquest by Guillaume Aub-
run for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Playing with 

time - all play simultaneously. You start the 
game with run-down timers and can move 
your run-down timer between cards or can 
turn it over where it stands or take it off the 
board. Is your timer alone on a card and 
has run down, you take this card for victory 
points or effects, if not, you negotiate. Two 
city cards and 40 god cards, two of them 
for Greek Gods - introduce special abilities 
to the game, which are activated by timer. 
Announced, with Witty Games.

Co-mix by Lorenzo Silva for 3-10 players, 
ages 6+: You play alone or in teams of two 
and create one story each in three rounds. 

At the start all decide on a title together and 
then you display your story with 12 double-
sided cards. All tell their stories and then 
play one of their critique markers to a story 
- neutral or for most original, exciting and 
allover best story - majorities score points. 
With Horrible Games.

Der Rat by Verona by Michael Eskue for 2-5 
players, ages 13+: Verona is fed up with the 
conflict between Montague and Capulet, a 
council is meant to mediate the conflict and 

to bring peace. You draft your hand of cards 
which have abilities or an agenda; you play 
a card on Council or Exile and can opt to use 
its effect; you can also opt play an influence 
marker on a character showing an influence 
icon. With Ferti.

Deus by Sébastien Dujardin for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: You lead and develop an ancient 
civilization and must keep on the right 

side of the gods. In each turn you decide 
between building and making a sacrifice 
to a god. To build you play a building card 
and place the building. The card is placed 
in the column of the same color and you 
can profit from all effects of all cards in this 
column. For a sacrifice you discard cards 
and get help from one of the gods. With 
Pearl Games.

Die Alchemisten by Matúš Kotry for 2-4 
players, ages 13+: In the deduction game 

with app you try, as an alchemist, to unravel 
the secrets of your trade. By mixing of 
ingredients you acquire knowledge and 
can check the results with an app on your 
smartphone. This app randomly establishes 
mixing rules for a game. Magical artifacts 
can improve results. Potions earn you 
reputation for points, as do correct theories. 

With Czech Games Edition.

Die letzten Tage von Atlantis by Marcin 
Wełnicki for 3-5 players, ages 10+: As the 

head of a Royal house you want to save your 
people. In the Senate phase you reveal a bid 
and all place markers in order of the bid into 
the Senate. In the Faction phase you choose 
a faction for alliances. In the Voting phase 
you place five politics card face-down and 
vote on them in sequence; you vote for your 
own card. If you win you can implement 
either your card or that of your left neighbor. 
In the Doom phase you check majorities for 
refugees and Senate, move ships, resolve an 
event, clear up the board and draw politics 
cards. After three rounds you win with most 
victory points. With Galakta.

Die Schlacht der fünf Heere by Roberto 
di Meglio, Marco Maggi and Francesco 

Nepitello for 2 players, ages 13+:  The 
second epic game in the War of the Ring 
series, this time based on The Hobbit. One 
player commands the forces of The Shadow, 
the other the Free People. Mechanisms are 
similar to those in War of the Ring - Action 
dice are chosen for movement, attack, 
recruitment, use of characters etc. Story 
and Event cards can be played for events or 
actions. Fate is a central element, the Fate 
track yields unexpected events, its timing 
can be influenced by players; Fate cards 
have influence on players. With Ares Games.

Dino Race by Roberto Grasso for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: A Race of Dinosaurs - your own 
pair of dinosaurs and the egg need to cross 
the finish line! You draw a card for each of 
your dinosaurs on the track and play cards, 
according to terrain, to move a dinosaur. 
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Special cards can obstruct other dinosaurs. 
The event dice gives you cards or causes the 
volcano to erupt. With Ares Games.
Firefly: Das Spiel by Aaron Dill, John Kova-
leski and Sean Sweigart for 1-4 players, 

ages 13+: Based on the TV Series; players 
are captains of their ships and must accept 
any job as long as it earns profit - you cope 
with cheating clients, annoying patrols and 
predatory Reavers. With Gale Force 9.
Firefly: Das Spiel Schwerelos Erweiter-
ung by Aaron Dill, John Kovaleski and Sean 
Sweigart for 1-4 players, ages 13+: 50 new 
cards for the game in this expansion - 25 

job cards and 25 equipment cards featuring 
new crew members and special equipment. 
With Gale Force 9.
Florenza by Stefano Groppi for 2-5 players, 
ages 14+: Florence – Patrons and Works of 

Art! You play 8 rounds with 9 phases each, 
as there are: Income, Captain of the People, 
Bishop from round two, and from round 
one Worker Placement, Market, District 
Activities, Works of Art, Turn order and end 
of the round. To complete a work of art 
you must pay for the materials and pay the 
wages of the artist. At the end victory points 
are scored. Second, multi-lingual edition in 
cooperation with Placentia and Golden Egg 
Games. 

Ghooost! by Richard Garfield for 2-8 
players, ages 8+, with iello: A fast card game 
in which you want to get rid of your ghosts. 

Special abilities of the ghosts get in the 
way, though, but if you play a pair you have 
another turn. You must always play one 
card! With iello!
King of New York by Richard Garfield for 
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Monsters now 
raid New York! You roll dice as usual and 

then evaluate the roll; new is the result 
Destruction of Buildings: A destructed 
building turns into an army unit, a destroyed 
unit is removed, followed by movement, 
buying cards and end of turn with card 
effects. With iello.
Lords of War: Templer gegen Untote  by 
Nick Street and Martin Vaux for 2-8 play-

ers, ages 12+: Third edition; introducing 
even more powerful defenses and the first 
mobile units in the series. This edition can 
be combined with other edition in order to 
assemble Mercenary decks. With Black Box 
Games.
Mars Attacks by Jake Thornton for 2 
players, ages 12+: You take the role of 

invaders or humans and fight for the fate of 
this planet. With a strong comic touch and 
lots of humor you use simple mechanisms 
and activate your miniatures for movement, 
shooting or close-range combat, decided 
by roll of dice to react to events introduced 
by cards. You win with eight victory points 
or if your opponent is out of miniatures. 
With Mantic.

Metallum  by Wojtek Krupnik and Wojtek 
Wojcik for 2 players, ages 10+: Huge 

robot ships mine natural and mineral 
resources on far-away planets, controlled 
by two companies in uneasy balance - until 
Metallum is discovered! Who can create the 
better network to mine the stuff that can 
make possible interstellar travel for living 
creatures? With Galakta.
Might & Magic Heroes by Marcin Tomczyk 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You embody he-
roes who conquer the Realm of Ashan and 
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want to rule it. Each player begins with one 
hero, a small army and a town; each round 
brings you more power and experience, 
armies grow and towns turn into metropo-
lises. With Axel-Malina.
Panamax by Gil d’Orey, Nuno Bizarro Sen-
tieiro and Paulo Soledade for 2-4 players, 

ages 12+: An economics game on the topic 
of using the Panama Canal. You rival for the 
best ships, deliver containers to ships, oper-
ate locks, invest in shares, deliver commodi-
ties and hire personnel. With Mesaboard-
games.
Pathfinder Abenteuerkartenspiel by 
Mike Selinker, Chad Brown, Tanis O’Connor, 

Paul Peterson and Gaby Weidling for 1-4 
players, ages 13+: A race against time - the 
dangerous villain must be defeated before 
time runs out for the heroes. Heroes and 
Villain each command their own deck of 
cards. In the course of the game heroes 
discover locations which must be freed and 
defended. Erwachen der Runenherrscher 
is a core set including the first Adventure 
Deck for the first chapter of the story. With 
Ulisses / Paizo

Pick-a-Seal by Torsten Landsvogt for 1-5 
players, ages 8+: Seals depicted on cards 
differ in five characteristics. Using one hand 

only, you take a card from the display as 
quickly as possible which may only differ by 
one characteristic from the top card in your 
own stack. If you think that no suitable card 
is left you stop the round and get a bonus 
card or lose all cards of the round. For all 
others, correct stacks turn into winning 
stacks or they lose all cards. Also as Pick-a-
Pig and Pick-a-Dog; with Jolly Thinkers. 

Praetor by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players, 
ages 12+: Emperor Hadrian has a city built 

in Britannia; five of his engineers should 
thereby earn sympathy. In each round you 
place workers who build city tiles or when 
placed on tiles yield resources, morale, 
new workers or sympathy, which you can 
also acquire with resources deliveries to 
Hadrian’s Wall. At the end of a round you 
need to pay your workers or morale is 
reduced. Workers gain experience and 
efficiency up to level 6. At level 6 workers 
retire, but you still need to pay them. When 
all city tiles are built or Hadrian does not 
demand further resources, you win after a 
final scoring with most sympathy points. 
With NSKN.

Prohis by Marc Brunnenkant for 3-6 players, 
ages 10+: Bluff and negotiation game, you 

transport legal commodities and smuggled 
goods across borders and aim to become 
the richest player. Cards are played and 
other players can play a controller to control 
your cards. Depending on his rank he 
checks 1 to 3 cards. You can negotiate with 
a controller or bribe him with cards, he can 
accept or decline. With Blackrock Editions.

Tod dem Tyrannen by łukasz Woźniak for 
2 players, ages 10+: One player embodies 

the evil king and his minions who want 
to fight their way through the Burgher 

Mob - controlled by the other player, as are 
three assassins - to the castle. With Galakta, 
German edition of King & Assassins, 2013.

Versailles by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players, 
ages 12+: As an architect or interior 
architect you design the palace for Louis 
XIV. and compete for his favor. You move a 

worker from one location to the adjacent 
one, activate all your workers there and 
may use each one for one available action 
- resources, part of the palace, decoration 
design, new technologies or moving the 
King. Guild locations offer several actions, 
some actions are paid for with resources. 
When the King reaches the end of his 
track or when all cases in the construction 
yard are full or when there are not enough 
palace tiles, you win with most points after 
a final scoring. With NSKN.

Winter der Toten by Jonathan Gilmour 
for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Crossroads is a 

new series of games testing survival and 
cooperation abilities of teams of players, 
trying to survive and master crises coming 
from outside and inside. Dead of Winter 
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sends us into a colony of survivors in the 
middle of Zombie hordes; each player leads 
a faction. In addition to a general victory 
condition, each player must complete his 
own secret mission - a quirk, an obsession, 
even sabotage or revenge! You use action 
points, variable powers, cards, voting etc., 
and can play in several versions, for instance 
without secret goals. With Plaid Hat Games.
Zombie 15  by Guillaume Lémery and 
Nicolas Schlewitz for 2-4 players, ages 14+: 
In the guise of a teenager you have 15 

minutes in order to escape a Zombie horde. 
A cooperative game as a campaign or in 
individual scenarios, you win when you 
achieve the scenario goal. As long as the 
sound track runs you are active in turns, a 
special sound announces another Zombie. 
You have four actions in turn, depending on 
the presence of Zombies or on your status, 
on the floor or not, followed by a zombie 
attack. In between scenarios you use the 
control point for regeneration and adapt 
item bags. With Iello.
Cooperation and distribution partners of 
Heidelberger:
Albe Pavo
Alea
Ares
Argentum
Asyncron Games
Cranio Creations
Cwali
Czech Games
Edizione Lo Scrabeo
Emma Games
Fantasy Flight Games
Feder & Schwert
Ferti
Flying Frog
FunForge
Galakta
GameHeads
GemKlub
Ghenos
GiftTrap
Granna
Horrible Games
Iello
Igramoon
Indie Boards & Cards
Krokospiel
Kuznia Gier

Le Scorpion Masque
Mantic
Mesaboardgames
nsv Nürnberger Spielkarten Verlag
Pearl Games
Placentia Games 
PD Verlag 
Post Scriptum
Rebel.pl
Scribabs

Unita by Steve Brück for 2-4 players, ages 
13+: A game that is once again set into a 

somewhat different version of Switzerland. 
The individual regions fight for indepen-
dence. You use 64 dice without any iota 
of luck and move them in the direction of 
the Magical Portal. Encounters with other 
armies can cost you strength points. At the 
Magical Portal strength points of dice are 
turned into victory points.

Wir sind das Volk! by Peer Sylvester 
and Richard Sivél for 2 players, ages 12+: 

1945 - 1989, the history of the divided 
Germany. One player embodies DDR, the 
other BRD. DDR wins if she does not break 
down before the end of the game. You use 
action card to develop economy, also with 
factories outside Germany, and to raise 
living standards, remove unrest or trigger 
a card event. Too big differences in living 
standards cause unrest and mass protests. 

With four such protests, a state collapses 
at the end of the decade. Four decades 
have two half decades each; at the end of a 
decade you do a 10 point check.

Hollywood: The Other side of Holly-
wood by Nikolay Pegasov and Sergey Du-
lin for 1-6 players, ages 10+: 21 new cards 

from a kickstarter add-on, featuring special 
abilities. You can use them yourself or hand 
them on to other players.
Mafia by Ilya Komarov for 3-16 players, ages 
14+: Variant of the werewolf game principle, 

it is said that under the name of Vampire 
Mafia this was the first game featuring this 
mechanism. It comes with plastic masks 
and an inversion of the topic, vampires are 
the good guys. Currently a Kickstarter proj-
ect, Demo at Essen.
Moscow to Paris by Evgeny Nikitin for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: City cards are on display 

and you try to place wagon cards next to 
cities corresponding to wagons in your own 
playing area. If you visit most cities, you win.

Helvetia 
Games

Histogame

Hobby 
World
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Spyfall by Alexandr Ushan for 3-8 players, 
ages 12+: As a spy in this party game you 
are the only one of all players to receive the 

card „Spy“. All other players have the same 
location card and pose question to find out 
who is the spy. The spy for his part does not 
know where he is and must find out his lo-
cation. You score depending on if you guess 
your location or are unmasked.
Viceroy = Namestnik by Yuri Zhuravlev 
for 1-4 players, ages 12+: Auction and re-
sources management set in the universe of 
the collectible card game Berserk. You re-

cruit allies and locate allies that are already 
placed, both in order to strengthen military 
and magic as well as gaining authority and 
jewels for expansion.

World of Tanks: Rush by Nikolay Pegasov 
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: Deck building 
game based on the online game of the 

same name. You command a tank unit de-
ployed in combat and you earn medals for 
destroying of enemy vehicles, bases and 
achieving of the game-end condition. Al-
ready presented in 2013.
World of Tanks: Rush Second Front by 
Nikolay Pegasov for 2-6 players, ages 10+: 
Expansion for World of Tanks, featuring 

Great Britain, 12 achievements, a fourth 
base for each player, a new playing area and 
two new card abilities. Using the expansion, 
six can play.

Feudalia by Fernando Abad for 1-4 players, 
ages 14+ was listed in the novelty summary, 

a game on fiefs in small villages which you 
must expand in order to assist the king 
in building the cathedral. According to 
available information only published in a 
Spanish version and a digital version.

Blood of the Werewolf by Chen Zhifan for 
4-9 players, ages 10+: Werewolf topic with a 

revised mechanism; you do not know your 
own identity and must therefore closely ob-
serve others in order to find out who you 
are. There is no moderator and you can go 
on playing, when you die, and even win.

Dice‘s Zoo: Fleas Invade by Kuraki Mura 
for 2-5 players, ages 6+: Expansion for Dice’s 

Zoo introducing fleas, they can be played 
with or without other animals: Played alone 
they are considered to be smaller than 
earthworms. Played with others they are 
considered to be that animal. If you then 
play more such animals you get the fleas 
and cannot reroll your own dice.
Flip 9 by Chen Zhifan for 1 players, ages 4+: 
A game with a railroad topic. Cards need to 

be arranged in sequence from 9 to 1. They 
are displayed randomly and you then take 
two cards, swap them, sum their value until 
you have reached a single digit checksum 
value and then swap a card of this value 
with another one. For experienced players 
you can use the rule of turning over the 
double-sided cards.

Co-mix by Lorenzo Silva for 3-10 players, 
ages 6+: Narrative game, German edition at 

Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Homo
Ludicus

Homosapiens 
Lab

Horrible 
Games
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Dungeon Fighter: Stormy Winds by Aure-
liano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo 

Tucci Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages 8+: 
Third expansion for Dungeon Fighter, Ger-
man edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.

Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave by Aure-
liano Buonfino, Lorenzo Silva and Lorenzo 

Tucci Sorrentino for 1-6 players, ages 8+: 
Second expansion for Dungeon Fighter, 
German edition at Heidelberger.

5 Minutes by Ivan de Faveri for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: You have five minutes in order to 

complete as many tasks as possible - list the 
alphabet backwards, search for items, solve 
mathematical tasks, and so on. But from 
time to time you have to swap your timer 
with that of one of your opponents.
Carnac by Emiliano Venturini for 2 players, 
ages 8+: You must set up the megaliths 
and dolmens of Carnac. Player A places 
a megalith vertically, showing any color, 
on a free square. Player B can now tilt this 
megalith - which now shows two symbols 

- and enter a new one vertically, or pass. 
When B tilts, a then decides if he tilts and 
places or passes. When B did pass, A places 
a megalith vertically, and so on. When at 
least three symbols of the same color are 
adjacent, a dolmen has been created. Two 
dolmen that merge result in one dolmen 
and are counted as such. 
Kamisado Max by Peter Burley for 2 

players, ages 10+: The “big” edition of 
Kamisado, featuring also the Megasado 
variant with two new towers and new rules 
for movement.
Kamisado Pocket by Peter Burley for 2 

players, ages 10+ is, accordingly, the on-the-
road miniature edition of Kamisado.

Keyflower The Merchants by Richard 
Breese and Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-6 

players, ages 12+: In Keyflower you did 
develop your own village across the seasons 
with special buildings. The Merchants allow 
to expand buildings a second time, or to 
set up huts, enter into contracts for points 
or trade contracts for the item depicted on 
them. You also use new goods combinations 
on new ships and there are also three new 
tiles for Winter.
Kwando by Thorsten Löpmann for 3-12 
players, ages 12+, is played in two teams, 

it is a knowledge game on persons and 
personalities, but the cards for such a 
person are distributed among several 
members of the team. Sorting must be 
done, for instance by date of birth, and 
may never tell any names of persons or use 
any numbers, so you need to strive for fast, 
creative exchange of information. Already 
presented at Nuremberg.
Mary by Susanne Kummer for 1-4 players, 
ages 2+: Educational game on numbers, 

shapes and colors - 10 squares must be 
arranged in a frame in relation to color or 
number.
Mit Mist und Tücke by Katrin Kuhr and 
Helmut Ast for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Food for 

dung beetle babies; parents toil with dung 
balls through forest and uphill and let them 

HUCH 
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roll downhill, Hedgehog Thunderquick 
wants to be in the fun and plays dung ball, 
too. In turn you roll a dung ball down the 
ramp onto the forest floor and try to hit the 
hollows. If you manage to have all three 
balls in hollows you take them back, close 
a hollow with one of your forest floor chips 
and use the chips’s special ability. Already 
presented at Nuremberg.
Pints of Blood by Kinjiro for for 2-4 players, 
ages 14+: Outside the pub Zombies are 

waiting. Within the pub you use buddies to 
survive until the rescuers arrive and try to be 
prepared for their conditions for taking you. 
A turn comprises preparing confrontation, 
fighting Zombies, and bus movement 
for new Zombies and scoring of defeated 
Zombies and bites. When the last buddy is 
out, Zombies win. When the Rescue card is 
drawn before that you are saved if you meet 
the conditions, e.g. - or fewest beers drunk 
or fewest bites. Two levels of difficulty, 
Starter’s Menu and hefty Main Course.
Rory O’Connor had brought his new Story 
Cubes again, already shown in Nuremberg. 
He presented new supplementary boxes 
for 1-10 players, ages 6+, in colors yellow - 
Ärzte/Medics, red - Volltreffer/Scores and 

turquoise - intergalaktisch/intergalactic 
comprising three topic-related dice each, 
which can be combined with any other set 
or used alone.
Terra by Friedemann Friese for 2-6 players, 
ages 10+: Architectural masterpieces, 
wonders of nature, forgotten empires, 
records in fauna and flora - based on the 
game mechanics of Fauna, Terra poses 
questions on facts about our planet. You 
see information on the current card and 
place tip markers on free position on 
the tracks or on a world map to guess at 

answers - number of territories where the 
topic applies or measurements like year, 
number or length/distance. You score 
points for correct assessments and discard 
a tip marker for wrong ones, 

Madame Ching by Bruno Cathala and 
Ludovic Maublanc for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 

As a pirate on missions for Madame Ching 
you sink Emperor’s ships and support 
fishing villages. All play a navigation card 
and reveal it: In your turn you continue your 
expedition by placing the navigation card 
or finish it, thereby maybe completing a 
mission or acquiring abilities. You can play 
a movement card and take a navigation 
card from the display. When all missions are 
completed or somewhat takes captaincy of 
the China Pearl you score, at the end of the 
round, gold, jewels and bonuses for ability 
cards, as well as China Pearl, Hong Kong 
Harbor and encounter cards.

This is the distribution business connected 
to Huch! & friends, also publishing German 
editions of games of partner companies:
Gmeiner
IQ-Spiele
Megableu
Oberschwäbische Magnetspiele
R&D Games
Sirius
The Creativity Hub
Zvezda

Dragon Rage by Lewis Pulsipher, for 2 
players, ages 12+: Dragons attack within 
the city walls of a medieval town which is 
populated by a variety of mythical creatures. 

The game offers six different scenarios. The 
rules have been revised and a new card has 
been added. New revised edition, already 
shown previously. With Flatlined Games.

Eat me if you can by Jun’ichi Sato for 4-6 
players, ages 6+: Little Red Riding Hood 
and the Pig family live in a village, are 
threatened by the wolf and set up traps for 
the wolf. In each round the characters are 

re-distributed. The wolf player of the round 
tries to eat another player and scores points 
if he succeeds. The other players are prey 
and score for a trap. First edition 2013 at 
Junias.

Friday the 13th by Reiner Knizia for 3-6 
players, ages 8+: Cards in three colors show 
values between 1 and 7, in a fourth color all 
cards have value 4. In turn you lay out one 
card and tell the sum of all cards; if it exceeds 
13 you take all cards but the one you played 
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this instant. When all cards are played you 
may discards of a color if you have the 
majority of cards in this color and then score 
a penalty point for each remaining card and 
two points for a Joker. With Le Scorpion 
Masque; 2008 as Poison at Amigo. 

Guardians’ Chronicles Episode 1 by 
Frédérick Condette for 2-5 players, ages 
14+: Evil Doctor Skarov versus Liberty Patrol 

- The patrol invades Skarov’s base to counter 
his intentions. One player embodies Skarov 
and minds the traps in the base, the other 
players choose one hero each. Characters 
fight, move, use abilities etc., according 
to standard mechanisms with strength 
comparison. When the heroes thwart a 
plan of Skarov, they are mentioned on the 
title page of the Guards Chronicles. Doctor 
Skarov is mentioned when he defeats a 
hero or completes a project. At the end of 
the game the composition of the title page 
determines who gets more attention and 
wins. Coproduction with Red Joker.
King of New York by Richard Garfield for 
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Dice game in 
analogy to King of Tokyo, with buildings and 

destroying of buildings. With Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag
Kobayakawa by Jun Sasaki for 3-6 players, 

ages 9+: In the conflict of samurai clans 
for domination the Kobayakawa Clan 
gives victory to weak ones. You draw and 
place cards and can - in Phase Two of the 
round - pass or fight and bid Kamons. With 
Superlude.

Night of the Grand Octopus by 
Frédéric Morard for 3-5 players, ages 7+: 

A game using deduction, negotiation 
and shuddering - the Grand Octopus 
with cosmic godlike powers has been 
incarcerated at the bottom of the sea and 
now players as chosen ones of his cult must 
strive to free him. For the ritual you need 
the correct magical ingredients. Those 
ingredients can be found in a university 
for young witches and magicians. French 
edition at Superlude.
The Hare and the Tortoise by Gun-Hee 
Kim for 2-4 players, ages 7+: This time Hare, 

Tortoise, Wolf, Lamb and Fox race each 
other. Each player is given a card for his 
starting bet. Then the track is laid out. In a 
first phase you display cards of identical 
animals open-faced. After a certain number 
of cards on display the race phase begins 
and animals move in relation to their type 
and to cards played. Series: Tales & Games

Twin Tin Bots by Philippe Keyaerts for 2-6 
players, ages 10+: Companies mine crys-
tals as a source for energy and use specially 
designed robots for this task. Each player 
guides two of those robots, which repeat 
their programs and offer only a few options 
to change their program. The robots are 
also able to interact. With Flatlined Games.

Un Monde oublié by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: French edition of Die 
vergessene Welt, see Schwerkraft Verlag.

Already shown at Nuremberg:
Pina Pirata by Donald C. Vaccarino for 2-6 
players, ages 7+: You play a card showing 
the pirate that was played by the previous 
player or you draw a card; if you can discard 

all cards you receive a piece of the map and 
choose a new rule; in each round another 
rule is added!

Shinobi Wat-Aah by Théo Rivière for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Confrontations and 
fights in the threatened Moon Empire; 
creatures emerge from the rift and with 

the empire Lords that were loyal once 
want to grab power. Two game modes: 
Grasshopper as an introductory game and 
Grand Master Mode over three rounds with 
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a confrontation finale.

Zombie 15  by Guillaume Lémery and 
Nicolas Schlewitz for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: Again a fight for survival, based on 

scenarios; cooperation is necessary and 
time is scarce. A sound-track determines the 
speed of the game.
Distribution partner for:
Flatlined Games
Le Scorpion Masque
Purple Brain Creations

Numerus by Martin Illek for 2 players, ages 
10+: Mathematical placement game; you 
put numbers on the board to determine 

the position and number of individual 
playing pieces, which then form fortress 
configurations. Currently available as an 
app, a board game edition is planned in 
coproduction with Czech Games Edition.

This year there two new games published 
by Ilopeli:
1001 is a design by Florian Fay and takes us 
into the stories of 1001 Nights, in a coop-
erative game for 2-5 players, ages 4+ we are 
meant to assist Scheherazade in telling the 
stories of Aladdin, Ali Baba or Sindbad.
Hawaiki by Lionel Borg for 2-6 players, ages 
7+: You hold six cards and must discard 
them by making use of three discard piles 

on which you try to make a combination 
with your own card just discarded. If you 
manage this you can play again and your 
opponents must draw additional cards and 
must express their thanks for them. Several 
variants are included.
Korrigans, already announced at Cannes, 
by Arnaud Urbon and Ludovic Vialla for 2-5 
players, ages 8+, is a game on the topic of 
gold at the end of the rainbow, it is pub-

lished in cooperation with Matagot.

Dragon Slayer by David J. Mortimer for 
2-5 players, ages 14+: As a fearless Dragon 
Slayer you rival with others for the crown of 
Master Dragon Slayer. You keep repeating 

hunt efforts until you decide to stop and 
again and again decides on the order of 
dragons, the time to quit, and about who to 
attack and when to attack.
Flash Point: Fire Rescue Honor & Duty by 
Lutz Pietschker for 1-6 players, ages 10+: 
Expansion, featuring a double-sided board, 

one side showing an airplane, the other a 
subway station; can only be played with the 
core game.
Roar-a-Saurus by Jack Darwid for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 8+, offers dinosaur battles in two 

degrees of difficulty, once as a fast dice 
game and once with individually equipped 
dinosaurs.
The Resistance: Hidden Agenda & Hos-
tile Intent by Rikki Tahta for 2-6 players, 
ages 10+: Combo box with two expansions 

- Hidden Agenda and Hostile Intent, includ-
ing two new modules: Rogue Agent and 
Sergeant. 

Panthalos by Bernd Eisenstein for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 12+: Titans threaten humankind, 
but humankinds fights back with their own 
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titans and simply goes on with its daily busi-
ness. But you need to take care to acquire 
enough action discs in order to keep your 
followers active and in a good mood.

Tanto Cuore Oktoberfest by Masayuki 
Kudo for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Stand-alone 

expansion for Tanto Cuore, on the topic of 
autumn and and Oktoberfest. 

This publishing and distribution group from 
Japan showed games from the following 
publishers in 2014:
BakaFire Party
KogeKogeDo 
Manifest Destiny
OKAZU Brand 
Ouyuuan

Bucket King 3D by Stefan Dorra for 2-6 
players, ages 8+: You play animal cards in 
order to overthrow the bucket pyramids 
of the other players, and if you knock out a 
bucket very low in the pyramid the whole 
pyramid can tumble. You must always play 
one to three cards of the same color and 
a higher total than played by the previous 
player or lose a bucket of this color.
Pick a Seal  by Torsten Landsvogt for 1-5 
players, ages 8+: The fourth edition of the 
reaction game on characteristics, this time 

of seals.

Shows the program already shown at previ-
ous Nuremberg fairs.
Deutschland - mehr als Lederhosen by 
Dirk Jordan for 2-8 players, ages 6+: You use a 
speed dice to travel across a map of Germany 

and answer questions in the levels of difficul-
ty called pupil - student - teacher - professor.
The game presented already in 2012, Chess 
– More than a game by Dirk Jordan for 2-8 
players, ages 8+, now also goes by the name 
of Schach - Mehr als ein Spiel. You use a 
speed dice to move across a map of Europe 

and confront the tasks posed by symbols on 
the map; the chosen chess piece for a play-
ing piece determines difficulty level of the 
questions. Available in German and English 
editions.
Schach - mehr als ein Spiel Kids Version 
by Dirk Jordan for 2-8 players is intended for 
younger children and has been adapted ac-

cordingly.
Schachtett for 2-10 players, ages 7+ is a ver-

sion of Happy Families on the topic of chess, 
in two levels of difficulty.
The English Academy by Kathleen Jordan 
for 2-6 players of any age, provided they 

know English. You must master situations 
from daily life, translate questions and have 
short conversations within your team, re-
warded by chips.

Blocky Mountain by Gerhard Junker for 1-4 
or 7 players, ages 6 or 8+: An adventuresome 
path leads you to the peak of Blocky 
Mountain in this construction and dexterity 
game, which you must first build and then 
climb. You reveal a route card and construct 
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the path using the blocks, and also take 
care of the add-on task. Then you move 
pieces using the hooks on sticks, provisions 
are pushed. If you succeed you move your 
marker by the number of steps on a turned-
up owl tile, otherwise you go back.

Blocky Mountain Das große 
Spieleabenteuerbuch by Gerhard Junker 
for 1-7 players, ages 10+: New routes, an 

obstacle disc and a small grey disc „small 
provisions“ as well as two scenarios.
Blocky Mountain Zeit-Ergänzung: A small 
add-on expansion featuring a sand timer 
and a dice which determines the level of 

difficulty you are allowed to choose or must 
use.

Jumbo also showed games already present-
ed at Nuremberg:
Party & Co Extreme for 2 or more play-
ers, ages 10+: Players sort themselves into 
teams and draw one Peanut Car for each 
team; the combination depicted on this 
card must be collected. You roll and must 
master a task in the resulting color. If you 

master the task successfully, you receive a 
peanut of this color for your Peanut Card 
collection.
PimPamPet for 2-10 players, ages 8+, is 
now published as Speed & Sound, featur-
ing new technology - if press your button 

first, you may name a suitable term.
PimPamPet Das letzte Wort is the new 
name for PimPamPet Revanche for 2-10 
players, ages 8+. With each suitable and 
correctly named term the starting letter is 
disappearing. Whoever is the last one able 
to name a term in the category, wins the 
card of the round.
Rubik’s Void for 1 players, ages 8+: Yet 
another sequel product to the evergreen 

success of Rubik’s Cube, this time the middle 
is missing. Each side you find a hole instead 
of the middle, fixed square. You must first 
figure out the cross and then “only” restore 
the monochromatic sides, which look like a 
ring due to the missing middle.
Spiel des Wissens for 2-6 players, ages 8+: 
To explore the unknown planet Galaxia 
players travel across the solar system to its 
outer rim by answering questions. Those 
questions in two levels of difficulty come in 
six different categories; planets or meteor 
fields pose special questions. If you are first 
to collect 6 planet rings and reach Galaxia, 

you win. The new modernized revised edi-
tion 2014, celebrating 30 years Spiel des 
Wissens, features 2000 new questions, a 
new design and a version for fast play.
Spiel des Wissens Planet Deutschland 
for 2-6 players, ages 8+, is a specific edition 
with questions concerning Germany that 

also uses pictures.
Stratego Vintage for 2 players, ages 8+: 
Each player has 30 pieces of different 

strength and effects. The initial positioning 
at players’ choice, on ten of the forty 
squares in the first four rows facing a player, 
influences use and effect of pieces. Terrain 
characteristics influence movement of the 
pieces. Whoever conquers the opponent’s 
flag wins the game. Stratego Vintage is the 
deluxe edition in a wooden box, based on 
the original version.

Click & Crack by Jun’ichi Sato for 3-4 play-
ers, ages 6+: In turn you place penguins one 
by one on intersections of the ice floes. With 
the help of two action markers - one side for 
one step, the other side for one crack, both 
featuring arrows for direction - you choose 
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two actions, face down. A penguin can 
cross cracks and pushes penguins on occu-
pied spaces forward. For “crack” a marker is 
placed on the line separating two floes. You 
score for segregated areas.

Kaleidos Expansion by Spartaco 
Albertarelli for 2-10 players, ages 10+: Only 

available at the Lucca and Essen fairs - two 
new pictures for the new edition of the 
game, published by Ystari and Cocktail 
Games. 
Primiera by Spartaco Albertarelli for 2-4 

players, ages 8+: Ten cards each in four 
colors - Swords, Clubs, Cups and Coins - 
show values 1 (=Herald) to 10 and a Primiera 
value. You play a card and take, if possible, a 
card on display of the same value or cards 
adding up to the value of the card just 
played, a single card takes precedence. The 
first Herald played determines if the round 
is a team round. At the end of the round you 
score for most cards, for most Coin cards, for 
Coin 8 and most Primiera points for one 
card of each color chosen from cards you 
won. If you take all cards off the table with 

one card you score a bonus point.

Lost Legacy: Hyakunen Senso to Ryu no 
Miko by Hayato Kisaragi, Seiji Kanai and 
Masato Uesugi for 2-8 players, ages 10+: 

Variant of Lost Legacy, featuring the Basic 
Set „Vorpal Sword“ and the Expansion 
Set „Staff of Dragons“. Both sets contain 
different and can be combined to choose 
cards from. A card is on display as a ruin. You 
play cards for effects, players can be forced 
to quit. If you find the Lost Legacy you win. 
If nobody finds it, all have lost together. If 
all players but one must quit the remaining 
player has won. Coproduction with One 
Draw.

Lost Legacy: Binbo Tantei to Inbo no 
Shiro by Hayato Kisaragi and Seiji Kanai 

for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Another variant, 
featuring the basic set „Orb of Seduction“ 
and the expansion set „Eternal Grail“, with 
different sets of card, both sets can be 
combined. Coproduction with One Draw.

Secret Moon by Seiji Kanai for 5-8 players, 

ages 10+: The princess has a secret 
rendezvous with a Wanderer, but the 
minister wants to prevent this meeting. You 
form two teams, all roles are unknown at 
the beginning and are deduced during the 
game. If the princess remains incognito or 
if the minister is taken prisoner, the Princess 
team weans and with it also the priestess. 
The Minister team must catch the princess 
or identify princess and wanderer.

Green Deal by Juma Al-JouJou for 3-5 
players, ages 12+: In this economics game 

one is the head of a corporation in the year 
2050 and acquires - over ten rounds - victory 
points from sustainability cards, dividends, 
action cards, PR scoring, sustainability 
scoring and company scoring. 

The Edict of King Budeaunia by Takahiro 
Amioka for 2-6 players, ages 8+: A king has a 

dream of a hot spring and initiates a search 
for it. A turn comprises of hiring a guard for 
a digging bonus, digging with exploring, 
digging, blasting, fighting monsters and 
hire specialist as well as sending workers 
home or buy workers out of hospital or 
transfer them to another hospital and - 
maybe - hire new worker. 
The Little Witches and the Mysterious 
House by Takahiro and Sayaka for 2-5 
players, ages 9+: For the final exam in the 
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witches school witches must prevent their 
teacher in completing magical circles. One 
player as teacher and the others as witches 
choose the rules for “nice teacher” and 
cooperative play or “mean teacher” and 
playing alone. The teacher places marks 
or ingredients. For a coven chips must be 
placed on six cases of the same color and 
shape. 
Villannex by Takahiro for 1-4 players, ages 
6+: Villages are joined and the mayors of 

those villages want to prove that their 
village is the best one. The value of a village 
accrues from resources plus bonuses from 
job cards. Building cards change the value 
of resources.

Jushimatsu by Madoka Kitao for 2 players, 
ages 4+: You begin with 10 face-down 

pieces in your color. The first player turns 
over a piece and places it. The other one 
takes one of his pieces, turns it over and 
adds it orthogonally or diagonally adjacent. 
If you achieve 10 or more markings in an 
orthogonal or diagonal line, you win. When 
none of the players manages this and all 10 

pieces are placed, the game ends in a draw. 
New edition of “10 Stars”, available in the 
varieties Apricot vs. Mint, Custard vs. Ash, 
Latte vs. Lavender or Sakaura vs. Matcha, all 
with birds for markings. 
Jushimatsu Egg Expansion by Madoka 

Kitao for 2 players, ages 4+: Expansion for 
Jushimatsu, featuring five Egg playing 
pieces, showing 3-2-2-1-1 eggs. Those 
pieces are jokers for any color, you are 
handed a face-down piece at the start of 
the game and cannot look at it.
Shown already in 2013 and presented again 

this year: Nanahoshi by Hiroki Kaneko and 
Madoka Kitao for 2 players, ages 6+: Twelve 
ladybirds are placed face-down. You reveal 
one, rotate one or move one one step. A 
ladybird of one color catches one of another 
color. Whoever catches ladybirds worth a 
total of 7 first, wins.

Abraca … What? by Gary Kim for 2-5 

players, ages 7+: Magicians use spells 
against each other to secure the ancient 
Book of Spells. You see only the spell stones 

of your opponents. You call a spell - if it is 
one of yours the spell was successful; it is 
set aside and its effect is resolved - others 
lose life points or you heal yourself or you 
may check a mystic stone. Then you can call 
another spell, but only spells of the same or 
higher value. For a wrong spell you lose life 
points. 
Boom: Runaway Bombs  by Christwart 

Conrad for 2-5 players, ages 7+: Stolen 
bombs must be retrieved. A guardian in-
dicates maximum values for retrievable 
bombs. All players first play one card and 
reveal it, then two cards and reveal them. 
Now you check if the Guardian detects 
bombs and score for retrieved and detected 
bombs.
Coconuts Duo  by Walter Schneider for 2 

players: Dexterity game, sequel/expansion 
for Coconut. You shoot/throw coconuts to-
wards a cup in the middle of the table; cups 
that you hit are stacked on your board, and 
you also get the cups of your opponent that 
you hit. You use cards to change the way 
you throw the coconut.
Grand Slam by Ariel Seoane for 2 or 4 

players, ages 6+: Tennis with cards! You hold 
a deck of 24 cards and draw six of them. If 
you serve, you play your top card and place 
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the ball. Your opponent accepts the ball and 
places it. If you have a card with the same 
attack point as the acceptance cad you play 
it for a return and turn the ball marker to 
„smash“. If you do not have enough cards to 
accept or to smash, your opponent scores.

King’s Pouch by Kee W. Kim for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: In a disorderly kingdom you are 

feudal lord and use abilities of your subjects. 
After three rounds each you score character 
cards and occupied regions. In your turn 
you distribute subjects from the active 
zone to buildings of the same color on your 
personal board. This triggers effects and the 
use of generated resources.

Kosmos offers the familiar good mix of chal-
lenging games for experienced players and 
a broad range of family games featuring li-
censes and current topics, expansions, new 
releases with the Catan family, etc.

Challenging fun is offered by:
Kingsport Festival by Andrea Chiarvesio 
and Gianluca Santopietro for 3-5 players, 

ages 12+: Cults and cultists in the universe 
of H.P. Lovecraft - As a High Priest of a 
Shadow cult you want to rule the city 
and summon extraterrestrial beings and 
unholy gods for favors. Investigators want 
to prevent this. The current scenario cards 
changes rules details. You play 12 rounds 
for months, with six phases each and you 
win after scoring of an eventual festival card 
with most cult points. Other editions are 

published or announced for publication - in 
Italian at Giochi Uniti / Stratelibri, in English 
at Sir Chester Cobblepot / Passport Game 
Studios, in French at Iello, in Japanese at 
Hobby Japan. 

The Walking Dead Der Widerstand by 
Matt Hyra for 1-4 players, ages 16+: In 
the second game of the series you jointly 

protect Farm, Prison, Highway and Town 
from Zombies and other dangers, over 
12 rounds. The resources stacks of those 
location must not be depleted or else 
all have lost together. The Leader of the 
round has a special ability and decides for 
the group. Two game modes - standard 
and hard core- in this mode all players lose 
together a character dies.

Jäger + Späher by Gerhard Hecht for 2 
players, ages 12+: You use character cards 

for tribe members who hunt for meat and 
furs in hunting grounds and bring home 
raw materials for item manufacturing 
from the wilderness. In your turn you can 
play a character for its effects or take back 
tribe members or initiate sundown with 
an interim scoring. If someone acquired 
24 points you win at the end of the round 
with most points. There are rules for an 

introductory game, a standard game and a 
variant Fight for Survival.
Nosferatu by Pierre-Yves Lebeau for 5-8 
players, ages 10+: In the manner of Were-
wolf games here vampires act against vam-
pire hunters. Hunters must identify Nos-
feratu and eliminate him with the Ancestral 
stake, before Nosferatu has played five Vam-
pire cards.

In between games for experienced 
players and family games:
Die Legenden by Andor: Die Reise in den 
Norden by Michael Menzel for 2-6 players, 

ages 10+: In this „big“ expansion heroes 
follow an appeal for help from the North 
to Hadria. In four legends they confront 
the might of the sea and frightening sea 
monsters. The expansion can only be 
played together with the base game and 
mainly follows the rules of the base game, 
with various changes, for instance: On the 
North board the Sea Warrior replaces the 
Dwarf and - instead of moving on land only 
you can now also sail a ship.
Family Games:
7 Steps by Michael Kiesling and Reinhard 

Staupe for 2-4 players, ages 10+:
Seven parts of a board show seven color 
points each. In each turn you can place 
between one and seven discs for points, 
starting with a disc on an empty spot of 
the same color, that is, a Level One tower. 
Then you can place additional discs, always 
adjacent to the last disc placed, on the same 
level or maximum one level higher, and 
score points equal to the level.
Drecksause by Gunter Baars for 2-4 players, 
ages 6+: Dirty, but at the finish? Finish 
photo earned! You begin with six black & 
white photos and a clean pig. The spinner 
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determines how often you may use the 
broom to push your pig; depending on its 
end location it remains clean or gets dirty; if 
it slides into finish and is dirty, you turn over 
picture.
Machi Koro by Masao Suganuma for 2-4 

players, ages 7+: As a company owner 
you develop your town and start with 
two active, already built companies and 
four face-down landmarks in the stage of 
„being built“. You roll dice to activate the 
corresponding type of company and earn 
money if you own companies of this type. 
Quiz Games
Guinness World Records by Grzegorz 

Rejchtman for 3-6 players, ages 8+: One 
player is quiz master, reads out the text and 
the question; the candidate gives a guess. Is 
it outside the scale, you announce 0 points 
and “too low” or “too high. Is it within the 
scale, you name the score and the candidate 
moves his marker. In case of score 0 or lower 
than 6 points, the next player can give a 
tip and move, if his result is better, and so 
on till the maximum is achieved or all have 
guessed once or twice. 
The game is also available as Guinness 
World Records: Das Miniquiz, which 
features 50 records and can be played as a 
stand-alone game or used as an expansion 

for Guinness World Records.
Hensslers Küchenrallye by Steffen 

Henssler and Tobias Bischoff for 2-8 players, 
ages 14+: You acquire ingredients according 
to your recipe card by answering questions 
or completing a statement; event spots earn 
or lose you ingredients. On special Henssler 
spots you can trade ingredients.
For Catan there is a new independent 
variant on a historic topic:
Die Siedler von Catan Das Alte Ägypten 

by Klaus Teuber for 3-4 players, ages 10+: 
In a limited collector’s edition shift from 
Catan to Ancient Egypt, using the resources 
papyrus, loam, cattle, grain and stone and 
ox treks instead of roads. The robber arrives 
in a quadriga and settlements are upgraded 
to temple towns. Papyrus boats, building 
blocks for pyramids and a card set „Help of 

the Gods“ are additional new elements.

Children Games
Announced as a new release with a 
publication date of February 2015: 
Die drei ??? Kids Spur des Drachen 
by Steffen Bogen for 1-4 players, ages 
7+: In the detective game featuring an 
electronic game unit a mysterious thief 
wearing a dragon mask is up to no good 
in Rocky Beach. Players assist together 
in the investigations, question witnesses 
and suspects, look for clues or collect 
information, Due to the electronic unit and 
different levels of difficulty the game is 
different and challenging in each new play.

Yet another company that specializes in 
crime solving during while you are eating 
dinner. The newest case was presented, 
Ristorante Assassino for 4 players, ages 

16+, set in a Mafia background of Little Italy 
in New York. 

Der Hanf des Verderbens  by Barbara 
Friedrich for 8-9 players, ages 16+: The latest 

case takes is into a flower-power commune 
in the Sixties. The commune is more or less 
self-sustaining, including a hemp plantation 
- but the latest addition to the commune is 
found dead in the harvested plantation.
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Das Labyrinth des Pharao  Sphinx und 
Triamide by Mark Sienholz for 1-5 players, 

ages 8+: The second expansion introduces 
five new double-sided player boards for use 
with the core game.

In Love and War by Kuraki Mura for 2-5 
players, ages 6+: You must succeed in 

asking someone to marry - you collect the 
necessary cards by drawing a card and 
discarding a card.

Race to Riches by Kuraki Mura for 4-7 

players, ages 8+: You bid for the role of the 
banker, who then pays in money, chooses a 
race card and receives point cards. All others 
play bet cards, bet on the point cards of the 
banker and receive money from the pool for 
correct bets.

Darkness Comes: The Board Game by 
Paweł Jurgiel for 2-5 players, ages 15+: Co-

operative game on the escape of a family 
from a spooky mansion. Players use cards 
already to determine the starting situation. 
In the game itself you encounter different 
types of horror and decide in each case if 
you strengthen the house, damage yourself 
or change your plans. Kickstarter Project.

Wanted: Igor! by Anders Lystad Brevik, Si-
mon Cutajar, Tróndur Justinussen, Kristín 

Gudmundsdóttir and Ioana Marin for 2-5 
players, ages 7+: You play cards to construct 
monsters according to Dr. Frankensteins or-
ders and you score, if you have the majority 
of markers on a completed monster.

Cabals: Magic of Battle Cards by Mika 
Rosendahl for 2 players, ages 12+, is a card 
game featuring a board and offering two 
different victory conditions for a card place-
ment game. In Europe after a war you want 
to conquer the opposing fortress or achieve 
magical dominance and uses cards from 
pre-prepared decks; units on the board are 
used to conquer locations.

Arlequin by John Vortex for 2-6 players, 
ages 12+: Bluff game with cards; you name 

a card combination for your neighbor. He 
can accept or check the combination. If 
he accepts he must name a combination 
of higher value to his neighbor. When he 
checks points are lost by whoever was 
wrong.

Guatemala 1954 by Rikki Tahta for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 12+: You are an adventurer in Gua-

temala and want to become president; the 
game is based on the mechanism of Coup.

Melee by Rikki Tahta for 2-4 players, ages 
10+: The king is dead and his successor 
must be chosen before the end of the year. 
As a nobleman you aim at the throne, using 
force against other noblemen and gold for 
the subjects in order to be first to conquer 
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an opposing fortress and to own most land 
and money at the end of the year.

Eclipse Nebula: by Touko Tahkokallio for 
2-6 players, ages 14+: Third mini expansion, 

featuring two Nebula tiles, one Ancient 
Monolith discovery tile and one Develop-
ment/Rare Technology board.
Nations Inspiration by Einar Rosén, 
Robert Rosén, Nina Håkansson and Rustan 
Håkansson for 1-4 players, ages 14+: A 

promo pack of six cards for nations, four 
advancement cards and two event cards.

Nations Das Würfelspiel by Rustan 
Håkansson for 1-4 players, ages 10+: You 
develop your nation, receive new dice 
from development and military and build 
monuments and colonies for victory points 
and resources. At the start of each round 
progress tiles and events of the current era 
are displayed. In your turn you roll dice and 
then do actions: Repeat roll, buy progress 
tile or build wonder. When all have passed 
you collect and score books, famish and 

war and determine the turn order for 
next round based on strength symbols. 
After four rounds you score for colonies, 
developments, advisers and completed 
wonders.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Friday the 13th / Vendredi le 13 by Reiner 
Knizia for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You place 

cards on stacks; when the resulting sum 
is higher than 13, you take cards. When all 
cards are played you discard cards of a color 
for a majority in this color and then score a 
penalty point for each remaining card and 
two for a joker. With Iello.
Distribution partner: Iello

Age of Soccer by Annis Araim, Saad and 
Zubbar Choudri, Michael Pambos and 
Dilwar Rahim for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Card 
game with a board, soccer based on ancient 
mythology. You assemble your team and 

recruit cards for this purpose, and use action 
cards to take influence on a game and to 
defeat opponents.

Dixit Daydreams by Jean-Louis Roubira for 
3-6 players, ages 8+: Expansion #5 featur-

ing 84 new cards, can be played alone or in 
combination with the core game.
Loony Quest by Laurent Escoffier and 
David Franck for 2-5 players, ages 8+: King 

Fedor of Arcadia looks for an heir and calls 
the heroes to a competition. They travel 
through different worlds, scuffle with 
loonies and must overcome tricks of other 
players. Seven worlds of several levels 
and an Evil Boss in the last level feature 
missions which must be completed within 
the time limit. To do so you draw the items 
demanded in the mission goal summery on 
your “screen”. 
Lords of Xidit by Régis Bonnessée for 3-5 
players, ages 14+: Idrakys of Princes collect 

troops to fight the Darkness. In each round, 
a year, you give your Idrakys six orders for 
movement, recruiting of units, removing 
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a threat from a city by using units or Wait. 
Then orders are implemented in sequence. 
For successful removal of a threat you 
choose two of three possible rewards - 
Gold, Bard tile or construct a level of the 
magic guilds. Then the phases administrate 
city tile, military revolt with rewards and 
end of year follow and after 12 years there 
is a game end phase with three checks for 
wealth, influence and prestige. If you pass 
all three checks, you win.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Artificium by Timofey Shargorodskiy for 
2-6 players, ages 8+: Craftsmanship is the 

key to a prosperous town and demands 
uninterrupted production chains. You 
use trade and action cards for buying and 
buildings for production and you also sell 
and buy resources. Buildings that you use 
earn you victory points.
Costa Ruana by Yuri Zhuravlev for 2-6 
players, ages 8+: As a chief of a tribe you 

send out the population of your island 
to find pirate treasures on neighboring 
islands. You want to have people in reserve 
and treasures in your hut. Treasures are won 
with majorities and if you become shaman 
you influence events with your decisions.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Alien Frontiers: Aurora by Tory Niemann 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Another edition 

of Alien Frontiers, especially intended for 
the European market, featuring rules in Ger-
man, French, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Portu-
guese, Spanish and Czech languages.

Distribution partner for:
Cogitate Games
Nevermore Games
Tasty Minstrel Games
Whyme

Fische und Steine by Dennis Kirps and 
Jean-Claude Pellin for 2-4 players, ages 7+: 

Catch as many fish as possible and collect 
the fewest possible stones - You place fish-
ing cards next to your side of the river bank, 
the cat determines where you want to fish. 
You can lay out bait and then all players in 
turn must fish, if possible, even if they only 
catch stones.
Hopp und Hui! by Matthias Kaufmann for 

2-4 players, ages 3+: Garden gnomes, called 
Plimploms, play in the sand box, when chil-
dren have gone to bed. The slide down the 
elephant slide and find the colorful toys in 
the sand box.

MaCar by Gediminas Akelaitis for 1-4 
players, ages 4+: Cars are part of our daily 

life. In this placement game you assemble 
cards from individual, double-sided tiles, 
in variant 1 according to a template in the 
rules. In variant 2 you should assemble cars 
of your choice as fast as you can, in a game 
of two or in two teams.

Erzähl doch mal 3+ by Laima Kikutienè 

for 1-4 players, ages 3+: Moris goes home 
from the playground, players tell a story on 
that. You roll the die and move the cat for a 
result of 1, 2 or 3. On a yellow spot you draw 
a card, show it to all players, and begin or 
continue the story using the image from the 
card. The following players must repeat and 
then extend the story.

1844/1854 by Helmut Ohley and Leonhard 
Orgler for 3-6/7 players, ages 12+,  

a revised new edition of games already 
published in 2003: 1844 Switzerland and 
1854 Austria, announced for late 2014.
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Agricola Frankreich Deck by Uwe Rosen-
berg for 1-5 players, ages 12+: Expansion 

with 120 cards, Minor Improvements and 
Occupations, all relating to the history, sci-
ence, culture, politics and sports of France. 
English edition at Z-Man.
Gold ahoi! by Stephan Herminghaus for 
2 players, ages 8+: Treasures are the goal, 

more treasures than the pirate competitors, 
but to achieve this you need more access 
routes to the treasure chests. You place a 
tile into the display, adjacent to one already 
there and within the limit of the 6x6 grid and 
you may not begin a new row at the side of 
your opponent. When all tiles are placed 
you score one point for each treasure chest 
in regions that you can access via your own 
entries. English edition at Mayfair Games.
Johari by Carlo Lavezzi for 2-4 players, ages 
12+: On the Johari gem market you buy 

gems and beware of paste! Ten market day 
comprise replenishing the market, three 
market rounds including playing an action 
card and resolving it and end of the market 
day. When the last nobleman is in the 
market, you score noblemen, prestige cards 
and types of jewels on your player board. 
English edition at Mayfair Games.

Murano by Inka und Markus Brand for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Island of glass blowers! 

You choose an action square, accessible 
by ship, or pass. If you need to move other 
ships to empty a square you want to reach 
you pay for additional movements. Actions 
are: Take gold, Glass kiln furnace, Shop, Buy 
special building or palace, hire character, 
place a Gondolier, build, income, production 
or hire/fire a Gondolier. Character cards, 
assigned to islands and transported there 
by a gondolier, score victory points at the 
end of the game. Your own gondoliers on 
the board without a character card score 
one point each. English Edition at Mayfair 
Games
Patchwork by Uwe Rosenberg for 2 players, 

ages 8+: Create a quilt from patches! The last 
one on the time track can move and take 
buttons or add patches and move. Buttons 
cost time, patches cost buttons. Markings 
on the time track yield special patches and 
scorings for buttons on the quilt. If you fill a 
7x7 square completely you earn the special 
tile. When both time pieces are at the finish 
you score buttons minus free squares on 
the quilt board. English edition at Mayfair 
Games.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Archipelago Krieg & Frieden by Chris-
tophe Boelinger for 2-5 players, ages 12+, 
introduces the first expansion for Archi-
pelago. The conflicts of the colonial pow-
ers continue in the colonies. The expansion 
features 20 character and 20 progress cards. 
Published also as War & Peace and Guerre 

et Paix.

Illegal by Christophe Boelinger for 5-9 
players, ages 18+: you trade in illegal items, 
follow simple rules but need diligence in 
negotiations and misleading. You have 
cards for your role and for resources, you 
negotiate and after each three-minute 
interval you get new resources at the 
table from the GM. In Phase 2, the tribunal, 
players are jury members, witnesses, 
suspects and judge and discuss the role 
possibilities assigned to players. At the 
end you score correct suppositions and 
collected resources.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Essen by Harry-Pekka Kuusela for 2-4 (8) 
players, ages 12+: as a game publisher you 

want to attract players at SPIEL, sell games 
to them and thus earn most money. On 
your booth board you play the phases of 
setting up your booth including number of 
visitors and advertising efforts - action with 
advertising, direct competition or other 
competition - create a stir to attract visitors 
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- clean up booth.
Pocket Imperium by David J. Mortimer for 
2-4 players, ages 10+: Ein 4X-Microspiel, you 
expand, explore, exploit and exterminate, 
whereby the timing of your actions is the 
deciding factor for your success in taking 
over the empire. A second edition is 
announced, the first edition was published 
as a print & play edition in 2013 by Good 
Little Games.
Town Center by Alban Viard for 1-4 players, 
ages 12+: As the Lord Mayor of a town you 

must develop the center of your town. 
The higher and bigger you build the more 
victory points you score at the end of the 
game. But you must not neglect energy 
supply to the town. The game comprises 
10 rounds and each round comprises 
the phases of acquiring blocks, building, 
development and income. Fourth revised 
edition 2014.
Town Center: Essen/Spiel by Alban Viard 

for 1-8 players, ages 12+: Special issue for 
Spiel 14 - two maps on each of the four 
player boards, Essen with an emphasis on 
parking lots, Spiel featuring three halls and 
limited space.
Town Center: London/Hong Kong by 
Alban Viard for 1-8 players, ages 12+: Tow 
new and very challenging maps for Town 

Center. In London you must control your 
budget very carefully and in Hong Kong the 
construction plan is important.
Town Center: Lower Manhattan/Paris La 
Cite-St.Louis by Alban Viard for 1-8 players, 

ages 12+: Both maps have been previously 
published, as part of other expansions 
for Town Center. On the map for Paris the 
emphasis is on the bridge connections.
 [redacted] by Mihály Vincze, Dávid Turczi 
and Katalin Nimmerfroh for 2-6 players, 

ages 12+: Bluff and deduction game 
about spying, intrigue and treason at 
the time of the Cold War, with a definite 
satirical undertone. As a secret agent you 
must infiltrate the embassy, find secret 
documents and escape using the helicopter. 
Loyalties are unknown and bluff is the 
motto of the day. Everything happens as 
interaction with rooms, items, encounters, 
weapons, etc.
[redacted] Mercenaries by Mihály Vincze, 
Dávid Turczi and Katalin Nimmerfroh for 

2-6 players, ages 12+: You use abilities that 
you acquired in the base game in order 
to cooperate with other agents and to 
complete missions set by the shadowy men 
in the background.

Corto: The Secrets of Venice by Laurent Es-
coffier and Sébastien Pauchon for 2-4 play-

ers, ages 10+: Expansion for Corto featuring 
new adventures in Venice, can be combined 
with the core game. Coproduction with 
Matagot.

Colt Express - by Christophe Raimbault 
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: The Union Pacific 

Express is robbed! In five rounds you have 
one move in the Planning phase and play 
one action card, suitable for conditions 
stated on the round card; then action cards 
are resolved in the order of play - move, 
change level train/roof, fire, robbery, hit 
or marshal. Afterwards phase you might 
resolve an event indicated on the round 
card,  e.g. angry marshal, braking or taking 
the conductor hostage, etc.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Die Werwölfe by Düsterwald Der Pakt by 
Hervé Marly and Philippe des Pallières for 
8-28 players, ages 10+: Der Pakt packs all 
editions published so far for Werewolves 
of Düsterwald into a big Box - werewolves, 
individuals, villagers and dubious, 
ambiguous figures that can change identity 
and allegiance, that is, all character, events, 
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and buildings.
Romans go Home! by Eric B. Vogel for 
1-4 players, ages 10+: Scottish clans want 

to tear down Hadrian’s Wall. In a turn six 
fortress cards are displayed as stated. You 
choose six of your Clan cards out of seven 
drawn from nine cards and place them from 
left to right beneath the fortress cards. All 
simultaneously reveal the currently left-
most card and the player with the highest 
total in open cards wins the left-most fort. 
Fortress effects apply become effective at 
different times.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

12 Realms for 1-6 players, ages 12+ by Ig-
nazio Corrao: In the cooperative miniatures 

game heroes of the Twelve Realms assem-
ble for a last adventure versus invaders and 
the Dark Lord. You fight by using hero tal-
ents and abilities and by comparing them 
with those of the invaders. To confront the 
Dark Lord you need three artifacts. New edi-
tion, produced with Spieleschmiede.
12 Realms Ancestors Legacy by Igna-
cio Corrao for 1-6 players, ages 12+, is an-

nounced. Four new realms in the world 
of fairies must be explored and defended 

against enemies. There are eight new “plots“ 
with a background story and much more in-
tensive and more challenging game play.

Hoyuk by Pierre Canuel for 2-5 players, 
ages 10+: Your own clan has settled with 
four others in a valley. You set up a replica 
of a Neolithic settlement, complete with fire 

places, sacrificial shrines and paddocks. Pro-
duced with Spieleschmiede. 

Raid & Trade by Malte Kühle and Chara-
lampos Tsakiris: Negotiations and resources 
management in a post-apocalyptic world; 

you explore the ruins in order to gain status 
by improved abilities and completed mis-
sions, all with the goal to become a citizen 
of one of the few remaining cities. Proto-
type, announced for 2015.

Ars Alchimia by Yasushi Kuroda alias Kuro 
for 3-4 players, ages 10+: Daily life hinges on 

the alchemy factories. Players are overseers 
and use those factories, striving to be more 
efficient than the competitors. In each 
round you place workers on possible actions 
-collecting resources, accepting orders, 
employing an assistant or transformation 
in the alchemy forges. The more workers at 
a location the less efficient the location is 
and you must place workers than the other 
players there to be able to use it.

The Ravens of Thri Sahashri by Kuro for 2 
players, ages 12+: In a game of deduction 
Feth must help Ren and look into her „heart“ 

by correctly guessing the colors of four 
cards. Ren gives him information and hints. 
Communication in this cooperative game 
of deduction happens via cards.

Kucing Sumput by Kanty Kusmayanty and 
Rezza Rainaldy for 2-4 players, ages 5+, 

is a gem for children on searching for and 
finding of cats.
Mahardika by Fredericco Rio for 4-7 
players, ages 14+: Cooperative game with 
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a historic topic, the fight for Indonesia’s 
independence. You must form a 
government and oust the Dutch army from 
their positions.
Mashup Monsters  by Kanty Kusmayanty 
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Party game with 
the purpose of „make one monster out of 

two monsters“! Dice determine the number 
of symbols that must correspond on body 
or head; in the panic mode you can steal 
monsters of other players.
Mat Goceng  by Brendan Satria A. for 
3-6 players, ages 10+: Card game on the 
rebellion against the Dutch in Indochina, 

featuring bluff, deduction and collecting 
of cards for combinations as well as 
convincing other players to ask for help. 
Victory conditions are governed by the card 
one receives at the start of the game.

The Festivals of Indonesia by Brendan 
Satria A. and Isa R. Akbar for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: Travel game based on festival and 
holidays in Indonesia, you must visit at least 
five different festivals and win with most 
experience points.

Dungeon Saga: Dwarf King’s Quest by 
Jake Thornton for 2-5 players: Named in 

compilations of new releases, successful 
Kickstarter project. You either play the 
dungeon or a group of adventurers using 
basically standard mechanisms and rules, 
based on Dwarf King’s Hold. Announced for 
2015.
Mars Attacks by Jake Thornton for 2 
players, ages 12+: You take up the role of 

the invaders or of humankind and fight for 
the fate of the planet. With Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger

Rock’n Rodeo by Matthias Stark for 2-4 
players, ages 14+: An Open-Air festival must 
be managed by providing everything from 
organization and performances to control 
of fan groups that are getting out of hand.

Ascension: Entfesselte Dunkelheit by 
Justin Gary for 1-2 players, ages 13+: Stand-

alone game for two players or an expansion, 
playable for up to 6 players, for other titles in 
the Ascension range.
Claustrophobia: Furor Sanguinis by Croc 
for 2-3 players, ages 14+: Variant for three 

players, whereby one of them plays the 
Squamata character Kartikeya in all six of 
the new scenarios.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

In his company, Wolfram Janich is 
specializing on publishing mini-series or 
games produced on demand, all variants on 
the 18xx system by Francis Tresham.
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1869 West by Alan R. Moon for 3-8 players, 
ages 14+: Railroads from the Mississippi 
to the US West Coast, based on the game 
1830, featuring 14 companies; players 
cannot go bankrupt.
1893 Köln by Edwin Eckert for 2-4 players, 
ages 14+, begins with the acquisition of the 

predecessor railways; share values can be 
freely chosen and railway engines can be 
used for payment.

Journey: Wrath of Demons by Henning 
Ludvigsen, Antonia José Manzanedo and 

Adrian Smith for 1-4 players, ages 12+: 
Cooperative miniatures game, based on 
a Chinese novel. Pilgrims are searching for 
Holy Scripts as a means of salvation from 
a world full of demons. Kickstarter project, 
publishing date 2015.

Aquasphere by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: A test station in the Deep Seas. 

Teams with an engineer, a scientist, pro-
grammable bots and exploratory subma-
rines collect the maximum possible amount 
of data. With H@ll Games.
Corto: The Secrets of Venice  by Laurent 
Escoffier and Sébastien Pauchon for 2-4 

players, ages 10+: Expansion featuring new 
adventures in Venice, surprising characters 
and secret hide-outs. This expansion can be 
combined with the core game and allows 
new configurations. With Ludocom.

Cyclades Titans by Bruno Cathala and 
Ludovic Maublanc for 2-6 players, ages 12+: 

Second expansion for Cyclades including a 
new game board for big islands, which now 
also allow for ground attacks. The titans, 
which are also new, can attack without the 
help of Ares, the God of War.
Desperados of Dice Town by Bruno Catha-
la and Ludovic Maublanc for 2-4 players, 

ages 8+, was presented first at Cannes; a 
game set in the world of Dice Town. As a 
gang boss you have the problem that all 
your minions are imprisoned, so you must 
get your accomplices out of jail first, before 
you can begin to think about loot. 
Inis by Christian Martinez for 2-4 players: 
Based on Celtic history and legends; you 

want to be elected King of the Isles and for 
this purpose you need either the most clan 
members or most clan members in six terri-
tories or clan members at locations that fea-
ture a total of six shrines. Prototype. German 
edition announced from Pegasus.

Kemet: Ta Seti by Jacques Bariot and Guil-
laume Montiage for 2-5 players, ages 13+: 
The first expansion for Kemet introduces 
new elements which can all be used with 
the core game in any combination and 
number: New pyramid colors including 
tiles, dawn as new phase in the game, a new 
path for souls and new DI cards.
Korrigans by Arnaud Urbon and Ludovic 
Vialla for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Gold at the 

end of the rainbow, you look for it with the 
help of the Breton version of Leprechauns, 
called Korrigans. Companions like birds or 
squirrels help you to move the Korrigans.

Room 25: Season 2 by Francois Rouzé for 
1-8 players, ages 10+. Characters in the 

game now have special abilities and can do 
an additional action per turn; there are new 
rooms and two new characters - adventurer 
and psychopath.
Sun Tzu deluxe by Alan M. Newman for 2 
players, ages 10+: In the guise of rivaling 
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generals players want to conquer the 
five most important provinces of China. 
Both players command identical, limited 
resources. New edition with miniatures.
Distribution partner: Pegasus

Bania by Brian Yu for 2-4 players, ages 10+: 
A market is developing in India - traders of-

fer grain and spices. Using oil, silk, incense 
and spices you set up tents, build settle-
ments and amass wealth, but real estate 
for building is limited. You buy and place 
tents or roll dice to acquire resources and 
then place your elephant marker which can 
give you bonuses in the form of resources in 
your next turn.
Scrabble Speed for 2-4 players, ages 10+: 
The letter tower discards letters for each 

player and you have only one minute to 
make up your words. Then each word is 
worth one point, as is each letter, and if you 
manage to use all letters you score a bonus. 
After seven such rounds you win with the 
highest score.
Skip-Bo Jackpot for 2-4 players, ages 7+: 
You shed cards as usual, can use Chips in or-

der to buy necessary cards and can, should 
you be able to shed a Jackpot card, get 
chips back.

Chopstick Dexterity MegaChallenge 
3000 by Greg Lam for4 2-34 players, ages 
10+: You earn tokens by picking up items 

depicted on those tokens by using chop-
sticks.

Hold your Breath by Daniel Jenkins and 

Christopher Urinko for 2-4 players, ages 6+, 
is announced as a Kickstarter project, the 
third game in the „Get Bit“ series. The silly 
pirates are treading water and play “hold 
your breath” in order to find out who is the 
toughest one. Already presented in 2013.

On top of this there was the Get Bit! Col-
lectors Edition featuring all three games 
in the series, Walk the Plank, Get Bit! and 

Hold your Breath, which tell a story about 
survival in the ocean.

Bedpans + Broomsticks by Fréderic 
Moyersoen for 2-5 players, ages 12+: Elderly 

people in a retirement home need to outwit 
staff for an outing. One player represents 
personnel, the others inmates. You move 
your markers (inmates and decoys) over 
room tiles - decoys first, and then you roll 
the movement die, play stuff, move your 
inmates and play stuff again. 
Hot Tin Roof by Leo Colovini for 3-4 players, 
ages 10+: Cats up on the city’s roofs! You 

distribute five sardine cans on dumpsters, 
choose one dumpster, take all cans from it 
and implement the action connected to the 
dumpster. Then you move cats over roofs, 
crossing of other players’ paths costs you 
tins. Two identical cats on the same veranda 
earn you fish.
Lords of Vegas Up! by Mike Selinker and 
James Ernest for 2-6 players, ages 12+: 

Expansion for Lords of Vegas features the 
components for a fifth and sixth player 
as well as and 48 tiles for additional levels 
in casinos; you place those tiles beneath 
casino tiles to elevate those. Higher casinos 
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earn more money, and there are new rules 
for expanding, remodeling and joining 
casinos together.
Mad City by Kane Klenko for 1-6 players, 

ages 8+: As a city builder you place city tiles 
for three different zones and bonus points 
from lakes and parks. For a round you draw 
nine tiles and hand them on to the left. Then 
you have one minute to place your nine 
tiles in a 3x3 grid. Then you score your grid 
for colors and numbers of houses, roads 
and the park ranger for lakes and parks.
Steam Map Expansion #4 by Morgan 
Dontanville and Martin Wallace for 2-6 

players, ages 13+: Double-sided game 
board featuring Poland and South Africa. 
For the map of South Africa rules were 
changed - City growth is replaced by gold 
prospecting.
Villainy by Nicholas Trahan for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: As an aspiring super villainy you 

try to complete three Evil Plans to get the 
better of the pesky super hero Fantastiman 
who protects the town. You hire minions 
and have a choice from three options in 
each turn: You can either do one of six 
possible actions or you can make your team 
work or you can implement an Evil Plan.
English editions of Lookout Games:

Gold ahoy! by Stephan Herminghaus for 
2 players, ages 8+: Treasures are the goal, 
more treasures than the pirate competitors, 
but to achieve this you need more access 

routes to the treasure chests. When all tiles 
are placed you score one point for each 
treasure chest in regions that you can access 
via your own entries. 
Johari by Carlo Lavezzi for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: On the Johari gem market you 
buy gems and beware of paste! When the 

last nobleman is in the market, you score 
noblemen, prestige cards and types of 
jewels on your player board. 

Murano by Inka and Markus Brand for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Island of glass blowers! 

You choose an action square, accessible 
by ship, or pass. Character cards, assigned 
to islands and transported there by a 
gondolier, score victory points at the end of 
the game. 

Patchwork by Uwe Rosenberg for 2 players, 
ages 8+: Create a quilt from patches! The 
last one on the time track can move and 
take buttons or add patches and move. 
When both time pieces are at the finish you 
score buttons minus free squares on the 

quilt board. 

Cobrattack for 1 or more players, ages 5+: 
The cobra in its basket is guarding the Holy 

Snake Stone, players however want to pinch 
it and must take care not to wake up the 
sleeping snake. While the eyes of the snake 
glow green, the cobra is asleep and you can 
keep moving slowly. As soon as the color of 
the snake’s eyes changes to red, the snake 
has woken up and observes the active 
player. When she jumps out of the basket 
you have been caught and the stone is lost 
for this round. Whoever manages to pinch 
three stones from the snake, wins the game. 

Foreclosed! By Jani and Tero Moliis for 
2-6 players, ages 13+: English edition of 

the game Vasaran Alla, published by Roll 
D6 - you are a creditor of a millionaire 
gone bankrupt and negotiate with other 
creditors on the distribution of his assets by 
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making bids.
The Walled City Londonderry & 
Borderlands by Daryl Andrews and 

Stephen Sauer for 2-4 players, ages 13+: 
You build roads, people them, and then 
you build walls and choose the guards. 
Two different boards introduce different 
mechanisms and guilds.
Distribution partner: Schwerkraft Verlag

Panamax by Gil d’Orey, Nuno Bizarro Sen-

tieiro and Paulo Soledade for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: An economics game on the use 
of the Panama Canal. Other editions at Hei-
delberger, Stronghold Games, and HC Dis-
tribuzione (announced)
Reis de Portugal by Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro 

and Paulo Soledade for 2-4 players, ages 7+: 
A card game only intended for Portugal, on 
the topic of Portuguese Kings and Queens. 
In each round one of the dynasties is trump, 
its cards trick other cards but earn no victory 
points. You score for cards from different dy-
nasties.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger

Weltberühmt und unbekannt by Angelika 
Overath for 1 or more players, ages 14+: A 

sturdy box containing 100 cards on which 
100 biographic puzzles are offered. Sorted 
into ten categories, e.g. scientists or actors 
or society, personalities like Sigmund 
Freud or Heath Ledger are presented in 
surprising texts in a way that you have not 
encountered before.

The Romanian publisher showed the pro-
gram already presented in 2013 and new 
releases:
Charta Krymenesiae by József Dorsonczky 
for 1-4 players, ages 9+: 35 sea monsters 

must protect the waters around Krymene-
sia. Orcas want to take over those waters 
and you must turn the sea monsters into 
allies and separate one opposing orca from 
the open seas.

Pure Halloween by József Dorsonczky for 
2 players, ages 9+: Aim of the game is, to 
conquer all nine regions of the board that is 
quite similar to Sudoku.

ReMatch by József Dorsonczky for 2-3 play-

ers, ages 8+: You fight a battle of the type 
David vs. Goliath with various armies.

Six MaKing by József Dorsonczky for 2 play-

ers, ages 12+: In a game similar to chess is is 
your task to create a king, that is, a stack of 
six with your own color on top; you place or 
move a piece, partial stacks can be moved 
like the corresponding piece.

Trickerion by Richard Amann and Viktor 
Peter for 2-4 players, ages 14+: Kickstarter 

project, you are aiming for fame and fortune 
as a magical artist in a competition. Together 
with your assistants you use placement and 
choice of action mechanisms and acquire 
instructions for magical tricks, expand your 
team and give performances.
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Realm of Wonder by Max Wikström for 2-6 
players, ages 10+: In the Land of Wonders 

continents spin and players travel in the 
guise of fantasy characters to achieve their 
scenario goal and to return to court. A turn 
starts with a bid in an auction for the first 
use of magic and the first movement. In 
the Magic Phase you try to hurt opponents 
with nasty magic tricks or to improve your 
own character. You must fight others, defeat 
monsters, find treasures and use sources for 
resources. For a mastered task you get a 
victory disc. 
Distribution partner: Asmodee

The newly created group now also repre-
sents Japanese publishers, in cooperation 
with Japon Brand:
1nite werewolf 
Conception
Junias
Kanai Factory
Komado
One Draw
Table Cross
Yu-gen roman

The Manhattan Project by Brandon Tib-
betts for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Now also 

available in Europe. This is an optimization 
game, a portrait of a struggle for power at 
the start of an era of Nuclear Power and thus 
with revolutionary technology.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

League of Hackers by Desnet Amane for 
2-4 players, ages 12+: All Cyberspace con-

flicts are decided in special arenas. Hackers 
from various networks try alternatingly to 
invade the machines. In three rounds you 
can implement five actions using cards, for 
victory points.

Presenting a new idea - model railways 
providing interactive game fun as a board 
game in a combination of virtual and real 
game universes, presented under the Roco 
label - see there.

This year Harald Enoksson presented an up-
dated version of his game from 2010:
Swedish Parliament 2014, in this version for 
1-8 players, ages 15+: Again you represent a 
political party in the elections for the Swed-
ish parliament in 2014 and are tasked with 
improving the result of this party achieved 
in the 2006 election as much as possible. For 
this purpose you play cards to improve party 

positions in eight groups of topics and to win 
votes from eight voter groups.

Conan: Hyborian Quests by Frédéric Hen-
ry, Antoine Bauza, Croc, Ludovic Maublanc, 

Laurent Pouchain and Pascal Bernard for 2-5 
players, ages 14+: Scenario based and semi-
cooperative. One player embodies the op-
ponent, die others Conan and his comrades. 
On each of the boards you can play several 
scenarios, individually or as a campaign. An-
nounced for 2015.

Chosŏn by Gary Kim for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: The Koryo-Dynasty has been ousted 

by General Yi‘s Chosŏn-Dynasty. However, 
nearly instantly so-called Watchers appear 
and armed conflict ensues. In eight rounds 
you play phases: Time travel with a Time 
traveler to discard starting player and 
victory points marker - Deal cards - Orders in 
the guise of displaying card combinations 
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- Revealing and resolving orders - end of 
round with checking the display. Cards not 
used in the round are discarded. 
Distribution partner: Asmodee

More Than Conquerors from the publisher 
by the same name, created by Brandon 

Kinney for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The 
message of Christ must be spread across 
the Ancient World and this is achieved 
by completing three missions as fast as 
possible. Shown at Essen, not successful on 
Kickstarter.

A newcomer from France, presenting Eu-

phoria by James Stegmaier and Alan Stone 
for 2-6 players, ages 12+: In this worker 
placement game you use dice for workers 
and cards as recruits as means to secure 
dominance over a dystopic world, also as-
sisted by production of commodities, tun-
nels for infiltration of enemy territory, alli-
ances and secret agendas.

black stories 1-10 by Holger Bösch for 2-8 
players, ages 12+: Limited edition on occa-
sion of the 10 Year Anniversary, featuring 
the 100 best black stories taken from the 
editions published so far.

Black stories Funny Death Edition 2 by 
Corinna Harder and Jens Schumacher for 

2-8 players, ages 12+: 50 new bizarre but 
real deaths.
purple stories by Andrea Köhrsen for 2 or 
more players, ages 8+ is yet another new 

edition in the black stories junior series, this 
time the topic are mystic puzzles of magical 
powers.
Das Schlaumeier-Quiz by Adrien Siroy and 
Anne Royer for 2-5 players, ages 8+: Knowl-

edge quiz featuring 100 questions on cards, 
on various topics. Depending on the type 
of card you guess alone or all guess. If you 
guess correctly you take the card and set it 
aside.
Fliegende Zeilen by Max J. Kobbert and 
Alexander Herbst for 3-6 players, ages 14+: 

At the poetic lecture manuscripts have been 
muddled up and the Flying Lines must be 
used - according to the task card - correctly 
within 90 seconds. Texts are read out and 
players evaluate all texts in turn.
Holterdipolter by Guido Hoffmann and 
Jens-Peter Schliemann for 2-4 players, 
ages 5+: Walpurgis Night has arrived! 

The philosophers’ stones rumble down 
Blocksberg to witches and magicians. The 
active player calls a spell and drops a stone 
from stock into the mountain. All listen 
closely where the stone ends up. Players 
in turn move the cat and check for the 
stone under the piece reached by the cat. 
Whoever finds the stone, gets it.
Matchmaster by Hadi Barkart for 2-7 
players, ages 8+: Trick taking card game 
with predictions of numbers of tricks in 

analogy to Wizard and other such trick 
taking games, you earn matches for correct 
predictions.
Sixstix by Martin Nedergaard Andersen for 
1-4 players, ages 12+ also features matches 
in play, but those matches must be laid 
down to form shapes according to tasks 
given.
Wonderword by GameInVentors for 2-5 
players, ages 8+, is the third game using 
matches in the series Game.Set.Match. 
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You turn up letters of words that you must 
guess, but from back to front, and you can 
buy letters for matches.

Atacama  by Martin Schlegel for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 8+, Edition Bohrtürme: Valuable 

resources have been discovered in the Chil-
ean desert. Due to safety reasons drills must 
have a certain distance from each other and 
mining rights are limited. Each company 
may only mine two out of three resources 
- gold, silver or copper - and pays penalties 
in case of wrong mining. Already presented 
in 2013.
Lunte by Bruce Whitehill for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: The fuse has been lit! All players 

hold seven cards and in turn place a card 
and draw a card until someone plays a 
bomb card or a defusing card or the time 
bomb card is drawn. With a defusing card 
you remove all cards from the cord and 
place the defusing card with the start card; 
if you place a bomb you take all card cards 
but the start card, and all defusing cards. 
When all bomb cards are played or the 
time bomb is drawn, you add all cord and 
defusing cards and deduct all cord cards in 
hand. Whoever has most points, wins.
Takamatsu by Martin Schlegel for 2-5 

players, ages 10+: Tokugawa Ieyasu, the 
new Shogun, assigns Han Takamatsu as 
price for a contest. You move your Samurai 
within the palace, can move more than one 
and must take along an opposing samurai, if 
present. When a Samurai reaches a room of 
his color, you take a Shogun card and move 
your pagoda. When a pagoda reaches the 
finish, you win with most points at the end 
of the round after applying hidden Shogun 
cards.

Backgammon for Drei by Svytoslav Itkin 
for 3 players, ages 8+: Backgammon variant 

Time Masters by Pierre-Emmanuel Legrain 
for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Magicians, 
capable of time travel, are competing in 
a tournament and must manage small 
portions of time in order to be able to 
concentrate.

The multitude of new releases and new edi-
tions from this publisher would exceed the 
scope of this report, therefore I only list Mi-
noa, named as a new release, and Blue, the 
latest new release.
Blue by Nestor Romeral Andrés for 2-3 play-
ers, ages 10+: A crossover from Red and 

Hong. Each player has a color, each piece 
has a segment and two half-circles, always 
in different colors. You place as many rows 
as possible in your own color, made up from 
segment plus half-circle at each end, or, as 
an alternative, circles composed of half-
circles.
Minoa by Dieter Stein for 2-4 players, ages 

10+: A black peg is placed inside the board 
or a peg of your own color is placed outside; 
separated areas must have a colored border. 
If you own the largest area you win.
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This German distributor now publishes Ger-
man editions of games published by Red 
Glove, the series starts with:
Große Helden in Schlafanzügen for 3-6 
players, ages 3+, Linea Junior: Spotting 
game in two versions, you must either dress 

your hero completely or - in the versions us-
ing dragons - collect the items that the hero 
needs in order to chase away the dragon.

Nashorn Dino for 2-6 players, ages 4+, also 
in Linea Junior: A game of Hide & Seek in 
two versions. You can play a memo game or 

a spotting and observation game. By touch-
ing it with your hand you can win a dino-
saur or protect one of your own dinosaurs.

Schatzinsel for 2-6 players, ages 5+: All 
are looking for the treasure island of the 
famous pirate called Barbarossa, including 

expansion for more experienced players.
Super Fantasy  Angriff der hässlichen 
Schnauzen by Marco Valtriani for 1-6 play-
ers, ages 8+: Dungeon crawl adventure with 
a dice-based system.

Vudù by Marco Valtriani and Francis Giovo 
for 3-6 players, ages 8+: Each player is a ma-

gician and tries to give the others as hard a 
time as possible. You choose between items 
and curses, e.g. forcing the others to hop on 
one leg, to hiss or to continue playing on 
their knees.

Fröschlein, aufgepasst! by Manfred Lud-
wig for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Storks want to 

catch frogs, but frogs jump away from the 
storks and surface at a completely different 
spot - you must watch closely to be first to 
catch three frogs.

Mops Royal by Günter Burkhardt for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: King Henry Mops is hand-
ing out his possessions. In each round you 
lay out an item. All players have an identical 
deck of cards and try to place the same sym-
bols or the same colors next to each other.
Zombie Mania! by Reiner Knizia for 2-5 
players, ages 8+: Zombies have overrun Lit-
tle Town and players must use dice combi-

nations in order to send those zombies back 
to other players or back to the cemetery, to 
be the first player to be free of Zombies.
Already presented at Nuremberg, but also 
announced as new release:
Balla Balla by Dennis Kirps and Christian 
Kruchten is an action game with balls for 2-4 
players, ages 5+. The balls must be shot or 
thrown through the holes in walls and you 

win if you are first to hole in all your balls.
Die frechen Mäuse by Peter Neugebauer 
for 2-4 players, ages 5+: The mouse trea-
sures in the attic are covered and you hope 
to find something suitable for scoring. 

When the cat appears she determines into 
which hole the mice disappear to hide from 
her.

Die verrückte Vogelscheuche - mit Sch-
nabelgrün by Klaus Zoch for 2-4 players, 
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ages 4+: The field has been harvested, only 
beneath the bales of straw you can find 
a few grains of wheat. Schnabelgrün der 

Zauberrabe helps the sparrows to find the 
grains, but unfortunately Schnabelgrün 
brings the scarecrow to life who now scares 
him away, but maybe also sends him to the 
bales with most grains.

Already presented in 2013, and on show 
again this year: Rock, Paper, Scissors, 
BANG!  by Dave Cousins for 2 players, 
ages 7+: Stone-defeats-scissors-defeats-

paper-defeats-stone and dynamite defeats 
everything, even dynamite. You place your 
markers and move them individually or 
in a stack with your own marker on top, in 
order to create higher towers. Then you use 
dynamite to destroy towers and markers. 
Remaining towers at the end of the game 
earn you points.
SafeBreaker by Dave Cousins for 3-6 
players, ages 7+: As a safe-robbing bear 
you know part of the combination and 
must pose questions to find opposing 

combination and grab the loot.

Terrain by Dave Cousins for 2-5 players, ages 
4+: Placement games on a topic of terrain 

and landscapes. Each player is assigned a 
secret terrain for which he scores. You draw 
landscape tiles and place them.

Evolution by Dominic Crapuchettes, Dmi-
try Knorre and Sergey Machin for 2-6 play-

ers, ages 10+: Revised and newly designed 
edition of Evolution, previously published 
by Rightgames. You develop and husband 
species by using synergies of characteristics 
cards.

Rifugio by Niels Pieterse for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: You talk a walk in the Italian Dolo-

mites and visit animals flowers, waterfalls, 
gorges and peaks by placing hexagonal 
tiles. You try to avoid bears and can in your 

turn decide to move or to set up a mountain 
hut.

Praetor by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players, 
ages 12+: City building in Southern England 

in the shadow of Hadrian’s Wall. City quarters 
already built yield resources and you must 
meet demands of the Emperor. German 
edition at Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Progress: Evolution and Technology by 
Andrej Novac and Agnieszka Kopera for 
1-5 players, ages 12+: Development of 

technology with cards for science, culture 
and technology in three ages. You lay out 
cards whose demands you can meet and 
which are thus activated for symbols and 
effects or lay out cards with markers which 
are only activated when the last marker is 
removed. When the necessary symbols for 
Age IV are on the table, you win with most 
victory points in your card display.

Versailles by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players, 
ages 12+: As an architect and interior 
designer you decorate and create the 
palace for Louis XIV. and compete for his 
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favors. German edition at Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag.
W: The Board Game by Andrei Novac for 
2 players, ages 12+: Presidential election 
campaign the year 2000 in the USA - you are 

a member of the candidate’s staff and try to 
influence states and win electoral delegates 
for him.
Announced for 2015: Perfect Storm: 
Alaska by Andrei Novac for 2-5 players, 
ages 8+: Crab fishing in Alaska. You either 
move into new waters of go fishing. 

Weather cards and upgrading of your boat 
demand clever risk management.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag

The complete program from 2013 was 
shown again, as yet in different stages of 
development.
C. C. Higgins Rail Pass by Patrick Stevens 
for 3-6 players, ages 8+: You collect sets of 

train tickets and travel on the historically 
and geographically correct railway lines 
of northern America in the Twenties of 

the previous century. If you cannot travel, 
you pay for food, lodging and telegrams. 
Published.
California Gold  by Patrick Stevens for 3-6 
players, ages 10+: Contrary to the title is 

is not a game on the search for gold, but 
on the production of oranges, support 
for farmers and their best price for their 
harvest. Announced.
Prepotent  by Tom Russell for 3-6 players, 
ages 10+: Horse racing game, but not 

combined with the management of a 
racing stable, but with the breeding of 
horses. Ready for Kickstarter, announced.

Kuh Vadis by Reinhard Staupe for 2 players, 
ages 8+: In a 7x7 grid the squares are 

marked with 6x1, 6x2, and 5x 3, 4 and 5 each 
as well as with 12 cows and three circles 
and three crosses, in mixed arrangement. 
One player tries to connect the crosses, the 
other the circles, orthogonally or diagonally. 
To mark a spot you must roll 2 cows or three 
identical numbers, for a roll with both you 

only mark once. Four identical numbers 
give you another turn. If you cannot mark, 
you pass and if you can connect first, you 
win.
Kuhlorado by Reinhard Staupe for for 2 
players, ages 8+: 8x8 squares are marked 

with numbers and cows and also troughs. 
You have two rolls per turn, can re-roll and 
must mark: For two cows two squares with 
cows, for two numbers a square with one 
of those numbers, for cow + number either 
a cow or the number. If you want to mark 
both, squares must be separated by exactly 
one square. Troughs may be in-between, 
too, but separate land areas. When no cow 
is left or only five number squares are free, 
you score majorities in border pastures, for 
majorities in squares next to troughs and 
for orthogonally adjacent land areas of 
minimum five squares.

Qwixx gemixxt by Steffen Benndorf for 2-5 

players, ages 8+: Two versions for Qwixx: 
One has numbers arranged randomly in a 
row, the other shows different colors in a 
row. With five marks in a row you can lock 
it for all other players. With the fourth failure 
or the closing of two rows, regardless by 
whom, the game ends and you add the 
values of your rows.

Numbskull 
Games

Nürnberger 
Spielkarten nsv
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Zum Kuhkuck by Reinhard Staupe for 
2 players, ages 8+: Cards are placed as a 
face-down heap. In turns you always add a 
card to your hand, the more the better for 
your points. When you draw an electricity 
card, you set aside all cards and begin 
anew. When you have 20 cards you must 
announce points, otherwise you decide 
in each turn if you lay out cards, name a 
color and score. When all the players have 
announced each color exactly once, the 
game ends. You win with most points.

Oberlingal by Jean-Claude Oberling for 
1-5 players, ages 8+: Topic of the game 

is a unified language for all of Europe, 
featuring 3000 words and the necessary 
grammar. The complete language can be 
downloaded for free.

Edo Yashiki by Hisashi Hayashi for 2-5 
players, ages 6+: As a Daimyo in the Edo 

era we build the most impressive houses 
possible in Edo for our yearly visit, as a status 
symbol. On a signal you grab building cards 
and add them to the display.

Isaribi by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-5 players, 
ages 10+: You are a fisherman, go out in 
your boarts to fish, sell your catch and win 
with most money at the end of the game. In 
five rounds you prepare the market and the 
catch. Then you place boats in the fishing 

area or the harbor. Finally, you can make 
one move in your turn or quit for the round. 

Rolling Japan by Hisashi Hayashi for 1-8 

players, ages 8+: Each player has a map of 
Japan, seven dice represent the provinces 
of Japan. The active player draws two 
dice from the bag, rolls them and names 
color and number. Dice results are marked 
accordingly on the map, after six dice a 
round ends and you win after eight rounds 
with fewest empty provinces.

Already announced in 2013, now available:
Movie Trailer by Pierluca Zizzi and Andrea 
Chiarvesio for 3-8 players, ages 14+: In the 

party game you alternate in embodying the 
director choosing a film title which the oth-
ers must guess. They can ask for clues and 
the director chooses one of the clue cards 
that fits the question best. New edition.

Lost Legacy: Hyakunen Senso to Ryu no 
Miko by Hayato Kisaragi, Seiji Kanai and 
Masato Uesugi for 2-8 players, ages 10+: 

Variant of Lost Legacy, featuring the Basic 
Set „Vorpal Sword“ and the Expansion Set 
„Staff of Dragons“.. Coproduction with Kanai 
Factory.
Lost Legacy: Binbo Tantei to Inbo no 
Shiro by Hayato Kisaragi and Seiji Kanai 

for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Another variant, 
featuring the basic set „Orb of Seduction“ 
and the expansion set „Eternal Grail”. 
Coproduction mit Kanai Factory.

Kampen Om Fredriksten for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 10+: As a family of merchants in 
Southern Norway in the 17th century you go 
about your business and build the fortress 
Fredriksten, which should protect the town 
from the attacks of Swedish King Karl XII. 
Only available by pre-order from the booth 
of Aporta Games-

Oberling

Okazu
Brand Oliphante

One Draw

Østby Kristian  
Amundsen Eigenverlag 
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Bakerspeed by Marko Jelen for 2-5 players, 
ages 7+: Three deduction dice for features 

show three colors, three symbols for the 
type and three numbers for the number 
of persons. For each possible combination 
there are two cards. The active player rolls 
three dice one after the other in order of 
his choice. After each die all players try to 
discard a card with the correct number of 
features. The fastest player may leave his 
card on the table. 

Paititi by Walter Schranz for 2-4 players, 

ages 7+: You dig for the legendary treasure 
of Paititi. In your turn you choose - Draw 
excavation cards, place excavation cards 
for pickaxes, excavate an artifact or mount 
an exhibition for victory points. If you 
own at least two artifacts you can mount 
exhibitions according to a chosen card, 
other players can participate. 

Marchia Orientalis by Stefan Risthaus 
for 2-5 players, ages 10+: As Count of 
Marken east of the river Elbe you are asked 
to improve wealth and civilization. You 
move buildings on the market and then 
choose building or moving buildings and 
collecting taxes. When the end-of-game 
castle appears all have two more turns; then 
incomplete buildings are worth half and 
you can earn building bonuses.

Monuments: Phaistos by Stefan Risthaus 
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: Sixth expansion 

for Monuments with nine cards to build 
Phaistos against payment of one card with 
corresponding symbol.

Slicks Tracks & Tricks by Stefan Risthaus for 
2-6 players, ages 10+: Second expansion for 

Slicks, you can use the components to cre-
ate up to ten different tracks with it and you 
can save on tires and petrol by crossing of 
symbols. Can be combined with Tuning.

Colors of Kasane by Hinata Origuchi for 3-4 

players, ages 10+: All guests wear different 
beautiful kimonos for the Emperor’s 
festivities. Who is wearing the most elegant 
one? Kimonos are created by taking 
cards and laying out combinations from 
your hand, whereby you cannot alter the 
sequence of your cards.
Kaleido by Hinata Origuchi for 2-5 players, 
ages 10+: Artists cooperate at the orders 

of the Shogun, but they still aim to win the 
reward alone. You place a colored triangle 
and then a white triangle or a frame. 
Completely filled frames are scored and can 
then be rotated. At the end you score for 
majorities in colors.

Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull 
& Shackles Base Set by Mike Selinker, Paul 
Peterson, Chad Brown, Tanis O’Connor and 
Gaby Weidling for 1-4 players, ages 13+: Co-

operative strategic card game, based on the 
adventure path of the role-playing of the 
same name.
This core set is supplemented with five 
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull 
& Shackles Adventure Decks - Island of 
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Empty Eyes, From Hell’s Heart, Raiders 
of the Fever Sea, Tempest Rising and The 
Price of Infamy for 1-6 players, ages 13+, 
and by several promo cards and a Charac-
ter Add-On Deck.

Provincia Romana by Pierluigi Frumusa for 
2-6 players, ages 12+: The ravaged Gallic cit-

ies need to be rebuilt for prestige.

Antike II by Mac Gerdts for 2-6 players, 
ages 13+: New edition of Antike, published 

in 2005, albeit with some changes in the 
new edition. There are two new maps and a 
new card Bellona to balance the advantage 
of the starting player; then there are city 
markers to control resources of newly 
founded city. Military has become more 
expensive and conquering cities is now 
easier. Victory points can now also come 
from neutral temples without damage to 

other players. 
Concordia Britannia & Germania by 

Mac Gerdts for 2-5 players, ages 12+: 
Both variants use the basic game with 
a new board and altered basic rules. 
Britannia features 23 cities in 10 provinces, 
Germania 30 cities in 12 provinces; there 
are also additional fortresses and colonist 
movement along rivers. All have the same 
starting card deck and acquire additional 
cards for use as actions and victory points. 

Deus by Sébastien Dujardin for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: You guide and develop an ancient 

civilization and must remain on the good 
side of the gods. In each turn you decide 
between building and making a sacrifice 
to a god. German edition at Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag.
Distribution partner: Heidelberger

At Cannes in spring and now for the first 

time at Essen: Pedrokar Games with Asy-
lum by Jerôme Poulain and Thomas Freard 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Tactical miniatures 
game played on a modular board. You are 
a warden in a lunatic asylum and program 
your actions; all characters have special abil-
ities - one of them, for instance, can do tele-
kinesis and chucks furniture around, which, 
by the way, is part of the enchanting game 
components.

Yum Yum by Jerôme Poulain and Thomas 

Freard for 3 or 4 players, ages 7: A Game on 
the collecting of stores for the Queen of the 
Anthill. You play cards against ant soldiers of 
opposing colonies and to protect your own 
colony, and cope with gardeners, automatic 
sprinkler systems or a coquettish cow.

This year again I list the games sorted into 
the categories of In-House productions, 
German editions of games from other 
companies and coproductions with other 
publishers. Some games have been already 
announced at Nuremberg and were now 
presented at Essen.
In-House Productions
Der 7bte Zwerg by Peter Neugebauer for 
2-6 players, ages 7+: Dice game based on 

the animation film. Dice must be arranged 
according to size; taking risks is necessary 
and players can bet on the success or failure 
of the active player.
Hook by Marco Teubner for 3-6 players, 
ages 8+: Presented at Essen 2013 under 
the name Hey, Piraten! and announced 
at Nuremberg as Hook. In the card game 
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pirates amuse themselves in doldrums, 
among other things, with drinking rum, 
fending off attacks by other pirates and 
shooting at each other with cannon balls. 
Those pursuits are rewarded with parrots 
and respect.

MindMaze Verzwickte Rätsel by Timofey 
Bokarev for 2-49 players, ages 10+ offers 
logic and puzzle fun in three different 
editions: Rabenschwarze Geschichten, 

Wahre Geschichten und Kriminalfälle, 
each edition comprises 66 riddles in 
different levels of difficulty which demand 
thinking unconventionally and also the 
asking of yes/no questions in order to find 
the solutions.
German editions of games from other 
companies
Auf nach Indien by Hisashi Hayashi for 3-4 

players, ages 12+: Seafarers are searching 
for the route to India and as a noble 
sponsor you win with most victory points 
from discovering new coastal towns, sale 
of goods and building churches. At the 
start, Lisbon and three more towns are 
discovered = turned up. Money and victory 
points are called Banker and Historian and 
are marked with tokens on numbers. If you 
are out of markers, a surplus is forfeit. First 
edition by Okazu Brand 2013, as “Sail to 
India” with Alderac.
Das Vermächtnis: Stammbaum der 

Macht by Michiel Justin Elliot Hendriks for 
1-4 players, ages 10+: By establishing rela-
tions with families all over Europe you want 
to establish your dynasty. In nine rounds 
over three generations ( 2-3-4) you place 
markers in the Action phase on your own 
board for Marriage, Children, Society and 
Loans - all for multiple use - and on the 
main board for Title, Doctor, Real Estate Ac-
quisition, Venture, Mission and Donations 
- all available only once. German edition of 
Legacy - Testament of Duke de Crecy, Portal 
Games 2013.

Fluxx by Andrew Looney for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: Card game, where rules change 
during the game. You win if you meet 
the demands of a target card with cards 
laid out according to the currently valid 
rules. New rule cards influence hand card 
limit, limits for cards displayed, drawn and 
played and victory conditions. The active 
player always adheres to the current rules. 
Rule cards replace other rule cards, picture 
cards are played into your display; a target 
card replaces the current one. You can win 
with cards played by others when your own 
display meets the target card conditions.

Piraten-Fluxx by Andrew Looney for 2-6 
players, ages 8+: Variant of Fluxx featuring 
a Pirate topic.

Im Wandel der Zeiten Das Würfelspiel 
Eisenzeit by Tom Lehmann for 1-4 players, 
ages 8+: In analogy to the Bronze Age 
edition you build harbors, monuments, 
ships and achievements, deal with 
catastrophes and supply provinces with 
food. German edition of Roll Through the 

Ages Iron Age at Gryphon Games.
Krosmaster Die Mianix Dianix Minen 
by Nicolas Degouy und Èdouard Guiton 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Supplement for 
Krosmaster, featuring two new battle arenas 
and a mine car as well as some dynamite in 
boxes.
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Krosmaster Duellbox by Nicolas Degouy 
and Èdouard Guiton for 2 players, ages 
12+: Introductory set into the Krosmaster 
Arena universe, featuring a scenario for two 
heroes - Captain Amakna & Merkator - and 

complete with a mini board, markers and 
two dice.
Krosmaster Multiman by Nicolas Degouy 
and Èdouard Guiton for 2-4 players, ages 
12+, is an expansion pack for Krosmaster, 
featuring 6 miniatures, the corresponding 
character cards as well as markers and three 

mini boards.
All Krosmaster editions published with 
Ankama.
Lost Legacy Das Sternenschiff & Der 
Fliegende Garten by Hayato Kisaragi and 
Seiji Kanai for 2-4 players, ages 10+: In basic 
game - and the expansion that is included 
- the topic is a mysterious legacy that must 
be found. Both basic game and expansion 
can be combined. A card is displayed as 
ruin. You have a card, draw a card, play one 
and resolve the effects, whereby players can 
be ousted. When the stack is finished, you 
explore and look at a card of any player or 
at a card from the ruin. If nobody finds the 
lost legacy all have lost together. When all 
players but one are ousted this player has 
won.

Mage Wars Die Eroberung by Kuman 
Jaro by Bryan Pope for 2 players, ages 
14+: Expansion for Mage Wars, featuring 
106 Spell cards, 2 Mage cards and 2 Mage 

abilities cards.
Mage Wars Druidin vs. Nekromant is the 
third expansion and introduces two new 
magical schools, the Druid favors water and 
nature magic, the Necromant summons 
Undead and Evil spirits.

Mage Wars: Machtmeisterin vs. Krieg-
sherr by Bryan Pope for 2 players, ages 
14+: Two new schools for Mage wars, Mind 
School and War School. Introducing the 
abilities of telekinesis and mind control for 
Machtmeisterin and support from the War 
God Akiro for Kriegsherr.

All with mit Arcane Wonders.
Raumstation Theseus by Michał Oracz, 2-4 
players, ages 8+: Five factions, locked up in 
a space station - Marine, Alien, Scientists, 
Greys and ??? Well, that’s what you want 
to find out and now you are in the middle 
of the conflict. German edition of Theseus: 
Dark Orbit, Portal Games 2013.
Robinson Crusoe: Die Fahrt der Bea-
gle by Marion Heuser, Robert Masson and 
Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 10+: 

A collection of connected scenarios, the ef-
fects of one scenario are carried on to the 
next one. With Portal Games, other editions 
at Filosofia Games and Z-Man Games.

Tal der Könige by Tom Cleaver for 2-4 
players, ages 14+: As a Pharao you prepare 
for your funeral and fill your pyramid with all 
that you need on the other side, taken from 
the display in the shape of a pyramid. Cards 
sliding down the pyramid get cheaper, but 
you only score for cards which are placed 
from the deck into your own grave and thus 
can no longer be used for their effects. As 
Valley of the Kings at Alderac. 
Inis by Christian Martinez for 2-4 players: 
Announced as a prototype by Matagot. 
Based on Celtic history and legends you 
want to be elected King of the Isles.
Coproductions with other publishers
Aquasphere by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players, 

ages 12+: A test station in the Deep Seas. 
Teams with an engineer, a scientist, pro-
grammable bots and exploratory subma-
rines collect the maximum possible amount 
of data. With H@ll Games.
Grog Island by Michael Rieneck for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Pirates in retirement 
are turning into real estate owners. With 
eggertspiele.
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Hospital Rush by Thomas Kølby Laursen, 
Kåre Storgaard and Steen Thomsen for 3-5 
players, ages 10+: As a doctor you collect 

prestige points by healing of patients, 
bribing personnel and final exams. With 
eggertspiele.
Village Port by Inka and Markus Brand for 
2-5 players, ages 12+: The second expansion 

for Village. With eggertspiele.
Fun Games:
Flagship of this range of games are still 
the Munchkin games, those editions 
announced at Nuremberg have been 
supplemented with a few more, all by Steve 
Jackson for 3-6 players, ages 12+:
Munchkin deluxe: On occasion of the 10 
Year Anniversary of the German Munchkin 
edition the game is given a map of the 
dungeon and Munchkin miniatures, 

otherwise the motto remains Kill the 
monsters, steal the treasure and stab your 
pal.
In Munchkin Apocalypse 2: Schaafer 

Einschlag the end of the world comes 
around again, survivors confront the 
challenges with the new cart type 
Catastrophes, introduced by Munchkin 
Apocalypse.
Munchkin Legenden: Munchkin now takes 

a look on mythology and targets classic 
legends. Excalibur and Golden Fleece are 
of course fantastic new things to fight the 
Monster in Loch Ness or the Minotaur.
Munchkin Legenden 2: Fauntastische 
Spiele is the first expansion for Munchkin 

Legenden and presents a combination of 
the two American Sets Faun and Games 
and Games Myth Prints and thus introduces 
the race of Fauns, the Gladiator class and 
some more acquaintances from myths and 
legends.
Munchkin Turbobooster 1 brings back 
three sold-out Munchkin boosters - Star 
Munchkin: Raumschiffe, Munchkin: 
Feenstaub and Munchkin: Zum Töten 
freigegeben - and features also the 
Munchkin Journal Pack 1 and three 
Munchkin dice.

.Munchkin Turbobooster 2 also features  
three sold out boosters - Munchkin 

reloaded, Munchkinomicon and Munchkin 
Monsterverstärker - plus the Munchkin 
Journal Pack 2 and three Munchkin dice.
The series of Theme Set double packs, 
Themensets-Doppelpackungen, for 
Munchkin is also continued, each pack 
comprises the core game and the first 
expansion from the respective theme sets.
Munchkin Fu 
Spiel mir das Lied vom Munchkin
Super Munchkin 
Also of interest are two Crossovers of 

Munchkin with another game systems:
Munchkin Loot Letter by Seiji Kanai for 2-4 
players, ages 8+, transferring events in Love 
Letter from the palace in the dungeons, 
heroes meet the Duck of Horror or the 
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Plutonium Dragon.
Munchkin Panic by Anne-Marie de Witt 
for 1-6 players, ages 10+: Semi-cooperative 
board game with cards. Munchkins have 

found the Castle Panic tower. You use card 
combinations to eliminate monsters before 
they manage to destroy the fortress. Each 
defeated monster turns into a trophy and 
gives its treasures to the winner. When all 
work together to defeat the monsters the 
player with most points is named Master 
Munchkin.
Chez Geek 1+2 by John Darbro for 2-5 
players, ages 13+: Satirical card game on 
the topic of flat-sharing communities. This 

theme-set double pack comprises the core 
game and the expansion Chez Geek 2: 
Blockparty.
Smash Up: Geek Edition by Paul Peterson 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: This edition 
features a store box and one faction deck 

only for the game „The Geek“, based on a 
US-American TV show, “Geek and Sundry”.
Smash Up: Monster Smash by Paul 
Peterson for 2-4 players, ages 14+: The 
expansion features four new factions for 
Smash Up - Vampires, Crazy Scientists, 
Werewolves and Giant Ants.

Pegasus is distribution partner for:
eggertspiele
Matagot
Metermorphosen
White Goblin

Hexemonia by Fabio Attoli for 2-4 players, 
ages 13+: As the leader of a Greek City State 
you rival for domination. German edition at 

Truant Spiele.

Stay Away! by Antonio Ferrara and 
Sebastiano Fiorillo for 4-12 players, ages 

12+: A A rescue expeditions runs into 
trouble - „The Thing“ has escaped and wants 
to infect all humans or kill them all, humans 
in turn must identify „The Thing“. German 
edition at Truant Spiele.

Penta is a series of games by Richard 
Wicken; he uses Pentacubes or Pentominos 

as components for a series of construction 
games, for instance Penta Barrikade for 1 
or more players, ages 8+.

Phalanx Games Polska has changed its 
name to Phalanx and showed two novelties:
1944: Race to the Rhine by Jaro Andrusz-
kiewicz and Waldek Gumienny for 1-3 play-

ers, ages 14+: Conflict simulation about 
WWII, you take on the role of General Pat-
ton, Marshal Montgomery or General Bradly 
together with their differing strategies for 
crossing the Rhine.
The Magnates by Jaro Andruszkiewicz and 
Waldek Gumienny for 2-5 players, ages 10+: 

Simulation of the history of the Polish-Lith-
uanian Commonwealth from the 16th to the 
18th century. You are one of the magnates 
who want to expand the power position of 

Pendragon 
Studio

Penta Games
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their families.

Espresso fishing by Davide Rigolone for 
2-5 players, ages 8+: Espressos help against 

you falling asleep, as you want to catch as 
many fish as possible. The box with fishes 
simulates a pond and you hold two Espresso 
chips. You roll three blue and two red dice 
and and can re-roll each one individually, 
once. Then you may fish or steal. To fish you 
need worm, wave and hook - waves x hooks 
tell you the number of rolls of the white 
fishing die. To counter the falling-asleep 
symbol you can discard an espresso chip 
before rolling (!). For certain dice results you 
may steal fish or espressos. When the pond 
is empty you win with most fish.

Ludix by Niek Neuwahl for 2-6 players, ages 
10+: A dice game using Roman numbers; 

you use four dice, each one showing L-X-X-
V-I-I on its sides and want to be first player 
to reach a score of 300 points. In your turn 
you roll all dice once and combine them 
into a valid Roman number which is also 
your score. You can go on rolling as long as 
you can form a valid Roman number with 
your result. If you cannot do this you lose all 
previous scores from this round.

Miffy for 1 or more players from 6 months: 
Spotting and learning game for toddlers. 
When you switch Miffy on, Miffy begins 
to call and needs to be found. For babies 
from 6 months on you cover Miffy partly 
or completely and let the baby look for it 
or make Miffy reappear by pulling away 

the cover. For toddlers up to 30 months you 
hide Miffy in suitable items like shoes or so. 
For children up to four years you use the 
picture tiles of those items that are easily 
accessed in your house. 
Venezia 2099 by Leo Colovini for 2-5 

players, ages 8+: Shown at Nuremberg 
and published in late summer. As an art 
collector we salvage valuable treasures 
from a sinking Venice. You move one of 
your pawns over land or in a gondola; you 
can buy a treasure in relation to square 
color and your own marker. Then you play 
your lowest prophecy card and turn over 
the corresponding tile. Markers on it can 
be saved with a gondola card. After the 
last prophecy card you score treasures 
in relation to remaining tiles of this color, 
remaining paws, coins and tiles marked 
with X and win with the highest total.

Florenza by Stefano Groppi for 2-5 players, 
ages 14+: Sponsors and Works of Art 

in Florence!“ You use workers to collect 
resources for creating works of art and 
pay for material and artist fees. Second 

edition, multi-lingual coproduction with 
Heidelberger and Golden Egg Games.

Florenza: Captains of Fortune by Stefano 
Groppi for 2-5 players, ages 14+: Expansion 

with six cards and corresponding tiles for 
the bag - you can use the components 
to fight battles for fame and additional 
resources.

Florenza: The Card Game War & Religion 
for 2-4 players, ages 14+ by Stefano Groppi: 

This expansion introduces clerics for more 
actions; mercenaries enable you to raid Luc-
ca, Siena and Pisa for resources or money.

Crossroads Dead of Winter by Jonathan 
Gilmour for 2-5 players, ages 14+: 

Crossroads is a new series of games testing 
survival and cooperation abilities of teams 
of players, trying to survive and master 
crises coming from outside and inside. 
Dead of Winter sends us into a colony of 
survivors in the middle of Zombie hordes; 
each player leads a faction. In addition to a 
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general victory condition, each player must 
complete his own secret mission. German 
edition as Winter der Toten at Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag.

Mice and Mystics: Downwood Tales by 

Jeremy Hawthorne for 1-4 players, ages 7+: 
Expansion with a new story book - the old 
oak is dying and our heroes must find a new 
home in Downwood. There are branchings 
in the story and the times of days or night 
influence the progress of the game.

German partner for some Plaid Hat titles: 
Heidelberger Spieleverlag

A new exhibitor from Italy showed Mood X 
by Martino Chiacchiera and Benedetto De-

gli Innocenti for 4-8 players, ages 8+: In turn 
players are protagonists in a short story and 
players must give correct guesses on their 
mood.

Agents Secrets by Arnaud Ladagnous for 
6-12 players, ages 10+, uses the topic the 
Cold War between KGB and CIA over con-
trol of the world; you complete missions 
and make use of double agents.
Boom Bokken by Henri Kermarrec for 4-9 
players, ages 8+: Ninja apprentices fool 

about with bombs - the bombs are handed 
on and may never touch the floor. You play 
a card and give an order to the next player 
to play a higher or lower card. If he cannot 
comply the bomb explodes and the player 
is out of the game.
New York King by Arnaud Ladagnous for 
2-5 players, ages 13+, picks up the topic of 

Mafia in America, you want to gain control 
over New York.

Race to the North Pole by Jouni Jussila for 
2-4 players, ages 7+, works with a revolving 

game board, an app connects a smart de-
vice to the game, and you can adapt each 
game individually. 

Distribution partner: Arctic Union

Roborama by Dennis Kirps, Gérard Pierson 
and Patrick Zuidhof for 2-4 players, ages 

8+: Robots in the arena, directed by cards 
from 1 to 5 for distance. Used cards can 
be obtained again via chip card or action 
case. You try to combine cards and tracks 
in an optimum way for four robots and can 
block other robots. If you cannot move any 
of your robots, you lose instantly. You win if 
you are first to get your robots to the finish 
spots of the same color.

Ancient Terrible Things by Simon Mc-
Gregor for 2-4 players, ages 14+: An expedi-

tion has gone missing and the notes of one 
of the survivors have been destroyed. You 
are one of the members of the expedition 
and use dice, marker and cards to unlock 
secrets.

Bala Ra by Jack Hanauer for 2 players, ages 
10+, was published for the first time in 2010 
for 2-4 players; it is a placement game in 
which you are a god and extend your influ-
ence on the indigenous tribes by expand-
ing the terrain or by recruiting of followers. 
You win if you have secured the loyalty of 
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two opposing tribes.
Telltale by Jack Hanauer for 3-5 players, 
ages 8+: Story cards in six different catego-

ries - crime, fairytale, horror, soap opera, ad-
venture and history - are on offer; you bid 
for cards and create stories; then you score 
for card combinations and the best story. 
Already shown in 2013.
Trix by Jack Hanauer for 3-6 players, ages 
10+: A word guessing game; nine terms - 
three persons, actions and locations each 

- are laid out. You choose three and name 
one, or maximum two, words as clues. The 
others must guess the three words that 
you selected. You yourself score for one-
word clues and the number of players 
who guessed correctly, the others for cor-
rect guessing in order of guessing. Already 
shown in 2013.

Imperial Settlers by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 
1-4 players, ages 10+: Four super powers 
settle new regions - as one of them you 
collect victory points by expanding your 
realm and obstructing your opponents. 
Romans and Barbarians offer a more simple 

play than Egypt and Japan. You receive 
cards, take resources, workers, raze markers 
etc. in the production phase and use all 
those resources in the action phase to 
expand your area of influence and to accrue 
victory points. After five rounds you then 
score locations in the realm.

Mysterium / Tajemnicze Domostwo by 
Oleksandr Nevskiy and Oleg Sidorenko for 

2-7 players, ages 8+: Cooperative solving 
of puzzles - you must lay a ghost to rest by 
solving an old crime case. From 2013.

Neuroshima Hex! Mississippi by Michał 
Oracz for 2-4 players, ages 12+: In this ex-

pansion for Neuroshima Mississippi is high-
ly toxic, Warriors of the Mississippi can dilute 
the worst toxic substances and are immune 
against all of them.
Neuroshima Hex! Smart by Michał Oracz 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Expansion for Neu-
roshima; Smart is part of Moloch and has 
reached the Southern part of the continent, 
where it disregards Moloch directives in 
isolation and creates Demi-Machines which 
can regenerate and function as parasites.
Neuroshima Hex! Vegas by Michał Oracz 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: Expansion for 
Neuroshima. Vegas is one of the few sur-

viving centers of civilization with a higher 
standard of living. The strength of the city 

lies in wealth, programming and control by 
manipulation.
Robinson Crusoe Adventure on the 
Cursed Island Spyglass of Illusory Hope 
by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 
10+: Expansion for Robinson Crusoe - if you 
break the spyglass you receive five resolu-
tion markers.

Robinson Crusoe Adventure on the 
Cursed Island Tracing Doctor Livingstone 
by Ignacy Trzewiczek for 1-4 players, ages 
10+: Scenario for Robinson Crusoe, you 
must find and save Doctor Livingstone.

Theseus: The Dark Orbit Bots by Michał 
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Oracz for 2-4 players, ages 8+: In the cor-
ridors of the space station a new horrible 

enemy is appearing among the others - the 
Bots faction.

Drizzit by Andrea Chiarvesio for 1-5 play-
ers, ages 8+: Based on the web comic and a 

cooperative card game, in which you must 
defeat three Boss Monsters. Defeated en-
emies and deactivated traps form the path 
towards the Boss Monster. Planned for re-
lease on the Italian market only.

Shinobi Clans  by Jürgen Mayer for 3-5 
players, ages 13+: Strategic card game 

with a Ninja/Ronin/Daimyo theme and on 
completing secret missions. You draft cards 
which then are tactically stacked. Originates 
from 2013.

This company manufactures miniatures and 
provides CAD 3 D designs and 3D printing 
solutions, it also busies itself with tabletops 
based on the company’s own miniatures.
Mutant Chronicles Warzone Resurrection 
for 2 or more players: You embody one of 

the mega corporations in the game and 
use miniatures and cards for resources, 
equipment, global and local effects and 
much more.
The Hunt Begins is a mix of missions and 
story-driven board game in combination 

with a table top war-game. You can develop 
your own characters and goals or play one 
of the simple variants provided, for instance 
„reach the mission goal“.

Shinobi Wat-Aah by Théo Rivière for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Confrontations and 

battles in the threatened Moon Empire. The 
rift spews forth creatures and within the 

empire former loyal lords want to acquire 
power.
The Hare and the Tortoise by Gun-Hee 
Kim for 2-4 players, ages 7+: In this version 

of the fairy tale Hare, Tortoise, Wolf, Lamb 
and Fox race each other. Part of the series 
Tales & Games.
Zombie 15  by Guillaume Lémery and 
Nicolas Schlewitz for 2-4 players, ages 14+: 

A game on survival. Based on Scenarios, 
cooperation is necessary and time is limited. 
A soundtrack determines the speed of the 
game.
All titles are coproduction with Iello or are 
distributed by Iello.

27th Passenger by Christos Giannakoulas 
and Manolis Zachariadis for 3-6 players, 

ages 10+: You must identify assassins 
without harming innocents and be the last 
one to survive! In the Station phase you 
reveal an event and passengers and supply 
new ones. In the Travel phase you play a 
face-down action card and resolve them 
in the order of 1) Investigation, Tail-After, 
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Pursuit, 2) Assassination, 3) Scheming with 
Observation and Intimidation - 4) Deception 
with Low-profile or Disguise, you reveal your 
card only at the appropriate moment or to 
deflect an action directed at yourself.

Cubo by Julien Gupta and Johannes Berger 
for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You have 4 red and 

four blue dice and one white joker die. The 
starting player rolls 2 red and 2 blue dice 
from stock. All players roll all their dice and 
then re-roll dice or arrange them into a 
Cubo: 3x3 dice with the white joker in the 
middle. In horizontal and vertical rows you 
want to form as many straights and triplets 
as possible. If you are done you cover your 
dice and take a die from the middle for 
swapping during scoring. Straights score 
the value of the highest dice, triplets the 
value of one die; mono-colored results 
score double.

Escape Zombie City by Kristian Amundsen 

Østby for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The game 
mechanics from Escape, adapted to a 
Zombie topic. Within 15 minutes players 
must - as a team - catch the bus and leave 
the town to escape from the Zombie hordes 
in this real time adventure.

Greed by Donald X. Vaccarino for 2-5 
players, ages 10+: As a gangster boss you 
use cards to amass more money than your 
competitors, and to achieve this you use 
a mechanism of drafting cards and then - 
done simultaneously by all players - reveal 
a card and resolve it. This is repeated until 

after ten turns all evaluate their booty. 
Already announced in Nuremberg.
Neptun by Dirk Henn for 3-5 players, ages 
8+: As a Roman merchant one delivers 

commodities to towns and temples for 
favor from the temples. You acquire and 
complete contracts and evaluate, in a total 
of three rounds. You determine the order 
in which you meet contracts yourself, but 
must then do so in exactly this order.
Orcs Orcs Orcs by Frank Thyben for 2-4 
players, ages 13+: In a mixture of deck 

building and territory defending you fend 
off orcs from a tower during the annual Orc 
Squash Tournament. At the start of a round 
you draw a Fate card which determines 
advancing creatures and sometimes 
changes the rules of the round. If you defeat 
an orc you acquire his special abilities. When 
four of the six lanes are empty you score 
defeated orcs and acquired spells and lose 
points for poison cards in your deck.

Aquasphere by Stefan Feld for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: A test station in the Deep Seas. 
Teams with an engineer, a scientist, pro-

grammable bots and exploratory subma-
rines collect the maximum possible amount 
of data. With H@ll Games.
Massilia for 2-4 players, ages 12+ by Alain 
Epron: Already planned for 2012 with Krok 

Nik Douil, and now published by Quined: 
Massilia is a game of dice in which you 
use dice in four colors for four actions. You 
choose one action per turn in order to 
amass wealth in the strategically important 
harbor in the Mediterranean. Includes two 
expansions, Bacchus and Der Dieb.

The Golden Ages by Luigi Ferrini for 2-4 

players, ages 12+: You guide a civilization 
through the centuries, develop technology, 
create works of art and construct buildings 
and wonders of the world. If you start a 
Golden Age within one of the four epochs, 
you choose one „History judges“ card 
that determines how the round is scored. 
Other editions from Ergo Ludo Editions, 
distributed by Ghenos, announced. 

Keyflower The Merchants by Richard 
Breese and Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-6 
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players, ages 12+: You expand buildings 
for a second time, set up log cabins, sign 
contracts for points or swap contracts for 
resources depicted on those contracts and 
use new combinations of commodities on 
new ships. There are also three new tiles for 
winter. Coproduction with Huch! & friends.
Distribution partner: Hutter Trade

Keyflower Beekeeper and Keyflower 

Trader: Two expansions featuring one tile 
for each expansion.

Hearts of AttrAction by Jeff Glickman for 
2-4 players, ages 14+: In analogy to AttrAc-
tion, magnets are heart-shaped and there-

fore one needs to use a somewhat different 
technique for shooting.
Spellcaster by Aaron Weissblum and Nor-

man Woods for 2-4 players, ages 14+: 
Card game with a topic of duels among ma-
gicians; you win by overcoming your oppo-
nent with magical sapphires or by deplet-
ing the opponent’s energy.
Spike by Stephen Glenn for 2-4 players, 

ages 14+: Railway game on connections, 
transport and delivery of commodities and 
the expansion and upgrade of tracks and 
trains.

Promised Land by Gary Dicken, Steve 
Kendall and Phil Kendall: for 2-6 players, 
ages 12+: The history of the Hebrews. A 
card is called for, the owner is active and 
resolves phases: Take units - Conquer, build, 
stack units, move Ark of the Covenant = set 
up kingdom -with actions: Place patriarch, 
progress on king track and kingdom track, 
coins - Income - Buy artifact. After the last 
turn the Hebrew player scores remaining 
patriarchs and all players score acquired 

king tiles, coins, weaker cards and artifacts.

Steam Donkey by Gary Dicken, Steve 

Kendall and Phil Kendall for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: Holiday resorts at the beach try 
hard for the Queen’s visit. A resort poster 
tells you what needs to be built. Double-
sided cards are either attraction or visitors 
who carry color-coded suitcases for their 
destination - park, city or beach. After their 
arrival you can take them in hand and they 
turn into attractions - hotels, monuments, 
vehicles or amusements -that you can build 
in those areas with cards of the same type. 

For Abluxxen  by Wolfgang Kramer and 
Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 10+, 
there are AbluXXen Sonderkarten: Cards 
in the set change owners when laid out and 

earn their owner extra points at the end of 
the game.
Lauf rauf! by Rüdiger Koltze for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: A race up on a mountain, but other 

players and the Mountain Ghost provide 
obstacles for ascension. If you get too near 
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to the ghost you are visited with a ban and 
must slow down.
Mauseschlau & Bärenstark Weltreise by 
Ingeborg Ahrenkiel and Cornelia Keller for 

2-4 players, ages 6+: Mouse and bear look 
for lost treasures. You start at the compass 
rose and receive treasure cards. You roll and 
move and go to the next free spot, if the 
target spot is occupied. You take suitable 
treasure chests and receive cards for correct 
actions and answers. Whoever returns back 
to the starting position with all treasures, 
wins the game.
Orongo by Reiner Knizia for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: At the cult location Orongo at at 

other locations on the coast you construct 
moais. These moais need resources and free 
building lots for setting up, for which you 
bid with shells. If you have certain resources 
and occupy a palm lot at the coast you build 
a moai and mark the resources with shells 
for having been used. Whoever builds all his 
own moais and the main moai first, wins.

Quizduell for 2-6 players, ages 12+: in six 
rounds you play the steps of choosing 

category, quiz and scoring. All guess the 
answer with tip markers on their quiz board, 
secretly if possible. Then you reveal your 

guess and the solution is checked. If you are 
correct you advance one step on the box 
edge. After three questions of a category a 
new category is chosen. After six category 
rounds you win with most points. 

Sau-Bande, for 2-4 players, ages 5+: A very 
fast game of reactions, mud lumps are slung 

to and fro, and when Mother Sow surfaces 
from the bathing tub, a piglet is landed with 
a „go and wash“ chip, and of course each 
piglet wants to remain dirty for the longest 
time.
Published in the smartPLAY series: 
Das magische Museum by Inka and 
Markus Brand 1-4 players, ages 8+: A 

smartphone using a free app acts as a game 
master. You place the device into the carrier 
and begin to play. Dog Fluffy has escaped 
and caused chaos in the Magical Museum. 
Players must relocate the treasures and 
catch Fluffy before the museum opens in 
the morning or before the noise-sensitive 
dinosaur catches them.
King Arthur by Reiner Knizia for 1-4 players, 
ages 8+: In the new edition the game has 

been updated and was given new game 
mechanics and more copious sound tracks.

YES or kNOw by Inka and Markus Brand 
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Family quiz that 

pays attention, offers ten different variants 
of quizzes and adapts to the wishes of the 
players.
The range of tiptoi games is expanded 
with five games:
tiptoi Der hungrige Zahlen-Roboter by 
Kai Haferkamp for 1-4 players, ages 4-7: 

Robby the robot is crazy for numbers and 
shapes and has declared them to be his 
favorite food. He poses task and swallows 
the shape and number chip in case of a 
correct solution.
tiptoi Die Internationale Sprachen-Rallye 

by Kai Haferkamp for 1-4 players, ages 
6-10: Players encounter seven different 
languages in the game. Mastered tasks earn 
you a letter chip for the secret solution code. 
You choose three languages for yourself or 
let the tiptoi pen decide.
tiptoi Quer durch Europa by Ursula and 
Wolfgang Kramer for 1-4 players, ages 7+: 
In three variants of the game the topic is 
knowledge on Europe. The tiptoi pen guides 
you through the game and poses tasks. In 
„Verfolgungsjagd quer durch Europa“ you 
chase after a criminal. In „Europa-Quiz“ there 
are questions and spotting tasks without 
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chasing a criminal and in „Top 10“ you must 
sort locations and other geographical facts 
by their characteristics. 
Tiptoi Spielfiguren Dinosaurier for 1 

player, ages 4-7: As in the other sets, the 
dinosaur figures yield - when touched 
with the pen - information, tasks, stories or 
sounds, depending on the chosen mode.
tiptoi Tierset Reiterhof for 1 player from 
ages 4-7: Interactive horse figures from 

the tiptoi animal program were combined 
into an event set, the Dude Ranch of the 
Grünewald family. Animals must be taken 
care of, you must clear out the stable, store 
away saddles and helmets and can enter 
the great jumping tournament as a partici-
pant.

Slavika: Equinox by Marcin Wełnicki for 2-5 
players, ages 10+: Expansion for Slavika, can 
also be used as a stand-alone game. You 
lead the new faction of Christians or one of 
the powerful families on Slavika and com-
mand six heroes who travel, collect trea-
sures and fight monsters, all for honor and 
fame for the family.

An unusually copious program of new 
releases, sorted into five categories: Fun 
Games, Children Games, Family Games, Ad-
venture Games and Strategy Games.
Circus Express by Diego Cerreti for 2-5 
players, ages 7+, Linea Famiglia: The circus 

trek has gotten muddled, you play tiles from 
your hand in order to achieve identical pat-
terns in your hand and on the table.

Dogsitter by Marco Valtriani for 2-5 players, 
ages 6+, Linea Famiglia: Dexterity game, 

you really throw toys for the „Bark“ tiles, so 
that the barking doggy gets the items it 
wants to have.

Ghiotto di Ghiande by Marco Valtriani for 
2-6 players, ages 5+, Linea Junior: You are 
a squirrel and collect nuts for winter. Every 
time you must choose between nuts and 
leaves, but the lazy squirrel called Ghiotto 
steals nuts, if you have the majority of leaves 
at the end of a round.
Godz by Marco Valtriani and Diego Cerreti 
for 3-5 players, ages 10+, Linea Strategia: A 

new world is emerging and the gods from 
the Super Fantasy universe fight for domi-
nance in this new world. The game is gov-
erned by actions - the mightier the action 
the less points are scored for the prayers 
delivered by followers.
Magikaboom by Marco Valtriani for 2-6 
players, ages 7+, Linea Fun: Dice game with 

a magical topic; Dice are ingredients - you 
use them, activate their effects and roll for 
points, but potions might explode!

Merry Yard / Aia Gaia by Marco Valtriani for 
3-8 players, ages 6+, Linea Fun: Card game 

featuring farm animals; you play a card, do 
the noise of the animal and use its special 
ability.
Mostrilli by Diego Cerreti for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 5+, Linea Junior: Team leaders in 
Monsterland choose their teams to harass 
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dungeons and castles; when four tiles are 
in a row you turn one over. When all tiles 
are placed you choose row and column for 
scoring, but heroes can infiltrate the display.

Pizzeria Italia by Ilenia Nacci for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 6+, Linea Famiglia: You compete 

for longest Meta pizza, first you draft ingre-
dients and you must make the pizza - in real 
time - without mixing up ingredients.

Polpastrelli by Erik Burigo for 3-6 players, 
ages 4+, Linea Junior: Otto the Octopus 

wants to nibble. Using finger movement 
imitating octopus tentacles you try to catch 
fish - one for each finger- before the clumsy 
diver chases them away.
Super Fantasy  Night of the Badly Dead 
by Marco Valtriani for 1-6 players, ages 8+: 

Dungeon adventure, sequel to Super Fan-
tasy: Ugly Snouts Assaults from 2013. There 
are six new heroes, new missions, and quite 
a lot of items and oodles of Evil Dead.

Super Fantasy  Ugly Snouts Assault by 
Marco Valtriani for 1-6 players, ages 8+: A 

dungeon adventure featuring a dice based 
system; a pool of six dice is used according 
to the wished-for action; the sum of results 
determines the efficiency of the action. Ger-
man edition at Nordlandsippe.

Tutti al Mare by Danilo Lollio and Giulio 
Raiola for 2-6 players, ages 6+, Linea Fami-

glia: Card game, you fish the utensil neces-
sary for a lazy afternoon on the beach out 
of a chaotic stack and can then trade items 
with your neighbors and swap items in or-
der to have the bathing bag complete first.
Vudu’ by Marco Valtriani and Francis Giovo 
for 3-6 players, ages 8+, Linea Fun: Every 

player is a magician and makes life miser-
able for other magicians. Already shown at 
Nuremberg, German edition available from 
Nordlandsippe.

Distribution and editions in German: Nord-
landsippe

City of Iron: Experts and Engines by Ryan 
Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Scientists 

and engineers are perfecting the creation 
of mechanical men - four different factions 
compete for the advantages of this technol-
ogy.
Eight Minute Empire Legends by Ryan 
Laukat for 2-4 players, ages 13+: Stand-

alone sequel to Eight Minute Empire, using 
card abilities instead of commodities that 
bring you unique advantages and change 
the rules, supplemented by a modular 
board.

The Ancient World by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 

players, ages 12+: English edition of Die 
vergessene Welt, see Schwerkraft Verlag.
Distribution partner: Schwerkraft Verlag

The Lord of the Ice Garden by Krzysztof 
Wolicki for 2-4 players, ages 14+: The world 
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of Midgaard is stuck in a medieval Viking 
period, power created by magic gives the 
scientists a craving for power and they want 
to dominate the world; but then an agent 
appears and wants to find the scientists and 
take them back.
Warships by Dominik Kasprzycki for 2 play-
ers, ages 8+: Simulation of battles at sea, 

you deploy ships for individual skirmishes 
and must conquer the opposing harbor in 
order to win.

Already announced at Nuremberg and now 
available: 7 Wonders Babel by Antoine 
Bauza for 2-8 players, ages 10+: Laws laid 

out in the respective eras continually 
change the rules; those changes are valid 
until a new law is played or until the current 
level of the four-part tower is covered.
Ca$h´n Gun$ by Ludovic Maublanc for 4-8 
players, ages 10+: The satirical party game 
is back! Gangsters from a cartoon fight with 
foam pistols about the distribution of the 
booty on display. You choose a cartridge 
card and aim at any player, you can chicken 
out and thus get no booty. But whoever is 

hit among those that are still standing does 
not get part of the booty either, but all oth-
ers then receive a share in the loot.

Ghost Stories Band of Brothers by 
Antoine Bauza for 1-4 players, ages 12+: 
Expansion featuring five cards - four ghosts 

and one aspect of Wu Feng.

Mascarade Erweiterung for 2-13 players, 
ages 10+  by Bruno Faidutti: 13 new 

characters for use in Mascarade, among 
them the Courtesan or the Nekromant; this 
expansion needs the core game to play.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Clover by Kees Meis and Dennis Merkx for 
3-6 players, ages 7+: You lay down cards 
in the form of a clover, the cards that are 
played have instant and long-term effects; if 
you are lucky you find the clover with magi-
cal effects.

Bug Race by Alexey Konnov and Anatoliy 
Shkylyarov for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Bugs are 

racing towards the apple, are not allowed to 
stumble and must not muddle up their legs. 
In niches between cases there is room for 
their legs. To move a bug you must place the 
legs correctly, a bug may not be separated 
from its legs, the must be orthogonally or 
diagonally adjacent. First you move the 
legs, into free niches, then the body.

Evolution Random Mutations by Dmitry 
Knorre and Sergey Machin for 2-4 players, 

ages 12+: You breed your own species and 
must cope with varying amounts of food. 
Stand-alone variant of Evolution.

Next Generation Basic Set Detektiv Tom 
by Ulrich Blum for 1-4 players, ages 8+: 
Mode railways offering interactive gaming 
fun as a board game. Action points are inte-
grated into the track, influencing the flow of 
the game. You solve tasks, posed in a virtual 
world, in the real world, with the train for a 
playing partner. Trains are controlled by tab-
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let or smartphone.
Next Generation Fun Park by Ulrich Blum 
for 2-4 players, ages 6+: The second basis 
set, again with a basic equipment including 
an interactive engine and two cars, expan-
sion sets are available.

Troll Hunt by Veli-Matti Saarinen for 2-3 
players, ages 8+: Trolls can be turned into 

stone with light. You use mirrors and prisms 
in order to guide light rays from your own 
lantern into the eyes of trolls. In your turn 
you can either place a mirror or move a 
mirror or activate lanterns and then turn 
trolls into stone and must then place trolls.

Kyoto Protocol by Petri Savola for 3-7 
players, ages 8+: Also announced for Essen, 

but still in a development stage, a game 
on energy production and environmental 
pollution. As an energy producer you try to 
comply with a given quota of production 
and and the same you strive to avoid 
the over-use of resources and penalty 
payments.

Robot Factory by Jani and Teri Moliis for 2-4 
players, ages 10+, is also still in a demo stage. 

You construct robots in a fully automated 
factory, and that is rather boring, so you bet 
with other foreman on who will be fastest to 
construct the best robot.

As usual the booth presented a cornucopia 
of solitaire puzzles, very attractively done in 
wood, so I limit myself to the only new re-
lease targeting more than one player:
Slow Fox by Hartmut Kommerell for 2 play-
ers, ages 8+: You try to force your opponent 

to have to jump off the board. Pieces that 
you jump over change color and thus their 
owner. You must jump if possible or take 
on single step and change the color of the 
piece you moved.

Games combined from board game + 

Smart device: Leaders for 2-6 players, ages 
12+: You try, using mechanisms based on 
Risk, to try to grab world supremacy. You 
explore new technology and use diploma-
cy and spies. The smart device integrated 
into the game enables you to use complex 
mechanisms for economy, research and in-
teraction like espionage or sabotage.

Adventure Tours by Seiji Kanai for 3-6 
players, ages 10+: Cards from your hand are 

placed into your board either as participant 
in an expedition or as equipment; for 
equipment you draw a card. The demands 
of an expedition attendee must be on 
display and you can use his effect once 
instantly. The standard version uses 
identical expeditions for all players, the 
expert version uses different ones, with 
special effects for use once in a turn.

Crowns by Benjamin Schwer for 1-6 players, 
ages 8+: You roll a dice and cover squares 
on your board with chips for points. In a 

turn you roll all 6 dice once and then place 
chips. A number is marked according to 
its frequency in the roll. You choose which 
results you want to mark and you can 
change dice results to a lower value if you 
have already one die with the desired result.

Die Pferde sind los by Inka and Markus 
Brand for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Dice game 
featuring Princess Emmy and her horses; 
Emmy must find her horses and the dice 
give clues where she could search.
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Disney Cars Speedy Race for 2-4 players, 
ages 4+: Race game on the topic of Disney 
Cars, the track is studded with obstacles 

that must be overcome.

Dog Cards by Wolfgang Kramer and 
Michael Kiesling for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 

The aim of the game are rows of 1-14. 13 
cards in the display are at the disposal of all 
players, but no card can sit in the position 
equal to its value. You have cards in hand 
and begin or extend a row in ascending 
order, buy a card from the middle or place a 
special card with using the effect, and so on.

Domino Sorgenfresser for 2-6 players, 
ages 6+: The cute Worry Easters with their 
widely open mouths no also appear on the 
tiles of a standard domino game; as usual, 

you win, if you are first to place all your tiles.

Memo Sorgenfresser for 2-5 players, ages 
5+: In analogy to the domino there is also a 

memo game featuring portraits of the little 
Worry Eaters.

Mensch ärgere dich nicht Noch mehr 
ärgern Blau by Frank Stark for 2-6 players, 

ages 8+: Card expansion providing action 
cards for the classic dice game. The rules 
of the basic game apply, card effect can 
overrule those basic rules. In your turn you 
can roll the die or play a card. Movement 
points must always be used completely and 
the action of a card must be completely 
implemented. More than one pawn is 
allowed on a spot and when pawns are 
ousted from there you must oust all of 
them. Box Blue can be combined with Box 
Red.
Mensch ärgere dich nicht Noch mehr 
ärgern Rot by Frank Stark for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: Expansion featuring action cards, 

in analogy to Expansion Blue, can be 
combined with Box Blue. 
Playmobil Ritterburg by Martin Gil-Wün-
schman for 2-4 players, ages 4+: The knight 
is on a quest for the jewel treasure. If you re-

member quite well where the Falcon Knight 
is hiding you are rewarded with a part of his 
treasure.
Schiebe-Memo by Reinhard Mensen for 

2-4 players, ages 4+: A dice determines how 
many tiles you may shift in order to find the 
image you are looking for. Available with 
images taken from Benjamin Blümchen or 
“Sendung mit dem Elefanten”.
Trakkx by Thade Precht for 2-4 players, 

ages 8+: You draw 15 tiles from a stock of 
112 number tiles in four colors and 4 action 
tiles, 6 tiles are on display, In your turn you 
must take a tile from the display and replace 
it from stock or draw a tile for yourself from 
stock or play an action tile (hand on tiles or 
draw tiles) or add one or more tiles to the 
display in the middle to form sequences of 
3-4 identical numbers in different colors or 
rows from 3-14 tiles of the same color.

Again this year the publisher presents Ger-
man language editions of games, some-
times together with the original edition, 
specializing in complex simulation games. 

Schwerkraft- 
Verlag
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For Acht-Minuten Imperium there is, by 
Ryan Laukat and for 2-5 players, ages 12+, 

the new Acht-Minuten Imperium: Europa 
Spielplan featuring the four „continents“ of 
Europe, Great Britain/Ireland, Iceland and 
Norway/Sweden.
Among the Stars  by Vangelis Bagiartakis 
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: You embody an 

alien species and want to use module cards 
to construct a space station for the Galactic 
Alliance. German edition.
Conflict of Heroes: Der Bär erwacht! by 
Uwe Eickert for 2-4 players, ages 14+: The 

first part of the Conflict of Heroes series 
now available in German, a simulation of 
Unternehmen Barbarossa and of the Winter 
of 1941.
Die Vergessene Welt by Ryan Laukat for 2-4 

players, ages 12+, is a development game 
about city states which want to develop 
further and engage in conflict with the 
titans terrorizing the country. To succeed 
they need the favor of the five tribes, take 
damage to their infrastructure in skirmishes 
with titans and must provide food for their 
own citizens.
For the also shown Helden der 
Normandie  from 2013 there is the 

expansion Helden der Normandie: D-Day 
by Yann et Clem for 2 players, ages 10+, a 
pack of scenarios, and also lots of terrain 
and units expansions.
Kanban: Automotive Revolution  by Vi-
tal Lacerda for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You 

are a worker in an automobile factory and 
want to impress the manageress by good 
management, improved designs, advanced 
training and modernizing. The manageress 
in turn evaluates achievements and insti-
gates high production speed.
Katakomben for 2-5 players, ages 12+ by 
Aron West, Ryan Amos and Marc Kelsey: 

Heroes versus the Overseer, using a disc-
snipping mechanism. Contact with an 
opponent causes damage, special effects 
can influence the result. German edition 
of Catacombs, Elzra Corp. 2010 with Sands 

of Time Games. Listed as a novelty and an-
nounced at the Elzra website.
Winzige Weltreiche = Tiny Epic Kingdoms 
by Scott Almes for 2-5 players, ages 13+: A 
development game nearly without chance 

elements as a 4X game using Explore, Ex-
pand, Exploit, Exterminate, and featuring 
13 different peoples and 16 different terrain 
types.
Shown again were the titles already pre-
sented in 2013:
1775 - Der amerikanische Unabhängig-
keitskrieg by Beau Beckett and Jeph Stahl 
for 2-4 players, ages 14+. 

1812 - Der zweite amerikanische Unab-
hängigkeitskrieg by Beau Beckett and 
Jeph Stahl for 2-5 players, ages 14+. 

2019: The Arctic by Andrzej Kurek for 2-4 
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players, ages 14+. 

Distribution partner for 
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Dreaming Spires by Jeremy Hogan for 3-5 
players, ages 10+: You are the head of a col-

lege in Oxford and lead it from the Middle 
Ages into modern times. You lay out tiles, 
complete icons on tiles representing the 
advantages of the college which you use to 
attract famous people who in turn enhance 
the reputation of the college. Historic events 
make the college compete with each other.

Ryce: Empire of Sand by Shav Braun for 
3-6 players, ages 12+: In the 23rd century re-

sources are nearing their depletion on Earth 
and a new energy source, Ryce, is found on 
Mars. Players represent spacefaring nations 
and send harvest vehicles, trade, develop 
technology and acquire influence on the 
three factions on Mars.

The new company from the Ukraine pre-
sented four games, all by Tigran Hachatrian:

Karma Police for 3-6 players, ages 10+: 
Language game for large groups; players 
tell stories about their plans and try to find 

collaborators for their good and evil actions.

Perfect Zombie for 3-5 players, ages 10+: 
Once per decade the most gifted and cra-
ziest scientists meet and try to create the 

most perfect, most fashionable or ugliest 
Zombie.

Railroad Fever for 3-5 players, ages 12+: 
You build a railway network and meet your 
contract, regardless of the means you need 

to use, be is as business man by day and 
as a gangster by night, in order to prevail 
against your competitors who work with 
the same methods.

Terra Inc. for 3-5 players, ages 12+: Terrafor-
ming companies compete for monopolies, 
but mercenaries gain their independence 

and the war for the scarce colonies begins.

Greenland by Phil Eklund for 1-3 players, 
ages 14+: In Greenland, from the 11th to the 

15th century, players represent three tribes 
which secure food, resources and technolo-
gy for themselves, fight weather and lack of 
resources and waver between monotheism 
and polytheism. Scoring is based on their 
ideology - successful hunting for polythe-
ism or gathering for monotheism.

Sushi Dice by Henri Kermarrec for 2-6 
players, ages 6+: The guild of Sushi cooks 

only accepts the fastest and most precise 
cooks! You choose an opponent and both 
roll their six dice simultaneously. If you 
have all symbols of a plate in your result 
you hit the bell and gets the card for the 
plate. A Bäh die in a roll forces you to reroll; 
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spectators become a new active player 
when they notice simultaneous bähs in the 
results of both players.

Smog the Thirteenth Hour by Cedric 
Lemitre and Christophe Madura: Tactical 

skirmish game featuring characters from 
Victorian London using miniatures from the 
series “Smog, A Victorian Fantasy”.

Office 21 by Jacky Huang for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: Profit, to be more exact, a profit 

of 21 million is the aim of the game and 
to achieve this all means are justified, from 
industry espionage to seducing the boss, 
from tax accountancy to firing employees. 
Already available from Swan Panasia in 
2013.
Sirenen in Sicht by Martin Schlegel for 2 

players, ages 8+ is a card game on majori-
ties in boat parts, because you are meant to 

win seafarers over to your own side.
Distribution partner for: Swan Panasia

Karate Fight by John Cadice and Deke Stel-
la for 2-4 players, ages 14+, follows Tentacle 

Bento and again uses the topic of a skirmish 
between students, simulated with cards.

Relic Knights Darkspace Calamity by 
John Cadice and Kevin Clark for 2-4 players, 

ages 13+, is a tabletop miniatures game on 
the topic of war among the stars deciding 
the fate of the galaxy. You use cards to man-
age Esper, the energy the holds the universe 
together, for actions of miniatures. 
As a supplement there is a battle box, Relic 
Knights  Noh Empire, one of many battle 
boxes available for the game, as an example 
for all of them, featuring one faction each, 

ready to play.
Super Dungeon Explore by Chris Birken-
hagen, John Cadice and Deke Stella for 
1-5 players, ages 10+: Dungeon crawl with 
fantastic miniatures. There is a consider-
able number of expansions for this game, 

in 2013 alone nine were published. In 2014 
there is, for instance, Super Dungeon Ex-
plore: King Starfire and for 2015 Super 
Dungeon Explore: Forgotten King is an-
nounced.

Castle Crush! by Tsai Huei-Chiang for 1-4 
players, ages 8+: You build castles and then 

attack opposing castles. Three rounds each 
feature the phases of building including 
placement of King and General, Attack with 
the Hammer, and cleanup.

Black Fleet by Sebastian Bleasdale for 2-4 
players, ages 14+: You command a fleet 

in the Caribbean and hunt for doubloons 
and want to be first to be able to pay 10 
doubloons to turn over the victory card as 
the last development card and thus win the 
game. With your trade ship you transport 
goods into harbors and load them with 
new goods; with the pirate ship you loot 
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goods from other players and bury them on 
the beach as treasure. The warship is used 
to sink opposing pirates. Looted doubloons 
can be used to pay for the current next 
development card and turn it over.

Distribution partner: Asmodee 

Circus by Henk Jan Gerrits and Jopp de 
Genf for 3-5 players, ages 8+: You want to 

become the Circus director and can take 
cards, steal cards or lay out artists for a 
performance. The more artists participate in 
a performance the more valuable it is and 
earns you more applause.
Vampire Run! by Henk Jan Gerrits and 
Joop de Genf for 3-6 players, ages 8+: The 

inhabitants of the village are fed up with the 
vampires and revolt. Vampires flee into the 
caves, but unfortunately that is where the 
villagers have hidden their virgins. IF you 
now, as a vampire, meet a virgin, what will 
you do?

Auge um Auge by Henning Poehl for 4-6 
players, ages 12+: You aim to be the first to 
cause eight black eyes with your fist-happy 
gang. Each member of your gang has a 
number, a name and a special ability for 
effects on dice results. You are the attacker 
in turn and can either fight or lick your 
wounds with a healing roll. If you fight, 
fighters can ask for support, agreements 

need not be honored.

Unikum Landschaften & Tiere by 
inzenhopeter and Markus Hagenauer for 

3-7 players, ages 10+: Double-sided cards 
show landscapes on one side and animals 
on the other side, each image has a unique 
feature. Players are tasked with recognizing 
those special features and to argue for 
their acceptance into the list of Unikums. 
Also available as Formen & Zahlen and 
Cthulhu-Motive.

5 Quadrat by Jörg by Rüden for 2-5 players, 
ages 7+: Five Start and five Finish tiles are 

on display openly, neutral tiles are placed 
in-between and face-down. You move your 
markers from start to finish by turning up 
an empty tile, using its value to move one of 
your own markers or introducing a marker 
and then you turn over the tile again.

S-Evolution 2.0 by Jean-Michel Maman for 
2-4 players, ages 10+: A card game, featur-

ing the elements of trick, color and trump, 
is combined with mechanism of resources 
management in order to develop a civiliza-
tion. You collect sets of discoveries and use a 
personal deck of 24 cards. Revised new edi-
tion, first edition published in 2013.

At the booth of Clicker Spiele one could 
also find Um Himmels willen by René 
Holzer for 3-6 players, ages 8+: This is a crazy 

card game with simple rules - play a card, 
resolve its effect and score for the card. You 
must answer trivial questions, form card 
combinations or execute a dexterity action.
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Carcassonne: Halb so wild by Klaus-Jür-
gen Wrede for 2-6 players, ages 10+: This ex-
pansion features standard Carcassonne tiles 
that were halved into triangles and can be 
combined with the expansion of the same 
name that was published by Hans im Glück.

Hellweg westfalicus by Michael Schacht 
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: The Hellweg 
in Westfalia is a trade route that is more 

than 5000 years old. On this road you buy 
goods cheaply and want to sell them for 
the highest possible price. Goods cards 
yield special effects. At the end you score 
for goods cards and money. Includes 
the expansion modules „Lagerhaus and 
Privilegien“ and „Personenverkehr“ for 
experienced players.

On occasion of 20 Years of “Darmstadt” 
spielt a collection of mini expansions was 
published as Darmstadt spielt, featuring 
expansions for Carcassonne, Die Siedler by 

Catan, Hugo Das Schlossgespenst, Village 
Port and Zooloretto.

For Whacky Wit by Norman Sommer for 2-3 
players, ages 7+, using a Pac man mecha-
nism - four monsters against Whacky Wit - 

there was this year new
Whacky Mini, a somewhat smaller edition 
of the game that in 2013 was the biggest, 

heaviest and most expensive game of the 
fair; this edition has only 3,6 kg and is very 
much cheaper than the original Whacky 
Wit.
Whacky Roll Ultimante by Norman Som-

mer for 2-5 players, ages 7+: This is the 
cheapest version of Whacky Wit in a roll, al-
ready published in 2013 under the name of 
Whacky Roll.

Gefährliche Geschichte by Alfred Meurer 

for 2-6 players, ages 6+: A contract job for 
the Museum Diez on the history of the city 
of Diez; players have ended up in the Middle 
Ages and must return to the presence as fast 
as possible and cope with historical events 
on the way back.
Pluff by Till Meyer, Nicole Stiehl and Bernd 
Weskamp for 2-4 players, ages 6+: Card 
game, as an explorer in the Arctic you try 
to reach your ship and must cross floating 
floes. You use dice and action cards to get 

your own explorers to the ship and to push 
opposing ones into the water. Prototype, an-
nounced for 2015,
Weg damit! by Till Meyer for 2-8 players is 
announced for the end of 2014, contracted 
game on garbage separation for the city of 
Frankfurt, will be published as „Sauberes 
Frankfurt - Wer trennt, gewinnt!“ erscheinen.
Exclusively on Spieleschmiede there is a 
crowdfunding series named „Die Kleinen 
Feinen“, which are card games comprising a 
maximum of 10 cards. There are 
Die Krieger vom Jein for 3-4 players - a de-

duction game, you must find your comrade 
who disappeared, and

Zep for 2-4 players - a tactical skirmish game 
on shooting down dirigibles.

Arkwright by Stefan Risthaus for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 12+ is announced: You run up to 
four factories in England in the late 18th 
century and want to own the most valuable 
block of your own shares. You hire workers 
and try to replace them by machines later 
in the game.
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La Granja by Michael Keller and Andreas 
Odenthal for 1-4 players, ages 12+ was al-

ready published in mid-2014: A small farm 
should be developed into the large country 
estate of La Granja and provide for the vil-
lage.

Omega Centauri by Nigel Buckle for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: The Galactic Empire is 

struggling against a rebellion of the people 
it subordinated and who now gather at the  
Galactic Rim - in a mix of long-term plan-
ning and short-term tactics you build ships 
and build up planetary defenses, move 
fleets and acquire resources or technolo-
gies.

Keep running! by Michael Fox for 3-8 play-
ers, ages 8+: A bear is chasing walkers in the 
forest and you try to be the one furthest 
ahead so that the bear will eat the other 
ones. You play one card per turn and roll 

for your speed, modified by the card you 
played. If you are out of cards, you are eaten 
for sure.
Of Mice and Lemmings by Scott Almes for 
5-8 players, ages 13+: Mice want to cross the 

river to reach the cheese factory. Lemmings 
want to destroy the bridges and throw 
themselves into the water. In each round 
one player must reveal his identity - mouse 
or lemming.

A new player on the market for board games 
achieving a fulminant entry into the com-
munity with three new games, announced 
in Nuremberg to the professionals, pub-
lished in summer and reaping a nomination 
for Children Game of the Year for
Flizz & Miez by Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke 
and Dale Yu for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Race 

driver and Cat are always playing additional 
players embody race directors, roles are 
swapped in turn. The active race driver 
puzzles cards together. For each complete 
car his car moves one step on the track. The 
cat player rolls a die and for each cat symbol 
the cat advances one step. When the cat 

reaches the car or the car reaches the stop 
sign, the round ends and the car retreats for 
each wrong color in the row of car puzzles.

Gib Gas! by Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke 
and Dale Yu for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Card 

game on the topic of car racing; in turn you 
play a speed cards that fits the current lap 
of the race as accurately as possible- cards 
of the same value collide and cancel each 
other, special cards influence the course of 
the race.

Start Frei by Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke 
and Dale Yu for 2-4 players, ages 10+ is the 

big family game of the three, with opulent 
components, a card-driven race. Cards 
govern sequence and race directions, dice 
govern the speed. Then there is also the 
opportunity for the one in last place to add 
a piece of the track and to place chicanes.

Blocks by Steffen Mühlhäuser and Fred 
Horn for 2 players, ages 8+: In two versions 
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of the game each player uses twenty blocks 
and either adds a block in turn to a joint wall 
in order to arrange a row of five squares in 
his color (the long side of a block equals 
two squares) or you build a tower and try to 
form the largest possible areas of your own 
color.
Copa Bohnenpower by Steffen Mühl-
häuser for 2-5 players, ages 7+: Expansion 
for Copa featuring 6 red beans which can 

be used in each of the versions of the core 
game.

The Russian company was exhibiting again 
this year, again there were prototypes on 
show, but also allez hop for 1-3 players, 
ages 4+, a sequel game to the first game 

from the publisher, Cat & Mice. You want to 
get rid of all your mice by stacking them on 
a see-saw. Depending on the variant you 
might be able to use cheese discs.
Ra Treasure Guardian for 2-4 players is a 
game on the treasures of Ra. All play a card, 
one comes from the Guardian stack; then 
cards are compared and all pieces moved 
accordingly. You can collect treasures from 

cases; if you leave the pyramid, the game is 
over for you. At the end all count their trea-
sures.

As every year also this year an enormous 
number of expansions for Munchkin is pub-
lished, I omitted listing them his year. Oth-
erwise there is
Hipster Dice by Samuel Mitschke for 2 or 
more players, ages 10+: A dice game of 

which you did not hear anything before, 
using obscure rules, at least according to a 
promise on the box front.
Knightmare Chess by Pierre Cléquin and 
Bruno Faidutti for 2 players, ages 10+, is 

published in its third edition and features all 
cards from Knightmare Chess and Knight-
mare Chess 2.
Mars Attacks: The Dice Game by Samuel 
Mitschke and Philipp Reed for 3-6 players, 

ages 10+: Which town can be conquered 
first by players embodying Martians? Card 
stacks are on display, a player decides which 
stack he wants to attack, and rolls dice. Re-
sults can be improved in later rounds in or-

der to defeat a city. Some cities have special 
effects.
Revolution! Anarchy by Philip duBarry for 
3-6 players, ages 10+: Expansion for Anar-

chy for up to six players and featuring a new 
board. The Overseer can now incarcerate 
enemies, you can blackmail the Heretic or 
take over all of the institution, and the Anar-
chist can be bribed and changes his effects 
in each round.
Toxic Zombies for 2 or more players, ages 
10+: So far only announced, rumored to be 

similar to Barrel of Monkeys.
Zombie Dice 3: School Bus for 2 or more 

players, ages 10+: Expansion featuring a 
12-sided die.

A new publisher from Greece, presenting 
two titles:
Apocalypse Universe: Galactic Arena by 
Antonios Zachos for 2-6 players, ages 10+: 
The first of five projects set in the Aopca-
lypse Universe, Gladiators from all over the 
galaxy assemble on CETUS-7 for a fight 
head-to-head.
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Gothic Invasion by Alexander Boucharelis 
and Lefteris Iroglidis for 2-5 players, ages 

12+: Card-driven simulation of the Gothic 
Wars from 377 to 282 A.D. The victory con-
dition for the Goths is looting of nine cities 
in the Byzantine Empire, winning condition 
for the Romans is defending the cities and 
slowing down the Goth advance.

Aruba Battle Race by Petr Belik for 3-6 play-
ers, ages 12+: Car racing in Aruba, imple-

mented with dice which are combined for 
a race using brutal tactics, accidents dirty 
tricks and reckless maneuvers.

Admiral’s Order: All Hands by Mario Ju-
gel for 2-4 players, ages 16+: Simulation of 
Naval battles, featuring various scenarios. 
Each turn of the game corresponds to 30 
minutes of real time. With 56 handmade 
wooden ships, five scenarios and ten set-

tings in the period from 1781 to 1805.
Admiral’s Order: Naval Tactics in the Age 
of Sail - Trafalgar Edition by Mario Jugel 
for 2-6 players, ages 16+: Featuring 60 ships 

and three settings, needs All Hands or Edi-
tion 74 to play, already shown in 2013.

Aqua Brunch by Luca Bellini for 3-7 players, 
ages 8+: In each turn you want to collect 

the best combination of food and predator, 
you always hand on one card until someone 
calls Brunch. If you want to go on after that 
you must draw a card. When all have agreed 
to Brunch you score the round.
Kingsport Festival by Andrea Chiarvesio 

and Gianluca Santopietro for 3-5 players, 
ages 12+: Cults and cultists in the universe 
of H.P. Lovecraft - you summon beings from 
outside our world and unholy gods for gifts. 
Investigators try to deflect those purposes. 
Coproduction with Stratelibri and Sir Ches-
ter Cobblepot, other editions at Kosmos, 
Devir and Hobby Japan

Provincia Romana by Pierluigi Frumusa for 
2-6 players, ages 12+: The ravaged Gallic cit-

ies need to be rebuilt for prestige.

Among The Stars: Expanding The Alli-
ance by Vangelis Bagiartakis and Panagiotis 

Zinoviadis for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Storage 
box for expansions published so far, with 
Artipia Games.
Core Worlds: Revolution by Andrew Parks 
and Sara Sterphone for 2-5 players, ages 

10+: Expansion with more than 100 cards. 
In the Core World Universe you can now 
acquire Incredible Advances or use hero-
related Heroic Tactics.
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Diamonds by Mike Fitzgerald for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 8+: Trick-taking card game, you 

collect diamonds by tricks taken; if you can-
not follow suit you have an action depend-
ing on the color you play. There are also ac-
tions for tricks taken. Actions relate to the 
diamond playing pieces.
Kanban: Automotive Revolution  by Vi-
tal Lacerda for 2-4 players, ages 12+: You 
are a worker in an automobile factory and 

want to impress the manageress by good 
management, improved designs, advanced 
training and modernizing. The manageress 
in turn evaluates achievements and insti-
gates high production speed.

Medina by Stefan Dorra for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: Revised new edition; you build a 

Medina and place two blocks in each turn. 
At the end you claim one building in each 
color for points.

Panamax by Gil d’Orey, Nuno Bizarro Sen-
tieiro and Paulo Soledade for 2-4 players, 
ages 12+: An economics game on the use 
of the Panama Canal. You compete for the 
best ships, deliver containers to ships, work 
locks, invest in shares, deliver goods and 
hire personnel.

Space Cadets Away Missions by Dan Ras-
pler and Al Rose for 1-6 players, ages 10+: 

Stand-alone title in the Space Cadets uni-
verse. You explore UFOs, acquire Alien tech-
nology and fight hostile aliens.
       
Space Cadets: Resistance is Mostly Fu-
tile by Brian, Geoff and Sydney Engelstein 

for 2-7 players, ages 8+: First expansion for 
Space Cadets, featuring new missions and a 
new Science Officer.

Space Cadets: Dice Duel  Die Fighter by 

Geoff and Sydney Engelstein for 4-8 play-
ers, ages 14+: Space battle with dice. This 
expansion introduces fighters which you 
fly alone and which are easy to destroy, and 
also experimental equipment.

Superfut comes from an Estonian company 
by the same name, and is a design by  Jaa-

nus Mae for 2 players, ages 7+: Yet another 
soccer simulation with the aim of achieving 
a goal; teams can be customized to your lik-
ing or based on real teams.

Kobayakawa by Jun Sasaki for 3-6 players, 
ages 9+: The Kobayakawa Clan is awarding 

victory to the weak combatants in the clash 
of samurai clans. You hold 4 Kamons, 8 are 
stacked. You are dealt a card and draw a card 
or draw a card and place it for Kobayakawa. 
Then you can pass in phase 2 of the round 
of fight and bid 1 Kamon. All fighters reveal 
their cards, the lowest value adds the 
Kobayakawa value and then the highest 
total wins all Kamons that were bid plus one 
from the middle. If you have no Kamons left, 
you are out. When two Kamons are left on 
the table you must bid 2 Kamon in combat 
in a final round.

La Nuit du Grand Poulpe by Frédéric Mo-
rard for 3-5 players, ages 7+, is a game us-
ing deduction, negotiation and shuddering. 
The Grand Octopus with cosmic god-like 
powers has been incarcerated at the bot-
tom of the sea and players as Chosen Ones 
of his cult must free him. English edition at 
Iello.

Superfan

Superlude
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Carrier Strike by Alan Paull for 2 players, 
ages 14+: In its prototype stage, a game on 

Carrier action in WWII.

Ivor the Engine by Tony Boydell for 3-5 
players, ages 8+: Once upon a time … 

somewhere in Wales there was a railway 
company with an endless name and 
somewhere there lived an engine called 
Ivor - in this game Ivor collects lost sheep 
and completes tasks for his friends, based 
on stories in the book. If someone has 
collected 20 or 25 sheep, you get sheep 
for gold and event cards at the end of the 
round and win with most sheep.

Snowdonia: The Necropolis Railway & 
Neuhauser Bockerlbahn by Tony Boydell 
and Sebastian Bleasdale for 1-5 players, 
ages 12+: Expansion for Snowdonia featur-
ing two new scenarios, both with a new use 
for the Surveyor.

The publisher and distributor offered the 
usual colorful range of games, partly from 
2013 and already mentioned then, and 
partly new, and again this year we were giv-
en a few games. The booth was also hosting 
Taiwan Boardgame Design.
8 The Liar by Odd Hackwelder for 2-8 play-
ers, ages 8+: Bluff game with cards played 

face-down that must add up to 8, bluffing is 
allowed and with bluff chips you can make 
other players reveal their cards. You must 
get rid of all your cards and chips in order 
to win.
Happy Pigs by Kuraki Mura for 3-6 players, 
ages 8+: You breed pigs and look after them, 

you visit exhibitions and other pig farmers.

Office 21 by Guan Chih Huang for 2-5 
players, ages 8+: You are CEO of a company 
and fight for maximum profit within the 
framework set by the government. You use 
different means and characters and their 
effects.

Also a representative for Kuraki Mura Game 
Studio

Ninja Taisen by Katsumasa Tomioka for 2 
players, ages 8+: 100 years of peace come 

to an end and you want to find the hidden 
enemy village. A display of conflict locations, 
hidden village, leader and ninjas is laid out. 
You roll dice and move ninjas towards the 
village. When ninjas encounter opposing 
ninjas they respective top cards fight based 
on a stone-paper-scissors mechanism. In 
case of the same cards the higher number 
wins. The loser is discarded and the fight is 
repeated when there are cards left on both 
sides.

Mindwarrior Games is now part of the 
Tactic/Nelostuote group, therefore Realm 
of Wonder by Max Wikström for 2-6 players, 
ages 10+, was also listed as a new release 
for Tactic. In the country of Wonde3rs 
continents circulate and players travel in the 
guise of fantasy characters to achieve their 
scenario goal and to return to the Royal 
Court.
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A guest at the booth of Swan Panasia was 
Taiwan Boardgame Design, a group of 

game designers from Taiwan, among them 
Aza Chen.

Canopy Walk by Dennis Kirps and Gérard 
Pierson for 2 players, ages 14+: Abstract 

placement game; you build paths using 
four kinds of tiles and score for tiles of your 
own color in a path.

Rory O’Connor had something new again 
for Story Cubes, new expansion packs for  
1-10 players, ages 6+, in three colors: Yellow 
for Medic, red for score and turquoise for 
intergalactic. All packs feature three dice 
with symbols for the respective topics, 
those dice can be combined with other sets 

or used on their own.

Der US publisher, well-known for solitaire 
logic and puzzle games is represented in 
the German-speaking countries by HCM 
Kinzel, new releases see there.

Gaïa by Olivier Rolko for 2-5 players, ages 
8+: You create a world, populate and hus-

band it after your own ideas using god-like 
abilities. If you are able to place all your 
markers first, you win.

Armymals by Sebastian and Michal Kozak, 
Michal Marciniak, Maciej Owsianny and 

Kuba Sawka for 2-8 players, ages 8+: Ani-

mals are driving tanks that do battle against 
each other, based on historic characters. 
Dice and cards allow you different actions 
in each round.
As a supplement there was also Armymals 
Top Secret.
Also on show at the booth: Demigods 
Rising by Nikola Andrejic and Milos 

Pavlovic  for 2-4 players, ages 13+ from the 
publisher by the same name: A tabletop 
with miniatures; as a demigod you lead 
armies of heroes and try to persevere in 
order to become the new God of War. 
Kickstarter project.

Mythotopia by Martin Wallace for 2-4 

players, ages 13+: You are a prince at 
the end of an era and must - in this deck 
building game with a game board, based 
on „A Few Acres of Snow“ - unite far-flung 
regions, fight dragons and keep your 
enemies at bay. With five cards, drawn 
from your starting deck of area cards and 
starting cards, you do two actions and refill 
your hand. You choose from a range of 
actions: Attack regions, armies, ships, end 
war, card actions as take up into deck or 
reserve or remove, implement card action, 
patronage, pass or end game - only if you 
own most victory points and there are four 
empty victory point cards whose markers 
were awarded if you complied with card 
conditions. German edition at Asmodee.
Onward to Venus by Martin Wallace for 
2-5 players, ages 13+: Claiming land on 
planets at the end of the 19th century, 
doing colonization as the representative of 
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one of five super powers. Using mines and 
factories you want to grab control of the 
solar system. In three periods you have one 
action in turn, mostly claiming a tile using 
movement or dice.
Ships by Martin Wallace for 2-5 players: 
Announced for 2015. Topic of the game 
is the history of seafaring, split into three 
eras according to different ship types. In 
your turn you can trade or draw cards and 
then do ship actions. Ships is an economy 
and development game nearly completely 
without an element of chance.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Astro Jam by Michal Kolos and Wojciech 

Rzadek for 2-4 players, ages 8+: Collision 
happens between a space station and an 
asteroid - as a member of the crew you try 
to get the systems working again.
Family Bingo by Reiner Knizia for 2-6 play-

ers, ages 8+: Party game - you draw a card, 
implement the task and cover - when done 
- a number on your personal Bingo board 
with a previously drawn number tile.

Kryptos by Piotr Siłka for 3-6 players, ages 
8+: As a code breaker you try to guess val-

ues and positions of opposing cards. Each 
player has the same number of cards, carry-
ing values between 1 and 48 in four colors 
and you know the colors of tour opponents’ 
cards. Series Joker Line.
Warteschlange by Karol Madaj for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 12+, is a new edition of Kolejka, the 

game on the daily life in Poland towards the 
end of communism. First edition at Instytut 
Pamieci Narodowej.

Get Lucky by James Ernest for 2-6 players, 
ages 12+: All guests of the dinner party 

want to kill Doctor Lucky. You hold two 
characters, additional ones are on display. 
Doctor Lucky visits all characters in turn, 
who can now: Draw a card - Play a card to 
improve a character - Swap a character - 
Try to kill Doctor Lucky. You announce the 
attempt and sum the cards of the character; 
then players in turn can play cards to thwart 
the attempt with more Clover points played 
or they can pass.

Hexemonia by Fabio Attoli for 2-4 players, 
ages 13+: As the leader of an ancient Greek 

city state you rival for dominance. To achieve 
this you draw tiles and resources - play tiles 
that you can activate - have one action of 
your choice - control the political situation 
for revolts and discarding of surplus tiles. 
When the last tile is turned over you score 
- at the end of the round - types of tiles sets 
of myth tiles, gold and bonuses from the 
Acropolis. German Edition in cooperation 
with Pendragon Game Studio.
Stay Away! by Antonio Ferrara and 
Sebastiano Fiorillo for 4-12 players, ages 
12+:  A rescue expeditions runs into trouble 

- „The Thing“ has escaped and wants to 
infect all humans or kill them all, humans 
in turn must identify „The Thing“. Only the 
“The Thing” player can infect other players 
by placing “infected” at them and therefore 
knows all the roles. During the game you 
can talk and bluff, but never show your 
cards, but instructions of a card play are 
always valid. German edition in cooperation 
mit Pendragon Game Studio.

Distribution partner: Heidelberger 
Spieleverlag

Crap or Slap by Kerry Breitenstein for 2-10 
players, ages 10+: Assessment game of re-
actions on curious, frightening or aggravat-
ing situations.
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Cthulhu!!! Hastur La Vista, Baby! by Todd 
and Jonathan Breitenstein for 2-6 players, 

ages 15+: Battle against the forces of the 
Old Ones with private investigators and Fri-
days; you must find enough cult placed and 
hallow them to stop the arrival of the avatar.
Zombies!!! 13: DEFCON Z by Kerry Breiten-
stein for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Government 
organizations finally begin mobilization 
against Zombies and recruit players as assis-

tants with experience in fighting Zombies.
Zombies!!! Deadtime Stories by Todd Bre-
itenstein for 2-6 players, ages 12+: Collec-

tion of scenarios for Zombies!!!. Players can 
choose roles with special abilities and must 
not only escape alive but also complete 
missions.

Da Yu: The Flood Conqueror by kidd hsu 
for 2-4 players, ages 10+: As one of the char-

acters from old Chinese tales you use tool 
cards in order to comply with flood card de-
mands and thus assist Da Yu in saving the 
world from the flood.

Once again this year there was yet another 
new edition of Lectio by Thomas H. Jung for 

3-5 players, ages 8+, in different designs.

The company is specialized on Cosim and 
represents mainly the US publisher GMT 
with a selection of their new releases and 
is also distribution partner for more than 50 
different publishers.

The publisher distributes Das Schwarze 
Auge and other role playing games and, 
among others, represents publishers Priva-
teer Press and Paizo in Germany. An exam-
ple for the many new releases is Pathfinder 
Das Abenteuerkartenspiel: Die Zinnen 
by Xin-Schalast – Das Erwachen der 

Runenherrscher the adventure #6 and a 
continuation of the basic set Erwachen der 

Runenherrscher.
In cooperation with the Italian publisher 
Narrative three games are released that 
were presented in their Italian version al-
ready at Modena:
Hunde im Garten des Herrn: Dogs in 

this game do not have four legs, but are 
watchdogs of religion - in a Wild West style 
setting one must proclaim one’s belief, 
albeit one that you can create yourself.
Montsegur 1244 - in the narrative game 

you take on the role of the Catharists and 
must decide if you want to stay true to your 
belief, renounce it or flee from the fortress.
Stets zu Diensten Meister - now also a role 
playing game, in this version you must sever 
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the connection to the Dark Lord.

In the exhibitor list named as Eurocorp, 
the real name of the company is Value Ad 
Games and it shows a program of family 
games with religious or esoteric content, 
all designed by Alfred Vesligaj. All games 
feature several rules in different levels of 
difficulty, two of the games „play“ with the 
number value 27.

27: Five Elements for 2-4 players, ages 8+: 

Card game on five types of cards = colors in 
three different strength, strong beats weak.

Black Diamond of the Lost Palace for 

2-4 players, ages 8+: Heavy on chance and 
memory, based on the concept to collect 
items up to a maximum value of 27. 

Walk to Jesus for 2-4 players from ages 5+: 
A game that appeals to the good side of 
people and relinquishes competition and 
confrontation.

Estiméo by Guillaume Desportes for 3-6 
players, ages 10+: Questions on task cards 

must be answered with numbers; some an-
swers are variable or must be verified using 
a measuring tape, and the cards must be 
sorted in ascending order.

A studio for game development showing a 
prototype of World of Yo-Ho for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 8+: In a parallel Univers full of intel-

ligent animals, enchanted islands and wild 
magic you encounter as a pirate adventures 
full of fame and risk in a combination of 
board game and app. Announced for 2015 
with Iello.

Spexxx by Ruurd Lammers and Ruben Di-
jkstra for 2-4 players, ages 8+: You roll dice 

and place a marker according to the com-
bination rolled. Aim of the game is to score 
most points with such placements, that is, 
by placing three or more of your own pieces 
next to each other.

Switching Tracks by Kris Gould for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 10+: Railway game with a logistic 

topic, you fetch and deliver goods, always to 
cities of the same color. Switch parts allow 
you to change the course of tracks and you 
can upgrade your train for more load or for 
faster movement. Delivered goods are used 
to meet contracts and you win with five 
completed contracts.

Xbocce for 1 or more players, ages 3+: 
Soft Boule variant, in analogy to the game 

Crossboule, available from Zoch since sev-
eral years, it can also be played indoors and 
outdoors.

Wachgeküsst for 2-4 players, ages 7+: Dice 
game based on the fairy tale of Sleeping 
Beauty. You build a staircase of hedge piec-
es in order to reach Sleeping Beauty.
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ZhanGuo by Marco Canetta and Stefania 
Niccolini for 2-4 players, ages 12+: China 

immediately after the Empire was formed 
which now must be unified and united. In 
five rounds in this card-driven game you 
draw two cards each from three decks, 
which you play in turn one by one for 
actions or place them underneath your 
player board for bonuses. Central element 
are bonuses for various actions and also 
balanced building of walls or pagodas, 
paid for with workers that you recruit with 
cards or craftsman, and you also must catch 
rebels. At the end of a round you score 
unification points for discs, currency and 
laws.

Distribution partner: Asmodee

Star Realms by Robert Dougherty and 
Darwin Kastle for 2-6 players, ages 12+: 
Deck building game with a topic of space 
battle. You engage in trade to acquire new 

ships or space stations and use those ships 
and stations for more trade or for conflict. If 
you reduce the opposing authority value to 
0, you have won.

Present again this year with a booth, the 
publisher showed the latest theme exten-
sions of their range of Hasbro titles like Mo-
nopoly or Risk and of course also new Top 
Trumps titles. 
Monopoly Transformers for 2-6 players, 
ages 8+: Using Optimus Prime, Jazz, Grim-

lock, Megatron, Starscream and Ravage you 
use familiar standard mechanisms to set up 
workshops and stations in the the battle for 
power over Cybertron and the galaxy.
Risiko the Walking Dead for 2-5 players, 
ages 13+: As the leader of a group of sur-

vivors one has to ensure the survival of the 
group, enlarge the group and its range of 
power and to control more land and thus 
also control more resources.
Top Trumps Dragons for 1-6 players, ages 
8+: Vikings have made friends of the drag-
ons, Hicks and his friends found the Dragon 

Training academy.

Once again this year the Essen Package 
from Winsome game was only available for 
pick-up at the booth only when pre-ordered 
and also once again it was completely sold 
out before the start of the fair. This year it 
featured
1879 by Eddie Robbins for 3-5 players, ages 

12+: 18xx Variant for the North West near 
the Pacific, an introduction to the 18xx 
system and only playable with 1830.
Age of Steam Ukraine by John Bohrer for 

1-6 players, ages 13+: Expansion for Age of 
Steam with new „Unrest in the population“ 
action and with influence on delivery to a 
hex of your choice, if you choose the action. 
Irish Gauge by Tom Russell for 3-5 players, 
ages 12+: Railway game set on an Ireland 

map - in your turn you can auction a 
share, build parts of track, upgrade a city 
or demand dividends, in relation to cities 
which are connected by the track and the 
number of issued shares for this company.
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Rail USA by Harry Wu for 3-5 players, ages 
12+: Railway game using cubes in analogy 

to SNCF, you acquire a share, build a section 
of track and deliver goods along that track; 
in each round a new company enters the 
game.

Everzone by Marco Minguzzi for 2-6 
players, ages 10+: Strategic SciFi card game 

featuring control of troops of a species; you 
try to destroy the opposing headquarters. 
For this you assemble your deck from 
units, support and location cards and use 
at locations determined by players and 
with mechanisms that are only minimally 
chance-driven.

Barragoon by Robert Witter and Frank 
Warneke for 2 players, ages 8+: Each player 
tries, by moving his pieces and by placing 
Barragoon pieces, to defeat all opposing 

pieces or to hinder them to move at all. When 
a piece is defeated, two new Barragoons are 
placed immediately. All pieces themselves 
move by their value or value minus one and 
must not be jumped over and you cannot 
defeat your own pieces. 

Star Trek: Attack Wing  by Christopher 
Guild and Andrew Parks for 2-99 players, 

ages 14+, was listed again: A tactical 
miniatures game and a conflict simulation, 
the game uses the “FlightPath” System by 
FFG, but cannot be combined with games 
of the series. 
In analogy with this there is also Dungeons 
& Dragons Attack Wing by Andrew Parks 

and Manny O’Donnell for 2 or more players, 
ages 14+; instead of space ships you fly 
dragons and other fantasy monsters.
Marvel Dice Masters by Mike Elliot and Eric 
M. Lang for 2 players, ages 14+: Collectible 

dice acquisition game, you assemble a 
team of 15 dice and can now acquire dice 
of your team in order to use them. Each 

hero has special abilities depending on dice 
results. Starter Sets Avengers vs. X-Men and 
Uncanny X-Man are available.

In analogy to this there is Dungeons & 
Dragons Dice Masters, also by Mike Elliot 
and Eric M. Lang for 2 players, ages 14+, and 
announced for 2015, featuring characters 
from the Dungeon & Dragons Universe.

Iron Maiden: The Ultimate Ed-Venture 
Game for 2-6 players, ages 14+: You travel 
across time and space and collect all kinds 

of things like texts, tour locations, albums or 
t-shirts in order to unlock one of the faces 
of Eddie, the Metal Monster, and to fulfil his 
destiny.
Justice League Strategy Game by Andrew 
Parks for 3-5 players, ages 14+: The Justice 
League must fend off the conquest of Earth 

by Darkseid - you play Batman, Superman, 
Wonder Woman, Cyborg or Darkseid in a 
card driven game and choose the powers 
you want to use without knowing the 
opposing powers.

Quarriors Light vs. Dark by Mike Elliot 
and Eric M. Lang for 2-4 players, ages 14+: 
Expansion for Quarriors, usable as an 
expansion or a stand-alone game; combat 
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with dice including adaptation of the dice in 
stock based on resources from dice results.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

Frankenstein’s Bodies by Frank Harmann 
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: You want to 

impress Frankenstein with your creations 
and have two laboratory tables on which 
you collect cards for body parts in relation 
to gender and serum color.

Hyperborea  by Andrea Chiarvesio and 
Pierluca Zizzi for 2-6 players, ages 12+:

Coproduction with Asterion Press and 
Asmodee, see Asmodee

Already announced in Nuremberg 2013 
by Cocktail games, Kaleidos Junior is now 
published in cooperation of Cocktail Games 
and Ystari.
Kaleidos Junior by Spartaco Albertarelli 
for 2-99 players, ages 5+: You must find 
items on the pictures that are called 
crowded images due to the multitude of 
items on them. A category is chosen by 
the spinner and all search their picture for 
corresponding items and mark them with 
chips. Then in turn each player names the 
items he has found and the chips used for 

marking are set aside. You continue to play 
with more pictures until one player is out of 
chips and wins. In variants for older children 
you can look for items by starting letter or 
write down the words.
Witness by Dominique Bodin for 4 players, 
ages 12+: Blake and Mortimer, heroes of a 

Belgian comic series, solve puzzling cases. 
You have a booklet of clues and a marker 
and read your personal clues on the case, 
secretly by yourself. In four whispering 
rounds you pass on all clues that you have, 
according to the rules of the whispering 
board, may not ask and may not answer 
with clues and can only make notes after 
four rounds. Then questions on the case 
are read and answers noted. Each correct 
answer scores a point and the team tries to 
reach the maximum score.
Distribution partner: Asmodee

See Know Buzz by Masanofu for 3-5 
players, ages 10+: One player leads a face-

down card and names the color, all others 
play a card face-down at themselves or at 
a player who has not yet played. Then you 

decide to fight or flee. Fighters reveal their 
cards. The highest card wins, the lowest card 
loses and can attack a player that fled. When 
someone has a total of 3 in his active cards, 
all players that fled must fight.

Akrotiri by Jay Cormier and Sen-Foong Lim 
for 2 players, ages 13+: You hold maps for 

the location of secret temples on the island 
of Thera and must deliver the necessary re-
sources for excavations in Akrotiri by using a 
ship and also meet secret parameters.

Chimera by Ralph H. Anderson for 3 play-
ers, ages 13+: Tow players as hunters against 

the Chimera; you collect points in several 
rounds and play sequential card combina-
tions similar to Tichu or The Great Dalmuti.
Clash of Cultures: Civilizations by Chris-
tian Marcussen for 2-4 players, ages 12+: 
Expansion for Clash of Cultures, featuring 

14 historic civilizations with four unique 
achievements each and also three unique 
leaders as well as new buildings, elephants 
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and cavalry. 
Onirim by Shadi Torbey for 1-2 players, ages 
8+: Second edition 2014 of the set-collect-
ing game. You are a dream walker and must 

find the exit from a mysterious labyrinth 
before dream time runs out. You can play 
alone or with a partner in order to find the 
eight gates. Includes four new expansions.

Pandemic: Contagion by Carey Grayson 
for 2-5 players, ages 13+: In this variant the 
topic is reversed. You embody the plague 

and compete with other plagues, that is, 
players, for extinction of mankind. There is 
no cure! When the number of diseases in a 
city equals the population number, the city 
is extinct and you earn a special action if 
you placed the final disease. French edition 
at Filosofia.
Pandemic: The Cure by Matt Leacock for 
2-6 players, ages 8+: A dice variant of Pan-
demic; four plagues threaten the world 

and must be gotten under control. Dice 
determine available action - traveling, treat-
ment, collecting of samples or exchange of 
information. Each player has a role and this 
individual roles and abilities. French edition 
at Filosofia.
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade by Anders 

and Olle Tyrland for 1-5 players, ages 13+, 
is based on retro shooter video games. As 

a pilot of a space ship you fend off threats 
like asteroids, space mines, enemy fighters 
and cruisers.
Tragedy Looper by BakaFire for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 15+: Deduction game based on 
scenarios, one versus three. You use loca-

tion boards and character cards for each 
scenario, also for hidden roles of characters. 
Protagonists win if they are able to keep up 
the status quo over a number of days, that 
is, don’t lose one of the key characters due 
to a tragedy.
Distribution partner: Asmodee
The range is extended by English editions of 
games from other publishers:
Bruges: The City on the Zwin, from Hans 
im Glück
Carcassonne Gold Rush, from Hans im 
Glück
Fields of Arle, from Feuerland
Terra Mystica: Fire & Ice / Feu & Glace, 
from Feuerland
The Staufer Dynasty, from Hans im Glück

Beasty Bar by Stefan Kloß for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: Party in the Beasty Bar, you own 
animals want to be among the guests. 
You play one of four animals in your hand 
open-faced to the end of the waiting queue 
and resolve its effect, for instance move 
one animal past another. There are also 
“permanent” animal action, for instance 
Hippo always overtaking weaker animals. 
Then, finally, you do the entry check at 
Heaven’s Gate. When five animals are in the 

queue, the front two are let into the Bar and 
the last one in the queue is ousted from the 
queue.
Bite Night by Ronald Wettering for 3-4 
players, ages 8+: All players are collecting 

moon tiles at the same time and introduce 
face-down rendezvous cards for collecting 
targets. One round comprises: Choosing 
rendezvous card and discarding it. Lay out 
three moon tiles, reveal them and take 
three tiles, if possible corresponding to 
the secretly played rendezvous cards in 
color and image. When all moon tiles have 
been taken the stack of rendezvous cards 
is turned over and resolved for actions and 
points. Actions are implemented and the 
points scored thereby are noted.
Mangrovia by Eilif Svensson for 2-5 players, 
ages 10+: Your tribe lives in harmony with 
nature, but you need to find a successor for 

the Chief - so you have to collect amulets 
and build huts on the Stone Area Plaza, the 
Pole area and on the eight Divine Paths. If 
someone builds his last hut, you score - at 
the end of the round - huts on the Divine 
Paths, the Stone Area and the Pole Area.
Manila by Franz-Benno Delonge for 3-5 
players, ages 10+: In several travels on 
the seas three boats access the harbor by 
rolling dice. The harbor master is auctioned, 
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sells share certificates and decides on loads 
and starting advantages. Then you pay for 
accomplices on board or repairs or for their 
use as insurance agent, pirate or pilot. At 
the end of the journey you cash profit for 
successful accomplices.  New edition, first 
edition 2005.

Socken pfeffern by Frank Bebenroth for 
2-4 players, ages 6+: Socks must be put 

into the washing machine, but via a detour. 
You throw them along the track and finally 
hole out in the washing machine. The track 
is adapted to the surroundings - indoors or 
outdoors - and you agree on how you must 
throw your socks. You choose a sock, fill it 
and all throw their socks in turn. When all 
have arrived at the target, you note who 
needed more throws than the first player 
who sunk his sock in the washing machine.

Sushi Go! by Phil Walker-Harding for 2-5 

players, ages 8+: You eat in a Sushi restau-
rant, that is, in a Running Sushi restaurant 
and try to catch the best combinations. Us-
ing a card drafting mechanism you want 
to get most Sushi rolls or a complete set of 
Sashimi, Wasabi triples the value of sets.

Ifrito by Andrea Mainini for 2-4 players, ages 
10+: Apprentices of Suleiman the Great try 

to collect the genies from the bottle that 
he called. To succeed they have created 
Flying Carpets full of magic for catching the 
genies - your task is to be first to catch either 
nine opposing genies from a bottle or three 
opposing carpets.

Not on show at Essen, information col-
lected from other sources:

The Spanish publisher was announced in 
the list of exhibitors, but was not around. 
The game by Ignacio Navarro is called 
Hexafutbol and is a soccer simulation 
for 2-4 players, ages 8+, played on hex 

tiles which are placed in your turn. Tracks 
marked on the tiles enable you to place and 
move players and the ball.

Intrigo: Muiters van de Zeven Zeeën  for 
6-12 players, ages 7+: As a pirate on a ship 
you either belong to the loyal half of the 
crew or are a member of the half that wants 
to murder the captain and take over the 
ship. In analogy to werewolf games there 
are day and night phases, albeit with the 
night phases demanding that the affected 

player is actually touched, which makes se-
crecy a lot more difficult.

Despite the fact that Alban Viard was a 
guest on Thursday morning at the LudCre-
ations booth, he was not really present with 
his company AoS Team, because the Age 
of Steam expansions were sent according 
to preorders and CliniC could be picked up 
only when preordered also. 
The Age of Steam Essen set 2014 comprises
Age of Steam Old Europe-USA for 3-6 
players, ages 14+, featuring two maps with-

out hexagonal cases, intended for experi-
enced players, as well as
Age of Steam Argentina-The French Riv-
iere, featuring new kinds of hexagonal cas-

es - Fire and the French Coast.

CliniC by Alban Viard for 2-4 players, ages 
14+: You want to build the most efficient 
hospital, from laying the corner stone to the 
latest service and the best team of doctors 
and nurses. All this is achieved by playing a 
card for three actions. All groups are moved 
along the construct.
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Rarrr! by Michael R. Brandl for 3-6 players, 
ages 10+: You draft monster cards in order 

to construct the perfect monster, and then 
you draft power cards to empower the de-
molishing raids of those monsters. Cities 
are destroyed using an auction system, bids 
for cities relate to the respective available 
amount of the various types of power.

Sheriff of Nottingham by André Zatz and 
Sergio Halaban for 2-5 players, ages 13+: As 

merchants we want to profit from the visit 
by Prince John, but first of all we need to 
get our goods through the gate of the city 
which is guarded by the Sheriff of Notting-
ham. You must declare goods, and the Sher-
iff decides who gets through, who is con-
trolled and whose goods are confiscated.

Qubri by Markus Wittensöldner for 2-4 
players, ages 9+: Two color dice determine 

which playing pieces are turned up or cov-
ered up again. If you turn up the correct 
piece, you may keep it.

Heat by Dave Chalker for 3-5 players, ages 
10+, is announced.  You recruit a gang and 

commit crimes, and course it is not good to 
attract too much attention from the police 
forces.
Impulse by Carl Chudyk for 2-6 players, 
ages 14+: Another 4x-Spiel (explore, ex-
pand, exploit, exterminate) using a play-

ing area made up from action cards. Cards 
in hand are added you implement actions 
using card in your own display and cards in 
the playing area which are activated with 
ships.
Innovation: No Place Like Home by Carl 
Chudyk and Chris Cieslik for 2-6 players, 

ages 14+: The third expansion for Innova-
tion has been announced, but has not yet 
been published.
Penny Press by Robert Dijkmann Dulkes 

and Matt Golec for 2-5 players, Kickstarter 
project. As a newspaper magnate you run 
a newspaper. Stories are placed and you 
place journalists on them, use them for ac-
tions or go to print.
Red7 by Carl Chudyk and Chris Cieslik for 

2-4 players, ages 9+: A set collecting game 
with cards, the highest card wins, but if you 
have not won the current game at the end 
of your turn, you must quit the game; the 
last one in play wins.

Fief: France 1492 by Philippe Mouche-

beuf for 3-6 players, ages 13+: New edition, 
French version of the game, coproduction 
with Academy Games.
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Once Upon a Time: Knightly Tales by Rich-
ard Lambert, Andrew Rilstone and James 

Wallis for 2-6 players, ages 8+: Expansion for 
the narrative game featuring a Knight topic 
on 38 story and 17 end-of-story cards.
Distribution partner: Pegasus Spiele

Nightlight by Brandon Higley and Nick 
Tapia for 1-4 players, ages 13+: Dreams must 

be saved from corruption by bad dreams, 
the night light must be kept burning. You 
control a stuffed animal that is defending 
the dreams. At the start of the game the 
stuffed animals search for means for de-
fense, then dream enemies and stuffed ani-
mals alternate in attacks.

A Brazilian company, working in coopera-

tion with Singu Games:
Arcania by Lucas Pereira and André Zilar 
for 2-4 players, ages 12+: War game; as a 
magician one is tasked with conquering a 
number of regions. You deploy units on the 
board, move them, fight for regions and win 
if you meet the aim of the game.

Me Booty! by Chevee Dodd for 3-6 players, 
ages 12+: The booty must be shared out, 

but pirates are notorious cheaters and all 
try to keep the best part for themself and to 
land the others with the grotty parts.

Not present with their own booth; two of 
their games were presented at the Game 
Salute booth as coproductions with Game 
Salute:
Alien Frontiers by Tory Niemann for 2-4 
players, ages 13+: Resources management 

and planetary development; you use orbital 

stations and alien technology in order to 
colonize newly discovered worlds.
Monsters & Maidens by Fred MacKenzie 
for 2-6 players, ages 8+: The virgins of the 
realm are disappearing and as an aspiring 
hero you must save them and fight the 
monsters that are responsible for the disap-
pearance. Who will save the most virgins?

Not on show in Essen, but also produced 
with Game Salute: King’s Forge by Nick 
Sibicky for 2-4 players, ages 14+: The cham-

berlain is searching for a new Royal Crafts-
man; dice are raw materials or resources 
and you can also use them in order to ac-
quire new dice or to produce the goods de-
sired by the king.

Not present with a booth this year.
One of the spring releases was available di-
rectly from the designer, who was walking 
around the Fair:
Body Party by W. Eric Martin for 5-10 play-
ers, ages 7+: You play in teams of two play-

ers. The winner is the team that is first to 
hold six cards. Cards always tell you which 
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body parts you must use to hold the cards - 
chin to shoulder, back to hip, and so on.
Kaleidos Junior by Spartaco Albertarelli 
for 2-99 players, ages 5+: You must locate 
items on the crowded pictures. Coproduc-
tion with Ystari.

Released in the autumn was
What the Fake by Walter Obert and Ste-
fano Negro for 3-8 players, ages 10+: Two 

of the players are randomly designed to be 
fake artists; all others a real artists. Then all 
players do a drawing on the topic set by a 
card and - as a real artist - score for images 
that they drew alone and - as fake artists - 
for images that were also drawn by at least 
one real artist.

Adventure Time Card Wars Finn vs. Jake 
by Matt Hyra and Cory Jones for 2 players, 

ages 10+: Based on an episode featured in 
Adventure Time. Each player has his own 
Deck and can spend two action points in 
each turn for creatures, spells and locations, 
to play cards also costs you 1-2 points.
Other theme boxes are

Adventure Time: Card Wars - BMO vs. 
Lady Rainicorn 
Adventure Time: Card Wars - Princess 
Bubblegum vs. Lumpy Space Princess 
Adventure Time: Card Wars - For The Glo-
ry! - Booster Packs with cards that improve 
landscapes and allow you to use opposing 
landscapes or you to use several types of 
landscapes in your deck.
Bravest Warriors by Matt Hyra for 1-6 play-
ers, ages 15+: Dice game - In the year 3085 

four heroic teenagers roam the universe in 
order to save enchanting aliens and their 
worlds.
DC Comics Deck-Building Game Forever 
Evil by Matt Hyra and Ben Stoll for 2-5 play-

ers, ages 15+: You choose one of the avail-
able super heroes and start with 10 cards. 
Then you use deck building mechanisms in 
order to upgrade your hero. The expansion 
introduces super villains for characters and 
the possibility to acquire victory points over 
the course of the game. 
Naruto Shippuden by Matt Hyra for 2-5 
players, ages 15+: Deck building game on 

the topic of Ninjas, Naruto and combat; also 
featuring Chakra as a new source of energy 
for your character and lots of cards. 

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug by 
Erik Larsen for 2-5 players, ages 15+: Expan-

sion for the deck building game The Hobbit: 
An Unexpected Journey, on the journey to 
the Lonely Mountain; the expansion is only 
playable with the core game.

The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King 
Game by Matt Hyra for 2-5 players, ages 

15+: Deck building game, you fight the 
minions of Sauron to reach Mount Doom. 
Each hero has a special card that can only 
be played by him. You start with your own 
deck of 10 cards and extend it; types of 
cards are Enemies, Allies, Artifacts, Maneu-
ver, Fortunes and Locations, supplemented 
by a deck for „The Journey“.

The Walking Dead Board Game: The Best 
Defense Woodbury Expansion  by Matt 

Hyra for 1-5 players, ages 15+: Now you can 
also visit Woodbury and use the resources 
deck there, but must avoid the Governor 
who shoots down all and everything that 
crosses his path. Featuring components for 
a fifth player and an alternative winning-
the-game condition.
The Walking Dead Don’t Look Back Dice 
Game by Matt Hyra for 1-4 players, ages 
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15+: You use dice to eliminate walkers and 
to be first to escape from various locations 
and to score for those escapes; you com-
mand special abilities and use weapons or 
items and can cooperate.
Distribution partner: Pegasus Spiele

Announced as an exhibitor, but not at the 
booth.
Twisted - Kickstarter-Project: Steampunk 
adventure game, of which currently only 

the name, a demo version and some very 
beautiful miniatures are known.

Shadows of Normandie  by Clem Seurat 
for 2 players, ages 10+: A few weeks after 

D-Day a detachment of US rangers is 
confronted with the Cult of the Black Sun 
which belongs to an to a tribe of Ancient 
Deep Ones and prepares a ceremony to 
summon the Great Cthulhu. Based on the 
mechanisms from Heroes of Normandie.

Malpractice by Martyn Mendyuk for 4-6 
players, ages 14+: Satirical card game on 
the topic of a badly run hospital. Kickstarter 
project did not succeed.

Essence: Hindernisse by Claas Fischer 
for 2-7 players, ages 12+: This expansion 

explores thinking patters and inner 
attitudes. You begin the game with limiting 
opinions and must get rid of them before 
the end of the game. Hindernisse needs to 
basic game and Expansion 1 for playing.

Froschlaune by Anja Wrede for 2 players, 
ages 3+: A collection of games on the 

topic of emotions, offering 10 ideas for 
games or talking and playing groups using 
mechanisms like memory, movement 
and guessing, recognizing, naming and 
representing emotions.
Wer geht mit dem Hund raus? by Anja 
Wrede for all dog owners of all ages: A dice 

offers a cute basis for decisions on the daily 
discussion on who will walk the daily round 
with the dog.

Crust by Eli Goldman for 2-4 players, ages 
7+: As a pizza delivery service you prove 

with your tips that you did deliver the pizza 
fast and hot. You roll dice for movement 
along the routes.

Alchemist of Five Elements by Yunus and 
Po-Jen Hsieh for 3-5 players, ages 10+: The 

country is functioning via the Five Elements, 
but only one alchemist has all five at this 
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command - in a competition you want to 
determine the best alchemist, but wrong 
element stones can become dangerous.

Zeppelin Attack by Eric B. Vogel for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: Deck building game set in 

a background of the „Spirit of the Century“ 
World featured in other games by Evil Hat. 
You want to take control over the world 
and assemble a deck of dirigibles, weapons, 
defense and agents to fight against the 
dirigibles of other players.

Xia: Legends of a Drift System by Cody 
Miller for 3-5 players, ages 12+: As the 
captain of a space ship you complete 

missions, explore new sectors and fight 
other ships or navigates across dangerous 
environments and can do mining, salvage 
commodities or trade in valuable freight.

Braiiiins! By Andrew T. Dunay for 1-6 players, 
ages 8+: As one of six Zombie characters 
you complete four different missions - for 
instance, eliminating a complete town or 
eliminating only certain of its inmates - and 
you can play either in a cooperative mode 

or in an indirect head-to-head mode.

Shadows of Brimstone: City of the 
Ancients by Jason Hill for 1-4 players, ages 
12+: Horror in the Wild West. Players take 

on the roles of classical archetypes of the 
genre and explore dark mines containing 
portals into the Plains of Targa. A campaign 
systems allows you breaks in border town’s 
in-between scenarios.

Shadows of Brimstone: Swamps of Death 
by Jason Hill for 1-4 players, ages 12+: New 

scenarios and locations featuring portals 
into the World of Jargono.

Winzige Weltreiche = Tiny Epic Kingdoms 
by Scott Almes for 2-5 players, ages 13+; see 
Schwerkraft Verlag

Galaxy Defenders: Extinction Protocol, 
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback 

Galaxy Defenders Close Encounter 
Danger Variant Cards - Coproduction with 
Ares Games

Gauntlet: Operation Pedestal, August 
11-13, 1942  by Paul Rohrbaugh , for 1-2 

players, ages 12+: Simulation of the Naval 
and Air battles for the biggest supply 
convoy for Malta in WWII.

Logix 4x4 by Linda Wächter for 1 players, 
ages 7+: An advancement on the game 
of Logic, using a 4x4 grid for a board and 
using four colors and shapes. 70 task cards 
show several of those shapes on different 
positions in the grid. You select one task 
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card, place the depicted shapes as shown 
on the card and must now place the 
remaining shapes in a way that each color 
and each shape appears only once in each 
row and Colum of the grid. In more difficult 
tasks there are also conditions of placement 
relating to rows or columns or squares.

Battle of Capua by Eric S. Johnson for 2-4 
players, ages 10+: Card game on the home 

town of many gladiators, set in the time of 
the Roman Empire. Prototype.
Dark Horse Rebels & Rogues by Don Lloyd 
for 1-4 players, ages 10+: Expansion for 

Rebel & Rogue featuring a character card 
deck, a progress card deck and a deck for 
secret plans.

Hands in the Sea by Daniel Berger for 2 
players, ages 12+: Announced for 2015 - a 
deck building game on the topic of First 
Punic War, inspired by on A Few Acres of 
Snow by Martin Wallace.

Mill City by Eric Alvarado for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: Kickstarter Project, announced for 

2015 - you are a mill owner and deliver flour 
to distribution centers; mills must use the St. 
Anthony Waterfall as an energy source.

Loonacy by Andrew Looney for 2-5 play-
ers, ages 8+: A fast card game - you want to 

get rid of your cards by placing them corre-
sponding to an image on one of the open 
card stacks; the number of stacks varies 
with the number of players.

I, Spy by C. Simon Reid for 2-4 players, ages 
13+: You are a secret agent for a European 
power just before the start of a war; you 
bribe politicians, recruit persons in key posi-
tions and cause sabotage. Kickstarter proj-
ect.

Minotaur Max by Mandy Tong for 2-4 play-
ers, ages 8+: Moving through the Minotaur 

labyrinth you search for treasures and an 
exit. Player and Minotaur phases alternate, 
the Minotaur moves towards the noisiest 
player.

Alien Uprising by Sean Brown and Richard 
Launius for 1-5 players, ages 13+: After an 

emergency landing on a planet inhabited 
by insects, you must survive the Zothren at-
tacks until the rescue ship arrives or repair 
your own ship and lift off the planet.

This is supplemented by three expansions: 
Rex Nova, Zothren, X-14 and also some 
Scenario Promos.
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The Battle of Bushy Run by Nick Richard-
son for 2 players: Siege of Fort Pitt by Pon-

tiac’s Rebels, Game Supplement for issue #5 
of Special Ops.

Cities of Darkscorch by Dustin Drase, Jud-
son Picco and Ken Shipley for 3-6 players, 

ages 17+: Clearly indicated as a game for 
adults, the topic are rivaling rock bands on a 
tour. You must be victorious in 16 cities and 
win a last confrontation in the capital in or-
der to be given a contract.

Already released in summer - Seerosen-
Treff by Peter Schackert for 2-4 players, 
ages 5+: The frog wants to jump to a Water 
Lily leaf in his pond; two magnets assist the 

frog to reach such a leaf with a jump.

Archaeologica  by Olivier Laffont for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: Archeological topic. You 

are excavating artifacts from the Bronze 
Age, from prehistoric times, from the Creta-
ceous Period and the Jurassic Era.

Pressure Cooker by Kane Klenko for 2-4 
players, ages 8+: The restaurant Trés Yummy 

is opened and playes want to be the Chief; 
for this you must find the freshest ingre-
dients, meet orders fastest and cope in an 
optimum way with the opening event. You 
collect ingredient tiles on your own kitchen 
board, earn points and serve customers.

Rattlebones by Stephen Glenn for 2-4 
players, ages 13+: Dice game with a mecha-
nisms of transforming dice - you start with 
standard six-sided dice and can remove 

sides and replace them with other side. 
Every time you score you get nearer to Rat-
tlebones; if you find him, you will win the 
game.

Roll for the Galaxy by Wei-Hwa Huang and 
Tom Lehmann for 2-5 players, ages 13+: A 

dice game on the topic of setting up a ga-
lactic empire; dice represent the population 
which you use to develop new technolo-
gies, settle worlds and freight around com-
modities.
Temporum by Donald X. Vaccharino for 
2-5 players, ages 13+: Alternate time lines, 

represented on the board; in your turn you 
can change history, travel through time and 
visit certain dates in time. Aim of the game 
is to have assembled all your abilities in the 
last time period, the time from which you 
originate.

Nueovo Mundo by Luis Fernando Mar-
cantoni for 2-5 players, ages 12+: You play 
scenarios in a territorial conflict in the Carib-
bean. Dice determine events which mod-
ify movement; you collect sets of cards for 
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goods and discoveries.

Kingsport Festival by Andrea Chiarvesio 
and Gianluca Santopietro for 3-5 players, 

ages 12+: Cults and cultists in the universe 
of H.P. Lovecraft - you summon beings from 
outside our world and unholy gods for gifts. 
Investigators try to deflect those purposes. 
Coproduction with Stratelibri and Sir Ches-
ter Cobblepot, other editions at Kosmos, 
Devir and Hobby Japan

Light Rail  by Daniel Solis for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: The citizens of a high-tech me-

tropolis demand the most modern train 
system for a commuter railroad that is fea-
sible. You place your own cards to form a 
town and score tracks and buildings along 
the tracks as well as completed secret tasks.
Monsoon Market  by Daniel Solis for 2-4 
players, ages 12+: You own a harbor town at 
the coast of the Indian Ocean and do trade 

business between East Africa and China. 
You try to acquire quality seals for your own 
harbor by exact completion of orders. 

Hypocrisy by Chris Dijak, Cooper Livings-
ton and Jay Sparks for 4-12 players, ages 
16+: You make up rules and implement 
them in order to win. Some players, how-
ever, are immune to some rules, so that you 
have to use hypocrisy in order to win the 
game.

Family Challenge is a game on tasks in 
for categories - Observation, Knowledge, 

Action and Chance - and for parents versus 
children, intended for 2 or more players, 
ages 6+. Presented in Nuremberg as Beat 
the Parents.

StartUp  for 2 - 4 players, ages 9+: 
Economics game on the topic of founding 
and developing a company from the 

startup stage to building headquarters of 
the corporation.

Represented at the Treefrog Games, with
Airborne Commander by Aaron Lauster 
for 1 players, ages 10+: Solitaire deck build-

ing game on the topic of WWII, featuring 
parachute troops in the preparation period 
before D-Day.

Bomb Squad  by David Short and Dan 
Keltner for 2-6 players, ages 10+: Published 

in 2013 as Print & Play edition, 2014 
announced for publication at Tasty Minstrel 
games. As a member of a bomb defusing 
squad you must give the correct orders to 
the robot under pressure for time.
Captains of Industry  by Michael R. Keller 

for 3-5 players: Presented in 2013 for 
publication in 2014 - a game of economics 
on supply and demand, technologies, 
secret missions and plots of real estate.
City Hall by Michael R. Keller for 2-4 players, 
ages 13+: Also presented in 2013 for 2014. 
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You want to become Lord Mayor of New 
York City and want to establish new citizens 
there and also strive for approval from 
citizens. You use seven departments in the 
City Hall to create attractive boroughs or to 
place a factory right under the nose of an 
opponent.
There were several expansions for Eminent 
Domain: 

Microcosm and Escalation by Seth Jaffee 
as well as Battle Cruisers by Philipp 
duBarry.

Harbour  by Scott Almes for 2-4 players, 
ages 8+: Worker Placement with movement 
between buildings. You collect and trade 
fish, cattle, wood and stone for buying 
buildings. The value for a commodity used 
for a buy decreases, the values of other 
commodities increase.

Scoville by Ed Marriott for 2-6 players, ages 
10+: In Scoville people love hot food and 
therefore players are tasked with breeding 
hot varieties of pepper, but also with 
auctioning, planting and harvesting the 
pepper bells.
Distribution partner: LocWorks, Pegasus

Far Space Foundry by Dan Manfredini for 
1-4 players, ages 10+: A network of space 
stations, called foundries, provides supplies 

for the outer borders of the federation; 
stations engage in mining and processing 
or production and repairs.
Publication date 2015.
Ophir by Charles C. Wright and Jason D. 

Kingsley: On an ancient rich world you are 
a member of the government or a trader 
or a cleric and have only one aim: The 
temple must be built, layer by layer using 
donations of silver and gold, acquired by 
trading in commodities that were collection 
in seafaring expeditions.

Victory through Industry  by Joe Fatula 
for 2-6 players, ages 10+: In WWII you build 
a factory complex in order to produce 
commodities necessary for the battles 
being fought at the front lines and apply for 
government orders for exclusive deliveries.
Vikings on the Volga by Joe Fatula for 2-5 
players, ages 8+: Viking longships conquer 

the rivers of Russia - you trade, loot cities 
and bribe government officials, of course 
with the goal of becoming the richest 
Viking.

Duel by Sean McCoy for 2-4 players, ages 
10+: Announced as a print & play edition. 
You play numbered cards with special 
abilities and must quit the game if you 
cannot play a suitable correct card; the last 
one in play wins.

Bang! by Emiliano Sciarra for 3-7 players, 
ages 8+, is published featuring various top-

ics - Halo, Heroes of The Storm and The 
Walking Dead.

TacDex by Richard Borg for 2 players, ages 
8+: In analogy to the card game War you 
play a card; markers decide if the higher or 
the lower card wins; each player can use ac-
tion cards. Available in different theme edi-
tions, Halo, Pirates and Walking Dead.

Terra Nova 
Games

The Luminaris 
Group

Tuesday Knight 
Games

USAopolyt
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Darkest Night: From the Abyss by Jeremy 
Lennert for 1-4 players, ages 13+: Third ex-

pansion for Darkest Night with new abilities 
for the Nekromant and new heroes like Ex-
orcist or Valkyrie as well as new event and 
artifact cards and featuring the new card 
type Darkness.

Hapsburg Eclipse by Darin A. Leviloff for 

1-2 players, ages 13+: You lead the Austrian-
Hungarian Monarchy in her battles against 
Russia and Serbia and try to preserve the 
monarchy.
Tenka: Shogun Edition by Scott Muldoon 
and Alan Emrich for 3-8 players, ages 13+: 

You assemble your Court for the purpose 
of governing the provinces of Japan before 
time runs out and chaos erupts - you must 
dominate enough provinces or own the Im-
perial Insignia.

Not present this year, as in 2014 the com-
pany concentrates on Dutch editions of 
games from other publishers, for instance

Medina by Stefan Dorra for 2-4 players, 
ages 10+: Revised new edition; you con-

struct the Medina and place two blocks in 
each turn. At the end you claim one build-
ing of each color for points.

Chronos Conquest by Guillaume Aub-
run for 2-6 players, ages 10+: A game with 

time - all play at the same time and begin 
with run-down timers. You can only place 
your own, run-down timers on cards or turn 
them over again at their current location 
or take them off the board. If you are alone 
on your card with your run-down timer, 
you take this card for victory points or for 
its effects. A German edition is announced 
at Heidelberger Spieleverlag. First edition 
published as Witty Chronos.

Sea Kings by Lewis Pulsipher for 2-6 play-
ers, ages 10+: Vikings are searching for new 

land with their longboats and crew and 
strive for kingship in the newly developed 
regions.
Wilderness Empires by Bill Molyneaux for 
1-4 players, ages 8+: Launched on Kick-

starter and announced for 2015. Topic are 
the wars in Northern America over the ter-
ritories, between indigenous population as 
well as French and British troops.

With this I have reached the end of our sum-
mary on Essen, the vintage is promising 
and extremely large and as always we will 
only know about quality when we play the 
games. One can be curious!
Once again my thanks go to exhibitors, or-
ganizers and to my tireless helpers who as-
sisted me in collecting the information. See 
you again at Spiel 2015!

Victory Point 
Games

White Goblin 
Games

Witty 
Editions

Worthington 
Publishing
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Game Designers and their games at SPIEL `14
Abad Fernando
Feudalia, HomoLudicus

Adlung Karsten
100!, Adlung Spiele

Ahrenkiel Ingeborg
Mauseschlau & Bärenstark auf Weltreise, Ravensburger

Akbar Isa R.
The Festivals of Indonesia, Manikmaya Games

Akelaitis Gediminas
Macar, Logis

Al-JouJou Juma
Green Deal, Karma Games

Albertarelli Spartaco
Kaleidos Junior, Ystari/Cocktail Games
Kaleidos Erweiterung, Kaleidos Games
Primiera, Kaleidos Games

Albricht Mateusz
The Convicted, Eigenverlag

Almes Scott
Harbour, Tasty Minstrel Games
Of Mice and Lemmings, Sprocket Games
Tiny Epic Kingdoms, Gamelyn Games
Winzige Weltreiche, Schwerkraft Verlag

Alspach Ted
Castles of Mad King Ludwig, Bézier Games
Die Schlösser des König Ludwig, Bézier Games
One Night Ultimate Werewolf, Bézier Games
One Night Ultimate Werewolf Daybreak, Bézier Games
Vollmondnacht: Werwölfe, Bézier Games

Alvarado Eric
Mill City, Knight Works

Amane Desnet
League of Hackers, Moaideas Game Design

Amann Richard
Trickerion, Mindclash Games

Amioka Takahiro
Sushi Draft, Blue Orange
The Edict of King Budeaunia, KogeKoge-Do
The Little Witches and the Mysterious House, KogeKoge-Do
Villanex, Kogekoge-Do

Amos Ryan
Katakomben, Schwerkraft Verlag

Andersch Michael
Team Work for Kids, Adlung Spiele

Andersen Martin Nedergaard
Flatterspatzen, F-Hein-Spiele
Sixstix, moses.Verlag

Anderson Ralph H.
Chimera, Z-Man

Andres Brad
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Andrejic Nikola
Demigods Rising, Eigenverlag Demigods Rising

Andrews Daryl
The Walled City, Mercury Games

Andrews Joe
Witches, Amigo Spiele

Andruszkiewicz Jaro
1944: Race to the Rhine, Phalanx
The Magnates, Phalanx

Angiolino Andrea
Wings of Glory WWII Erweiterungen, Ares Games

Aranha Thiago
Arcadia Quest, Cool Mini or Not

Araim Annis
Age of Soccer, Legend Express

Aramini Steven
Yardmaster, Crash Games
Yardmaster Bonus Card Pack#1, Crash Games
Yardmaster Caboose, Crash Games
Yardmaster Heisenberg Heist, Crash Games

Arévalo Óscar
The Possession, Gen-X Games

Ast Helmut
Mit Mist und Tücke, Huch! & friends
UfoFarmer, Granna

Attoli Fabio
Hexemonia, Truant Spiele

Aubrun Guillaume
Chronos Conquest, Witty Editions / Heidelberger
Witty Chronos, Witty Editions

Avery Stephen
Nothing Personal, Dice Tower Games

Baars Gunter
Drecksause, Kosmos

Bagiartakis Vangelis
Among the Stars, Schwerkraft Verlag
Among the Stars: Expanding the Alliance, Artipia Games

BakaFire (Itou)
Aristo-Maze, BakaFire Party/Japon
Owacon, BakaFire Party/Japon

Baker Gerry
Rakpoka, Abble Games

Barbe Ludovic = Ludtche
Colis Party, Facily Jeux
Dragon Run, Blue Orange

Bariot Jacques
Kemet Ta Seti, Matagot

Barkart Hadi
Matchmaster, moses.Verlag

Bart Randall
Alien Frontier Outer Belt, Game Salute

Bauza Antoine
7 Wonders Babel, Repos Productions
Conan: Hyborian Quests, Monolith 
Ghost Stories Band of Brothers, Repos Productions
Hanabi Fun & Easy, Abacusspiele
Hanabi Pocket, Abacusspiele
Samurai Spirit, Funforge

Bebenroth Frank
Socken pfeffern, Zoch

Becker Kerstin
Auf Zack, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonn

Beckett Beau
1775 - Der amerikanische Unabhängigkeitskrieg, Schwerkraft 
Verlag
1812 - Der zweite amerikanische Unabhängigkeitskrieg, 
Schwerkraft Verlag

Bidaud Aurélien
Speakeasy, Capsicum Games

Beghin Fabrice
Essen The Game, Geek Attitude Games

Belik Petr
Aruba: Battle Race, Stragoo/Bonaparte

Bella Pablo
Tithe, Dizemo Entertainment

Bellini Luca
Aqua Brunch, Stratelibri

Benndorf Steffen
Qwixx gemixt, nsv

Berardi Francesco
Hamsterbacke, Amigo Spiele

Berger Daniel
Hands in the Sea, Knight Works

Berger Johannes 
Cubo, Queen Games

Bernard Pascal
Conan: Hyborian Quests, Monolith

Bilich Juraj
Machina Arcana, Arcanum

Birkenhagen Christ
Super Dungeon Explore: King Starfire, Soda Pop Miniatures
Super Dungeon Explore: Forgotten King, Soda Pop Miniatures

Birnbaum Gavin
Jamsumo, Cubiko Games

Bischoff Tobias
Henssler’s Küchenrallye, Kosmos

Blanchot Denis
Spot it! Match & Learn, Blue Orange

Bleasdale Sebastian
Black Fleet, Space Cowboys
Keyflower Beekeeper, Huch! & friends / R&D Games
Keyflower The Merchants, Huch! & friends / R&D Games
Keyflower Trader, Huch! & friends / R&D Games
Snowdonia: Neuhauser Bockerlbahn, Surprised Stare Games

Bleys Tom
The Daedalus Sentence, Eagle Games

Blondel Cyril
Zik, Blackrock Editions

Blum Ulrich
Next Generation Basic Set Detektiv Tom, Modelleisenbahn 
München
Next Generation Basic Set Fun Park, Modelleisenbahn Mün-
chen

Bodin Dominique
Witness, Ystari

Boelinger Christophe
Archipelago Krieg & Frieden, Ludically
Difference, Gigamic
Illegal, Ludically

Boersma Ben
Dawn of the Occulites, Eagle Games

Bogen Steffen
Die drei ??? Kids Spur des Drachen, Kosmos

Bohrer John
AoS Southern US / Western US, Eagle Games
AoS Ukraine, Winsome Games

Bokarev Timofei
MindMaze Verzwickte Rätsel, Pegasus Spiele

Bonds Jakob
DungeonQuest Neuauflage, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
DungeonQuest Revised Edition, Fantasy Flight Games

Bonetti Tommaso
Ready To Rock, Eigenverlag

Bonnessée Régis
Lords of Xidit, Libellud
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Borg Lionel
Hawaiki, Ilopeli

Borg Richard
Battlelore Second Edition, Fantasy Flight Games
Battlelore Zweite Edition, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
TacDex Halo, USAopoly
TacDex Pirates, USAopoly
TacDex The Walking Dead, USAopoly

Bösch Holger
Black Stories 1-10, moses.Verlag

Boucharelis Alexander
Gothic Invasion, Storyception Games

Boyd Leonard
Clacks, Backspindle Games

Boydell Tony
Ivor The Engine, Surprised Stare Games
Snowdonia: The Necropolis Line, Surprised Stare Games

Brand Inka
Das magische Museum, Ravensburger
Descendance: Le Port, Gigamic
Die Pferde sind los, Schmidt Spiele
Murano, Lookout Spiele
Village Port, eggertspiele / Pegasus
Yes or kNOw, Ravensburger

Brand Markus
Das magische Museum, Ravensburger
Descendance: Le Port, Gigamic
Die Pferde sind los, Schmidt Spiele
Murano, Lookout Spiele
Village Port, eggertspiele / Pegasus
Yes or kNOw, Ravensburger

Brandl Michael R.
Rarrr!, APE Games

Brashaw David
Clacks, Backspindle Games

Braun Shav
Ryce Empire of Sand, SetSign

Breese Richard
Keyflower Beekeeper, Huch! & friends / R&D Games
Keyflower The Merchants, Huch! & friends / R&D Games
Keyflower Trader, Huch! & friends / R&D Games

Breitenstein Jonathan
Cthulhu!!! Hastur la Vista, Baby!, Twilight Creations

Breitenstein Kerry
Crap or Slap, Twilight Creations
Zombies!!! 13 DEFCON Z, Twilight Creations

Breitenstein Todd
Cthulhu!!! Hastur la Vista, Baby!, Twilight Creations
Zombies!!! Deadtime Stories, Twilight Creations

Brevik Anders Lystad 
Wanted: Igor, Kvasir Games

Bríos Gonzo
15 Dias, Asylum Games

Brody Ian
Destination: Neptune, Griggling Games
Quartermaster General, Griggling Games

Brown Chad
Pathfinder, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Base Set, 
Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck - Island of Empty Eyes, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck From Hell’s Heart, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck Raiders of the Fever Sea, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
DeckTempest Rising, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck The Price of Infamy, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Character Add-On Deck, Paizo

Brown Sean
Alien Uprising, Mr. B Games
Alien Uprising Rex Nova, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising X-14, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising Zothren, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising Scenario Promos, Mr. B. Games

Brown Tim W. K.
Quartex, Game Factory

Brück Steve
Unita, Helvetia Games

Brückner Thomas
Flunkerkönig, Haba

Brunnenkant Marc
Prohis, Blackrock Editions/Heidelberger Spielverlag

Brunnhofer Bernd
Sankt Petersburg, Hans im Glück

Buckle Nigel
Omega Centauri, Spiral Galaxy Games

Buonfino Aureliano
Dungeon Fighter: Abgefahrene Winde, Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: Die Große Welle, Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: Stormy Winds, Hurrican Games

Burigo Erik
Polpastrelli, Red Glove

Burkhardt Günter
Mops Royal, Noris Spiele

Burley Peter
Kamisado max, Huch! & friends
Kamisado pocket, Huch! & friends

Cadice John
Karate Fight, Soda Pop Miniatures
Relic Knights Darkspace Calamity, Soda Pop Miniatures
Relic Knight Noh Empire Battle Deck, Soda Pop Miniatures
Super Dungeon Explore: King Starfire, , Soda Pop Miniatures
Super Dungeon Explore: Forgotten King, Soda Pop Miniatures

Canetta Marco
Zhanguo, What’s your Game

Canuel Pierre
Höyük, Mage Company

Capel Andrew
Small World Im Netz der Spinne, Days of Wonder
Small World Royal Bonus, Days of Wonder

Carrol Kevin
Tenzi , Carma Games

Cathala Bruno
Abyss, Bombyx
Cyclades Titans, Matagot
Desperados, Matagot 
Dragon Run, Blue Orange
Five Tribes, Days of Wonder
Haru Ichiban, Blackrock Editions
Madame Ching, Hurrican

Cecchetto Paolo
Dungeon Bazar, Cranio Creations

Cerreti Diego
Circus Express, Red Glove
Godz, Red Glove
Mostrilli, Red Glove

Chaigneau Irma
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

Chalker Dave
Heat, Asmadi

Chan Edward
Magi Kitchen, Capstone
Pinocchio, Capstone

Charpentier Elwin
Fleet Commander, Capsicum Games

Chen Aza
Cat Tower, Eigenverlag
Cat Tower Lite, Eigenverlag
Cat Tower Plus, Eigenverlag
Kaiju, Eigenverlag

Chevallier Charles
Abyss, Bombyx
Continental Express, Bombyx
Wakanda, Blue Orange
Wakanda Three little Coyotes, Blue Orange

Chiacchiera Martino
Mood X, Planplay

Chiarvesio Andrea
Drizzit, Post Scriptum
Hyperborea, Asmodee/Asterion/Yemaia
Kingsport Festival, Kosmos / 
Kingsport Festival, Stratelibri/Giochi Uniti/Sir Chester Cobble-
pot
Kingsport Festival, Hobby Japan
Kingsport Festival, Iello
Movie Trailer, Oliphante

Choi Dave
Go, Fish, Happy Baobab
My Big World, Happy Baobab
Pizza Bake-Off, Happy Baobab
Tennis-Ace, Happy Baobab

Chong Vence
The Peides Curse: Earth, Game Design House

Chou Nightsorrow
Jungle Rumble, Eros Games
Who is the Sunflower, Eros Games

Choudri Saad 
Age of Soccer, Legend Express

Choudri Zubber
Age of Soccer, Legend Express

Chudyk Carl 
Impulse, Asmadi Games
Innovation: No Place Like Home, Asmadi Games
Red 7, Asmadi Games

Chvátil Vlaada
Die Legenden von Tash-Kalar Ewiges Eis, Heidelberger
Dungeon Lords Happy Anniversary, Czech Games Edition
Tash-Kalar Arena of Legends Everfrost, Czech Board Games

Cieslik Chris
Innovation: No Place like Home, Asmadi Games
Red 7, Asmadi Games

Clark Kevin
Relic Knights Darkspace Calamity, Soda Pop Miniatures
Relic Knight Noh Empire Battle Deck, Soda Pop Miniatures

Cleaver Tom
Tal der Könige, Pegasus Spiele
Valley of the Kings, Alderac

Cléquin Pierre
Knightmare Chess, Steve Jackson Games

Coe Michael
Goldfield Gully, Crash Games
Rise, Crash Games

Colovini Leo
Absacker, Amigo Spiele
Hot Tin Roof, Mayfair Games
Venezia 2099, Piatnik

Condette Frédéric
Guardians’ Chronicles, Iello

Conrad Christwart
Boom: Runaway Bombs, Korea Boardgames

Corace Jason
Lords and Ladies, Gryphon Games

Cormier Jay
Akrotiri, Z-Man / Filosofia
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Cornett Günter
Old Town Robbery, Clicker Spiele

Corrao Ignazio
12 Realms, Mage Company
12 Realms Ancestors Legacy, Mage Compan

Cousins Dave
Rock, Paper, Scissors, Bang, North & South Games
SafeBreaker, North & South Games
Terrain, North & South Games

Crapuchettes Dominic
Evolution, North Star Games

Croc
Claustrophobia: Furor Sanguinis, Asmodee / Marabunta
Conan: Hyborian Quests, Monolith

Cutajar Simon 
Wanted: Igor, Kvasir Games

d’Orey Gil
Panamax, Mesaboardgames / Heidelberger

Daly Emily
Imagidés, Gigamic

Darbro Dan
Chez Geek 1+2, Pegasus Spiele

Darwid Jack
Roar-a-Saurus, Indie Boards& Cards

de Faveri Ivan
5 minutes, Huch! & friends

de Graf Jaap
Circus, Spellenkó
Vampire Run, Spellenkó

de Witt Anne-Marie
Munchkin Panic, Pegasus Spiele

Debrot Alexandre
Boxes, Art of Games

Degli Innocenti Benedetto 
Mood X, Planplay

Degouy Nicolas
Krosmaster Die Mianix Dianix Minen, Pegasus Spiele
Krosmaster Duellbox, Pegasus Spiele
Krosmaster Multiman, Pegasus Spiele

Delivorias Rémy
Monsterwäsche, Haba

Delonge Franz-Benno
Manila, Zoch

Delporte Frédéric
Essen The Game, Geek Attitude Games

Denoual Thierry
Chickyboom, Blue Orange

des Pallières Philippe
Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald Der Pakt, Lui-Meme

Desportes Guillaume
Estiméo, Viking Games

Di Meglio Roberto
The Battle of Five Armies, Ares Games
Die Schlacht der Fünf Heere, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Di Toffoli
Absacker, Amigo Spiele

Dicken Gary
Promised Land, Ragnar Brothers
Steam Donkey, Ragnar Brothers

Dijak Chris
Hypocrisy, Sparks Games

Dijkstra Ruben
Spexxx, Waterfall Games

Dill Aaron
Firefly, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Firefly Schwerelos, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Firefly Blue Sun, Gale Force 9
Homeland: The Game, Gale Force 9
Sons of Anarchy: Men of Mayhem, Gale Force 9
Spartacus: The Shadow of Death, Gale Force 9

Dirscherl Wolfgang
Glibber-Gebibber, Haba

Dodd Chevee
Me Booty, Chevee Dodd LLC

Domberger Jörg
Geheimsache, Gmeiner Verlag
iXit, Fairplay Verlag

Dontanville Morgan
Steam Map Expansion #4, Mayfair Games

Dormans Joris
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

Dorn Rüdiger
Der Hobbit: Smaug’s Schatz, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Las Vegas Boulevard, alea/Ravensburger

Dorra Stefan
Bucket 3D, Jolly Thinkers
Medina, Stronghold Games
Medina, White Goblin Games

Dorsonczky József
Charta Krymenesiae, Mind Fitness Games
Pure Halloween, Mind Fitness Games
Re-Match, Mind Fitness Games
SixMaKing, Mind Fitness Games

Dougherty Robert
Star Realms, White Wizard Games

Drase Dustin
Cities of Darkscorch, Numero Game

Dreier-Brückner Anja
Flunkerkönig, Haba

Drögemüller Jens
Terra Mystica: Feuer & Eis, Feuerland

Droit Alexandre
Gloobz, Gigamic

duBarry Philippe
Eminent Domain: Battle Cruisers, Tasty Minstrel Games
Revolution! Anarchy, Steve Jackson Games

Dubosq Stephan
Egomaster, Egomaster

Dujardin Sébastien
Deus, Pearl Games 
Deus, Heidelberger Heidelberger

Dulin Sergey
Hollywood: The Other Side of Hollywood, Hobby World

Dulkes Robert Dijkmann
Penny Press, Asmadi Games

Dunay Andrew T.
Braiiiins!, Fire Squadron

Dunstan Matthew
Empire Engine, Alderac

Dytczak Krzysztof
Race to Berlin, Gry Leonardo

Eberle Bill
Cosmic Encounter, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Eckert Edwin
1893 Köln, Marflow Games

Ehrhard Dominique
Cracy Circus, GameWorks

Eickert Uwe
Conflict of Heroes: Der Bär erwacht, Schwerkraft Verlag
Bloody Crossroads: Gettysburg Day 1, Academy Games

Eisenstein Bernd
Panthalos, Irongames

Eklund Phil
Greenland, Sierra Madre Games

Elliot Mike
Dungeons & Dragons Dice Masters, Wizkids
Marvel Dice Masters, Wizkids
Quarriors Light vs. Dark, Wizkids

Ellis Steve
Trains: Rising Sun, Alderac

Emrich Alan
Tenka: Shogun Edition, Victory Point Games

Engelberg Mark
Chocolate Fix, Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Engelstein Brian
Space Cadets, Asmodee
Space Cadets: Resistance is Mostly Futile, Stronghold Games 

Engelstein Geoff
Space Cadets, Asmodee
Space Cadets Dice Duel Die Fighter, Stronghold Games
Space Cadets: Resistance is Mostly Futile, Stronghold Games 

Engelstein Sydney
Space Cadets, Asmodee
Space Cadets Dice Duel Die Fighter, Stronghold Games
Space Cadets: Resistance is Mostly Futile, Stronghold Games 

Enoksson Harald
Swedish Parliament 2014, Mondainai

Epron Alain
Massilia, Quined Games

Ernest James
Get Lucky!, Truant Spiele
Lords of Vegas Up!, Mayfair Games

Escoffier Laurent
Corto: The Secrets of Venice, Ludocom / Matagot
Doodle Quest, Blue Orange
Loony Quest, Libellud

Eskridge Don
Avalon, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Eskue Michael
Council of Verona, Crash Games
Council of Verona Poison, Crash Games
Der Rat von Verona, Heidelberger
Verone, Ferti

Espreman Etienne
Essen The Game, Geek Attitude Games

F Martyn
Oklahoma Boomers, Emma Games
Oklahoma Boomers Sooners, Emma Games

Faidutti Bruno
Animal Suspects, Gigamic
Knightmare Chess, Steve Jackson Games
Mascarade, Repos Productions

Falco Marsha J.
Set³, Amigo Spiele

Fatula Joseph
Victory through Industry, The Lumenaris Group
Vikings on the Volga, The Lumenaris Group

Fay Florian
1001, Ilopeli

Feld Stefan
Aquasphere, Hall Game / Pegasus
Aquasphere, Matagot
Aquasphere, Quined
Bruges: The City on the Zwin, Z-Man
La Isla, alea/Ravensburger
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Ferrara Antonio
Stay away!, Truant Spiele

Ferrini Luigi
The Golden Ages, Quined Games

Finet Olivier
Fatal Rendez vous, Gigamic

Fiorillo Sebastiano
Stay Away, Truant Spiele

Fischer Claas
Essence: Hindernisse, Edition Essentia

Fisher Ken
Witches, Amigo Spiele

Fitzgerald Mike
Diamonds, Stronghold Games

Foskolos Evangelos
Spells of Doom, Drawlab Entertainment

Fowers Tim
Wok Star, Game Salute

Fox Michael
Keep running!, Sprocket Games

Franck David
Doodle Quest, Blue Orange
Loony Quest, Libellud

Franz Klemens
Flizz & Miez, Stadlbauer
Gib Gas, Stadlbauer
Start frei!, Stadlbauer

Freard Thomas
Asylum, Pedrokar Games
Yum Yum, Pedrokar Games

French Nate
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Friedrich Barbara
Der Hanf des Verderbens, Krimi total

Friese Friedemann
Frischfisch, 2F-Spiele
Funkenschlag Deluxe, 2F-Spiele
Terra, Huch! & friends

Frobert Tristan
Deal, Dealpro.com

Frumusa Pierluigi
Provincia Romana, Edition Erlkönig
Provincia Romana, Gen X Games
Provincia Romana, Stratelibri
Provincia Romana, Passport Game Studio

Fryxelius Daniel
Fleets: The Pleiad Conflict, Fryxgames

Fühler Arve D.
El Gaucho, Argentum Verlag

G. Helio
Faith, Burning Games

G. Mauricio
Faith, Burning Games

G.Q. Carlos
Faith, Burning Games

Garcia Oriol
High Command: Europe, Academy Games

Garfield Richard
Ghooost, Heidelberger / Iello
King of New York, Heidelberger
King of New York, Iello

Garrity Sean Scott
Cowards and Carrots, Baksha Games

Gary Justin
Ascension Entfesselte Dunkelheit, Asmodee

Gauding Per
Lift it!, Game Factory

Geisert Ludovic
Da Clash, Ammon Miniatures

Gerdts Mac
Antike II, PD-Verlag
Concordia Britannia/Germania, PD-Verlag

Gerrits Henk Jan
Circus, Spellenkó
Vampire Run, Spellenkó

Giannakoulas Christos
27th Passenger, Purple Games

Gil-Wünschmann Martin
Playmobil Ritterburg, Schmidt Spiele

Gilmour Jonathan
Crossroads: Dead of Winter, Plaid Hat Games
Winter der Toten, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Giovo Francis
Vudù, Red Glove
Vudù, Nordlandsippe

Girke Hanno
Flizz & Miez, Stadlbauer
Gib Gas, Stadlbauer
Start frei!, Stadlbauer

Glenn Stephen
Rattlebones, Rio Grande Games
Spike, R&R Games

Glickman Jeff
Hearts of Attraction, R&R Games

Glimne Dan
DungeonQuest Neuauflage, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
DungeonQuest Revised Edition, Fantasy Flight Games

Glowacz Filip
Beer Empire, Board & Dice / Cube Factory of Ideas
Dice Brewing, Board & Dice

Glumpler Heinrich
Dicke Dämonen, Edition Erlkönig
Find den Mörder, Edition Erlkönig
Find die Liebe, Edition Erlkönig

Goldman Eli
Crust, Ego Play

Goldsteen Elad
City Council The Distaster Deck, Golden Egg Games
Prime Time, Golden Egg Games

Golec Matt
Penny Press, Asmadi Games

Goodenough John
DungeonQuest Revised Edition, Fantasy Flight Games
DungeonQuest Neuauflage, Fantasy Flight Games

Goulart Guilherme
Arcadia Quest, Cool Mini or Not

Gould Kris
Switching Tracks, Wattsalpoag Games

Grandperrin Nathalie
Animal Suspects, Gigamic

Grasso Roberto
Dino Race, Ares Games / Heidelberger

Grayson Carey
Pandemic: Contagion, Z-Man
Pandémie: Contagion, Filosofia

Grigoriadis Anastasios
Lap Dance, Artipia Games

Groenewegen Laurens
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

Groppi Stefano
Florenza 2. Auflage, Placentia / Heidelberger / Golden Egg
Florenza: Captains of Fortune, Placentia Games
Florenza The Card Game: War & Religion, Placentia Games

Grunau Jürgen P. K.
Col-or-Form, Adlung Spiele

Gruzdina Amanda
Wash Dash, Brain Games

Gudmundsdóttir Kristín
Wanted: Igor, Kvasir Games

Guild Christopher
Star Trek Attack Wing, Wizkids

Guischard Johannes
cuboro tricky ways fasal, Cuboro

Guiton Èdouard
Krosmaster Die Mianix Dianix Minen, Pegasus Spiele
Krosmaster Duellbox, Pegasus Spiele
Krosmaster Multiman, Pegasus Spiele

Guiton Raphael
Zombicide Prison Outbreak, Cool Mini or Not
Zombicide Toxic City Metal, Cool Mini or Not

Gumienny Waldek
1944: Race to the Rhine, Phalanx
The Magnates, Phalanx

Gupta Julian
Cubo, Queen Games

Gurski Alex
Small World Im Netz der Spinne, Days of Wonder
Small World Royal Bonus, Days of Wonder

Gurski Bill
Small World Im Netz der Spinne, Days of Wonder
Small World Royal Bonus, Days of Wonder

Hachatrian Tigran
Karma Police, Shift Games
Perfect Zombie, Shift Games
Railroad Fever, Shift Games
Terra Inc., Shift Games

Hackwelder Odd
8 The Liar, Swan Panasia

Haferkamp Kai
Quizzomat junior, Haba
tiptoi Der hungrige Zahlenroboter, Ravensburger
tiptoi Die internationale Sprachen-Rallye, Ravensburger

Hagenauer Markus
Unikum Landschaften & Tiere, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Formen und Zahlen, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Cthulhu, Sphinx Spieleverlag

Håkansson Nina
Nations Inspirations, Lautapelit

Håkansson Rustan
Nations Das Würfelspiel, Lautapelit
Nations Inspirations, Lautapelit

Halaban Sergio
Sheriff of Nottingham, Arcane Wonders

Hamm Christopher
Strife, Cube Factory of Ideas

Hanauer Jack
Bala Ra, Porcupine Press
Telltale, Porcupine Press
Trix, Porcupine Press

Harder Corinna
Black Stories Funny Death 2, moses.Verlag

Harmann Frank
Frankenstein’s Body, Yay Games
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Harpaz Tzvika
Athlas: Duel for Divinity, Golden Egg Games

Hawes Peter
Royals, Abacusspiele

Hawthorne Jeremy
Mice and Mystics Downwood Tales, Plaid Hat Games

Hayashi Hisashi
Auf nach Indien, Pegasus Spiele
Edo Yashiki, Okazu Brand
Isarbibi, Okazu Brand
Patronize, Alderac 
Rolling Japan, Okazu Brand
Sail to India, Alderac 
Trains: Rising Sun, Alderac

Hecht Gerhard
Jäger + Späher, Kosmos

Hedgren Lucas
Subdivision, Bézier Games

Hein Ferdinand
Der große und der kleine Baum, F-Hein Spiele
Der rätselhafte Teppich, F-Hein Spiele
Florentiner Domino, F-Hein Spiele 
Mandala, F-Hein Spiele

Hendriks Michiel Justin Elliot 
Das Vermächtnis - Stammbaum der Macht, Pegasus Spiele

Henn Dirk
Neptun, Queen Games

Henry Frédéric:
Cardline Dinosaurs, Bombyx
Conan: Hyborian Quests, Monolith
Die Baumeister, Bombyx

Henssler Steffen
Henssler‘s Küchenrallye

Herbert Dave
Last Letter, Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Herbert Joe
Last Letter, Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Herbst Alexander
Fliegende Zeilen, moses.Verlag

Herman Mark
Fire in the Lake, GMT Games

Herminghaus Stephan
Gold Ahoi, Lookout Spiele

Hetling Karin
Spiky, Beleduc

Heuser Marion
Robinson Crusoe: Die Fahrt der Beagle, Pegasus Spiele

Hiese Kirsten
Kri-Kra-Krabbelei, Haba

Higley Brandon
Nightlight, BNKB Games

Hill Jason
Shadows of Brimstone: City of the Ancients, Flying Frog Games
Shadows of Brimstone: Swamps of Death, Flying Frog Games

Hiron Maureen
Continuo, Game Factory
Grabolo, Game Factory

Hoffmann Guido
Der unendliche Fluss, Drei Magier Spiele
Holterdipolter, moses.Verlag

Hogan Jeremy
Dreaming Spires, Secret Games Co.

Holzer René 
Um Himmels willen, Spielbörse

Horger Carla
Thunder Alley, GMT Games

Horger Jeff
Can’t Stop Rollin‘ Down the Highway, Gryphon Games
Thunder Alley, GMT Games

Horn Fred
Blocks, Steffen Spiele

Hostettler Urs
Anno Domini Bern, Abacusspiele
Anno Domini Bern, Fata Morgana
Anno Domini Wissenschaft & Forschung, Abacusspiele
Anno Domini Wissenschaft & Forschung, Fata Morgana
Tichu, Filosofia

Hotti Martti
Rino 3D, Arctic Union/MH Invention

Hsieh Po-Jen
Alchemist of Five Elements , Enjoy Thinking Studio

Hsieh Yunus
Alchemist of Five Elements , Enjoy Thinking Studio

Hsu Kidd
Da Yu The Flood Conqueror, TwoPlus

Huang “Jacky” Guan Chih 
Office 21, Smiling Monster / Swan Panasia

Huang Wei-Hwa
Roll for the Galaxy, Rio Grande Games

Huei-Chiang Tsai
Castle Crush, Soso Studio

Huszcza Ireneusz
Beer Empire, Board & Dice / Cube Factory of Ideas
Dice Brewing, Board & Dice

Hyra Matt:
Adventure Time: Card Wars - BMO vs. Lady Rainicorn, Cryp-
tozoic
Adventure Time: Card Wars: Finn vs. Jake, Cryptozoic
Adventure Time: Card Wars: For the Glory, Cryptozoic
Adventure Time: Card Wars - Princess Bubblegum vs. Lumpy 
Space Princess, Cryptozoic
Bravest Warriors, Cryptozoic
DC Comics Deck-Building Game Forever Evil, Cryptozoic 
Naruto Shippuden, Cryptozoic
The Lord of the Rings The Return of the King, Cryptozoic
The Walking Dead Board Game: The Best Defense Woodbury 
Expansion, Cryptozoic 
The Walking Dead Der Widerstand, Kosmos
The Walking Dead Don’t Look Back Dice Game, Cryptozoic

I. Galgor
€urocrisis, Autorenworkshop

Ibrahim Abdul Rahman 
Monster Hero Academy, Blue Mana Games

Illek Martin
Numerus, Illek

Inzenhofer Peter = inzenhopeter
Unikum Landschaften & Tiere, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Formen und Zahlen, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Cthulhu, Sphinx Spieleverlag

Iroglidis Lefteris
Gothic Invasion, Storyception Games

Itkin Svytoslav
Backgammon für Drei, Multi Market

Ivanovs Intars
Wash Dash, Brain Games

Jackson Steve
Munchkin deluxe, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Apokalypse 2, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Legenden, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Legenden 2: Fauntastische Spiele, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Turbobooster 1, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Turbobooster 2, Pegasus Spiele
Munchkin Fu, Pegasus Spiele 
Spiel mir das Lied vom Munchkin, Pegasus Spiele

Super Munchkin, Pegasus Spiele 

Jaffee Seth
Eminent Domain: Escalation, Tasty Minstrel Games
Eminent Domain: Microcosm, Tasty Minstrel Games

Jagodzinski Michael
1919: The Noble Experiment, Black Monk Games

Jelen Marko
Baker Speed, Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Jenkins Daniel
Hold your Breath!, Mayday Games

Jewula Jan
Zombie Terror, Galakta

Johnson Eric S.
Battle of Capua, Knight Works

Jokularis
Winter Tales, Fantasy Flight / Heidelberger

Jolly Tom
Warhammer Diskwars, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Jones Corey
Adventure Time: Card Wars - BMO vs. Lady Rainicorn, Cryp-
tozoic
Adventure Time: Card Wars: Finn vs. Jake, Cryptozoic
Adventure Time: Card Wars: For the Glory, Cryptozoic
Adventure Time: Card Wars - Princess Bubblegum vs. Lumpy 
Space Princess, Cryptozoic

Jordan Dirk
Deutschland - mehr als Lederhosen, Joodix
Schach - mehr als ein Spiel Kids Version, Joodix
Schach - Mehr als ein Spiel, Joodix

Jordan Kathleen
The English Academy, Joodix

Jugel Mario
Admiral’s Orders All Hands, Strategema Games
Admiral’s Orders Trafalgar Edition, Strategema Games

Jung Thomas H.
Lectio, UboCnC

Jung Yeon-Min
Patchistory, Deinko

Junker Gerhard
Blocky Mountains, Juhu Spiele
Blocky Mountains Das große Spieleabenteuerbuch, Juhu 
Spiele
Blocky Mountains Zeit-Ergänzung, Juhu Spiele

Jurgiel Paweł 
Darkness Comes, Kuźnia Gier

Jussila Jouni
Race to the North Pole, Playmore Games

Justinussen Tróndur
Wanted: Igor, Kvasir Games

Kalarus Grzegorz
Galaxy of Trian, Creative Maker

Kalinowski Karol
Bostwa, Black Cross Studio

Kallenborn Martin
Asselschlamassel, Drei Magier Spiele

Kałucki Krzysztof
Life Manager, Fingere

Kałuža Adam
Mr. House, Granna

Kanai Seiji
Adventure Tours, Schmidt Spiele
Lost Legacy Das Sternenschiff & Der fliegende Garten, Pegasus 
Spiele
Lost Legacy Hyakunen Senso to Ryu no Miko, Kanai Factory 
/ One Draw
Lost Legacy: Binbo Tantei to Inbo no Shiro, Kanai Factory / 
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One Draw
Love Letter Legend of the Five Rings, Alderac
Mai-Star, Alderac
Munchkin Loot Letter, Pegasus Spiele
Say Bye to the Villains, Alderac
Secret Moon, Kanai Factory

Kaneko Hiroi
Nanahoshi, Komado

Kao Chu-Lan
Who am I?, Big Fun Games

Kasprzycki Dominik
Warships, RedImp Publishing

Kastle Darwin
Star Realms, White Wizard Games

Kaufman Patricia Hayes
Snake Oil, Amigo Spiele

Kaufmann Matthias
Hopp und Hui!, Logis

Keller Cornelia
Mauseschlau & Bärenstark auf Weltreise, Ravensburger

Keller Michael
La Granja, Spielworxx

Keller Michael R.
Captains of Industry, Tasty Minstrel Games

Kelsey Mark
Katakomben, Schwerkraft Verlag

Keltner Dan
Bomb Squad, Tasty Minstrel Games

Kemppainen Justin
Star Wars: Imperial Assault, Fantasy Flight Games

Kendall Phil
Promised Land, Ragnar Brothers
Steam Donkey, Ragnar Brothers

Kendall Steve 
Promised Land, Ragnar Brothers
Steam Donkey, Ragnar Brothers

Kermarrec Henri
Boom Bokken, Playad Games
Sushi Dice, Sitdown!

Keyaerts Philippe
Small World Im Netz der Spinne, Days of Wonder
Small World Royal Bonus, Days of Wonder
Twin Tin Bots, Flatlined Games 
Twin Tin Bots, Iello

Kiesling Michael
7 Steps, Kosmos
Abluxxen Sonderkarten, Ravensburger
Dog Cards, Schmidt Spiele

Kikutienè Laima
Es war einmal, 3+, Logis

Kim Dong-Hwa
Food Chain, Deinko

Kim Gun-Hee = Kim Gary
Abraca..What?, Korea Boardgames
7 Kingdoms, Deinko
Chosŏn, Happy Baobab
Chosŏn, Moonster Games
The Hare and the Tortoise, Iello

Kim Jun-Hyup
Patchistory, Deinko

Kim Kee W.
King’s Pouch, Korea Boardgames

Kingsley Jason D.
Ophir, Terra Nova Games

Kinjiro
Pints of Blood, Huch! & friends

Kinney Brandon
More than Conquerors, More than Conquerors

Kirps Dennis
Balla Balla, Noris Spiele
Canopy Walk, TF Verlag
Fische und Steine, Logis
Roborama, Playthisone

Kisaragi Hayato
Lost Legacy Das Sternenschiff & Der fliegende Garten, Pegasus 
Spiele
Lost Legacy Hyakunen Senso to Ryu no Miko, Kanai Factory 
/ One Draw
Lost Legacy: Binbo Tantei to Inbo no Shiro, Kanai Factory / 
One Draw

Kitao Madako
Jushimatsu, Komado
Jushimatsu Egg Expansion, Komado
Nanahoshi, Komado

Kittredge Jack
Cosmic Encounter, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Klausner Thomas
Abyss: Perdition’s Mouth, Dragon Dawn
Black Hat, Dragon Dawn

Klenko Kane
Mad City, Mayfair Games
Pressure Cooker, Rio Grande Games

Klos Marek
Bostwa, Black Cross Studio

Kloß Stefan
Beasty Bar, Zoch

Knemeyer Dirk
War Stories: Liberty Road, Conquistador Games
War Stories: Red Storm, Conquistador Games

Knizia Reiner
Age of War, Fantasy Flight Games
Blue Moon Legends, Fantasy Flight Games
Die Intrigen von Westeros, Heidelberger
Die Legenden von Blue Moon, Heidelberger
Family Bingo, Trefl
Friday the 13th, Iello
Game of Thrones Westeros Intrigue, Fantasy Flight Games
Honigbienchen, Amigo Spiele
King Arthur, Ravensburger
Orongo, Ravensburger
Vendredi le 13, Le Scorpion Masque
Zeitalter des Krieges, Heidelberger
Zombie Mania, Noris Spiele

Knischewski Jürgen
Plan B, Goki/Ankerbausteine

Knorre Dimitri
Evolution, North Star Games
Evolution Random Mutation, Rightgames

Kobbert Max J.
Fliegende Zeilen, moses.Verlag

Köhrsen Andrea
Purple Stories, moses.Verlag

Kokkinis Konstantinos
New Dawn, Artipia Games

Kolos Michal
Astro Jam, Trefl

Koltze Rüdiger
Lauf rauf!, Ravensburger

Komarov Ilya
Mafia, Hobby World

Kommerell Hartmut
Quint-X, Gerhards Spiel und Design
Slow Fox, Rombol

Konieczka Corey
Eldritch Horror, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Star Wars: Imperial Assault, Fantasy Flight Games

Konnov Alexey
Bug Race, Rightgames

Kopera Agnieszka
Progress, NSKN

Koser Miriam
Badehase, Haba

Kotarski Jason
Dead Drop, Crash Games

Kotry Matúš 
Alchemists, Czech Board Games
Die Alchemisten, Heidelberger

Kouba Robert A.
Battlelore Second Edition, Fantasy Flight Games
Battlelore Zweite Edition, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Kourtis Stelios
Spells of Doom, Drawlab Entertainment

Kovaleski John
Firefly, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Firefly Schwerelos, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Firefly The Game Blue Sun, Gale Force 9
Homeland: The Game, Gale Force 9
Sons of Anarchy: Men of Mayhem, Gale Force 9
Spartacus: The Shadow of Death, Gale Force 9

Kowalski Patryk
Hat-Trick, Games Unplugged

Kozak Michal
Armymals, Titan Forge Games
Armymals Top Secret, Titan Forge Games

Kozak Sebastian
Armymals, Titan Forge Games
Armymals Top Secret, Titan Forge Games

Kramer Ursula
tiptoi Quer durch Europa, Ravensburger

Kramer Wolfgang
Abluxxen Sonderkarten, Ravensburger
Col-or-Form, Adlung Spiele
Dog Cards, Schmidt Spiele
tiptoi Quer durch Europa, Ravensburger

Krivobokov Ruslan
Gekael, Gekael Games

Kruchten Christian
Balla Balla, Noris Spiele

Krupnik Wojtek
Metallum, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Kubicius Piotr
Altaria, Axel-Malina

Kudo Masayuki
Tanto Cuore Oktoberfest, Japanime Games

Kuhn Hanno
Uruk II, DDD Verlag

Kühle Malte
Raid and Trade, Mage Company

Kuhn Wilfried
Uruk II, DDD Verlag

Kuhr Katrin
Mit Mist und Tücke, Huch! & friends

Kummer Susanne
Mary, Huch & friends

Kumpernaß Matthias
Blattsalat, F-Hein-Spiele

Kurek Andrzej
2019: The Arctic, Schwerkraft Verlag
Medieval Battle, Alchemicus.pl

Kuro = Yashushi Kuroda
Ars Alchimia, Manifest Destiny
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Seventh Hero, Alderac
The Ravens of Thri Sahashri, Manifest Destiny

Kusmayanty Kanty
Mahardika, Manikmaya Games
Mashup Monsters, Manikmaya Games

Kuusela Harry-Pekka
Essen, LudiCréations

Kwapiński Adam
Ark of Animals, Fabryka Gier Historycznych
Heroes, Fabryka Gier Historycznych

Lacerda Vidal
Kanban: Automotive Revolution, Schwerkraft Verlag
Kanban: Automotive Revolution, Stronghold Games

Lächner Daniela
Schraube Locker, Amigo Spiele

Ladagnous Arnaud
Agents Secrets, Playad Games
New York King, Playad Games

Laffont Olivier
Archaelogica, Old Casa Games

Lala Alessandro
Race! Formula 90 Expansion #1, Gotha Games

Lam Greg
Chopstick Decterity Megachallenge 3000, Mayday Games

Lam Ming
Latsyrc, Capstone / Ming’s Project

Lambert Richard
Once Upon a Time Knightly Tales, Atlas Games

Lammers Ruud
Spexxx, Waterfall Games

Lamont Fraser
Draconscroll, Fragor Games

Lamont Gordon 
Draconscroll, Fragor Games

Landsvogt Torsten
Pick-a-Seal, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pick-a-Seal, Jolly Thinkers

Lang Eric M.
Arcadia Quest, Cool Mini or Not
Dungeons & Dragons Dice Masters, Wizkids
Marvel Dice Masters, Wizkids
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Quarriors Light vs. Dark, Wizkids
XCOM, Fantasy Flight Games

Larsen Eric
The Hobbit: Smaugs Desolation, Cryptozoic

Larsson Conny
Missile Attack, Eyedrake Games

Larsson Henrik
Duco, Goty Games

Laukat Ryan
Acht-Minuten Imperium: Europa Spielplan, Schwerkraft Verlag
City of Iron: Experts and Engines, Red Raven 
Die Vergessene Welt, Schwerkraft Verlag
Eight Minute Empire Legends, Red Raven Games
The Ancient World, Red Raven Games
Un monde oublié, Iello
 
Launius Richard
Alien Uprising, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising Rex Nova, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising X-14, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising Zothren, Mr. B. Games
Alien Uprising Scenario Promos, Mr. B. Games

Defenders of the Realm: Demon Expansion, Eagle Games
Run, Fight or Die!, 8th Summit

Laursen Thomas Kølby
Hospital Rush, eggertspiele / Pegasus

Lauster Aaron
Airborne Commander, Stratamax Games

Lavezzi Carlo
Johari, Lookout Spiele

Leacock Matt
Pandemic: The Cure, Z-Man
Pandemie, Z-Man
Pandemie: Auf Messers Schneide, Z-Man
Pandemie: Le Remède, Filosofia

Lebeau Pierre-Yves
Nosferatu, Kosmos

Lee Dong-Ryeol
The Emperor of Darkness, Gamesapiens
The Roman Empire, Gamesapiens
TetMithra, Gamesapiens

Lee Nutgoo
Magic Cat, Deinko

Legrain Pierre-Emmanuel
Time Masters, MushrooM Games

Lehmann Tom
Ciúb, Amigo Spiele
Im Wandel der Zeiten Eisenzeit, Pegasus Spiele
Pandemic: The Cure, Z-Man
Pandemie auf Messers Schneide, Z-Man
Roll for the Galaxy, Rio Grande Games
Roll Through The Ages: Iron Age, Gryphon Games
Roll Through The Ages: Iron Age Mediterranean Expansion, 
Gryphon Games

Lemay Christian
Erwischt! 2, Heidelberger

Lémery Guillaume
Zombie 15, Heidelberger 
Zombie 15, Iello

Lemitre Cedric
Smog the Thirteenth Hour, Smart Max Corp.

Lennert Jeremy:
Darkest Night: From the Abyss, Victory Point Games

Leviloff Farin A.
Hapsburg Eclipse, Victory Point Games

Liedtke Rüdiger
Köbes, emons Verlag

Lim Sen-Foong
Akrotiri, Z-Man / Filosofia

Lin Eros
Jungle Rumble, Eros Games

Ling Zeldaaa
Jungle Rumble, Eros Games
Who is the Sunflower, Eros Games

Livingston Cooper
Hypocrisy, Sparks Games

Lloyd Dan
Dark Horse Rebels & Rogues, Knight Works

Löbker Dietlind
Kleine Musik-Macher, Haba

Lollio Danilo
Tutti al Mare, Red Glove

Looney Andrew
Fluxx, Pegasus Spiele
Loonacy, Looney Labs
Piraten-Fluxx, Pegasus Spiele

Lopez Hassan
Clockwork Wars, Eagle Games

Löpmann Torsten
Kwando, Huch! & friends

Luciani Simone
Dungeon Bazar, Cranio Creations

Soqquadro, Cranio Creations

Ludvigsen Henning
Journey: Wrath of Demons, Marrow Production

Ludwig Manfred
Fröschlein, aufgepasst!, Noris Spiele

Luiten Jasper
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

Lullien Jean-Baptiste
Zombicide Prison Outbreak, Cool Mini or Not
Zombicide Toxic City Metal, Cool Mini or Not

MacDonald Sean D. 
Petite Pastiche, Gryphon Games

Machin Sergey
Evolution, North Star Games
Evolution Random Mutation, Rightgames

MacKenzie Fred
Monsters & Maidens, Clever Mojo / Games Salute

Madaj Karol
Kolejka / Warteschlange, Trefl

Madura Christophe
Smog the Thirteenth Hour, Smart Max Corp.

Mae Jaanis
Superfut, Superfut

Maggi Marco
The Battle of Five Armies, Ares Games
Die Schlacht der Fünf Heere, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Mainini Andrea
Ifrito, Zvezda

Maman Jean-Michel
S-Evolution 2.0, Spiel-ou-Face

Manfredini Dan
Far Space Foundries, Terra Nova Games

Manzanedo Antonia José
Journey: Wrath of Demons, Marrow Production

Marcantoni Luis Fernando
Nuevo Mundo, Ruibal Hermanos

Marciniak Michal
Armymals, Titan Forge
Armymals Top Secret, Titan Forge Games

Marcussen Christian
Clash of Culturs: Civilizations, Z-Man
Clash of Culturs: Civilisations, Filosofia

Marin Ioana
Wanted: Igor, Kvasir Games

Mark Steve
Tenzi, Carma Games

Marling Chris
Empire Engine, Alderac

Marly Hervé
Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald Der Pakt, Lui-Meme

Marriot Ed
Scoville, Tasty Minstrel Games

Martin W. Eric
Body Party, Cocktail Games

Martinez Christian
Inis, Matagot

Masanofu
See Know Buzz, Yu-gen Roman

Mason Tom
Wok Star, Game Salute

Masson Robert
Robinson Crusoe: Die Fahrt der Beagle, Pegasus Spiele
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Matusik Krzysztof
Amber Route, Bomba Games
Black & White, Bomba Games
Cargotrain, Game Fabrica
Urban Panic, G3

Maublanc Ludovic
Ca$h ´n Gun$, Repos Productions
Cyclades Titans, Matagot
Desperados, Matagot 
Madame Ching, Hurrican

Maurel Stéphane
King’s Gold, Blue Orange

Mayer Jürgen
Shinobi Clans, Posthuman Studios

Mazzoni Daniele
Monster Chef, Believe in Games

McCoy Sean
Duel, Tuesday Knight Games

McGregor Simon
Ancient Terrible Things, Pleasant Company Games

McIver Adam P.
Kingdom Land, Crash Games

Meis Kees
Clover, Rielekst

Meister Heinz
Crash Cup Karambolage, Haba

Mendyuk Martyn
Malpractice, Duke Games

Mensen Reinhard
Schiebe Memo, Schmidt Spiele

Menzel Michael
Die Legenden von Andor: Die Reise in den Norden, Kosmos

Merkx Dennis
Clover, Rielekst

Meyer Andrea
Stimmvieh, Bewitched Spiele

Meyer Till
Pluff, Spieltrieb
Weg damit, Spieltrieb

Mieziete Dinija
Wash Dash, Brain Games

Miller Cody
Xia: Legends of a Drift System, Far Off Games

Miłuński Filip
CV: Gossip, Granna
Faras, Granna

Minguzzi Marco
Everzone, Winterlair

Mitschke Samuel
Hipster Dice, Steve Jackson Games
Mars Attacks: The Dice Game, Steve Jackson Games

Moliis Jani
Foreclosed, Mercury Games
Robot Factory, Roll D6

Moliis Teri
Foreclosed, Mercury Games
Robot Factory, Roll D6

Molyneaux Bill
Wilderness Empires, Worthington Publishing

Montiage Guillaume
Kemet: Ta Seti, Matagot

Moon Alan R.
1869 West, Marflow Games
Ticket to Ride 10th Anniversary Edition, Days of Wonder

Morard Frédéric 
Night of the Grand Octopus, Iello
La nuit de la grande poulpe, Superlude

Mortimer David J.
Dragon Slayer, Indie Boards & Cards
Pocket Imperium, Ludicreations

Mouchebeuf Phlippe
Fief: France 1429, Academy Games

Moyersoen Fréderic
Bedpans + Broomsticks, Mayfair Games
Robin, Flatlined Games

Mühlhäuser Steffen
Blocks, Steffen Spiele
Copa Bohnenpower, Steffen Spiele

Mulder Alexander
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

Muldoon Scott
Tenka: Shogun Edition, Victory Point Games

Multamäki Timo
Abyss: Perdition’s Mouth, Dragon Dawn
Black Hat, Dragon Dawn

Mura Kuraki
Dice’s Zoo: Fleas invade, HomosapiensLab
Happy Pigs, Swan Panasia
In Love and War, Kuraki Mura B.B. Studio
Race to Riches, Kuraki Mura B.B. Studio

Myszkowski Michal
Bostwa, Black Cross Studio

Nacci Ilenia
Pizzeria Italiana, Red Glove

Naegele Berndhard
100!, Adlung Spiele

Navarro Ignacio
Hexafutbol, Abanze Games

Negro Stefano
What the Fake, Cocktail Games

Nepitello Francesco
The Battle of Five Armies, Ares Games
Die Schlacht der Fünf Heere, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Neugebauer Peter
Der 7bte Zwerg, Pegasus Spiele
Die frechen Mäuse, Noris Spiele

Neuwahl Niek
Ludix, Piatnik

Nevskiy Oleksandr 
Mysterium, Portal Games

Newman Alan M.
Sun Tzu, Matagot

Niccolini Stefania
Zhanguo, What’s your Game

Nickell Patrick
Goldfield Gully, Crash Games
The Lost Dutchman, Crash Games

Niemann Tory
Alien Frontier, Clever Mojo / Game Salute
Alien Frontier Aurora, LocWorks
Alien Frontier Outer Belt, Game Salute
Pay Dirt, Crash Games

Nikisch Markus
Quizzomat junior, Haba

Nikitin Evgeny
Moscow to Paris, Hobby World

Nikolaou Angelo
Hoshi Battle, dV Giochi

Nimmerfroh Katalin 
Redacted, LudiCreations
Redacted Mercenaries, LudiCreations

Noshigahara Nob
Rush Hour, Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Norton Bill
Cosmic Encounter, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Novac Andrei
Perfect Storm, Alaska, NSKN
Praetor, NSKN Games / Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Progress, NSKN Games
Versailles, NSKN Games / Heidelberger Spieleverlag
W: The Board Game, NSKN Games

Nudd Mike
Waggle Dance, Grublin Games

O’Connor Rory
Story Cubes Ärzte, Huch! & friends
Story Cubes Intergalactic, The Creativity Hub
Story Cubes Intergalaktisch, Huch! & friends
Story Cubes Medic, The Creativity Hub
Story Cubes Scores, The Creativity Hub
Story Cubes Volltreffer, Huch! & friends

O’Connor Tanis
Pathfinder, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Base Set, 
Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck - Island of Empty Eyes, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck From Hell’s Heart, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Raiders of the Fever Sea, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Tempest Rising. Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
The Price of Infamy, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Character Add-On Deck, Paizo

O’Donnel Manny
Dungeons & Dragons Attack Wing, Wizkids

O’Neal Chris
Boss Monster, Brotherwise Games
Boss Monster Tools of Hero-Kind, Brotherwise Games

O’Neal Johnny
Boss Monster, Brotherwise Games
Boss Monster Tools of Hero-Kind, Brotherwise Games

Oberling Jean-Claude
Oberlingal, Oberling

Obert Walter
What the Fake, Cocktail Games

Ochs Jedff
Snake Oil, Amigo Spiele

Odenhoven Thomas
Dolmen, eggertspiele

Odenthal Andreas
La Granja, Spielworxx

Oh Justin
Memo-Ring, Gemblo

Ohley Helmut
1844/54, Lookout Spiele
Russian Railroads Neue Ingenieure, Hans im Glück

Okui Akihisa
One Night Werewolf Superpowers, 1NiteWerewolf
One Night Ultimate Werewolf, Bézier Games
Vollmondnacht: Werwölfe, Bézier Games

Oliwa Sebastian
Galaxy of Trian, Creative Maker

Olotka Peter
Cosmic Encounter, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
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Oracz Michał
Neuroshima Hex! Mississippi, Portal Games
Neuroshima Hex! Smart, Portal Games
Neuroshima Hex! Vegas, Portal Games
Raumstation Theseus, Pegasus Spiele
Theseus: The Dark Orbit Bots, Portal Games

Orgler Leonhard
1844/54, Lookout Spiele
Russian Railroads Neue Ingenieure, Hans im Glück

Origuchi Hinata
Colors of Kasane, Ouyuuan
Kaleido, Ouyuuan

Østby Kristian Amundsen
Doodle City, Aporta Games
Escape Zombie City, Queen Games
Kampen om Fredriksten, Eigenverlag

Ostertag Helge
Terra Mystica: Feuer & Eis, Feuerland

Overath Angelika
Weltberühmt und unbekannt, Metermorphosen

Owsianny Maciej
Armymals, Titan Forge Games
Armymals Top Secret, Titan Forge Games

Paglia Pier Giorgio
Wings of Glory WWII Erweiterungen, Ares Games

Paltsev Alexey
Bug Race, Rightgames

Pambos Michael
Age of Soccer, Legend Express

Parks Andrew
Core Worlds Revolution, Stronghold Games
Dungeons & Dragons Attack Wing, Wizkids
Star Trek Attack Wing, Wizkids
Justice League Strategy Game, Wizkids

Pauchon Sébastien
Corto: The Secrets of Venice, Ludocom / Matagot

Paull Alan
Carrier Strike, Surprised Stare Games

Pavlovic Milos
Demigods Rising, Eigenverlag Demigods Rising

Pawn
Shephy, Adventure Planning/Bouken

Pegasov Nikolay
Hollywood: The Other Side of Hollywood, Hobby World
World of Tanks: Rush, Hobby World
World of Tanks: Rush Second Front, Hobby World

Peise Udo
Papilio, Beleduc

Pellin Jean-Claude
Fische und Steine, Logis

Pereira Lucas
Arcania, Bravado Games

Perez David
Egomaster, Egomaster

Perret Fred
Arcadia Quest, Cool Mini or Not

Perzyna Konrad
Imperialism: Road to Domination, G3
Ucho Króla, G3

Peter Viktor
Trickerion, Mindclash Games

Petersen Christian T.
Warhammer Diskwars, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Petersen Sandy
Cthulhu Wars, Green Eye Games

Peterson Paul
Pathfinder, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Base Set, 
Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck - Island of Empty Eyes, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck From Hell’s Heart, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Raiders of the Fever Sea, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Tempest Rising. Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
The Price of Infamy, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Character Add-On Deck, Paizo
Smash Up: Geek Edition, Pegasus Spiele
Smash Up: Monster Smash, Pegasus Spiele

Picco Judson
Cities of Darkscorch, Numero Game

Pierson Gérard
Canopy Walk, TF Verlag
Roborama, Playthisone

Pieterse Niels
Rifugio, NRP Games

Pietschker Lutz
Flash Point: Fire Rescue Honor & Duty, Indie Boards & Cards

Piñan Jorge
Sblab, Edigrafica

Pinchback Ben
Fleet: Arctic Bounty, Gryphon Games

Pitchford Randy
Small World Im Netz der Spinne, Days of Wonder
Small World Royal Bonus, Days of Wonder

Piuotrowski Seweryn
Galaxy of Trian, Creative Maker

Podurgiel Bill
Rivet Wars, Cool Mini or not

Poehl Henning
Auge um Auge, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Landschaften & Tiere, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Formen und Zahlen, Sphinx Spieleverlag
Unikum Cthulhu, Sphinx Spieleverlag

Poelzing Steven
Cubist, Gryphon Games

Poncin Nicolas
Medieval Academy, Blue Cocker Games

Pope Bryan
Mage Wars Die Eroberung von Kumanjaro, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Druidin vs. Nekromant, Pegasus Spiele
Mage Wars Machtmeisterin vs. Kriegsherr, Pegasus Spiele

Pouchain Laurent
Conan: Hyborian Quests, Monolith

Poulain Jerôme
Asylum, Pedrokar Games
Yum Yum, Pedrokar Games

Pranzo Marco
Historia, Giochix.it / Gigamic / Golden Eggs

Precht Thade
Trakkx, Schmidt Spiele

Pulsipher Lewis
Dragon Rage, iello
Sea Kings, Worthington Publishing

Raab Josh
Nika, Eagle Games

Raggan Hans
Col-or-Form, Adlung Spiele

Rahim Dilwar
Age of Soccer, Legend Express

Raimbault Christophe
Colt Express, Ludonaute

Rainaldy Rezza
Kucing Sumput, Manikmaya Games

Raiola Giulio
Tutti al Mare, Red Glove

Randolph Alex
Mahé, franjos

Raoult Nicolas
Zombicide Prison Outbreak, Cool Mini or Not
Zombicide Toxic City Metal, Cool Mini or Not

Raspler Dan
Space Cadets Away Missions, Stronghold Games

Redici Henri
Fleet Commander, Capsicum Games
Speakeasy, Capsicum Games

Reed Philipp
Mars Attacks: The Dice Game, Steve Jackson Games

Reid C. Simon
I, Spy, Lost Boy Productions

Rejchtman Grzegorz
Guinness World Records, Kosmos
Guinness World Records: Das Miniquiz, Kosmos

Rem Benoit
Boxes, Art of Games

Richardson Nick
The Battle of Bushy Run, Multi-Man Publishing

Riddle Matt
Fleet: Arctic Bounty, Gryphon Games

Riedel Stephan
Ostfriesenlauf, Clicker Spiele

Rieneck Michael
Grog Island, eggertspiele / Pegasus

Rigolone Davide
Espresso Fishing, Piatnik

Rilstone Andrew
Once Upon a Time Knightly Tales, Atlas Games

Rio Fredericco
Mahardika, Manikmaya Games

Risthaus Stefan
Arkwright, Spielworxx
Marchia Orientalis, Ostia Spiele
Monuments Phaistos, Abacus/Ostia Spiele
Slicks Tracks & Tricks, Ostia Spiele

Rivera Mark
Luchador!, Backspindle Games

Rivière Théo
Shinobi Wat-Ah, Iello

Robbins Eddie
1879, Winsome Games

Rohrbaugh Paul
Gauntlet: Operation Pedestal, High Flying Dice Game

Rolko Olivier
Gaia, Tiki Editions

Romano Simone
Galaxy Defenders: Extinction Protocol, Ares Games / Gremlin 
Project
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback, Ares Games / Gremlin 
Project
Galaxy Defenders: Close Encounter Danger Variant Cards, Ares 
Games / Gremlin Project

Romeral Nestor Andrés
Blue, nestorgames
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Rose Al
Space Cadets Away Missions, Stronghold Games

Rosén Einar
Nations Inspirations, Lautapelit

Rosén Robert
Nations Inspirations, Lautapelit

Rosenberg Uwe
Agricola Frankreich-Deck, Lookout Spiele
Arler Erde, Feuerland Spiele
Fields of Arle, Feuerland Spiele
Patchwork, Lookout Spiele
Terre des Arle, Filosofia

Rosendahl Mika
Cabals, Kyy Games

Rossi Carlo A.
Zauberer Malefix, Haba

Rossini Guiseppe
Race! Formula 90 Expansion #1, Gotha Games

Roubira Jean-Louis
Dixit Daydreams, Libellud

Rouzé Francois
Room 25: Season 2, Matagot

Royer Anne
Das Schlaumeier-Quiz, moses.Verlag

Ruhnke Volker
Fire in the Lake, GMT Games

Russell Tom
Irish Gauge, Winsome Games

Rzadek Wojciech
Astro Jam, Trefl

Saarinen Veli-Matti 
Troll Hunt, Roll D6 Games

Sackson Sid
Games of Art, Gryphon Games

Santopietro Gianluca
Kingsport Festival, Kosmos / 
Kingsport Festival, Stratelibri/Giochi Uniti/Sir Chester Cobble-
pot
Kingsport Festival, Hobby Japan
Kingsport Festival, Iello
Japan/Iello

Santos Matteo
Winter Tales, Fantasy Flight / Heidelberger

Sasaki Jun
Kobayakawa, Iello
Kobayakawa, Superlude 

Sato Jun’ichi
Click & Crack, Junias
Eat me if you can, Iello

Sato Shimpei
Onitama, Conception / Minimal Games

Satria Brendan A,
Mat Goceng, Manikmaya Games
The Festivals of Indonesia, Manikmaya Games

Sauer George
Can’t Stop Rollin‘ Down the Highway, Gryphon Games

Sauer Stephen
The Walled City, Mercury Games

Savola Petri
Kyoto Protocol, Roll D6

Sawka Kuba
Armymals, Titan Forge Games
Armymals Top Secret, Titan Forge Games

Sayaka
The little witches and the mysterious house, Kogekoge-do

Schackert Peter
Seerosen-Treff, Oberschwäbische Magnetspiele

Schacht Michael
Hellweg westfalicus, Spiele aus Timbuktu

Schaudt Oliver
Taituu, Gerhards Spiel und Design

Scherer Jochen
Asselschlamassel, Drei Magier Spiele

Schlegel Martin
Atacama, Mücke Spiele
Sirenen in Sicht, Smiling Monster
Takamatsu, Mücke Spiele

Schlewitz Nicolas
Zombie 15, Heidelberger 
Zombie 15, Iello

Schliemann Jens-Peter
Auf Zack, Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne
Holterdipolter, moses.Verlag

Schmiel Karl-Heinz
Sankt Petersburg, Hans im Glück

Schneider Walter
Coconuts Duo, Korea Boardgames

Schranz Walter
Paititi, Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Schumacher Jens
Black Stories Funny Death 2, moses.Verlag

Schütz Stefanie
Katzenpolizei, Haba

Schwer Benjamin
Crowns, Schmidt Spiele
Würfel Kung Fu, Haba

Sciarra Emanuele
Bang! Halo, USAopoly
Bang! The Walking Dead, USAopoly
Bang! Heroes of the Storm, USAopoly
Bang! Valley of Shadows, dV Giochi

Seegert Alf
Cubist, Gryphon Games
Fantastiqa: The Rucksack Edition, Gryphon Games
Musée, Gryphon Games

Selinker Mike
Lords of Vegas Up!, Mayfair Games
Pathfinder, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Base Set, 
Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck - Island of Empty Eyes, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck From Hell’s Heart, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Raiders of the Fever Sea, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Tempest Rising. Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
The Price of Infamy, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Character Add-On Deck, Paizo

Sentieiro Nuno Bizarro
Panamax, Mesaboardgames / Heidelberger
Reis de Portugal, Mesaboardgames

Seoane Ariel
Grand Slam, Korea Boardgames

Seurat Clem
Shadows of Normandie, Devil Pig Games

Shafir Haim
Schau mal!, Amigo Spiele
Speed Cups², Amigo Spiele

Shargorodskiy Timofey
Artificium, Lifestyle Boardgames

Shipley Ken
Cities of Darkscorch, Numero Game

Shkylyarov Anatolij
Bug Race, Rightgames

Short David
Bomb Squad, Tasty Minstrel Games
Cypher, Alderac
Planes, Alderac
Yardmaster Express, Crash Games

Siadek Jeff
Monster Derby, Gorilla Games
Monster Derby Expansion I, Gorilla Games

Sibicky Nick
King’s Forge, Clever Mojo

Sich Johannes
La Cosa Nostra, Hard Boiled Games

Sidorenko Oleg
Mysterium, Portal Games

Siemek Pawel
Altaria, Axel-Malina

Sienholz Mark
Das Labyrinth des Pharao Sphinx und Triamide, Krimsus 
Krimskramskiste

Sieńko Michał
First to Fight, Fabryka Gier Historycznych

Siłka Piotr
Memorable Stories, G3

Silva Lorenzo
Co-Mix, Horrible Games
Co-Mix, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Dungeon Fighter: Abgefahrene Winde, Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: Die Große Welle, Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: Stormy Winds, Hurrican Games

Siroy Adrien
Das Schlaumeier-Quiz, moses.Verlag

Sivél Richard
Wir sind das Volk, Histogame 

Smith Adrian
Journey: Wrath of Demons, Marrow Production

Soledade Paulo
Panamax, Mesaboardgames / Heidelberger
Reis de Portugal, Mesaboardgames

Solis Daniel
Light Rail, Smart Play Games
Monsoon Market, Smart Play Games

Sommer Norbert
Whacky Mini, Spielquader
Whacky Roll Ultimate, Spielquader

Song Evan
DoReMi, Deinko

Sorrentino Lorenzo Tucci
Bim Bum Bam, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: Abgefahrene Winde, Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: Die Große Welle, Heidelberger
Dungeon Fighter: The Big Wave, Cranio Creations
Dungeon Fighter: Stormy Winds, Hurrican Games
Soqquadro, Cranio Creations
Valentina, Cranio Creations

Sparks Jay
Hypocrisy, Sparks Games

Stahl Jeph
1775 - Der amerikanische Unabhängigkeitskrieg, Schwerkraft 
Verlag
1812 - Der zweite amerikanische Unabhängigkeitskrieg, 
Schwerkraft Verlag

Stark Frank
Due Conga, Gerhards Spiel und Design
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Mensch ärgere dich nicht Noch mehr ärgern Blau, Schmidt 
Spiele
Mensch ärgere dich nicht Noch mehr ärgern Rot, Schmidt 
Spiele

Stark Matthias
Rock’n Rodeo, Mantikore Verlag

Stasiak Tom
Assault on Doomrock, Beautiful Disaster Games

Staupe Andreas
7 Steps, Kosmos
Kuh Vadis, nsv
Kuhlorado, nsv
Zum Kuhkuck, nsv

Steding Andreas
Die Staufer, Hans im Glück
Hansa Teutonica: Britannia, Argentum Verlag

Stein Dieter
Minoa, nestorgames
Rincala, Gerhards Spiel & Design

Stegmaier James
Euphoria, Morning Players

Stella Deke
Karate Fight, Soda Pop Miniatures
Super Dungeon Explore: King Starfire, Soda Pop Miniatures
Super Dungeon Explore: Forgotten King, Soda Pop Miniatures

Sterphone Sara
Core Worlds Revolution, Stronghold Games

Stevens Patrick
C. C. Higgins Rail Pass, Numbskull Games
California Gold, Numbskull Games
Prepotent, Numbskull Games

Stiehl Nicole
Pluff, Spieltrieb

Stockhausen Reiner
Orleans, dlp Games
Scheffeln, dlp Games

Stöhr Christian
Schraube Locker, Amigo-Spiele

Stoll Ben
DC Comics Deck-Building Game Forever Evil, Cryptozoic 

Stone Alan
Euphoria, Morning Players

Storgaard Kåre 
Hospital Rush, eggertspiele / Pegasus

Strazdina Kristiana
Wash Dash, Brain Games

Streese Marion
Biff Baff Das kunterbunte Trommelspiel, baff

Street Nick
Lords of War: Templars vs. Undead, Black Box Games
Lords of War: Templer vs. Untote, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Suganuma Masao
Machi Koro, Kosmos

Surace Nunzio
Galaxy Defenders: Extinction Protocol, Ares Games / Gremlin 
Project
Galaxy Defenders: Operation Strikeback, Ares Games / Gremlin 
Project
Galaxy Defenders: Close Encounter Danger Variant Cards, Ares 
Games / Gremlin Project

Svensson Eilif
Doodle City, Aporta Games
Mangrovia, Zoch

Sweigart Sean
Firefly, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Firefly Schwerelos, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Firefly The Game Blue Sun, Gale Force 9
Homeland: The Game, Gale Force 9
Spartacus: The Shadow of Death, Gale Force 9

Swine Benjamin
Funny Faces, Beeswine
Pedibus, Beeswine

Sylvester Peer
Old Town Robbery, Clicker Spiele
Wir sind das Volk, Histogame

Tahkokallio Touko
Eclipse Nebula, Lautapelit

Tahta Rikki
Complots: Saint Barthélemy, Ferti
Guatemala 1954, La Mame Games
Melee, La Mame Games
The Resistance: Hidden Agenda & Hostile Intent, Indie Boars 
& Cards

Tan Michael W.
War Stories: Liberty Road, Conquistador Games
War Stories: Red Storm, Conquistador Games

Tapia Nick
Nightlight, BNKB Games

Tascini Daniele
Dungeon Bazar, Cranio Creations
Soqquadro, Cranio Creations

Tavare Elena
Wash Dash, Brain Games

Terranova Ted
Rivet Wars, Cool Mini or not

Teuber Klaus
Die Siedler von Catan Das Alte Ägypten, Kosmos

Teubner Marco
Hook, Pegasus Spiele

Thiemann Hans-Georg
Planet Steam, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Thomsen Stehen
Hospital Rush, eggertspiele / Pegasus

Thornton Jake
Dungeon Saga: Dwarf King’s Quest, Mantic Games
Mars Attacks, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Mars Attacks, Mantic Games

Thyben Frank
Orcs, Orcs, Orcs, Queen Games

Tibbetts Brandon
The Manhattan Project, Minion Games / Asmodee

Timonen Vesa
Solitaire Chess, Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Tomczyk Marcin
Might & Magic Heroes, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Tomioka Katsumasa
Ninja Taisen, Table Cross

Tong Mandy
Minotaur Max, Miss Merc007 Games

Torbey Shadi
Onirim, Z-Man / Filosofia

Tourigny Yves
Blueprints, Z-Man / Asmodee

Trahan Nicholas
Villainy, Mayfair Games

Trehgrannik
Bug Race, Rightgames

Trzewiczek Ignacy
Imperial Settlers, Portal Games
Robinson Crusoe: Die Fahrt der Beagle, Pegasus Spiele
Robinson Crusoe Spyglass of Illusory Hope, Portal Games
Robinson Crusoe Tracing Doctor Livingstone, Portal Games
The Witcher, Fantasy Flight Games

Tsakiris Charalampos 
Raid & Trade, Mage Company

Tsantilas Sotirios
New Dawn, Artipia Games

Tseng Alex
Cat Hiding DX, Big Fun Games

Tsirogiannis Panagiotis
Lap Dance, Artipia Games

Turczi Dávid 
Redacted, LudiCreations
Redacted Mercenaries, LudiCreations

Turri Vincent
Deal, Delprod.com

Tyrland Anders
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade, Z-Man

Tyrland Ollie
The Battle at Kemble’s Cascade, Z-Man

Uesugi Masato
Lost Legacy Hyakunen Senso to Ryu no Miko, One Draw / 
Kanai Factory

Ulrich Nils
Heavy Hippos, Beleduc

Ulrich Richard
Heavy Hippos, Beleduc

Urbon Arnaud
Korrigans, Ilopeli / Matagot

Urinko Christopher
Hold your Breath!, Mayday Games

Usera Ignacio Sánchez
Sblab, Edigrafica

Ushan Alexandr
Skyfall, Hobby World

Vaccarino Donald X.
Dominion Basisspiel, Rio Grande / ASS
Dominion Fan Edition 1, Rio Grande / ASS
Dominion Mixbox, Rio Grande / ASS
Dominion Seaside, Rio Grande / ASS
Greed, Queen Games
Pina Pirata, Iello
Temporum, Rio Grande Games

Valens Nikki
Eldritch Horror, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Valtriani Marco
Dogsitter, Red Glove
Ghiotto di Ghiande, Red Glove
Godz, Red Glove
Magikaboom, Red Glove
Merry Yard, Red Glove
Super Fantasy Night of the Badly Dead, Red Glove
Super Fantasy Ugly Snouts Assault, Red Glove
Super Fantasy Angriff der hässlichen Schnauzen, Nordland-
sippe
Vudù, Red Glove
Vudù, Nordlandsippe

van Dodeweerd Marije
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

van Gemeren Ian
The Daedalus Sentence, Eagle Games

van Moorsel Corné
Typo 2D, Cwali

van Swieten Remco
Superduo, Amsterdam Superhero Ass.

Vaněček Jan
McJohny’s, Czech Board Games

Vasel Tom
Nothing Personal, Dice Tower Games

Vaux Martin
Lords of War: Templars vs. Undead, Black Box Games
Lords of War: Templer vs. Untote, Heidelberger SPieleverlag
Lords of War: Weather and Terrain Expansion, Black Box Games
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Venturini Emiliano
Carnac, Huch! & friends

Vesligaj Alfred:
27: Five Elements, ValueAd Games
Black Diamonds, ValueAd Games
Walk to Jesus, ValueAd Games

Vialla Ludovic
Korrigans, Ilopeli / Matagot

Viard Alban
AoS Old Europe - USA, AoS Team 
AoS Argentine - French Riviera, AoS Team
Clinic, AoS Team
Town Center, LudiCreations
Town Center: Essen/Spiel, Ludicreations
Town Center: London/Hong Kong, Ludicreations
Town Center: Manhattan/Paris La Cite-St.Louis, Ludicreations

Vincze Mihály
Redacted, LudiCreations
Redacted Mercenaries, LudiCreations

Vogel Eric B.
Romans, go home!, Lui-même
Zeppelin Attack, Evil Hat Productions

von Rüden Jörg
5 Quadrat, Spielerei

Vortex John
Arlequin, La Haute Roche

Wächter Linda
Logix 4x4, IQ-Spiele

Waeterschoot Bart
The Daedalus Sentence, Eagle Games

Walker-Harding Phil
Sushi go!, Treefrog Games

Wallace Martin
Mythotopia, Treefrog Games / Asmodee
Onwards to Venus, Treefrog Games
Steam Map Expansion #4, Mayfair Games

Wallis James
Once Upon a Time Knightly Tales, Atlas Games

Warneke Frank
Barragoon, WiWa Spiele

Weber Thomas
Samsara,Gerhards Spiel und Design

Weidling Gaby
Pathfinder, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Base Set, 
Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck - Island of Empty Eyes, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Deck From Hell’s Heart, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Raiders of the Fever Sea, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Tempest Rising. Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
The Price of Infamy, Paizo
Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: Skull & Shackles Adventure 
Character Add-On Deck, Paizo

Weissblum Aaron
Spellcaster, R&R Games

Wełnicki Marcin
Die letzten Tage von Atlantis, Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Slavica: Equinox, rebel.pl

Weskamp Bernd
Pluff, Spieltrieb

West Aron
Katakomben, Schwerkraft Verlag

Wettering Ronald
Bite Night, Zoch

Whitehill Bruce
Lunte, Mücke Spiele

Wicken Richard
Penta, Penta-Games

Wikström Max
Realm of Wonder, Mindwarrior Games / Tactic

Williams Dave
Doomtown Reloaded, Alderac
Doomtown Reloaded - New Town, New Rules, Alderac

Wilson Kevin
Abyss: Perdition’s Mouth, Dragon Dawn
Cosmic Encounter, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Wittensöldner Markus
qubri, arte ludens

Witter Robert
Barragoon, WiWa Spiele

Wojcik Wojtek
Metallum, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Wolicki Krzysztof
The Lord of the Ice Garden, RedImp Publishing

Woods Norman
Spellcaster, R&R Games

Wootton Mark
Doomtown Reloaded, Alderac
Doomtown Reloaded - New Town, New Rules, Alderac

Woźniak Łukasz
Nehemiah, Leonardo Games
Tod dem Tyrannen, Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Wrede Anja
Dreikäsehoch, Haba
Froschlaune, Edition Siebenschläfer
Wer geht mit dem Hund raus?, Edition Siebenschläfer

Wrede Klaus-Jürgen
Carcassonne II, Hans im Glück
Carcassonne: Goldrausch, Hans im Glück
Carcassonne: Halb so wild, Hans im Glück
Carcassonne: Halb so wild, spielbox
Carcassonne: La Ruée vers l’Or, Filosofia
Carcassonne Gold Rush, Z-Man

Wright Andrew 
Paradise Fallen, Crash Games

Wright Charles C.
Ophir, Terra Nova Games

Wu Harry
Rail USA, Winsome Games

Yang Zong-Hua
Attack on Monster, Good Game Studio
Girl’s Time
Throne of the World, Good Game Studio

Yann & Clem
Helden der Normandie: D-Day, Schwerkraft Verlag

Ying Jonathan
Star Wars: Imperial Assault, Fantasy Flight Games

Yoshigahara Nob
Rush Hour, Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Yu Brian
Bania, Mattel

Yu Dale
Flizz & Miez, Stadlbauer
Gib Gas, Stadlbauer
Start frei!, Stadlbauer

Zachariadis Manolis
27th Passenger, Purple Games

Zachos Antonios
Apocalypse Universe: Galactic Arena, Storyception Games

Zak Valentine
Da Clash, Ammon Miniatures

Zalewski Jan
Andromeda, Galakta

Zatz André
Sheriff of Nottingham, Arcane Wonders

Zębik łukasz
Zombie Terror, Galakta

Zhifan Chen
Blood of the Werewolf, Homosapiens Lab
Flip 9, Homosapiens Lab

Zhuravlev Yuri
Viceroy, Hobby World
Costa Ruana, Lifestyle Boardgames

Zilar André
Arcania, Bravado Games

Zinoviadis Panagiotis
Among the Stars: Expanding the Alliance, Artipia Games

Zizzi Pierluca
Dark Tales, dV Giochi
Dark Tales Snow White, dV Giochi
Hyperborea, Asmodee/Asterion/Yemaia
Movie Trailer, Oliphante

Zoch Klaus
Die verrückte Vogelscheuche, Noris Spiele

Zuidhof Patrick
Roborama, Playthisone




